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No other HI-FI has our Tradition. Our Duality.
Our Devotion to Pure Audio.
this.

Every piece of equipment produced by Luxman says all

Luxman's new 200 series for instance, illustrated above.
Each unit beautifully engineered right down to the
smallest button.
The L230 63 watts per channel amplifier with Duo- Beta
circuitry
The matching T230 digitally synthesized tuner
And the K230 full logic cassette deck featuring Dolby B
and Cnoise reduction.
Ye you'll be pleasantly surprised when you find out
how affordable this exquisite package is.
Be sure to visit aLuxman Dealer.
Because the difference between Luxman and ordinary
HiFi is astonishing.
rfull deta sôe

n*
range:write to

Luxman

fi ON QUALITY

InternátIonal, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
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YEAR AFTER ITS launch,
the Compact Disc on this
month's cover symbolises
both Martin Colloms' look at
some of the latest players and
Compact Disc Monitor, which
starts on p79, while reflected in it
are a handful of the audio cables
and interconnects examined in
Martin's massive two-part survey
which begins on p37. Picture by
Art Editor John Gash and photographer Chris Stevens.
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RUE HI-FI SOUND from a
video machine is an exciting
topic.
Until
now,
domestic video machines have
had execrable soundtrack quality
but the launch of Panasonic's
NV-850 ' VHS Hi Fi' VCR just
before Christmas 1983 promised
great things — Martin Colloms
reports on his findings. His cable
survey concludes with individual
56 Technics SL- P7
reviews and recommendations,
57 Technics SL- P8
while Scott Strachan of Syrinx
57 Toshiba XRZ70
offers a theoretical look at the
58 Table
reasons for cable directionality
CLASSICAL GLASS Ken Kessler and Stanley Kelly examines some
auditions two valve preamps of the 'wilder' ideas presently
from a new English company
gripping hi-fi buffs.
59 Croft valve preamplifiers
Ken Kessler auditions a new
THE HITACHI FT5500 REVISITED integrated valve amplifier from
Angus McKenzie re- reviews a Roy Grant and the latest Stax
tuner which originally offered electrostatic headphones, while
superb performance, apart from Chris Breunig lives with
a sensitivity to the BBC's Radio Garrotted Deccas.
Data transmissions
On the music side, Robert
61 Hitachi FT5500 Tuner
Matthew-Walker follows up this
B&O 5000 B&O's ' It's all done by month's article with a look at
mirrors' remote control music British Piano Concertos on record
centre is taken apart — figuratively and the Quality Monitor team
speaking — by Alvin Gold
examine the sound quality of
62 B&O 5000 music system some of the latest releases.
But for those of you whose
appetites for owning a high- end
LP-playing system were fired by
our Audiophile Competition last
month, next month's HFN/RR
includes a competition to win a
complete
CD- based
system!
Watch this space.
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NAD -True tionfi Systems
Many enthusiasts who yearn to enjoy pure, clean,
undistorted reproduction of their favourite music are
faced with adilemma. Whether to spend ages trying to
match various HI-FI components or, through fear of
iris- matching, accept acompromise put together by a
Mid Fi manufacturer. In many cases the compromise,
NAD 3020A
Amplifier

NAD 5120 Turntable

46This latter day
classic takes
another step
forward ee

66Sonically, the
5120 is in aclass
of its own',

HI- Fl ANSWERS
May 1983

POPULAR HI-Fl
September 1983

represented by aMidi System, wins the day. Now Hi Fi
Markets bring you the perfect answer. By matching
these world acclaimed NAD components we are able to
offer UNCOMPROMISING sound quality at the lowest
possible price. Audition these systems at your local
Hi Fi Markets today. Enjoy True Hi Fi Sound with NAD.

Boston Acoustics
A40 Speakers

66Produces a
superbly crisp,
clean, tight
attack ee
POPULAR HHI
JLi

1983

NAD 4020A Tuner

NAD 6050C
Cassette Deck

661 can
thoroughly
recommend this
tuner, e

66 Best Buy',

HI-Fl ANSWERS
September 1983

HI-Fl CHOICE
Autumn 1983

Combines the legendary NAD
3020A amplifier with the
NAD 5120 — now the UK's
leading audiophile turntable.
The 5120 comes complete with
the highly acclaimed NAD
9200 cartridge. A pair of
Boston Acoustics A40 speakers
complete the system. True
Hi Fi sound at an unbelievably
low price. Hear it at Hi Fi
Markets today.
£330.00 complete
Price includes FREE pair of
Monster Superflex 10ft
leads and NAD Test and
Demonstration Record.

This system is built around the
new NAD 7125, acompact
receiver with low-profile
design which is elegant and
modern yet highly functional.
With the NAD 5120 turntable,
NAD 9200 cartridge and pair
of Boston Acoustics A40
speakers, the THS 25 system
will satisfy the ears of the true
audiophile at an amazingly low
price. A demonstration at
HiFi Markets will convince
you!
£410.00 complete
Price includes FREE pair of
Monster Superflex 10ft
leads and NAD Test and
Demonstration Record.

FREE Cable with NM

Systems
The NAD systems on these pages offer you TRUE Hi Fi
as only NAD know how. But to ensure that you lose
none of the superb NAD performance you need the
very best connecting cable. And that of course means
'Monster' So HI-FI Markets are including ABSOLUTELY

FREE OF CHARGE apair of Monster Superflex 10ft
leads worth £ 12
Also included F.*.E.with systems THS20, THS25 and
THS30, the NAD Test Demonstration Record.

THS 30 System
Comprising components
which have won unstinting
praise from the Hi Fi press in
almost every Country. The
NAD 3020A amplifier,
matching tuner NAD 4020A
incorporating the finest in
analogue tuner circuitry, and
NAD 6050C cassette deck
with ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C and
Dolby B. Completing the
impressive line-up is the NAD
5120 turntable with NAD 9200
cartridge and apair of Boston
Acoustics A40 speakers.

£598.00 complete
Price includes FREE pair of
Monster Superflex 10ft
leads and NAD Test and
Demonstration Record.

THS 50 System
•enter
the fantastic world of compact
disc technology, Hi Fi Markets
offer this system with the new
NAD 5200 at its heart. The
NAD 5200 is asecond
generation compact disc player
firmly in the NAD no frills,
high performance tradition.
The NAD 3020A amplifier, the
NAD 4020A tuner and apair of
Boston Acoustics A40 speakers
complete atruly incredible
system at an amazingly low
pr:ce.

£716.00 complete
Price includes FREE pair of
Monster Superflex 10ft
leads.

The place where people care about hi-fi

66... the model
many people
have been
waiting for ee
HI-FI FOR PLEASURE

NAD 7125 AM/FM Receiver

66 This receiver
was the overall
winner ee
POPULAR HI-FI
Quest Test
(NAD 7120)
October 1983

The NAD 7125 is acompact receiver
with low- profile design which is
elegant and modern yet highly
functional. Its advanced engineering
and sophisticated circuitry mark it as
ano-compromise product. And it
includes agenuine digital frequencysynthesis tuner which combines
superb performance with
remàrkable operating convenience.
£189.00

NAD 5200 Compact
Disc Player
Compact Disc Players are not all
created equal. The NAD 5200 is a
second generation machine, firmly
in the NAD no-frills, high
performance, best- buy tradition.
Whilst many CD players are

NAD 6125 Cassette Deck
The quality of the circuitry, the
precision of the low-flutter tape
transport and the low distort:on and
wide dynamic range of the MX
permalloy head-elements add up to a
level of performance, in both
recording and playback, that
normally is found only in more
costly tape decks. In the NAD 6125,
as in the best tape decks at any price,
the performance is limited not by
the recorder but by the tape itselt.
This ensures that you will obtain the
full benefit of the refinements in
today's most advanced tape
formulations. The total dynamic range
of the NAD 6125 approaches that of
digital recordings and is ample for
making your own tapes of live music.
In addition, its wide- range response,
inaudibly low flutter, and very quiet
electronics provide asuperb
playback environment for the many
high-quality pre-recorded music
cassettes that are available today.
Features Dolby C and Dolby B.
£139.00

festooned with superfluous
programming controls and
unnecessary micro processor
circuitry, the NAD 5200 is
designed to focus on sonic quality
and genuine user convenience
without gimmicks. In the final
analysis what matters most in a

NAD 3150 Amplifier

66 Icannot think of
any other amplifier
at the price which
is an all round
better bet ee
HI-FI TODAY
December 1983

The 3150 is twice as powerful as the
3020A when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched
to the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for
stereo. In addition the 3150 contains
avariety of circuit features that
contribute to its outstanding
operating flexibility and highly
£
musical sound quality.

209.00

The place where people care about hi-fi

true high fidelity component is
the quality of its sound, and in this
respect the NAD 5200 is at least
equal or superior to any other CD
player, including those selling for
twice its modest price.

£399.00

NAD 4150 AM/FM Tuner

66 ... it represents one
of the finest
achievements in FM
and r.f. circuitry design
that Ihave ever seen ...
the most sensitive tuner
Ihave ever measured e
e
AUDIO
March 1983
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo
tuner featur:ng the new Schotz
Variable Bandwidth PLL Detector,
apatented phase- locked- loop FM
detector circuit whose frequency
bandwidth automatically varies with
signal strength and signal quality in
order to optimise reception. It
dramatically improves performance
in key areas.
f179.00

FREE Monster C
44...
recommendation
Istill stands',

Another
thoroughbred
from the
AR stable

HI-FI NEWS
August 1983

AR18LS

AR28LS

66 Unusually
consistent sound
quality,'

661 am
pleased to
recommend he,

GRAMOPHONE

Hi- Fl FOR
PLEASURE

May 1983

66A classically
balanced
speaker',
HI-Fl NEWS
November 1983

january 1984

KEF

Canna II

66 Agreat
speaker, good
in every way

ee

PRACTICAL HI-FI
August 1982

KEF Cantor III

66 Highly
recommended»
HI-Fl FOR
PLEASURE

KEF Coda Ill
66A winner ...
choice for a
lot of first
time buyers,'
STEREO THE
MAGAZINE

February 1984

August 1983

All
speaker
prices
per pair

Celestion Ditton 110

C.Sestion SL600

Celestion Ditton 100

The place where people care about hi-fi

Here's afantastic offer from
HiFi Markets. Buy any pair of
AR speakers and we will give
you ABSOLUTELY FREE OF
CHARGE 20ft of Monster
Cable worth £19.00. Hurry
along to your nearest HiFi
Markets branch and take
advantage of this outstanding
opportunity today!
AR speakers offer adesign and
manufacturing philosophy that
takes the very limits of
technology to the listener.
AR8LS
£ 79.90
AR18LS£ 99.90
AR28LS£ 129.90
AR38LS
£ 169.90
AR48LS
£ 229.90

ls ¿ne of
prestigious designers and
manufacturers of high quality
loudspeakers, acknowledged as
aworld authority on advanced
design and techniques.
KEF incorporate the results of
those techniques in arange of
loudspeakers covering every
requirement from domestic
HiFi bookshelf models to the
largest professional monitoring
loudspeakers used in recording
studios. Inspect this great
speaker range at HiFi Markets
Coda Ill
£ 99.00
£119.00
Cantor II
£139.00
Carina Il
£149.00
Caprice II
£239.00
Carlton Il

vast experience gained
through years of intricate
research at their disposal,
provided the audio world with
an astonishing new experience
when they introduced their
model SL6. This totally
revolutionary concept in
loudspeaker design paved the
way for the extraordinary
SL600, providing alistening
pleasure not to be missed.
Ditton 100£ 79.90
Ditton 110
£ 99.90
Ditton 130
£ 139.90
Ditton 250
£ 189.90
Ditton 300
£ 239.90
SL6
£ 279.90
SL600
£649.00

Marantz M X250 System
This is one of the many outstanding
Midi Systems which you can hear
and compare at Hi Fi Markets.
The MX250 system comprises the
TT333 linear tracking, drawer
loading, direct drive turntable,
PM233 25 watts per channel
amplifier. SD233 cassette deck

witn soft touch zape transport key,
Dorby C and Dolby B, ST333 tuner
with quartz synthesizer, 8AM +
8FM pre-sets and auto scan/manual
tuning, and RM333 shelf top
adjustable rack. A pair of
matching LD20 speakers complete
an outstanding system at an
outstanding price.

£549.00

Yamaha A300 awarded
"BEST BUY" in latest
H}fi Choice
-4440-64411%6›.286

Marantz MX500System
An outstanding digitally monitored
system allowing you to operate
ahigh number of features and
functions on the amplifier, tuner.
turntable and cassette deck by
remote control. Comprises the
TT433 linear tracking turntable
with drawer loading, direct drive

and quartz reference, PM 433 55
watts per channel amplifier, SD333
Dolby C and Bcassette deck,
ST333 tuner with quartz
synthesizer. EQ333 11 band graphic
equalizer and AT333R digital Bus
remote control unit with timer.
Complete with RM333 rack and
pair of LD30 M kll speakers.

£999.00

JVC E5 System

r
ee.
Another top rating for Yamaha,
this time from the authoritative
publication H
Choice, confirms
our opinion that Yamaha offers
truly outstanding quality and
performance at an incredible
price. The A-300 amplifier
gives basic reproduction excellence
without frills or fancy automated

featu res. You'll always be
sure of what every Hi Fi enthusiast
really wants most from his
equipment — natural sound
performance. The A-300 gives 30
watts per channel with 0.05% THD.

Yamaha CD-X1 CD Player

Yamaha CD-X1 offers sophisticated
electronics at an a-naz ngly low
price. There's new improved LSI
circuitry, high precision digital filter,
easy memory programming,
convenient music search, versatile
play mode selection, handy repeat
and disc remaining time indicator.

The latest Compact Disc Player,

£359.00

JVC is amake which is always very
popular with Hi Fi Markets
customers. Here we feature the
E5 System which combines
attractive styling with good
performance. The JVC E5 System
comprises the A-E5 Super-A
amplifier; T- ESL FM/MW/LW
tuner, L- E5 fully automatic linear

The place where people care about hi-fi

tracking turntable, D- ES metal
cassette deck, and apair of S- E5
three-way speaker systems.
Complete with LK-E5 audio rack.
Come and audition JVC together
with the many other leading
brands which are on display at
Hi Fi Markets.

315 Series Type 30/E
Enjoy beautiful music from discs,
tapes, and radio with this
remarkably compact hi-fi system.
SU 3integrated amp delivers
20W per channel. Super- Bass
improves low- range response.
ST-3L FM/MW/LW tuner is
equipped with gyro-touch
flywheel tuning knob. RS- 1W
double cassette deck allows

high-speed dubbing. SL-3linear
tracking turntable features
microcomputer-controlled foolproof operation. SB-F5 2- way
linear phase speaker system
houses 18cm woofer and sectral
radial horn tweeter in a
bass- reflex enclosure. SH-721
desk- top audio rack is neight
adjustable. This system is available
with or without SH-E5 graphic
ecpalizer.

315 Series Type 10
For the ultimate in compact
convenience, take aclose look at
the TYPE 10 system at Hi -Fi
Markets. Then listen to what's
packed into this advanced cassette
receiver and turntable
combination. SA-K6L cassette
section employs LSI full- logic
control to permit direct mode
switching, repeat- play, auto

Phone for latest price

AR Turntable
highly successfu l
predecessor, the new
AR turntable has a
diecast alloy subchassis suspended by
three foam damped
coil springs from a
metal deck plate.
A synchronous motor
with astepped pulley
provides dual speed
drive.

rec-mute, and synchro recording
which allows automatic
disc- to- tape copying controlled
from the turntable. Powerful amp
section delivers 22W per channel
and FM/MW/LW 3- band tuner
section features high sensitivity.
SL- 3linear tracking turntable
provides microcomputercontrolled fool- proof operation.
SB-F5 2-way speaker system
included.

Phone for latest price

PinkTriangleTurntable
,
Pink Triangle is abelt drive turntable based
on the suspended
sub-chassis principle.
The 33/45 speed
change is electrical
and there's avery
rigid teak plinth with
asolid acrylic platter.
Available from certain
appointed dealers only.

£219.00

£398.00

Including arm but
excluding cartridge.

Dual 514 Turntable

Excluding arm and
cartridge.

Ariston RD40 Turntable

automatic turntable.
It is the latest
addition to the Dual
range.ard is designed
for use with budget
systems. There's afull
size patter with new
improved flat mat and
front controls for
ease cf operation.

that gives quality at
the vital source with
an impresive array of
upgrading accessories
available. Substantial
machined aluminium
construction gives
absolute rgidity.
There's single- point
precision bearing and
3- point suspension.

Phone for
latest price

Phone for
latest price.

Not all of the products featured are availaple at ah ibranches. Please check before travelling.

The place where people care about hi-fi
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Our Best Sling Cartridges
66Superb

66 It's got
to be a
good buy

66 Its treble

sound.
Excellent
mounting
quality

ee

was sweet and
yet in perfect
balance,'

ee

HI- H FOR PLEASURE
January 1984

STEREO
THE MAGAZINE

WHAT HI-FI
October 1933

66

In sound quality
the NAD is along
way ahead of any
of the cartridges
discussed so far

ee

WHAT HI- Fl
October 1983

October 1983

1
Shure M92E

Nagaoka MP11

Ortofon VMS10E Mk11

NAD 9200

A budget pr ced cartridge backed by
the Shure name and quality for the
first time buyer concerned with
good sound reproduction and
reliability. Features a . 4x . 7stylus
tip, aluminium alloy shank and the
low- mass 1
/"snap-on adaptor.
2

Uses the most up to date materials
inc uding apermalloy oscillator and
asamarium cobalt magnet. The
MP11 reproduces flat sound for all
frequency ranges from crystal clear
high noise to super deep low tones.

Relatively high compliance value
combines with the correct tracking
force to ensure excellent tracking
ability at low frequencies. Tracking
at high frequencies , sequally
outstanding thanks to alow
equivalent stylus tip mass.

This highly acclaimed cartridge has
taken its puce amongst our
foremost budget cartridges due to
its excellent performance and value
for money. Come and inspect the
amazing NAD 9200 at HiFi Markets.

£12.50

£16.95

£19.00

£22.50

Fantastic Selection of Accessories at HiFi Markets
TDK

and we have listed below some
models which in our opinion represent
outstanding value for money.

1))))111)
Monster Cable

Yamaha HP- 2
Yamaha HP- 1

You can sigrificantly improve the
performance of your sound system
simply by switching from conventional
wire to Monster Cable. With Monster
Cable the problems associated with
conventional wires are eliminated by
using more copper, finer strands,
higher purity materials, and aunique
winding corfigu ration that directly
couples your amplifier to your
speakers without loss. The result?
Music that's dynamic and powerful,
open and cleat The way real music
should be. Choose Monster Cable at
Hi Fi Markets and get more
performance from your Hi -Fi system.
From 00p per foot.

ewe,
7
0

1
/ 1k e)

Headphones
Hi Fi Markets offer awide range of
headphones by leading manufacturers

Yamaha YH- I
00
Yamaha TM- I
000
KOSS K6X
NAD830
Sennheiser HD 410

£34.50
£42.50
£47.00
£68.00
£18.90
£19.50
£20.45

4.!
Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners
A special new grade of rubber is used
on this roller wh ch retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel inaefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of ' tackiness is always exactly
righz, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up
as well as the surface dust.
From £7.90

DC60
DC90
DCI20
ADC60
ADC90
ADC I20
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

0.65'
£0.82*
£ 1.25'
£0.95•
£ 1.13•
£ 1.79*
£ 1.19
£ 1.65
£ 1.25
£ 1.49.
£ 1.45•

SAXC90
EI.99'
MET MA60 E1.85•
MET MA90 £ 2.75
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack £2.46"
ADC90 double
pack £2.26'
SAC90 double
pack
f2.98'

Maxell
UDC46 £0.79
JDC60 £0.89
UDC90 £ 1.09'
UDCI20 £ 1.75
UDXLIC60 £ 1.29
UDXLIC90 £ 1.65
UDXLIIC60 £ 1.29

UDXLIIC90
XLISC60
XLISC90
XLIISC60
XLIISC90
Met MXC60
Met MXC90

£ 1.49'
£ 1.39'
£ 1.79'
£ 1.45*
£ 1.95'
£ 1.85'
£ 2.75'

Sony

NAD Mat
The NAD Mat is aft.° 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface
which makes uniform contact with
the entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft- rubber
compound with -optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of
most audio- frequency vibrations.

£9.95

The Tape Counter
Prices shown apply only when 10 or
more cassettes are purcnased-cas.'
sales only.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

CHFC60
CHFC90
CHFC 120
BHFC60
BHFC90
BHFC120

£ 0.60 AHFC60 £ 0.79"
£ 0.75' AHFC90 £ 0.99"
£ 1.09 UCXSC60 £ 1.39'
£ 0.69' UCXSC90 £. 89*
£0.89 Micro MC60
£ 1.25 ( 3Pack) £ 2.95

"Promotion Price whilst stocks last
Some items may not be
available at all branches

HiFi Markets-the largest specialist
hi-fi retailer in the country
LONDON
Manor Park E12
698 Romford Road. Tel 01-478 5137
London Eli
7Central Parade. Hoe Street.
Tel: 01-520 7277
London NI
88 Pentonville Road. Tel 01-837 4416
London N7
175-177 Holloway Road. Tel: 01-607 2148
London N12
849 High Road. Tel: 01-445 1443
London NW6
79-81 Fairfax Road. Tel: 01-328 6666
190 West End Lane, Tel: 01-744 7848
London WI
2Tottenham Court Road
Tel: 01-637 2245
10 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 1017
25 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 3329
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5474
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W2
376 Edgware Road. Tel: 01-724 0454
London W3
86 High Street, Acton.
Tel: 01-992 4788/2305
London SE 1
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
Tel: 01-403 2255/3088
London SE13
248 Lee High Road, Lewisham.
Tel: 01-318 5755
London SEIB
162 Powis Street, Woolwich.
Tel: 01-855 8016
London SW7
14 Bute Street. Tel: 01-589 2586
London SW11
13 St. John's Hill. Tel: 01-223 5532
REST OF BRITAIN
Aldershot
81 High Street. Tel: 0252 20728
Amersham
56-58 Sycamore Road. Tel: 02403 3819
Andover
105 High Street. Tel: 0264 58251
Aylesbury
146 High Street. Tel: 0296 31020
Barking (Essex)
7Station Parade. Tel: 01-594 3626
Barrow In Furness
223/225 Rawlinson Street. Tel: 0229 21233
Bath
11 Southgate. Tel: 0225 64120/64371
Bedford
76 Bedford Road. Kempston.
Tel: 0234 854133
Birkenhead
11 St. Werburgh Square. Grange Precinct.
Tel: 051-647 5626
Birmingham
35-37 Hurst Street. Tel: 021 622 2323
504 ,516 Alum Rock Road. Alum Rock
Tel: 021-328 2103
Bishops Auckland
82 Newgate Street. Tel: 0388 602266
Blackpool
4Deansgate. Tel: 0253 28357
198 Church Street. Tel: 0253 27703
Bolton
156 158 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204 22636
Bournemouth
10 Gervis Place, Tel: 0202 25512
Bridlington (Yorks)
47 King Street. Tel: 0262 74775/72274
Brighton
69 St James Street. Tel: 0273 682402
Brighton & Hove
136-138 Portland Road. Tel: 0273 723399
Bristol
36 Union Street. Tel: 0272 294183
52-54 Gloucester Road.
Tel' 0272 428248
Bromley
38 Widmore Road. Tel: 01-464 2260
Cambridge
19-20 Market Street. Tel: 0223 312240
Canterbury
21 The Burgate Tel 0227 65315

Castleford (Yorks)
64 & 85 Beancroft Road.
Tel: 0977 553066
Chandlers Ford ( Hampshire)
8-12 Hursley Road, Tel: 04215 2827
Chatham (Kent)
4Railway Street. Tel: 0634 46859
Chelmsford
5-6 Cornhill. Tel: 0245 57593/64393
Cheltenham
42 Albion Street. Tel: 0242 583960
Chesham (Bucks)
117 High Street. Tel: 0494 786494
Chester
24 St. Michaels Square. Grosvenor Precinct.
Tel: 0244 21568
Chichester (Sussex)
12 South Street. Tel: 0243 787562
Christchurch (Dorset)
183 Barrack Road. Tel: 0202 473901
Colchester
14-16 Culver Street West. Tel: 0206 48101
Coventry
8Marlborough Road. Ball Hill.
Tel 0203 458946
Crewe
106 Victoria Street. Tel: 0270 211091
Croydon
89 London Road. Tel: 01-686 1343
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road.
Tel: 01-654 1231 2040
Derby
12 Osmaston Road, The Spot.
Tel: 0332 380385
Devizes (Wiltshire)
17 The Brittox. Tel: 0380 2268
Dorking (
Surrey)
23 South Street. Tel: 0306 882897
Dunstable
45 Katherine Drive. Tel: 0582 67750
East Grinstead
2High Street. Tel: 0342 27787
Egham (Surrey)
163 High Street. Tel: 0784 35036
Enfield (Middlesex)
'191 Chase Side. Tel: 01-363 7981
Exeter
32 South Street. Tel: 0392 37888
145 Sidwell Street. Tel: 0392 72814
Gateshead (Tyne & Wear)
7-11 Park Lane. Tel: 0632 774167
Gillingham (Dorset)
The Square. Tel 07476 2474/2728
Gloucester
13-15 Worcester Street.
Tel 0452 23051 / 20518
Grimsby
71 Carter Gate. Tel: 0472 43539
Harlow, Essex
57 Harvey Centre. Tel: 0279 26155
Harpenden
82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Station Road. Tel: 01-863 8690
Hastings
3Marine Court. St Leonards on Sea.
Tel 0424 442975
Haywards Heath (Sussex)
13 South Road. Tel: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel: 0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
48 Springbank. Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill.
Tel: 01-518 0915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01-546 8974
Lancaster
84 Penny Street. Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
8St. Anne's Road. Headingley.
Tel 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265
Liverpool
401 Smithdown Road. Tel: 051-733 6859
20-22 Whitechapel. Tel: 051-709 9898

Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465
Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road. Tel: 01-508 0247
Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Maidenhead ( Berks)
18 King Street. Tel: 0628 73420
Manchester
25-29 Station Road. Urmston.
Tel 061 747 5181
62 King Street. Tel: 061-835 1156
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road. Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Ha ndysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road. Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alfreton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street. Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Plymouth
90 / 92 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road, Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706 .
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel:0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading '
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Redcar
135/137 High Street. Tel: 0642 477356
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield
172 Bestow Road. Totley.
Tel: 0742 360295
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road, Leigh-on- Sea.
Tel 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 62128
Stockport
58-62 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Stoke-on-Trent
51;53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
lei: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 657578
Swindon
60 Fleet Street. Tel: 0793 38222
Taunton
2Crown Walk. High Street.
Tel: 0823 51682
Tunbridge Wells
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
Uxbridge
278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
Walsall
Tudor House. Bridge Street.
Tel: 0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Wednesbury
1Upper High Street. Tel: 021-556 0473
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
4/8 St. Ann's Parade. Tel: 0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 95 56931
Woking (Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902 772901
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos on Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
134 Crwys Road. Tel: 0222 28565
Port Talbot
10 Forge Road. Tel: 0639 882068
SCOTLAND
Aberdeen
441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
Ayr
6A Newbridge Street. Tel: 0292 264124
Dundee
51-53 Overgate. Tel: 0382 28900
Edinburgh
1Haddington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
34 Northumberland Street.
Tel: 031-557 1672
Rose Street, Pedestrian Precinct.
Tel: 031-225 9535
Glasgow
14 The Toll, Busby Road. Clarkston.
Tel 041-6388252
Glasgow Central
340 Argyle Street. Tel: 041-221 8958
Inverness
1Greg Street. Tel: 0463 220440
Montrose
102 Murray Street. Tel: 0674 73765
Stirling
73-75 Murray Place. Tel: 0786 5053
NORTHERN IRELAND
Belfast
85 Royal Avenue. Tel: 0232 229907
Unit 12 Fountain Centre, College Street.
Tel: 0232 241331
Coleraine
21 Railway Road. Tel: 0265 52843
EIRE
Dublin
184 Lower Rathmines Road.
Tel: 0001-979216
ISLE OF MAN
Glen Vine. Tel: 0624 851437
54 Bucks Road, Douglas.
Tel 0624 23090
CHANNEL ISLES
Guernsey
Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
69 King Street, St. Helier.
Tel: 0534 21735

Head Office: Cousteau House. Greycaine
Road, Watford. WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 24/1/84) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT @ 15%
Not all the products featured in Hi Fi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.
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FIVE 1TAR
GUARANTEE
VOW MUMMA Itlfl MARKETS

Hi Fi Markets offer you the option of
extending your Guarantee to 5years
covering parts and labour. Ask your local
Hi Fi Markets for full details.

THEY LISTENED. THEY SAW.
Recently we launched two new digital
monitors, the DMI10/DM220.
It was our first venture into the
medium price range, so, not surprisingly,
the specialist press were both keen and
quick to review these two new units.
Here then, for those of you who have
yet to hear our monitors for yourself
(you are, we add, in for asplendid treat)
is adistillation of the reviews
All were heavily technical as you
would expect. Many were lengthy. All
we give you here is ataste; their
conclusions.
This, then, is what
'they' said:
Geoffrey Horn of
Gramophone ( Dec.83)
"As! have hinted,
listening to these two
loudspeakers is a
revealing and
thoroughly enjoyable
experience...
both too are admirable
examples of the
advances in
performance which
modern technology
allied to skilled brains
can bring to modestly
priced products...So I
say to B&W ( or anyone
else) ' How do you follow that?"
Alvin Gold of Hi Fi Answers
(Dec.83) "Summing up these speakers
is not easy, since they can surprise so
easily...The sense of vividness and the
expressive nature of the 220 is further
proof that B&W have got most of the
right answers."
Hi Fi News ( Nov.83)
"...it must be said that B&W's
designers have wrought atransformation
both in sound quality and driver
engineering...This new B&W speaker
(the DMI10) offers agreat deal for the
money. A front- rank performer among

this remarkable new generation of
£100 models, the B&W 110 is warmly
recommended."
11-evor Attewell of Hi Fi News ( Dec.
83) "To summarise, the DM220 is avery
neutral uncoloured loudspeaker giving
excellent imaging.. some of the best
sound 1have yet heard from moving coil
systems at the price — and from some
far more expensive ones — which makes
this avery successful design that can
confidently be recommended."
Stan Curtis of Hi Fi for
Pleasure ( Feb.84)
"With the DMII0, B&W
have surprised us all
and probably their
competitors as well. At
its price it offers good
value and achieves a
balanced performance
Strongly
recommended."
Simon Davies of
New Hi Fi Sound
(Dec.83) "All in all,
then, asignificant
improvement over
their predecessors...
They are an immensely
listenable, punchy,
clean and uncoloured
loudspeaker which are capable of
excellent results... From around £ 100 you
could do alot worse than the cheerful ,
looking DMI10."
Stereo ( Jan.84) "The DM110's are
dynamic and immediately impressive.
They have arange of valuable
properties. . 1like them."
But, please don't take the reviewers'
words for it.Our advertising for the
DMI10/DM220 has urged you to ' listen
and you Il see.
Listening is the proof. So seek out
your nearest dealer and hear the new
B&W's for yourself.
Then yotill see.

▪
▪••,

AS USED BY MAIOR DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIOS WORLDWIDE AND SOON, WE HOPE. BY YOU

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex
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HE GLOOMIEST prognostications of
the ill-effects which would result from
recent EEC attempts to protect their
less-fit Consumer Electronics dinosaurs
appear to have been amply justified, judging
by arecent item in The Economist (
17 Dec
'83), based on Bank of Japan data.
Examining the period since 1980, the first
clue is that Japan's trade surplus has soared
from £2bn. to an estimated £30bn., while her
percentage share of world trade in
manufactures has remained stable at around
13%. The implication is of course that there
has been asignificant increase in
profitability ratios rather than sales volumes
or market penetrations.
How has this been done? The imposition
of quotas and ' voluntary agreements' places
an artificial restriction upon the numbers of a
particular product that may be sold. This is
normally asimilar quantity to the previous
trading year, ignoring the preceding growth
rates which could reasonably be expected to
havecontinued in many markets.
The simple technique to contain demand
that the Japanese have applied has, of
course, been to manipulate prices artificially,
either by raising them or by not lowering
them by as much as afully competitive
situation might have allowed. They would
dearly have loved to have done this in any
case, because for some years manufacturing
divisions have found profits elusive due to
low unit prices, while profits have been
generated by marketing operations which
are often foreign subsidiaries. Now the
profits are coming direct to ' home base' via
higher ex-factory prices, and the overseas
sales operations are feeling the squeeze.
The article in The Economist shows how
domestic wholesale and export prices have
varied over the period 1980-1982 for a
variety of different manufactures. These
illustrate quite conclusively that the more
'protected' the market, the greater the
increase in export vs. domestic prices.
Cameras are the only area where the reverse
has happened, and this is amarket where
Japan has been dominant for so long that no
significant export restraint is practised.
The biggest discrepancies exist in
mainstream products like cars and steel,
both showing 10%+ increases in export
prices while home prices remained stable.
But all three Consumer Electronics markets
examined ( VCRs, TV sets, stereos) show
significant home- market price cuts, while
export prices have held up some 5-8% above
this. Stereo equipment specifically rose
some two points in export price over the two
years, but dropped some five points on the
domestic market.
The Economist sums it up: ' Voluntary
export arrangements have ensured that

Japan sends to Europe and North America
broadly the exports it would have sent
anyway,
but that it charges about 5.5% more
.
than it would otherwise have done.' Clearly
another hidden cost of EEC membership,
and afurther example of the shallow
hypocrisy beneath the current Government's
laissez-faire stance.
Whilst on the subject of the pernicious
influence of EEC activities on the consumer,
adisturbing rumour has reached my ears on
the perennial subject of the raising of alevy
on the sale of blank tape as ameans of
'compensating' for the loss of copyright/
royalties on the material which is recorded
by the user.
The rumour, and such it is at the time of
writing, is that an official report is due to be
published by the EEC which recommends
such levies be raised across the Community.
Such reports are the preliminary stage in the
preparation of legislation, akin to aUK
Government Green Paper, so there is no
need for immediate panic buying. But the
rates which have been proposed by the
European copyright association would have
dramatic and far-reaching effects upon blank
tape sales.
Roughly translated from the unlovely ECU,
these are nearly £ 1for aC90 audio cassette
and nearly £ 2per hour for videotape! In
addition a5% levy on recording machinery
is also proposed.
Superficially things have been quiet on the
tape levy front for six months now, but a
press conference is to be held by the TMG
(Tape Manufacturing Group, an industry
lobby of limited effectiveness) during
February, so details will be available soon.
Similar legislation was recently enacted by
the socialist government in Sweden,
amounting to aswingeing 50kr on a90kr
videotape and aslightly less punitive rate on
audio cassettes. Though this has been
operative for nearly ayear now, it is already
under review. The importers have
temporarily preempted the tax by stockpiling
in advance, and these stocks are still being
used up, while smugglers have found a
whole new profitable line of merchandise.
At this present time it is impossible to
know with any certainty the effects of the
Swedish legislation, or what the future
holds. Because blank tape is aluxury item,
and is unusual in being reusable, one would
expect post-tax sales to slump dramatically.
More shenanigans are afoot in West
Germany, which is already unusual in
imposing acopyright levy on recording
machinery. Measures before Parliament are
seeking to extend this to blank tape so that
the burden is equally shared', though
according to BASF the proposed rates will
double the yield on projected sales in the
first year. These rates are much lower,
amounting to 3p/hr audio and 10p/hr video,
but this still represents 7% against the 1%
charged on hardware.
BASF's argument is partly that aGerman
levy will discriminate against themselves as
domestic manufacturers, as it will be far
more difficult to control and police the
imports. But they also claim that market
research in W. Germany confirms American
findings that 52% of private recordings are
not used to tape copyrighted music.
Those who tape their own records, for the
car, the family, the Walkman, the
preservation of their LPs, or whatever, will
end up paying twice. Once again the
interference of over- government will be to
the disadvantage of the consumer— not to
mention an end to the lovely free cassettes
HFN/RR readers have been receiving
recently!
Paul Messenger

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters ( with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in Hi-fi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index, BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR ore available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each covered by two binders ( January-June and July- December), while 1983 will require one binder. Price £3.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask
for a quotation.
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. . . about Luddites,
charlatans, & a slightly overzealous approach
From: John Kendall, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd
Dear Sir, As aregular reader of HFN/RR, 1
have been entertained over the last few
months by the views expressed by reviewers
and readers concerning CD and the pro &
anti- digital debate'.1am professionally
involved in the electronics industry and have
akeen interest in music which Ipursue, most
importantly, by attending concerts and
recitals.1 have listened extensively to CD and
feel that although it is not perfect — what is? —
it offers the best compromise in terms of
musical performance. To me it outstrips
anything we have had to date on the
domestic audio market.
The slight1Nver-zealous approach shown
by CD equipment manufacturers to the
marketing of this exciting new medium is
possibly justified in response to the Luddite'
attitudes of the preserve analogue'
fraternity. The analogue brigade appear not
to be truly interested in music or hi-fi, but
only in keeping themselves in the enviable
position of making money from selling a
'parameter' which defies definition, that they
call ' emotion'. Furthermore, there are some
charlatans in the hi-fi press who help to
purvey this falsehood. The punters who have
been misled by the Luddites and charlatans
into spending their money then feel that they
have to justify the exorbitant price they paid
to obtain this elusive ' parameter'.
Iwould say that anyone seriously
interested in music reproduction should
audition aCD- based system and compare
what they hear with their experience of live
concerts, not with the bogus standards of the
analogue LP.
Yours faithfully

. . . about a load of rubbish
From: C. Whitehouse, Halesowen, West
Midlands
Dear Sir, Ihave never read such aload of
rubbish as the letter from Ivor Tiefenbrun in
January [' Views', p191.1 have an extensive
hi-fi set-up but Idon't yet own aCD player.
However,1 have been to many hi-fi
exhibitions and showrooms and have been
singularly impressed with the best CD
software, even when compared with Linn's
so-called ' state-of-the-art' turntable,
cartridge, etc.
Such adefence of analogue systems from
an analogue manufacturer is only to be
expected, but Ifind aview so biased against
real progress totally unacceptable. Ishall
purchase aCD player in due course ( God
willing) and derive the massive benefit to be
obtained. Unlike Mr Tiefenbrun, Ihave no
connection with the industry — Ican simply
hear the benefits. He obviously thinks AM
radio is superior to FM!
Yours faithfully

. . . about the thrown-down
gauntlet
From: Dave Wells, Walton- on-Thames,
Surrey
Dear Sir, Ivor Tiefenbrun's response
('Views', January) to the gauntlet thrown
down by Stanley Lipshitz leaves me
extremely confused. Containing as it does
14

VIEWS
the very reasonable and well- argued point
that we cannot just assess the digital
medium, but must also take the software
into account, his letter then comes out with
the unbelievable remark that recordings
made on the Sony PCM-F1 are ' execrable'.
Why does he always have to insert such
extreme remarks and thus devalue the rest
of what he says?
Let me recount my own experience: my
system comprises Linn Sondek/Zeta/Koetsu
Silver/Burmester 785/Krell KSA-50/Celestion
SL600, which 1mention to show that Itake
analogue disc reproduction very seriously. I
recently bought aMarantz CD63 Compact
Disc player ( ensuring that Icould return it if I
didn't like it), and it took me only afew days
to realise that Icould not live with it. With the
exception of one disc ( Richard Strauss, Till,
Don Juan, Tod), Ifound the music soulless,
uninteresting, and frequently fatiguingly
strident, though there were second reactions
—the initial impressiveness of the silent
backgrounds and the huge dynamic rance
were indeed beguiling. Ireturned the player
and sold the discs.
Ithen had the opportunity to borrow a
friend's PCM-F1 while he was away on
business. Ifully expected asimilar
experience but here the results were very
different indeed, and Icame to the
conclusion that, within reasonable limits,
what you put in you get back out again.
Recordings of all kinds of LP— for test
purposes only, of course — were as close to
the original as one could reasonably expect.
The only difference Icould ever detect was a
very mild response change which Icould
only detect on NB comparison with the
original. ( 1must stress that my auditioning
took place over the period of aweek, and
wasn't just abrief listen.) Itried the PCM-F1
in ND-D/A mode in the Burmester monitor
circuit and the detectable differences were of
the order of magnitude of those obtained
between different interconnect cables.
Idon't intend buying aPCM-F1 because I
don't need its quality for the small amount of
recording from the radio that Ido. Besides, I
am keeping an eye on the VHS/Beta Hi Fi
developments. But really Ivor, ' execrable'?1
can tell you that alive recording my friend
had made of his daughter playing the piano
was the most lifelike recording Ihave ever
heard, regardless of medium.
Regarding Ivor's election of Doug Sax as a
surrogate to accept the Lipshitz challenge, it
is all rather depressing — it is obvious what

the outcome will be.1 have little doubt that,
given Doug Sax' extensive experience with
both analogue and digital, he will be able to
identify the insertion of the digital recorder.
If he does, then Ivor wins the argument and
will be able to continue with such absurd
generalisations. Isay ' depressing' because
all the test will show is that it is possible to
detect the difference between asignal and its
digitally encoded/decoded equivalent.
So what? Ican hear the difference between
Archer cable and Sotalink between my pre
and power amps, but Icannot honestly say
that either would affect my enjoyment of
music over aperiod of weeks — and that is
the order of the difference we are talking
about.
I'm afraid Stanley Lipshitz' challenge is
going to rebound on him because it was the
wrong challenge: minute differences
between A and Bdo not matter; what counts
is one's reaction to A and B over an extended
period. Surely we have all learned the
dangers of NB comparisons with speaker
dems, for example?
At the blind listening tests conducted by
HFN/RR during the Brighton Show last
November [ full results next month — Ed), I
detected the various sources played.
However, my scorecard revealed that I
consistently preferred the excerpts which
had been through the ND-D/A process! This
clearly shows the dangers of converting
minute detected ' differences' into
'preferences'.
Yours faithfully

. . . about a recut release
From: Andrew Keener, London NW2
Dear Sir, Christopher Breunig is on target in
finding the second transfer of Okko Kamu's
CfP Tchaikovsky recital ( CfP 4405)
'altogether different' from the first ( Jan ' 84
p112), but he's wrong to suspect that the first
cut was more in line with my intentions as
producer of the record. Ifound it dull, with
unacceptably recessed strings; hence the
decision to get the disc recut.
The point is that, in recutting, CfP did not
go against my wishes as Chris implies; the
decision was mutually— and amicably—
agreed upon. Whether or not Version II has
satisfactorily solved the problem is for
others to judge.
Yours faithfully

. . . about wondrous beasts
From: Barry Revell, Ramsgate, Kent
Dear Sir, Ken Kessler has alot to answer for.
Years ago in Canterbury Iremember him
extolling the virtues of strange and
mysterious valve amplifiers. Due to my
financial straits Icould only show academic
interest in response to his enthusiasm. Then
HFN/RR started publishing Ken's ' Classical
Glass' column, which stirred my dormant
desires on the wondrous beasts, and my
quest became to seek out and find one for
audition. Ifound amint Grant Lumley
combination: GL100P with GL50A power
amps ( with M-0 KT77s!).
Ilistened. Ilistened again, entranced.
Ihave parted with several months'
housekeeping and my faithful Sugden C51
and bridged P51s and bought the beast.
What joy! Life is suddenly even better. My
wife actually listens now and has said ' You
know, that's quite good'.
Keep up the good work Ken.
Yours faithfully
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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. . . more about the KT77
From: Roy Grant, Grant Amplifiers Ltd, The
Sanderson Centre, Lees Lane, Gosport,
Hampshire P012 3UL
Dear Sir, The debate in HFN/RR concerning
the substitution of the GEC KT77 for the
Mullard type EL34 valve, particularly the
contributions of Mr. G. Woodville and Mr.
J.S. Rowe (' Views' Nov. and Jan.), prompts
me to enter the arena with the following
observations. Having had some experience
of incorporating both the EL34 and the KT77
in various modes of operation from Class- A,
single-ended designs, to the now preferred
Class- AB, circuits, Ihave no doubts at all
that the KT77 is the superior choice.
Moreover, the KT77 is readily available
whereas the EL34, apart from bottles of
foreign hue masquerading as EL34s,is not to
my knowledge in current production.
Mr. Rowe has pointed out that the KT77 is
akinkless tetrode, that is without the
suppressor grid, G3, of the pentode. A
suppressor grid operated at cathode
potential has the sole purpose of preventing
the emission of secondary electrons from
the valve anode reaching the screen in
circumstances where anode voltage falls
below that of the screened grid, G2. A fall in
anode current results in akink or knee in the
la curve. The suppressor grid, for practical
purposes, eliminates the kink. In the tetrode,
to my mind amore elegant solution,
electrode spacing and geometry achieve
the same result. Substitution of the EL34
with the KT77, which has very nearly identical
characteristics to the EL34, should present
few problems especially when such an
exchange is on the basis of new lamps for
old! Readers without access to the published
characteristics of the two valves might like to
examine the following data:
Valve type
Va (Anode Volts)
Vg2 ( Screen Volts)
Vg3 ( Suppressor)
la (Anode Current)
192 ( Screen Current)
gm (Amplification factor)
n ( Mutual Conductance)
rA (Anode impedance)

KT77
250
250
N/A
110mA
10mA
11rnAN
11.5
23kohm

E134
250
250
Zero
100mA
15mA
10.5mAN
11.0
15kohm

Manufacturers' maximum ratings are also
closely similar. It is my experience that the
KT77 may be safely exchanged for the EL34
in circuits utilising Cathode or floating bias.
Fixed bias configurations designed
specifically to match the EL34 should be
equally suitable and this certainly appears to
be the case as far as the STA15 and STA25
amplifiers are concerned. Unless bias
adjustments have been grossly upset there
is no reason to suppose alesser life for the
KT77.
Referring to Mr. Woodville's comments it
seems obvious that Mr. Kessler's amplifier
sounded louder because an increase in gain
[but surely the closed- loop circuit gain is
controlled by the negative feedback? — Ed]
was achieved by his exchange of KT77s for
EL34s. Apart from the close identity of
characteristics which tend to favour Mr.
Kessler's subjective assessment, consider
also that the replaced EL34s could well have
suffered significant degradation in cathode
emission due to ageing. If this were the case,
the sonic improvements noted would be
apparent.
There really should be few quibbles with
expressions of subjective experience
honestly given. Those of us involved in the
design and manufacture of high quality
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valve equipment rely upon sonic
assessments of our products, for it is the
sound that matters most and it is up to us to
explain the terminology of the reviewer to
ourselves at least in technical terms if we
can.
By the way Idid try swatting flies after the
manner of Mr. A.G. Watling (' Views' Nov'83)
and all Isucceeded in doing was to clap my
hands.
Yours faithfully

. . . about dither about
dither
From: R. Mudhar, London SE9
Dear Sir, Ihave just read with great interest
Martin Colloms' article on the effect of dither
in PCM systems (
HFN/RR July ' 83). However,
it contains one fallacy which has dogged
attempts to analyse objectively the
performance of sound systems for decades —
the use of steady-state behaviour to predict
what will happen with dynamic and transient
signals.
Iam surprised that someone as
methodical as MC has fallen into this trap: ' If
correctly applied, it ( dither] has the effect of
altering the staircase nature of the transfer
characteristic, smoothing it via noise
averaging to an effectively linear
characteristic,' he says on p19. But ' noise
averaging', by the definition of averaging,
may only take place either if the signal is
constant over many sampling periods, is
repetitive, or varies slowly so that it is
effectively constant over anumber of
periods. For a44.1kHz sampling frequency,
the noise averaging may be true for
frequencies below 1kHz, but at 10 or 15kHz,
statistical analysis may not be applied as
each half- cycle occupies only two or three
samples— hardly astatistically valid sample!
Obviously, asinewave, when the
distortion is averaged out by measuring
equipment, will be susceptible to noise
averaging over the period of measurement
due to its periodic nature, and Iassume that
this is the origin of MC's fig. 2. However, as a
description of how the digital system may or
may not affect anon- repetitive signal with
transients and many components at high
frequencies close to half the sampling
frequency, which is then detected by
equipment employing complex time and
frequency domain analysis to make sense of
the result— íe, what the digital system does
to music as perceived by apair of standard
issue, non- golden ears in the comfort of
one's own home as opposed to arecording
studio/hi-fi dem/double-blind test — fig. 2and
the associated reasoning leave alot to be
desired.
Ihope MC will not allow his enthusiasm
for CD to cloud his normally excellent
reasoning in future. If we must have digitised
sound, then there are many better ways than
linear PCM. Personally, Iwish Philips hadn't
been quite so clever and just put an FM
signal on the CD. It would have been cheaper
for them and us and we could have had a
trouble-free analogue system free from both
LP and digital nasties some years ago!
Yours faithfully
There seems both to be little doubt that the
addition of dither to aPCM system does
improve its low-level linearity, and that
many people are still confused by it. MC's
article was based upon an AES preprint
presented by Stanley Lipshitz and John

Vanderkooy of the University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada, so Iinvited them to
comment on Mr Mudhar's letter — Ed.
Mr Mudhar's understanding of dither at high
frequencies parallels the view held by one of
the undersigned some time ago. It seems
reasonable at first glance that at higher
frequencies or for transient signals the dither
is not effective. But as indicated in our paper
(referred to by Martin Colloms), there are no
frequency dependences in the effect of
dither. The increase in resolution is
determined only by the averaging time
interval. The fact that the samples vary from
instant to instant for ahigh- frequency
sinewave does not prevent noise averaging
for anarrowband observation. One might
think that acomplex signal cannot be
averaged as long, but the perception and
recognition of acomplex sequence implies a
longer averaging time than that given simply
by the inverse of its bandwidth. In any event,
the statistics of the dither and quantization
error are random when properly applied,
and the result is that one is left with an
'analogue' signal with asmall amount of
added white noise.
What is happening is that the transfer
characteristic is more linear, as indicated by
Colloms' fig. 2as reproduced from our
paper, but there is anoise ' fuzziness' which
is not shown in the diagram. This fuzziness is
truly random, sounds white, and does not
detract from the distortion- reduced transfer
characteristic. A narrowband observation
will not ' see' much of the wideband noise,
but distortion is reduced, as in the spectra
shown. A wideband ( short time resolution)
observation still has the distortion reduced,
but the noise is then significant. Distortion
has been turned into noise, and the process
is independent of frequency. It is the noise
that limits the final resolution of the dithered
digital recording system, and that noise is
well below that of the best analogue
recorders. With sufficient dither, adigital
system loses all its digital artefacts. It is our
experience that consumer 14- bit systems are
inadequately dithered, but that present-day
16- bit systems seem to have enough
residual analogue noise to be self- dithered.
There is acommon misunderstanding of the
relationship between steady-state
(sinewave) testing and transient ( or
dynamic) testing of systems. If the system is
adequately linear ( as are most audio
systems, including properly dithered digital
ones) the two procedures must on
mathematical grounds lead to the same
measured results. For such asystem, a
fully- specified frequency and phase
response completely determines its
behaviour on all input signals, whether
steady-state or transient.
As aclosing remark, for music we do not
subscribe to digitization techniques other
than linear PCM. Non- uniform quantization
and companding systems have their place,
but for high fidelity there is then usually
some compromise which embarrasses the
system occasionally. We refer to Malcolm
Hawksford's letter (' Views', October 1983)
for amore detailed discussion. We would
agree that not all presently available digital
recordings are necessarily good, but the
blame falls mostly on poor miking
techniques, poor microphones, faulty ADCs
and the like. Such problems cannot
condemn aproperly working 16- bit linear
PCM system.
J. Vanderkooy
S.P. Lipshitz
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BURNIESTER 838
Following Martin Colloms' highly
favourable review of the Burmester 785 preamp in HFN/RR last
October, UK importers Automation Sciences Company have
now announced the arrival of the
838 Disc Preamplifier. As it name
implies, the unit is designed to
cater for vinyl sourced signals
only, separate versions being
available for moving- magnet and
moving- coil. Based on the
esoteric, ultra- expensive 808
preamplifier, the 838 is a true
mono design which is powered
from a separate DC supply
and comprises: a phono input
stage with external provision for

SONY GLOOM
Sony's profit, margins and sales
growth rate all peaked in 1980,
and have since declined. Their
annual results to Oct 31 show
profits down 35% and sales static, though there were some
recent signs of recovery.
Whereas Sony's profit as a percentage of sales has slumped
from 1980's 7.7% to 1983's 2.7%,
its great rival Matsushita has held
this steady at around 4.5%
throughout.
Most of the problem seems to
stem from the fact that, like it or

PANTHER
CELEBRATIONS
TDK UK, with the help of their
highly effective Pink marketing
executive, have been celebrating
their tenth anniversary. Now so
much part of the tape scene, it is
difficult to believe that the brand
only appeared on the UK market
a decade ago. With justifiable
pride they claim to have achieved
a 30% share of the consumer
blank tape market with aturnover
of £ 34m. ( Ironically, perhaps
BASF make no such claim, as
they celebrate the Golden Jubilee
of their/the first commercial tape;
a testament perhaps to the
anthropomorphic nature of Companies.)
A celebratory dinner was used
to announce various commercial
plans, including the sponsorship
of the British Olympic Team with
associated competitions for consumers and dealers. TDK will be
celebrating musically as well with
a series of seven Anniversary

LAMBDA PRO
The electrostatic Lambda ' earspeakers' introduced by Stax in
1980 have earned an enviable
reputation among headphone aficionados for their outstanding
clarity and ease of reproduction.
At the end of last year, however,
development work Stax have
been undertaking for Daimler
Benz on low frequency car noise,
16

adjusting the impedance via
parallel-connected phono sockets; an input sensitivity selector
offering eight settings to optimise S/N ratio and overload margin; high tolerance RIAA
equalisation; a stepped attenuator type level control with
separate 0 or — 3dB switch to
double its effective range; tape
output; and a main output relay
which selects the phono • stage
when the power supply is activated or an ' External Preamp In'
socket when off. This last is to
allow the 838 to be left in circuit
when sources from another control unit are being used. Price of
the 838 with its power supply is
£795 inc VAT.

CD AUTOCHANGERS
The two massive bits of equipment illustrated in the accompanying illustrations must be the
ultimate in Compact Disc player
technology. They are CD autochangers — machines capable of
taking a large number of discs in
one loading and then providing
the possibility to select any track
from any disc in any sequence.
The Hitachi machine is designed
to accept cartridges of 30 discs
slotted into a rectangular compartment at the front of the
player. To help the user remember which disc is where, the out-

side of the cartridge carries a
label which is visible through a
window on the front. Aiwa have
not been so helpful. Their
machine has adopted a more
traditional approach in which
about 50 discs are loaded onto a
carousel- like rack inside the
player. Just how one remembers
which disc is where is a bit of a
mystery. Both machines have
obvious applications in remote
controlled broadcast studios as
well as being a useful alternative
to pub and bar juke boxes.
Basil Lane

SLICK STATIKS

ing, but loses a little sonically. A
hybrid rather than full- range
design, the inevitable problem
lies in the integration of movingcoil and electrostatic drivers.
The ES400 Monolith bears
more than a passing resemblance to the Acoustat 2+2, favourably reviewed by MC in February,
but is perhaps better scaled for
European room sizes, being considerably slimmer ( 7ft. 8in. high,
11.5in. wide) — more of a 1+1
perhaps. The styling and appearance is much prettier and tidier
than its Floridan rival, and the
price should be about the same in
the UK. On a brief audition in
unfamiliar surroundings the ' line
source' effect of the Acoustats
was again in evidence, but the
bass sounded a little ' shy',
perhaps due to the reduced panel
area. This is a most interesting
model, visually much more
domestically acceptable than
others of its ilk.
Further information will follow
if and when UK distribution
details have been finalised.

not, VHS continues to expand its
share of the VCR market at the
expense of Beta. However, Sony
are responding. At the top, Chairman Akio Morita is having less to
do with day to day management,
and new products like Beta Hi Fi
and Betamovie are showing their
paces. Rumour also has it that
Sony will be launching domestic
Laserdisc in the near future, having allowed Philips and Pioneer
to prepare the ground on this
occasion. They have also successfully managed to dominate
the sales of Compact Disc
players.

Concerts around the country,
featuring the Syd Lawrence
Orchestra ( nice to get away from
the Symphony Orchestra thing
for a change, commented one
jazz- loving journalist).
Technical wizz Ken Talbot took
to the podium, announcing that
he would be carefully monitoring
the length of his speech with the
latest in silicon technology, using
hundreds of moving parts. Within
the time taken to boil acouple of
eggs he had made a convincing
argument that the eighties would
be the decade of metal formulations, succeeding ferrite which
had succeeded ferric before it.
To illustrate this he previewed
a new type of metal tape, due for
launching in July and perhaps
confusingly named HX, which is
designed to be used as a 'type II'
with Chrome settings of bias and
equalisation. This perhaps indicates the advances TDK are making in manipulating the comparatively new technology of metal
particle magnetic tape.

resulted in a new Professional
model of the headphone. Part of
the revamp comprises a wider
electrode gap ( 0.5mm from the
previous 0.3mm) with a corresponding increase in polarising
voltage to 580V. The new system,
comprising the SR Lambda Professional and SRM1 Mk2 Professional will retail at £550 inc VAT.
Wilmex Ltd, 35 High Street, New
Malden, Surrey. ( 01-949 2545)

Electrostatics are impressivesounding, rather ugly- looking
devices that come from Huntingdon, Tokyo or the US of A.
Wrong. Some of them come from
Holland, are almost as pretty as
tulips, and may well be coming to
the UK soon.
Keen show attendees may well
have come across the name
Audiostatik before, but their
appearances in the UK — like their
designs — have been somewhat
sporadic. Now designer Ben
Peters appears to have got his act
together, with two most attractive looking models, with the
added advantages of 250W
power handling, 88cIB sensitivity
and ' easy' ( 4ohm+) impedance
characteristics.
The smaller of these is right up
there in the Meridian class for
appearance, being aslim triangular prism which is listened to
'edge on'. Priced competitively
with the Quad ESL- 63, the ES180
Hybie (!) certainly wins on styl-
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DISNEY VS SONY,
SUPREME COURT
DECISION

Further to the comments regarding the threatened copyright
taxes on recording tape and
machinery in the Editorial (
p13),
an important decision has
recently come out of the US
Courts which is a further indication that practical realism may
prevail.
Some years ago, Film companies Walt Disney and Universal
City took action against Sony,
claiming that the manufacture
and marketing of domestic
videorecorders was an infringe-

ment of copyright. The Supreme
Court has finally, and with some
delay, ruled that individuals are
free to make recordings for their
own use in their own homes.
The decision was in fact quite
close, on a five-to-four majority,
and the delays were due to this
and the complexity of the argument, the justices eventually
taking note of surveys which
indicate that most home- tapers
merely record TV programmes
for time- shifting purposes.
Matters may not end there, as
the Film companies are now lobbying Congress, but at least the
Americans are spared this particular threat for the time being.

sons of the earlier flagship 770,
in a slightly smaller enclosure.
1983 may not have been a very The 770 is retained as the ' Freegood year for hi-fi, but Mission dom' at £379, with new drive
rode it pretty well with several units fitted.
'hot' products, notably the 70 II
The new top of the line model
speaker, which has been aworld- is the £600 780 ' Argonaut' again
wide hit, but also the 778 ampli- with the new drivers and twin
fier and 77 turntable comprising bass/mid units. This offers avery
their successful ' Cambridge' Sys- high claimed sensitivity of 93dB/
2.83V, albeit at the expense of a
tem 1.
The extreme competitiveness rather low ( though unusually flat)
of the 70 has proved a minor impedance characteristic. Special
source of embarrassment for efforts have been made to optitheir more expensive loudspeak- mise this speaker to preserve
ers, which have had a hard time good imaging and low coloration
justifying their differentials, so an when mounted on its stand
extensive new range of models is against a rear wall.
being launched to set matters to
On the electronics front the 778
rights. Depending upon the level will soon be joined by amatching
of sophistication of the model high quality AM/FM tuner, a proconcerned, these will feature totype being shown at Las Vegas
Medite baffles and cabinets, in January. This will cost around
heavy internal wiring and corn- £150, and will be the first model
ponentry, low 13 bass alignment to carry the Cyrus brand. Acksuited to siting near a rear wall, nowledging the degree of confuand matching/integral low-cost sion they unwittingly caused by
(<£30) stands.
labelling the budget components
The popular ' upside down' Mission Cambridge, they have
700S model will continue along- decided to create this new brand
side the 7011, with only minor instead.
changes to improve competitiveThe Cyrus 1 amplifier is also
ness. There will be a third model well on the way, and looks set to
in the budget range, designated make Mission even stronger in
the 707, which is due for February this market category. This 20W
launch at £ 149 per pair.
model will sell for £ 120. It shares
Three upper range models are the beautiful styling of the 778,
also introduced, with names to and benefits from circuitry and
accompany the soulless type production simplification, yet not
numbers. The £ 199 737 ' Renaiss- at the expense of component
ance' applies many of the les - quality.
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TECHNICS COMPUTERISED HI-FI

shaped to indicate the bandwidth
of the IF filter, a check can be
made that the filter is switched to
It may seem a little odd to have a the optimum shape to reject adjapicture of a computer in a hi-fi cent station interference.
magazine. However, if Technics
Any source signal can be 1/3
have their way, this is likely to octave spectrum analysed by the
happen more often in the future! computer and then the graphic
The company have just launched equaliser remotely adjusted to
in Japan a whole series of new correct errors. Suitable coloured
hi-fi components where the logic graphic displays on the computer
circuits used for internal control screen help in this operation.
and switching are connected to
Digital output from the compumicroprocessors. In addition, the ter can be recorded on the cascommand circuits to each micro- sette recorder to provide a
processor are accessible from an permanent ' directory' of contents
output port. The idea of this is to which can be displayed on the
permit total control of the system screen and used to instruct the
to be passed over to a small machine to select any wanted
home computer, should the user passage of music. Similarly, the
be abit of afreak in this direction 'directory' on aCompact Disc can
as well!
be displayed and the CD player
Each of the hi-fi components is programmed from the keyboard.
connected to an interface box
The record player, too, can be
which also contains slots to plug instructed to select any particular
in various ROM ( Read Only Mem- track on a disc, with displays of
ory) cartridges which provide the the total elapsed playing time
computer control and display shown on the screen. Another
programs. The hi-fi components very useful feature is the possibilso far available include a CD ity to keep an automatic, permaplayer, a tuner, power and nent record of the use of the

preamp, graphic equaliser and a
record player. Using the computer keyboard and the coloured
graphic displays the user can
access all the normal controls of
the system including volume,
tone controls, balance, filters,
and source switching.
When the tuner is selected, the
TV screen shows a tuning scale
with all the receivable stations
marked, and provides the user
the possibility of labelling each
one with its station identification.
A cursor can move over the scale
to adjust the tuning. Since it is

stylus, with on-screen warnings
when replacement is due.
Other useful I?) displays
include program metering, displays of power output, the current signal path in the form of
block diagrams and so- on.
Nice idea though this is, it does
indicate that the use of the hi-fi
system, previously thought to be
confined to the more technically
minded father of the family,
could now shift to the children.
After all, they are often the only
ones who really understand computers these days!
Basil Lane

High power handling, low coloration and wide dynamic range
capabilities are claimed, impedance is a nominal 8 ohms and
Tannoy's famous ' Dual Concen- sensitivity 93dB for 1W (
a 1m.
tric' speaker drive unit has long Cabinet dimensions are 580 x
been accepted as one of the 310 x 285mm, and the price
industry's standards, finding a £500/pair.
particularly successful market in
Tannoy are also now supplying
recording and broadcast moni- a custom built stand for the Mertoring applications throughout cury loudspeaker. ' Solidly conthe world. The current domestic structed' and finished in brown to
range of three Dual Concentric match the speaker, the stand
models — the Arundel, Balmoral retails for £34.50/pair.
and Caernarvon — are now joined
by a smaller newcomer, the
Dover. Intended for bookshelf,
CROSSWORD WINNERS
stand or floor mounting ( plinth
supplied) the speaker uses the C HARTLEY, Wirral, Merseyside
latest 10in. version of the driver Dr G TABBRON, Ladybridge,
in an IB enclosure. Conforming to Bolton
the familiar ' single listening axis' R W SCOTT, Paulsgrove,
concept, the unit employs time Portsmouth
compensated crossover circuitry G COOPER, Stonehaven, Kincarto create a single point source dineshire
DAVID,
Eastleigh,
aimed at providing well defined A
and coherent stereo imaging. Southampton

AFFORDABLE CONCENTRIC

RE VOX CD PLAYER
As previewed in MC's Zurich
show report ( Dec ' 83 p29), the
first all-Revox-made CD player
will be available in the UK from
May, with aprojected price in the
range £600-000. The B225 is
fully remote controllable over
many functions, and cosmetically
matches other Revox compo111-11 Ni %% S.1
4 RECORD RINI! V.,
/

nents; it is therefore quite different in appearance from other
machines on the market. The
whole centre section is a sliding
drawer, with LCD status indicators below the ' platter'. The versatility of programming functions
is too great for this brief mention:
suffice to say these are extremely
comprehensive.
,
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The NEW BED
Interconnect
Cables.

Hi-fi for the discerning

An audible
improvement over
ALL other
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NEWS FEATURE
GETTING THE

Owen Jones, desi • ner of Pink Trian • le's new

•For a full discussion, see Haveksford, JAES October 1983

A

FTER THE CONSIDERABLE succès fou
f
of their turntable, Pink Triangle have
inally launched asecond product, the
Pip preamplifier. Superficially straightforward — aminimalist design offering only four
inputs, without tone controls, filters, balance
or mono — it nevertheless contains a good
deal of novel circuitry, close attention having
been paid to aspects of circuit topology too
often taken for granted in other designs.
Pink's electronics wizard, Owen Jones, hails
from that Mecca of lateral thinking, the
University of Essex, and the Pip is the
commercial realisation of adesign he began
to develop there back in 1977.
'I think that if you can design acircuit to do
the job with as few components as possible,
that's an advantage. To talk about power
amps just for a moment, for example, if you
use a cascode at the output stage then you
can get a far more linear performance from
the device itself without having to put alot of
circuitry around it to keep it tidy. It's the
same approach in the preamp; Iuse configurations which give a quite linear performance anyway, so there's no need to add
a lot of feedback around them to keep them
in trim.'
While the signal path itself is very straightforward in the Pip, there is a considerable
amount of ' housekeeping' circuitry involved.
'Yes, it sets up the correct operating conditions — maintains the correct quiescent DC
levels throughout the signal path. But
because the control signal is added in with
the audio signal, great care has to be taken to
avoid adding noise and/or general rubbish
from the power supply, so these additional
items and all the AF items themselves have
to have good rejection of anything on the
supply lines. So, where there is a current
source at a very sensitive part of the circuit
you use a cascode circuit to permit as high
an impedance as possible to reject power
supply noise. '...' Yes Ihave gone to alot of
trouble over the power supply. As well as
making the circuit proper as immune to
variations in supply as possible, I've also
designed the psu so that there is no interaction between stages. The phono stage on
each channel, therefore, has its own pair of
regulators, as do the line stages, so the two
channels are prevented from interacting, as
are the line stages feeding back to the disc
circuits.'
Although IC regulators are used and there
are two op- amps per channel in the housekeeping circuitry, the audio path itself is

e

based entirely on discrete components, the
input transistors of the disc stage being the
now familiar, low- noise LM394 multiple
arrays. The disc stage is unusual in anumber
of ways, the most obvious being that the
same circuit does service for both movingmagnet and moving-coil options, the necessary tailoring of gain and input impedance
being adjusted simply by a small plug-in
resistor network. ' Yes. Because moving- coils
are a lot lower in output than movingmagnets the distortions generated are much
smaller anyway, so all you need with this
circuit is asmall amount of local feedback on
the emitters of the input transistors to get the
performance you require. With movingmagnet the signal's a lot higher so you need
more emitter degradation to take care of it;
but you don't need so much gain so that's
not a problem either. My first circuit was for
m- m only and used FETs, but then Ithought
of using it fcr both m- m and m- cand ended
up with these low- noise bipolars. It is
unusual to use the same circuit for both
cartridge types, but if you can get the
required performance why not keep the
circuit as simple as possible?'
The Pip also uses passive RIAA equalisation, another area Owen has investigated in
depth. ' Yes, Ilooked at the conventional way
of using passive eq, but rejected it because
of the need for a high gain stage at the front
end, which cuts down the overload margin;
you need a lot of gain at HF. Ithink the
problems with feedback eq are at a more
subtle level — Idon't think there are any gross
proolems providing you keep the circuitry
simple. You do get problems if you use
feedback to stabilise the DC conditions: two
problems. Firstly that you're upsetting the
operating conditions of the input stage in
order to maintain a low output offset voltage, which is the wrong way to do things;
the output voltage isn't so important — the
input stage conditions are. And with a conventional simple feedback arrangement
where the feedback signal is returned to the
base of the input transistor, unless you have
a very low impedance network you get a
large voltage generated across the feedback
resistor — in the order of a volt or so — and
you're trying to keep the input offset to a
mill volt or less. And that's in avolt of signal.
If you reduce the impedance of the network
then you need to apply a very large current
at high frequencies to drive it, and again you
run into slew- rate problems.
'But Ithink there are even more subtle

effects that feedback has. If you've got an
amplifier whose gain varies with signal level
— a basic distortion rrechanism — then you
can alter the unity gain crossover frequency
of the amplifier dynamically, which will
cause phase modulatior of the signal.
Another aspect of using feedback is that it
can possibly limit the resolution capability of
the amplifier. If you look a: the current
flowing into the input of an amplifier, it's
actually made up of electrons. And if you
calculate the total charge going in during a
period of time, you find that with a typical
high quality op- amp circuit, as used now in a
lot of high priced units even for movingmagnet — you don't have to go down to m-c
levels — then it's equivalent to somewhere
around a 13- bit dig;tal system. The input
impedance of the amplifier itsef is very large
and then feedback is applied which further
reduces the signal level across the input
terminals, so the current flowing is
extremely small and the single electron level
is virtually reached*. As Isay, it's equivalent
to a 13- bit system, Put with added dither
because it's a random process whether or
not an electron's going to flow at any
particular moment!'
So the passive approach does offer a
number of advantages, but you've got to
watch your input stage — you've got to have
current to drive the eq network. ' Yes. The
transistors I've used actually require a high
current to give low ncise for m- c, so it works
quite happily.' ... ' No, there's no gain in
front of the RIAA network as such. The input
stage converts the voltage to a current and
tne eq components simply convert that back
to a voltage; you have to talk in terms of
transconductance as the gain term. What
emerges is a line level sigral — put 2mV in at
1kHz and you'll get 100mV out. Beyond that
is just a unity gain buffer before the input
selector.
'As Imentioned earlier, the housekeeping
circuitry stabilises the DC quiescent conditions. A correction current is injected into the
RIAA network to keep the output quiescent
voltage near to zero. It leaves the input stage
alone so that it can operate under its optimum conditions all the time.' So the output's
DC level is controlled and remains
unaffected by the direct- coupled input. ' Yes.
'You also get problems with contacts. If
they're not totally clean or don't make
adequate contact then you get distortion
generated, so in the various contacts
throughout the Pip there is a DC bias current
>21
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ADVERTISEMENT
IULIANAS, NUMBER THREE IN A SERIES,
If you've ever danced the night
away at the Hong Kong Hilton, The
Heliopolis Sheraton Cairo, Cinderella
Rockerfellers in Chicago, the Singapore Hilton...
Alright, so you haven't!
However, you may still have experienced alittle of the atmosphere of these
exotic nightspots right at home in your
own front room.
For they are just ahandful of top
international dubs and discotheques
who use the budget-priced KEF Coda III
speakers.
Bookshelf hi-fi speakers in adiscotheque? The idea sounds absurd. But not
according to the company whose brainchild it is - The Juliana's Group.
Anyone in the dub or hotel business
will know that Juliana's are the world's
biggest and most experienced discotheque company.
They supply a custom designed
complete discotheque package, calculating the exact sound requirements, then
designing and supplying a complete
system of sound, lighting and video, much
of it built themselves by their manufacturing company, Beam Electronics.
Beam were called in to overcome
some of the problems in lighting Peter
Stringfellow's extravaganza - the Hippodrome, London, designing and building a
wiring loom that took some five miles of
cable.
In an entertainment world that is
becoming more and more hi-tech,
innovative and spectacular, custom
designing a complete sound system
becomes increasingly complex.
So how do KEF Codas help?
Alex Munro, Technical Director of
Juliana's London Division and Tony
Hamza, Managing Director of Beam
Electronics, explained:
"In the kind of international discotheque we're talking about, there are
two distinct sound requirements.
One is the high energy sound we get
from the big speakers on the dance floor
itself.
In hi-fi terms it is not aparticularly accurate or ahigh quality sound. But

it's there for dancing to, not listening to.
If this sound was directed at the
whole area, it would become very irritating, because the volume would be too
loud to talk over and because the high frequencies would get soaked up by the soft
furnishing of the surrounding areas where
you end up with alow-grade sound.
So we contain this high energy
sound within the hard reflective surfaces
of the dance floor itself.
Then we use afurther sound system
for the surrounding areas. This is where
the KEF Codas come in. The sound here is
of hi-fi quality. It still contains all the excitement of the dance floor sound, but at a
less obtrusive level that you can talk over.
The art is not to have an obvious
change-over point, so that the sound
appears consistent throughout, although
in reality it is quite different:'
But can the small KEF domestic
speakers really supply the volume, even
at listening levels, in such large areas
which are usually crowded with people?
"Certainly. We do, of course, use as
many as we have to. In the Hong Kong
Hilton, for example, we used seventy.
Also, we use them with a line
transformer. This makes use of abig
amplifier with avery high voltage output
and atransformer dose to each speaker.
So we can totally control the power to
each speaker, giving more volume or less
wherever we need it.
By having more small speakers with
individual control, we can achieve great
flexibility. This is important because
every sound system we design is a ' oneoff', custom built for its particular
location. And the smaller speakers are
ideal because we can hide them and
interfere as little as possible with the
design and decor,"
Juliana's have pioneered another
entertainment concept which they call
the Music Room. This is amulti-function
lounge, bar, tea shop and night club
which runs from late morning until the
early hours. Aseries of I:ns provide music
to suit the hour of the day, ranging from
classical through to jazz to the late night
disco music.
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Again, KEF Codas and Chorales are
used extensively.
"The quality of sound is particularly
important here, especially in the quieter
day-time hours. The music is an impoi
tant feature. It is 'live' in the sense that it
is being presented by aDJ. The ambience
is crucial. It must have presence, but
again without preventing or intruding
on conversation:'
Juliana's started using KEFs about a
year ago. They now have hundreds in use
and are ordering more all the time.
"We haven't had asingle one back,
which is quite aremarkable record. We
have dubs and discotheques from
Australia to the Arctic Cirde and we
have to service every one of them, so the
reliability is a bonus. But really, the
quality of sound is what we look for, and
in asmall speaker at this kind of price we
haven't found anything to beat the KEF
Codas:'
FOOTNOTE:
KEF Speakers have been manufactured for 22 years. KEF have the largest
development and design team of any
loudspeaker manufacturer and have
been in the forefront of every important speaker development over the past
two decades.
KEF speakers are internationally
recognised as being the finest in the
world and many of the leading hi-fi
manufacturers have studied the KEF
methods of testing and manufacturing at
their Kent factory.
They range in price from Eçiecio to
less than boo apair, and KEF's continuous
programme of advanced research and
development benefits their budget
speakers every bit as much as the professional studio models.
Any reader wishing to receive a
complete information pack on KEF
speakers should telephone, or write to the
address below:

KEF Electronics Limited, Tovil, maidstonc
Kent ME15 6QP. Tel: 0622 672261.
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SPACED-OUT HEADS
Martin Colloms reports on a
Dutch Dummy Head mic technique

E

XPERIMENTS in the recording field in
Holland have been proceeding with
the aim of improving natural stereo
perspectives with a coloration level that is
much lower than currently achieved.
Omnidirectional microphones like the B&K
12mm capsules can provide a very neutral
sound, but stereo recordings made with
spaced-omnis suffer from anomalous stereo
perspectives. Uni directional mics have
acoustic ' circuits' in the capsule to generate
a directional response, allowing simple microphone arrangements such as a single
crossed- pair to be employed. Superior depth
perspective and more consistent ' focus' is
possible with these designs, but this is often
achieved at the expense of coloration. This
generally manifests itself as a ' peaky' sound
in the treble, aloss of both bass and treble at
the frequency extremes, while the upper mid
often acquires a wiry' glare' or ' nasal'
character.
Extensive experiments have resulted in an
unlikely looking arrangement consisting of
three spaced dummy- heads. These are of
advanced design, much closer to true anatomical details, including mass, damping,
structure and acoustic details, than before. In
particular, crosstalk within the dummy- head
was found to be important, and is much
improved in the new design.
This array is costly, using 12mm B&K
laboratory quality capsules with special
amplifiers and equalisers throughout.
Computer modelling was employed to
specify the equalisers, which are programmed to generate the same ' ideal' subjective
frequency response which would be picked
up by a single omni microphone.
Wiring the array is simple enough — all left
ears are summed and all right ears are
summed to produce one stereo line output.
Two geometries have been tried so far. One
places the heads on a horizontal line with
about 1.7m spacing between them. An
equilateral triangle forms the basis of the
other, again with 1.7m spacing and with the
apex of the triangle vertical. An inclination of

the triangular array towards the orchestra
has also been suggested by AJ van den Hul,
who has made several contributions to the
overall development, particularly the freefield response equalisations.
Dutch broadcasting organisations including NOS, ARCO and NCRV were initially
rather sceptical until they tried the system
out. It was then considered sufficiently
interesting for some experimental broadcasts to be proposed.
On a recent visit to the UK, van den Hul
brought a demonstration record of organ
music, custom- pressed by Philips for the
BILAS specialist label ( BILAS — Bilateral
Acoustic System). Using the horizontal
arrangement, with a PCM-F1, a very sweet,
natural tonal balance with a fine sense of
scale and ambient weight has been
achieved. Instrument-to- microphone spacing was much larger than usual but,
nonetheless, the organ was well detailed,
and well separated from the highly reverberant acoustic. The recording had surprising
depth and focus, presented in an unexaggerated manner.
Two other recordings were demonstrated
to me, both digital masters replayed via a
PCM-701. The first was of an orchestra using
the triangular rig without inclination. Good
stereo effects were evident, with fine depth
and a freedom from ' hot spots' ( areas of
unnaturally sharp focus or tonal exaggeration). String tone was particularly good,
rather less coloured than usual.
The second recording was another organ
work, using the linear arrangement with
a remarkably large distance between the
array and the instrument of about 50m. The
reproduced sound- stage gave a good
impression of focus, and ambient reverberation was particularly well captured. The
organ remained in focus at a natural- sounding distance, with good image definition and
a highly natural sound.
While monitoring on SL600s. Idid notice a
slight aberration in the extreme treble on
two of the recordings, heard as a trace of

'featheriness', which may require an extra
touch of equalisation.
While inapplicable for rock or pop, the
multiple dummy- head system may well find
a niche in the recording of classical music,
particularly where a natural, middle- row
concert hall sound is desired. Indeed, any
live unamplified music lies within its scope,
and it goes without saying that if the ambient
sound is regarded as an important contribution, the recording environment had better
sound pleasant.
When large sums are paid for monitoring
loudspeakers, audiophile amplifiers and the
like, why do recording engineers feel constrained to pay comparatively small sums for
that vital component which forms the first
link in the audio chain? Dr van den Berg, the
designer of the multiple dummy- head system, and indeed of the special dummy- heads
themselves, feels that microphone systems
need to be taken far more seriously. Such a
perspective is perhaps understandable in
view of the typical £ 10,000 cost for a triplehead rig with matching electronics. But afull
multi-mic rig will cost about the same.
Live concerts present something of aproblem, with the bizarre appearance of the rig
hardly meeting the engineer's goal of
unobtrusive miking at such events.
Such considerations aside, the technique
has been thoroughly researched, and
patents are pending on the various details.
The sound quality of recordings made with
the system is impressive, not for an exaggerated impact and excitement, but rather for a
relaxed, musical natural subtlety, with good
detail and clarity preserved.
The technique loosely falls into the category called ' Phased Array', which Tony Faulkner, JVC and several other companies have
investigated in the past, the latter in connection with quadraphonic and binaural
recording and reproduction. This Dutch system concentrates on conventional loudspeaker stereo, which can certainly be shown
to work well, with good image location
independent of the speaker positions.

94 added.' This includes the volume control

circuit is only in the region of 2mA x 10
ohms = 20mV, so you don't get enormous
surges when you close the contacts.' . . .
'There is asmall level of noise as the volume
control is altered, yes, but again it is at avery
low level. We have put a pot through a
lifetime's operation and it's still not a problem at the end of that time.'
...'The line level signals go straight to the
pot after the input selector so, yes, it can
handle as large an input signal as required.
Some preamps use input buffers, but that
does limit the available dynamic range. I
don't think there's any real need; most
electronic items nowadays have a relatively
low output impedance so they can drive our
20k- ohm pot quite happily.' ... ' Putting the
pot right at the end would take down all the
noise generated by the circuit, but if you do
that you run into the overload problems I
mentioned before. Providing you design the
line amp to be low noise then it's not really a
problem. The signal/noise ratio of this line
stage is 100dB, which is adequate.'
An interesting new design, then, which we

hope to test in full in the near future. A brief
test run with aprototype at home back in the
autumn impressed these ears primarily on
account of the seeming lack of any ' character' directly attributable to the preamp itself.
Just to recap, the Pip's bare- bones facilities
are disc ( m- m or m- c), tuner, aux and tape,
with volume. The unit is self powered but no
switched mains outlet is provided. Expected
selling price is £380 inc VAT.
For the future, Owen is working on two
power amplifier designs, one a ' universal'
model and the other a ' special' intended to
operate in conjunction with a particular
loudspeaker concept Pink are also developing. This new approach should solve a
number of the problems inherent in the
conventional amplifier/loudspeaker interface. ' By being designed specifically, and
only, to work together, the new combination
may possibly enable the amplifier itself to do
away with feedback altogether, thus making
its performance far more independent of the
load it is driving than has previously been
attainable.' Watch this space ... -0-

potentiometer. ' Yes. The switch was the first
thing Iconsidered doing that to — it isn't new,
but I've not seen it applied very much to
audio work. It's not so much to weld the
contacts as they close, but just to move the
operating point away from the region of any
residual rectification effects and so reduce
the distortion. Similarly in the volume control. You've got to be careful though; if you
put the current in in the wrong direction you
can get anodisation of the track and consequently reduce the lifetime of the pot.'
There are, then, definite sonic benefits to
be had from going to these lengths. ' Yes,
and they increase the lifetime of the product.
It means that the performance will be more
consistent for longer as the contact pressure
reduces through age or for whatever
reason.' ... ' It does introduce asmall thump
on switching, yes, but it is small; the voltage
across the terminals when they are open is
held to avery small value. Basically, there is
a resistor across the contacts so that
the potential across them when they're open
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Amar Go • al Bose talks to
Donald Aldous

A

NYONE WHO HAS LISTENED to Dr.
Amar ( pronounced Armour) Bose
talking — lecturing is too ponderous a
word — cannot help but be aware of his rare
ability to explain his ideas and beliefs with
clarity.
Certainly all the journalists from Belgium,
France, Germany, Holland, Spain, and
Switzerland, on arecent visit to
Framingham, the near- Boston,
Massachusetts, HQ of the Bose Corporation,
listened with rapt attention to his
discourses, when not firing off flashes to
photograph the Chairman in full flood.
You may be asking yourself what
happened to the British contingent? Yes, five
British journalists represented the UK hi-fi
Press, and Ithink we all agreed that Bose is a
charismatic and persuasive speaker — the
man, Imean, not the transducer. In that
comment resides the controversy
surrounding the Bose Direct/Reflecting
loudspeaker concept.
After demonstrations a- plenty by Bose
engineers of the latest 901 Series V model,
the British team were less than convinced by
the performance, and with the co-operation
of the ever- helpful Walter Mirauer, now in
charge of the UK operation, aspecial
demonstration was staged for the sceptical
British reviewers. Instead of using CD
material as the music source in this ' bright'
listening room, with the Bose speakers sited
alongside alarge video- projection screen for
some unknown reason, we managed to get
this system removed, and w.th the replay
volume turned down, using more recent
Decca vinyl pressings, the sonic results were
much more acceptable.
It must be mentioned that the research
areas have several listening rooms, named
the Cloister, Chapel and Crypt, furnished to
resemble different living room acoustics
from ' bright' to ' dull'. All these rooms and
facilities are tied into the computer system
AMS ( Analogue Measurement System) and
the central processing area. CAD ( Computer
Aided Design) seems to be everywhere in
the Bose plants, even extending into the
remote field tests, using signals fed in
through telephone lines.
Real-time computing to refine woofers and
optimize speaker cone performance,
'tweaking' to modify circuit corrections by
equalizers, and several other system checks,
all form part of the Bose Research and
Development. In fact, we were told that in
the last three years 15 million dollars have
been invested in R & D, which must surely
represent asignificant part of the company's
profits!
What, then, is the lineage of the Bose
empire and its approach to sound
reproduction? To find this out we have to go
back to aresearch programme in physical
acoustics and psychoacoustics at MIT. This
University study triggered off aredefinition
of the criteria, as seen by Dr. Bose, for the
design and evaluation of loudspeakers. His
investigations and patents led to the
formation of the Bose Corporation in 1964,

and the launch of the unconventional Bose
901 in 1968. The technology behind this
design was incorporated into the Bose
lower- priced 601, 501, 301, and 201 models,
as well as the 1401 car stereo system, and
the latest Delco/GM Bose car music system,
to which we shall return.
As an Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering at MIT, in 1956 Dr. Bose tried to
select apair of loudspeakers by merely
comparing the printed specs of each brand.
He thought the choice would be simple, but
after home listening checks he found the
results disappointing. His views were that all
existing systems failed to create immediacy,
depth and crispness of sound, as in ' live'
performances.
This degradation inspired Amar Bose and
some of his students to investigate the
relationship between the sounds perceived
by human ears, and sound as measured by
instruments.
If your hi-fi memories can go back about
20 years, you will recall the ' ideal pulsating

sphere', simulated by Bose's early
experiments with an eighth of asphere
shape located in aroom corner, but as this
approach proved unsatisfactory further work
was undertaken. Binaural recording ( with
Morgan the dummy head), in conjunction
with acomputer, was explored, progressing
on to designs with amultiplicity of full- range
units, flat power criteria and equalization,
enabling adjustment of the frequency
balance of the signals so that the emitted
sound waves meet the ' flat power'
requirement, and, of course, the ' direct/
reflected' sound concept.
From the Bose viewpoint, this means that
the loudspeakers in the home should place
the listener in apredominantly reverberant
field by achieving the correct ratio of directto- reflected sound, as in a ' live' presentation.
Over the years the Bose organization has
developed automated and computercontrolled test equipment to ensure
consistently high standards of product. Each
unit is individually checked on the
The new Bose 901 V. with inset the
1401 in- car system, reviewed in
HFN/RR July 1982
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Anew concept in human engineering.
This is the hi-fi system that does absolutely
everything in the way of making music. Including
things you have never even imagined, let alone seen
or heard before.
And it does them all superbly. Automatically. At
the touch of abutton. By remote control. From
anywhere in the house if you like.
With the Beosystem 5000, 'user-friendly' is an
understatement.
The only time you need go near the system is to
load the tapes and discs. Then sit down in comfort
with the miraculous Master Control Panel at your
side and program the receiver's microcomputer for
awhole evening's leisured listening.
Play arecord, acassette and up to 9pre-set radio
programmes — in any sequence — without further
instructions. Scan the tape for the tracks you like
best. Repeat the record up to 7times. Set the timer
to play any source at any time on any or every day.
Automatically.
The controls are all there at your fingertips.

At the receiving end of the Master Control
Panel's infra-red signals is the 2x55 watts
Beomaster 5000 tuner-amplifier. And connected to
the Beomaster by electronic data link is the
Beogram 5000 record deck and the Beocord 5000
cassette recorder. All this human engineering,
including Beovox S55 speakers, is yours to
command for around £1150.
Explaining all its features, functions and extraordinary benefits would take up almost as much
space as the Beosystem 5000 itself. But we have
compiled the main facts into a32 page Design
Story which you are invited to send for.
See, hear and try the new Beosystem 5000 at
your nearest Bang & Olufsen.clealer. He can also
demonstrate our unique Master Control Link that
lets you enjoy and control your hi-ft from other
rooms in the house. Or contact us for full details at
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Dept HFN 6.,
Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE.
Telephone (0452) 21591.

Bang &Olufsen
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company's Syncom II computer, which helps
select and match drivers— all of which are
made in-house — to ensure uniform quality,
The Bose LS cabinet plant is in Canada.
An insistence on quality control, allied to a
highly successful marketing plan which
emphasises demonstrations and not merely
the distribution of leaflets, has resulted in a
best-selling loudspeaker array in the USA
(the 301), plus big sales around the world,
except in the UK. Under the dynamic Walter
Mirauer, marketing in this country will
become more aggressive, and hopefully
more dealers will handle Bose systems so
that audiophiles can make up their own
minds about the direct/reflected philosophy,
No picture of the Bose innovations is
complete without areference to the 1971
litigation between the Bose Corporation and
the Consumers' Union, publishers of CU
reports similar to our own Consumers'
Association, publishers of Which? magazine,
This action was based on acritical review
about the Bose system, which appeared in
the CU magazine. It took nearly ayear for the
US Court to decide on aconsiderable
amount of damages awarded for the
estimated loss of some eight hundred sales
of 901 Bose speakers, and 9,000 dollars
compensation for Dr. Bose's time, spent
touring American dealers to explain why the
statement that ' wandering instruments' of
oversize proportions, described by CU, could
not have occurred.
This is not the end of the story. A higher
US Court has reversed the judgement
against CU and the claim for damages has
been dismissed. To date, we learn that the
findings are to go to the US Supreme Court
for afinal decision!
The moral is, it would seem, ' reviewers

beware'. What do we think of the latest Bose
901 Series V system, used in conjunction
with the new Active Equalizer? For astart, it
must be mentioned that this design has been
upgraded four times since 1968, and that
listeners either love or hate the Bose sound
and its effect on stereo imaging, particularly
in opera.
My colleague John Crabbe expressed his
views about the Bose concept years ago in
this magazine, and for myself the early 901
drivers were not satisfactory, though the 901
Series Ill drivers are amarked improvement.
In the 901, nine full- range drivers are fitted,
one of which is aimed directly towards the
listening area. The other eight drivers are
pointed rearward. The units have highefficiency aluminium helical voice- coils and
magnet structures, housed first in an
injection moulded basket. It is claimed that
as aresult of the complex acoustic coupling
of the nine drivers ( through reactive aircolumns), small imperfections in response
are averaged across the drive units. The 901
Active Electronic Equalizer has also been
redesigned.
An experiment conducted by adealer
friend of mine involved using apair of the
early 901s with the eight drivers facing
forward, and the single one firing into ahard
wall! The results were much preferred by his
customer. No lawsuits, please, Dr. Bose!
Any audiophile examining these Bose
901s critically, must understand polar plots,
and the Haas effect ( what happens to the
apparent source of sound when radiated
from two or more sources), and accept that
some coloration of the sound reproduction
will be present, as in all loudspeakers. Amar
Bose, now 53, admits that the final
evaluation of any loudspeaker's

"YOU COULD AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI IF
ONLY YOU COULD SELL YOUR OLD ONE"
To buy and sell or exchange your second
hand, ex-demo or new audio equipment

performance/quality must be subjective.
The ' Home Music' system approach has
now been incorporated in the latest Delco/
GM- Bose speaker module for fitting in
automobiles, to match the sound to a
particular car's acoustics. This system, like
the original 1401 in 1980, includes a100 watt
booster/equalizer component which houses
four 25-watt RMS amplifiers, one for each
speaker, plus atailored network. Two of the
speakers are flush- mounted units, and two
are sited in rear locations. Aimed at the big
American cars like the Cadillac Seville and
Chevrolet Corvette, there are no plans to
release these modules in the UK yet, but the
European market will be explored. Listening
to one of these systems convinced me that
'highway hi-fi' is practicable.
The Bose 1401 Series II car stereo system
is available here, but no front-end is
imported, although Fisher, Trio and
Panasonic are recommended. Specially
trained fitters at dealers are planned.
Amar Bose is certainly an industrious and
innovative engineer, hence my title to this
report. If you want to study the Bose audio
philosophy in some depth, write for acopy
of two papers by him printed in the
American Technology Review, June, July
and August 1973 issues at Bose ( UK) Ltd.,
Trinity Trading Estate, Unit G2,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD.
Peering into the future, Dr. Bose has two
areas he plans to develop — one is car stereo,
and that's with us, and the other area is still
under wraps, we were told. Could it be even
more sophisticated active equalization
electronics? Whether or not the audio buffs
will accept it, the superb Bose marketing
could certainly sell it— even acomplete
sound system. -0-
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CONTACT AUDIO TEL
We can put you in touch with people BUYING
what you want to SELL and SELLING what
you want to BUY

01-431 3206
"CAN'T AFFORD THAT NEW HI-FI?
THEN THINK ABOUT BUYING
SECONDHAND

We have the highest quality secondhand
and ex-demo audio equipment on our
sales lists
We cover everything from esoteric hi-fi to amps
(pre/power), turntables, cassette decks, speakers,
tuners, rack systems, music centres, radio cassettes
to personal hi-fi
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10am-7pm
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precision pick-up arms
Please call or write:
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY
Telephone: 0903 814321
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LOW NOISE MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
Features: transformerless balanced inputs and outputs; equivalent
input noise — 128 dBm ( all 200 ohm microphones are the dominant
noise source); phantom power; mild treble and bass lift to
compensate for falling microphone response at frequency extremes;
low filter; separate remote power supply; line-up 1K oscillator.
Also shown: M- S Matrix Unit for use with M- S microphone
techniques. Full details and specifications on request.
Prices: Microphone Amplifier £ 148.00, M- S Matrix Unit f68.00 — both
inclusive, post free.
CENTRAL RECORDING SERVICES, 17 ROY CLOSE, NARBOROUGH,
LEICESTER LE9 5DN. Tel. 0533 866883
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OW THAT WE HAVE passed into the
dreaded year of 1984, Ifind on
perusing the Radio Times or on
actually listening to Radio 4, that many
programmes have changed times. Some of
the changes may be popular, depending on
personal opinion, but Isuggest that others
seem totally unreasonable. My own hobby
horse is science, and Ihave frequently
complained that there are far too few science
programmes. Iam very disappointed,
therefore, that Science Now which used to
be on aSaturday morning for 45 minutes,
but more recently has conveniently been on
Monday evenings from 10.30 to 11.00pm has
been switched to Friday mornings at 10.00.
Other programme times such as Book at
Bedtime have been changed, probably to the
inconvenience of thousands. Ihave also
heard the bad news that the last half of The
World Tonight, from 11.00 to 11.30pm, will in
'term time' be on long wave only.
Contrasting with the removal of all regular
science programmes from weekday
evenings and weekends, including
Scientifically Speaking which used to be on
Radio 3, the arts programme Kaleidoscope is
continuing to run for half an hour every
weekday evening, from 9.45 to 10.15. The
Controller of Radio 4told me frankly that he
wished to preserve abalance, and delay
Kaleidoscope so that it could encompass
interviews, etc, after first nights of plays. He
stated that only 6% of radio listeners listen
after 7.00pm, and that there would be far
more listeners to programmes like Science
Now during the day. Ihope that housewives,
unemployed people, and retired and sick folk
will enjoy the programme!
Ihave, however, brought up the statistics
problem before, for it is all aquestion of how
they are interpreted, and whether the right
questions are asked. If we were to ask the
question, ' How many potential listeners
interested in science could only listen on a
weekday evening?', for example, we would
probably get some different statistics. Iwas
once given the statistic that over 80% of
radio listeners listen on AM, and that
therefore FM listeners are of much less
importance, thus justifying programmes like
Study on 4, etc, being on VHF. If one were to
ask the question, ' What is the percentage of
listeners who regularly listen on FM to sound
radio, who are interested in high quality?',
we would get avery different answer. I
suggest that many AM listeners only listen to
sound radio as abackground, or with
minimum concentration on the programme,
whereas FM listeners are more likely to be
concentrating on the spoken words or music.
Just before going to press Ireceived acall
from the BBC to inform me that they had
decided to move Science Now yet again,
from April 16th, this time to 7.20pm on
Mondays, so it seems the BBC do listen to
criticism and comment. If you feel strongly
about any of these changes, then put pen to
paper and write to the BBC Controller of
Radio for the network in question, or
alternatively Richard Francis, Managing
Director, Radio, at Broadcasting House.

Signal improvements
Ihave just heard that the BBC are radiating
experimental stereo transmissions in the
Channel Islands from their Les Platons
transmitters in Jersey. These transmissions
are being received within the Channel
Islands directly from the outputs of North
Hessory Tor, Devon, or Rowridge, Isle of
Wight, the received signals on Band II being
sent on to Les Platons by anormal link
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up to 480MHz, vertically polarised. We have
tried the antenna, which is quite suitable for
use with VHF scanning receivers such as the
AR 2001, but is also suitable for Band II,
although it has rather alow gain.

Speaker Hiss

Angus McKenzie
system. The experiment is not 100%
successfLI because of fading, but it is to be
hoped that at least the Channel Islands will
be able to enjoy quite alot of stereo.
The Sutton Coldfield transmitted signals on
Band Il are now slant polarised, the aerial
changeovers having been made on
December 12th. Ihave heard that this has, as
expected, given greatly improved FM
reception on FM car radios and portables in
the Midlands. Holme Moss should follow in
the Summer, and the BBC also intend to
modify others in the chair.

Listening to quite afew rack systems
recently with avariety of low and medium
quality speakers, Iwas struck by the
audibility of bad tuner hiss, which greatly
interfered with my enjoyment of
programmes. It was interesting to see that in
many cases the reproduction quality was
transformed when we switched over to KEF
Chorale speakers, which are not expensive,
and yet which offer asurprisingly good
uncoloured sound quality on FM radio, even
if they are lacking abit in deep bass. There
must be many listeners who have
misjudged FM radio transmission quality by
monitoring it on nasty, peaky and shrill
speakers. Ihave received so many letters
over the years complaining of apparent
tuner hiss on stereo, and have often had to
suggest that the speakers may be at fault. Of
course there are some hissy tuners around,
but it is worthwhile having anew look at
your speaker system so as to do justice to
BBC and IBA transmissions. You might also
think of upgrading your rabbit's ear antenna
as aNew Year resolution, unless you have
already seen the light and put adecent one
on the roof!

Filters and antennae
AK Developments of 62 Marcourt Road,
Stokenchurch, High Wycombe, Bucks. ( Tel:
024 0262360), recently supplied me with
their range of filters, many of which may
help get rid of problems with Band II
reception. Notch filters culling out 27.5MHz
CB, or 145MHz, or 433MHz amateur radio
signals, can be supplied in neat packages
complete with normal coax plugs and
sockets, pre- wired for in- line insertion. A
high-pass filter is also available giving
considerable attenuation of RF below Band
II, and this could indeed be very useful for
rejecting various transmissions, particularly
if you live near ashort wave transmitting
station. Other useful items include aradar
blip interference filter for video recorders,
and a1:1 ratio in- line transformer for
breaking any earth through- path in the coax
down lead. Many sets are susceptible to
braid pick-Jp of interfering signals, and this
braid breaker can often ' ix aproblem,
especial ywhen there is an unfortunate earth
loop between the receiver earth and the
aerial via the aerial pole on which is
mounted another aerial, also earthed.
Ihave often recommended the GDX 2
Discone antenna, availaole from South
Midlands Communications ( 0703 867333)
near Southampton, or Lowe Electronics
(0629 2817) in Matlock, Derbyshire. The
antenna covers the range 50 to 480MHz, and
is quite costly, but Ican now suggest a
cheaper alternative made by Garex ( 7Norvic
Road, Marsworth, Tring, Herts. Tel: 0296
668684). Their Revco Discone costs around
£20 including postage and packing, and can
reasonably receive from well below 70MHz

KEF's smooth Chorale

Pirate News
Iwas shocked to hear that apirate radio
station has been operating for awhile in the
London area on 103.6MHz, which not only
puts out radio commercials but seems to be
pinching Independent Radio news and
weather information without permission
from IRN. Iam amazed that the DTI have
done nothing about this. IBA stations have to
pay alot of money for IR news, so why
should apirate station get away with it? The
DTI have commented unofficially that they
are waiting for the British Telecoms Act
to go through Parliament, with various
amendments to the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
It seems that we have been waiting for 10
years or more with one excuse after another,
so surely there should be some action now
to find aband for pirates to operate on with
some form of licence, and with frequencies
well away from Band II, or else ban them
altogether.
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Poles apart.
You will perhaps have
heard of 'turnover frequency'
'corner frequency' roll- off
frequency' and the like. They
refer to the two frequencies
(called poles) at which
conventional tone controls
start and stop. Whilst useful
for mitigating the grosser
imperfections of loudspeakers and programme,
they are necessarily abit
abrupt for the more subtle
corrections needed today.
The tilt on the 34 uses no
less than eight poles for each
of its settings. So that a
gradual slope is achieved by a
number of small steps, each
unobtrusive in itself yet in
total producing just what is
required to put the record
straight.
We refer to it here as the
musical control. It's aptly
named.

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB England.
Telephone: (0480) 52561

QUAD
for the closest approach
to the original sound
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Y THE TIME you read this, Britain will
be the only country in the world
where you can buy all three of the
different and incompatible video disc
systems: LaserVision, CED and VHD. As
videodisc has until now ( with the launch of
VHS Hi Fi videotape) been the only source of
hi-fi sound from domestic video, and as the
firms backing the disc systems make asales
pitch on sound quality, it's worth knowing
how the land lays.
In America you can buy CED or
LaserVision. In Japan you can buy VHD or
LaserVision. In Britain you can buy
CED, LaserVision or VHD. But VHD, though
developed by JVC, is being sold here by
Thorn EMI only for industrial, educational
and institutional use. It is not being offered
as adumb carrier for feature films or music.
However, just to set the record straight, VHD
discs are world compatible, so an
entertainment disc bought in Japan should
play on aBritish institutional player.
LaserVision uses much the same
technology as Compact Disc, but the sound
is FM, not digital. There is aiso some
confusion over noise reduction. The first
LaserVision discs sold in America, when the
system was launched five years ago, had
very poor signal/noise ratio. So with apush
from Pioneer. Philips started using the CX
encoding system originally developed by
CBS for LP records. Although CX is
mercifully dead for the audio LP, it's very
much alive on LaserVision in America.
The CX system died for audio LPs because
it clearly wasn't half as compatible as CBS
claimed. So the millions of people with
non-CX players had to listen to unnaturally
compressed sound from CX-encoded discs.
There is less problem for videodisc because
the market is so young. In America most
players now have CX decoders built in. But
in Britain there is confusion. Philips
originally decided that CX was unnecessary
because the signal/noise ratio available from
British discs pressed at Blackburn was good
enough already. Then Pioneer started selling
CX discs and players with CX decoding. So
the market is now split and if you are serious
about videodisc sound, you should opt for a
LaserVision player with CX decoder. .
The CED system also uses FM carriers for
the sound and CX encoding for some ( but
not all) stereo discs. All stereo players have
the decoders built in; monos don't. Despite
this confusion and although CED is acheap
and cheerful stylus in the groove system, the
FM sound specification looks good on paper.
But demonstrations so far have been in
noisy surroundings that allowed no real
evaluation. Some hi-fi journalists are now
reviewing CED players under better listening
conditions. Hopefully they will be careful to
note whether CX is in or out, and watch two
other important points.
When CED is demonstrated to the press
the pictures are usually coming from the
beginning of adisc side. Picture, and
probably sound quality falls off quite
noticeably towards the centre of the disc.
This is because CED, like an LP, rotates at a
constant speed ( 375rpm) along agroove
track that runs for over 12 miles aside. So
linear tracking velocity gets slower towards
the end of aside. This contrasts with
Compact Disc, and the long- play versions of
LaserVision, where the disc's rotational
speed continually changes to keep linear
velocity constant. So be sure to judge CED
sound quality not just from the beginning of
the side.
Also, even more important, be very wary
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about any review that does not specify how
many times adisc was played before
measurements were taken or listening tests
made. The CED disc is very sensitive to
surface contamination. This is why it must
always be stored in aprotective caddy. Also,
the stylus inevitably wears the groove. Music
discs are far more likely to be played
repeatedly than feature film discs, and
picture and sound quality fall off after
repeated viewing. The US press has never
really investigated this but hopefully British
reviewers, especially audio journalists
reviewing CED for sound quality, will do a
more thorough job.
in aprevious column Isuggested away of
foiling airlines who make their long- haul
passengers listen to in-flight audio
entertainment through uncomfortable, low fi
stethoscope head sets. You glue a
stethoscope plug onto the microphone of a
recording Walkman, and listen on the
mon.tor setting using conventional
headphones. Now aHong Kong firm, Eaca,
has come up with amuch more elegant
solution. The Jetphone Adaptor is asmall
amplifier that plugs direct into the airline
socket, instead of astethoscope headset,
and reproduces sound through an ordinary
heacphone set. No thanks I've bought my
own, is Eaca's sales slogan. But the airlines
are already one step ahead. They now insist
that iong-haul passengers pay for in-flight
entertainment, whether they rent ahorrid
stethoscope or use their own pick-up
system.
Panasonic ( sister brand to Technics)
launched the first hi-fi video recorder in
Britain, just before Christmas, at ashop price
of around £700. Reviews will follow but
watch out especially for two points.
On the demonstration tapes there was a
slight fluttering of the picture which might or
m ght not have been caused by
breakthrough of the FM sound into the
colour or chroma video signals.
More important, is whether there is a50Hz
switching noise to be heard. As is by now
well known, the FM sound for VHS Hi Fi is
laid down by two extra heads on the rotating
video drum, which scan the tape 50 times a
second. So the audio signal is being
switched at the same 50Hz rate from one
head to the other and back again. When
questioned, the Panasonic engineers could
not explain how the inevitable switching
noise is disguised, other than to say that
compensation is used which works on the

hold principle. What this probably means is
that the signal is continually sampled and
held in amemory ( probably bucket brigade
delay line) and this memory used to produce
asignal which covers the brief switching
gaps between heads. A noise reduction
system, dbx with modified time constant, is
used to reduce overall noise, and on
demonstrations so far, switching noise has
not been audible. But under controlled
listening tests the story could be different.
We have, actually, been all through this
before. At the Harrogate Audio Fair in
September 1977, Garrard launched its
scratch suppressor or Music Recovery
Module, an electronic device to de-click old
discs. At that time Garrard explained to me
that the system worked by sensing peaks
and switching adelay line. Under normal
circumstances the sound was heard through
the delay line. When ascratch peak was
sensed the signal was switched from the
normal delay line route to adirect straight
wire path. So afew milliseconds of music
were repeated. But the MRM, when it
finally went on sale in mid- 1978, worked
quite differently.
In the production model MRM the signal
was normally heard through the delay line.
But on detection of atransient scratch the
module switched from delay line to silence,
notfrom delay line to direct connection. So
the MRM, as sold, replaced scratch clicks
with silence rather than repetition. It worked,
in so far as afew milliseconds of negative
silence sounds better than positive crackle,
but the MRM disappeared and so did
Garrard. Probably the VHS Hi Fi
compensation circuit works by 50Hz
repetition, rather than 50Hz muting. By either
way it could well prove audible under
stringent listening conditions.
The way in which VHS Hi Fi ( and
eventually Beta Hi Fi for Europe) works is
now fairly well documented. The relatively
low frequency FM sound carriers are
recorded by audio heads on the rotating
video drum, asplit second ahead of the
video signal which is recorded by separate
heads. Because the FM video is at ahigher
frequency than the FM audio, the audio
records deep down into the tape, and the
high frequency video erases and replaces
only the top level. This is the depth multiplex
recording technique which everyone is now
talking about. There is one snag, however,
which has so far been glossed over.
The colour information in atelevision
signal is recorded at artificially low
frequency in adomestic recorder. The colour
sub- carrier is transmitted over the rest of the
picture signals at 4.43MHz. But this is too
high afrequency for domestic video
recorders, so it is dropped to around 600
kHz; this is the so-called colour- under
principle because the colour goes under the
rest of the picture signal. But this puts it
below the FM audio carriers. So why doesn't
the colour video wipe out the audio? The
Panasonic people looked as puzzled over this
question as they did over the question about
head switching. But Idid eventually get an
answer. The FM audio signal is recorded at
relatively high power, 250 mV peak-to- peak,
and the audio heads have arelatively wide
gap. So audio flux density is high. The video
heads have anarrower gap and the
recording signal is only 12 mV peak-to- peak.
So video flux density is much less. This is
why the video signal only erases the top
level of the audio recording, even though
some of the video is at alower frequency
than audio..,d,_
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Between the power and pre- amp section can be
plugged aseries of modules to meet your specific
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CED

RECENTLY DISCUSSED some of the
implications for hi-fi of the various
audio and video formats currently
fighting to establish themselves in the
marketplace (' Formatitis Revisited', Feb ' 84).
In many respects the Hitachi/RCA looked like
the dark horse, because its comparatively
simple technology allowed low prices for
machines and discs (£ 200-£250 and £ 10-£13),
while the specification at least indicated a
genuflection towards hi-fi standards.
However, Iknew of no-one who had actually
got round to trying out what apparently
offered FM standard sound with pictures at
sub- CD prices.
Accordingly, aday or two before
Christmas alarge, though not too heavy, box
arrived, sans instructions but thoughtfully
containing some discs. These fortunately
included the Joni Mitchell live set Shadows
and Night, for which Ihad the analogue LP
equivalent. The machine is so incredibly
simple that even Imanaged to locate and
remove transit packing and get things
working without aggravation or manual; the
really difficult bit was figuring out that there
wasn't supposed to be an on- off switch
because the machine is started by the action
of inserting adisc!
'My' machine had full remote control, and
operation was simple and straightforward
enough, though Iremain alittle
apprehensive that one can create
mechanical mayhem with arm or disc by
inserting the caddy while adisc is playing
(again no manual to check whether this is
likely or not).
Sad to relate, the sound quality did not live
up to my expectations. Ignoring the visual
side of things as largely irrelevant, and
making the point that Ionly had two music
discs to make the assessment, the frequency
response seemed surprisingly far from flat,
and rather limited at low frequencies in
particular. The result is a ' thin', ' bright',
'forward' balance, which at the same time
seemed to have aslight ' steely edge' as if
distortion was audible.
On the positive side certain of the less
pleasant attributes of vinyl were pleasantly
absent. ' Difficult' consonant sounds like ' s'
and ' p' were refreshingly cleanly handled.
But there are two more negatives,
unfortunately. Curiously, on occasion there
was an effect remarkably similar to vinyl
mistracking, and even ahighish speed
'scratch' at the start of one side. Possibly the
most disturbing aspect of the sound was the
background noise, despite ( or perhaps partly
due to?) the CX noise reduction. This was
somewhat higher than is normally accepted,
though admittedly exaggerated by the
frequency response, and showed some
disturbingly variable ' pumping' tendencies.
Overall Iam forced to conclude that the
CED system is not really ahi-fi medium; it is
all too reminiscent of the standards
pertaining in earlier days of the prerecorded
Compact Cassette. However, Iwould not
gainsay its possible success as ahome
entertainment medium. Its key strength
remains the low price of both software and
hardware ( the former may, Isuspect, be
receiving an element of subsidy). Combine
this with an adequate level of performance,
which comfortably matches VHS and is
presumably sufficient for the public at large,
and great simplicity of operation, and the
format is in with achance.
My own feeling, tinged with atouch of
regret Iadmit, is that for CED it is too little,
too late. Sony are rumoured to be about to
join Philips and Pioneer on the LaserVision
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format with its broader software base, and
FM hi-fi/stereo soundtracks are about to
enhance the appeal of VHS still further.
Whatever the commercial outcome, CEO has
succeeded in driving down the prices of
music with vision. And in many ways I
admire the system for the sheer costeffectiveness of its enaineering, simplicity of
operation, and general anti-technohype
aura.

SD2 loudspeaker
SD stands for Steve Doessens, aDanish
expatriate electronics engineer who has
spent the last three years making studio
monitor loudspeakers, and has now turned
his attention to the hi-fi market, along with
associate 3-D designer David Dixon.
The fruits of their collaboration extend so

far to two mocels, tie three-way SD1, and
the two-way SD2 wiich Iam attempting to
cover here. Isay attempting, because the
odds have been against us from the start,
and the spectre of dry joints rising on the
cusp of the Christmas post, with duff speaker
stands in the ascendant, required some
perseverance.
First things first. The SD2 is asubstantial,
bluff- looking two-way design, to my eyes
rather reminiscent of US West Coast models
of adecade ago ( JBLs, etc). Though the grille
is perhaps alittle clumsy, the cabinet shape

is enlivened by rounded fore-and-aft edges;
when finished in black veneer this contrives
to give aScandinavian feel.
Technically the design contains afew
interesting wrinkles, though none which can
be considered particularly original. The
complex crossover seeks to compensate for
driver impedance changes, and incorporates
atuned ' suck circuit' at the 800Hz tweeter
resonance.
Both drivers are of Son Audax origin, and
are heavily damped mechanically and
magnetically, using alower than usual
crossover point at 1200Hz. Cabinets are
heavily braced and very ' solid', with
fibreglass volume absorbent which is
carefully tailored to graduating density.
Twinned terminal sets on the rear allow each
drive unit to be fed from its own power
amplifier channel. Though superficially
somewhat similar, this is not strictly an
'active' system since the passive
equalisation circuits of the crossover are still
used to shape the passbands fed to the
drivers.
My jinx was running true to form when I
first connected up what was clearly afaulty
loudspeaker. Naturally it performed
faultlessly when SD appeared with the
replacement pair, but happily my credibility
was restored by the later reappearance of an
intermittent crossover dry-joint.
Having one early pair and one from latest
production gave me an opportunity to see
how the model had developed sonically in
response to the one or two fairly minor
design modifications which had occurred in
the interim, notably in improved cabinet
bracing and the aforementioned fibreglass
disposition.
In fact, in the context of my room and
system, and using less than ideal stands, I
marginally preferred the earlier model on
balance. At the same time Iam well able to
appreciate that the modifications have
produced improvements. However, this is
further reinforcement of that so far inviolate
axiom of speaker design, ' It's all aquestion
of balance'.
The original samples sounded quite nicely
balanced in my system, with apleasantly
'dry' bass which allowed flexibility of siting
without fear of bass boominess. At the same
time the overall sound was abit untidy, and
showed some masking of detail when
compared with the later samples.
Whereas the originals gave arespectable
enough and likeable sound, it was hardly
sufficient to justify the highish £450 price
tag, depending upon the weighting allowed
for the expensive shaped cabinet. The
second samples did show substantially more
pluses than minuses, even though Ifound
the end result marginally less preferable in
overall balance. If the originals had atight
bass, the second samples were in need of an
enema, the sound being constricted,
seeming to lack ' air' and ' scale' despite the
improved detail.
Iunderstand that the bass Q of the system
is 0.4, and this is an exceedingly low figure
compared with the norm. Idon't have the
space here to discourse at length on the
meaning of Q, but let it suffice that it results
from acombination of anumber of
loudspeaker design parameters, and is a
qualitative description of the system's bike
resonance.
The ' right' Q is something of amatter of
choice, application, and perhaps even
fashion. Engineers will talk about achieving
an optimum compromise between
frequency response ( flatness and extension)
and transient ( pulse and phase) response,
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but even these require the exercise of value
judgement. Futher, considerations such as
likely or intended room placement play a
significant part.
Q- wise the trend over anumber of years
has been towards agradual reduction, so
that the norm for closed- box designs is
probably around 0.7, the range being from
0.5-0.9. My own preference for disc replay in
the domestic environment is at the bottom
end of this spread, but the 0.4 of the SD2
may well be going too far.
It may appear that Iam taking this system
bass resonance thing abit too seriously. But
Ihappen to believe, on the basis more of
hunch than evidence, that it may be the
single most important characteristic of a
loudspeaker, and is rarely accorded
appropriate priority. It is, after all, the only
major in- band resonance within asystem
which is driven at nominal programme
levels. Even though the tweeter resonance is
at amore critical frequency, it is usually
some 15-20dB down in drive level. One
ignores or takes scant account of the bass
resonance at one's peril, particulàrly with an
LP disc- playing system.
Overall Iam forced to conclude that this is
not yet an outstanding design. However, it
does show promise, and there is evidence to
suggest it is not far from becoming a
competitive prospect in asector of the
market which is more noteworthy for the
longevity of major contenders ( Gale,
Spendor, Yamaha, etc) than for the
excitement of innovation and improvement.

Directional perspectives
There has always been an element of debate
and controversy surrounding the desirable
directional characteristics of loudspeakers.
Various approaches are adopted by different
manufacturers, based on sufficiently
exclusive theoretical premises to render
partisanship politically perilous.
The UK consensus has tended towards
forward- radiating designs, with the more
advanced examples seeking to provide wide
dispersion at mid and high frequencies and
to avoid serious discontinuities. The most
accomplished of all, perhaps, is the Quad
ESL- 63, whose modus operandum ironically
combines almost unlimited potential for
dispersion control within the much less
conventional framework of adipole radiator.
In the early ' seventies there was significant
interest in omni-directional designs, notably
the US Bose and Scandinavian Sonab
designs. Though given something of arough
ride, critically, in the UK, one cannot deny
and should not ignore the commercial
success of Bose, particularly in its homeland.
The contrast between Bose and, say
Spendor, KEF or B&W represents the
extremities of aspectrum. The former
capitalises on room reflections, despite the
inevitable unpredictability this introduces.
The latter in extremis ignores the room
altogether, seeking to reduce its effects by
siting away from boundaries. Gaining in
popularity in the UK is back-to- wall
mounting, as pioneered by AR and Allison in
the US and increasingly adopted by UK
manufacturers, which accepts some
compromise in the interests of predictability
and domestic acceptability.
Up to the £ 500 mark, cost prevents any
major departure from the conventional.
Above this point the sky is the limit, so all
sorts of experimentation takes place, with
different degrees of success. Much of this is
directed towards directional properties and
room interfacing, but exotic drive unit and
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cabinet engineering may also be part of the
equation.
One thing seems to distinguish all
speakers which use elaborate engineering to
control directional characteristics. They all
seem to have some rationale, be it widely
accepted or ajustification of the
manufacturer's own devising.
Stuck right in the middle, with little
apparent reason for placing upward- facing
'duplicate' drive units on the top of its
cabinet, is the Linn Isobarik design. Despite
consistent criticism of its imaging properties,
which seem to offend purists, it has certainly
become one the UK's most successful big
loudspeakers. This appears to be something
of aconundrum.
As an Isobarik user of some years standing
myself, pondering the rationale for the
upward- facing drivers has occupied no small
amount of bath time. Certainly Iwould prefer
to use aspeaker with more conventional
imaging properties, if Icould find one which
offers the same bass performance and
dynamic range!
Whilst musing recently on the
mechanisms by which speaker stands,
rendered rigid and ' spiked', can result in a
surprising improvement, ahitherto ( by me)
unsuspected possible solution to the
conundrum presented itself. The ' speaker
stand effect', which even the most sceptical
observers have been forced to acknowledge
through the evidence of their ears, appears
to improve the retrieval of low level detail.
By mechanically locating the whole
loudspeaker more precisely and rigidly, the
'dynamic range resolution window' appears
to be enhanced. This is one thing Isobariks
do particularly well, in any case.
It follows, therefore, that one of the limits
on the dynamic range of loudspeakers is the
movement of the enclosure or part of the
enclosure, and hence the magnets of the
drive units. Though these movements are
small in amplitude, so too is the movement
of atweeter dome, so interference of some
sort is at least feasible, if not inevitable.
There is adirect analogy with the coloration
and information loss which atonearm
causes to acartridge output, due to
unwanted movement in what should be a
'mechanical earth'.
It is reasonable, therefore, to hypothesise
that one dynamic range limiting mechanism
in aloudspeaker is the movement of its
baffle, or specifically the component of the
baffle movement which lies along the
direction of movement of the voice coils.
One simple and elegant way of ensuring that
output is maintained even when voice- coil or
diaphragm movement suffers interference
from baffle movement is surely to mount
another baffle with duplicate drivers rigidly
at right angles to the first; each will therefore
be unaffected by the component that affects
the other, and output should be maintained
in the face of adversity!
It is therefore possible that the unusual
directional information properties and
reflection- induced coloration of the Isobarik
are merely unfortunate side- effects of a
technique necessary to achieve the wide
dynamic range of the device.

Gale 402
Ianticipated this short report on the current
Gale last month during my cri de coeur
regarding the sorry state of the middle
market, because it was obvious that this
basically ten year- old design was still very
competitive. Ishould perhaps have made the

distinction more carefully between the
original 401 and the current 402 with its new
drive unit line-up. But the 402 is very much a
Gale, and no speaker can remain entirely
unchanged over adecade in any case,
because of the exigencies of materials and
component supplies, etc.
Though the drivers have been changed,
much else appears basically the same. The
cabinet has the same dimensions, the same
ultra- solid feel ( weight); the same
unorthodox driver complement and
distribution is retained, twin bass drivers
flanking the mid and treble units. My own
entirely unsupported guess is that these
factors alone account for 40-60% of the
sound of aloudspeaker.
In many ways the sound of the current
Gale reflects the originals, which were
themselves arather unique blend of British
and American practice. While progenitor and
expatriate American Ira Gale may have done
little to further the cause of hands across the
sea, he did achieve an unusually good
vintage in speaker compromise that has
lasted well. Iam tempted to draw aparallel
with the Yamaha NS1000, which is asimilar
design in so many ways, albeit alittle lacking
in style, and also still shows signs of
commercial life.
With its latest styling tweak, one of the
most attractive grille- mounting
arrangements Ihave seen, the 402 looks as
up to date as it sounds. The main sonic
characteristics are a ' punchy' bass, slightly
'forward' midrange and nicely restrained,
though detailed, treble, all very much in the
modern idiom. Little in the way of coloration
manifested itself unduly, though stereo was
satisfactory, rather than ' holographic'. There
was the occasional ' wolf note' in the bass or
lower mid, and the articulation could have
been improved, but there was no real ' boom'
as such, and the sound held together well.
Though Ihave little hesitation in
recommending the 402 in the company of
other £450 loudspeakers, the nub of last

month's thesis was whether one could
recommend such adevice in the context of
today's ±£ 100 devices, the Mission 70 Ils,
the Tannoy Mercurys et al. Making due
allowance for its excellent presentation,
more extended bandwidth, generally good
dynamic range and the civilised nature of its
sound, the 402 still makes it, just, and to a
degree by default. But Icannot help
wondering whether DW Labs could not put
together asomewhat cheaper two- unit
version which would give asimilar level of
performance. -031

Not The People's
Speaker!

THE DAHLQU1ST DQ10

"With carefully matched electronics and an impeccable programme
source, no speaker we know of sounds more open, transparent,
clearly detailed — in other words, more accurate — than the DQ-10.
Some speakers handle power more gracefully and show less
distress when abused with nasty transients. But these speakers lack
the crystalline clarity of the Dahlquist. The DQ-10 can't roar and
thunder, but at reasonable living-room levels it sounds more like
real music than the "roarers and thunderers".
It's mid-range may still be sufpassed by the "Quad", by anarrow
margin, but overall the Dahlquist lets through more information.
It's also acompletely unforgiving speaker that will make mediocre
power-amplifiers, preamps and cartridges sound rediculous.
Owners of such equipment will invariably hate the Dahlquist. As we
said, it isn't the People's Speaker"
[The Audio Critic]

THE MUSIC ROOM
PROBLEMS PAGE
or how
'\/THE INEFFABLE CHASES
THE UNAFFORDABLE
A number of problems have arisen from last
month's overstated enthusing over AUDIO
RESEARCH amplifiers
Mr . D.C. from
Wolverhampton Working Men's Club
telephoned to complain that the likes of the
D-250 made Hi Fi socially divisive He
simply would not accept my argument that
the fine amplifier was musically equivalent
to a sort of working man's Bosendorfer; in
his own home.
Many readers ( 99.9%) questioned our
judgement or sincerity ." It can't possibly be
that good" they said. Mr N. L. of Aberdeen
'the other 0.1%) rang to complain that we
had understated the case, putting it down to
politics or incompetence " Just a moment" I
remembered in time " You're the one who
has a D-250 "
The other problem has arisen due to the
advice to get rid of one's car, if need be, so
we have amongst our vast display of Walnut
boxed loudspeakers at a very good price
one white Mercedes 3500E, X- Reg 27,000
miles and a red Porsche 911, W- Reg one
owner, ( N.L. of Aberdeen are you reading?)
The third set of problems is caused by a
front-end as fine as the Oracles' into amplifiers as good as the ARC . now you see
the problem? Well fortunately for us, the
)ne who created the problem in Britain
solve_ it for Britain This month the Maggies
arrive with the incredible new MG- 31 But
here's the GOOD NEWS for Mr . D.C. from
Wolverhampton and all us poverty-stricken
wage earners, shop- keepers and hi-fi
jc_i-nalists, in fact all of us with high critical
faculties and low incomes.
SMG
£595.00 per pair
(inc VAT)

SOLE

K IMPORTER

STANFORD (DISTRIBUTION
Parkhouse, Warren row, Wargrave, Berks,
RG10 8QS Tel: Littlewick Green ( 062882) 5035

Be quick and form an orderly queue outside
your Magneplanar stockist. When Jimmy
Hughes hears them, there won't be enough
to go round'

Stockists.
Simply Hi Fi, 48 Springbank, Hull
Tel: 0482 29240
Homesound, 36-38 Station Road, Taunton, Somerset
Tel: Taunton 73321
Unilet Products, 270 High Street. Guildford
Tel: 0483 571534
W.A. Brady & Son, 401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool
Tel: 051 733 6859
Audiofile, 40 Hockerill Street. Bishops Stortford, Herts.
Tel: 0279 506576
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street, Glasgow
Tel: 041 221 2527
Donnington Audio, 52 Blue Cap Road. Stratford upon Avon
Tel: 0789 294482
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COMPLEAT RECORDIST
ie

best yet,' said our man ' but Istill
think the orchestra's a bit too
loud.'
The most enjoyable commercial sessions are often the less
high-powered ones, because
major recordings are extremely
expensive, with time at a preTon Faulkner's
mium, so there is little, if any,
column for the ta • e occasion to experiment with the
sound. The basic microphone
recorder enthusiast technique will have been worked
out before the musicians arrive,
ANY AMATEUR recor- and once the baton comes down
dists harbour illusions the engineer is supposed to have
everything sorted out except for
about the joys of being
a professional recording the finest details. The big projects
engineer: travelling to exciting tend to operate like a well-oiled
places, working with a big- name machine, geared for a minimal
artist, going to all the glittering waste of time which can be attriparties and receptions. Even a butable to the engineering. More
modest projects allow some time
small business such as my own
receives well into three figures of not only to ' fine tune' the sound,
but to try out techniques beyond
letters each year from aspiring
engineers in search of employ- the normal stock- in-trade of microphone layouts. In recent years
ment. The realities of commercial
my greatest opportunities for
recording sessions are as earthbound as•the nuts and bolts of experimenting have been when
any profession, my own list of working for the smaller independent labels like Hyperion, with
'exciting places' centring around
such cultural Meccas as Hackney, whom Iwas able to develop the
'phased- array' ( parallel microWalthamstow, Barking, North
Finchley, Tooting and Hamp- spaced figure-of- eights) system
stead! The travelling entails on albums of Monteverdi and
Hildegarde von Bingen, and to
either sitting in London traffic
jams or belting along with the use omnis on the Light Blues'
right foot stuck on the floor of a French LP. To have spent time
playing with obscure arrangevan, haring down an autobahn
trying to get to some particular ments of microphones on CBS
sessions in Vienna with the VP0
waterhole by dark. Working with
the big names can be as thrilling would have won me no prizes in
too, when you discover your a popularity poll, except possibly
favourite conductor is 20 years the booby.
The amateur recordist is very
older and 12 inches shorter than
in the sleeve photos, or your largely freed of the pressures
favourite soloist so full of himself which restrain him from trying
that a solo microphone must be out diverse recording techniques,
placed close enough to pick up and should thus take advantage
the sound of his stomach gurg- of the opportunities open to him.
ling as well as the ' presence' of One option only recently available is the use of Pressure- Zone
the instrument.
Microphones ( PZMs). Although
One of my closest American
engineer-friends told me of his the concept of incorporating a
microphone membrane element
experiences with one of the bestinto the natural boundary of the
known violinists, who likes to
sound environment to be reprohear his own instrument with
duced is by no means acomplete
overwhelming presence — playinnovation, it is only in recent
backs were always agonising
years that practical commercial
with the distant orchestral
accompaniment sounding like it devices have been generally
was being telephoned in. Even- available. The present fad dates
back around 5 or 6 years to an
tually it was decided to record the
sessions with a 16- channel multi- American team of enthusiasts
headed by Ed Long and Ron
track tape- recorder, to give the
Wickersham, who impressed one
soloist the balance he wanted on
Ken Wahrenbrock, whence the
the session, and then to remix the
design ended up with Amcron.
tapes differently back at the
home- base studio. Gradually the They had the world market more
engineer eased the solo monitor or less to themselves until other
conventional microphone manuchannel more and more forward
on the recording session, but it facturers ( including Schoeps,
Sennheiser, Beyer, Electrovoice,
was still not enough to satisfy the
'star'. Finally he switched all of & Shure) joined in the market.
At £ 19.95 rrp the latest arrival
the channels off except one cardioid microphone 18 inches away on the scene, from Tandy ( Radio
Shack), will be of great interest to
from the violin bridge. 'That's the
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amateur recordists, since this
compares somewhat favourably
with the £500 price-tag for the
fully professional Schoeps model
BLM3! Superior as the pro types
undoubtedly are, the price differential is dramatic and the basic
strengths and weakneses of the
concept are much of a muchness
for amateur recording applications, with only some degradation of signal/noise ratio, unevenness of high frequency response,
and increased distortion, particularly at low frequencies, showing
up the cheaper design significantly. The original Long/Wickersham PZMs used modified 1
/ in.
2
B&K measurement capsules, but
the production Amcron and
Tandy models use electret elements.

tops for a main stereo pickup
with two of the mics. For obvious
reasons PZMs are not as obtrusive as a standard pencil microphone on a boom, and this
feature, if none other, makes
them worthwhile additions to a
recordist's kit for live concerts
where it is often impossible to
put a stand exactly where you
would like to.
The polar diagram of a PZM is
nominally hemispherical, ie one
half of an omnidirectional, and is
designed to operate only on the
direct soundwave by mounting
the capsule at a non-absorbent
boundary. This mode of operation offers great independence of
the polar diagram from variation
with frequency, which aspect has
a lot to do with the ' colour' of a

The microphone does not look
anything like a standard pencil
type, being more reminiscent of a
table-tennis bat, with the output
cable coming from the ' handle'
and the diaphragm mounted in
close proximity to the surface.
The ' bat' is fixed directly to the
wall, floor or ceiling of the recording environment, or even sometimes to a part of the surface of
the musical instrument to be
recorded (
eg, to the underside of
a grand piano lid). Ihave used
double- sided adhesive tape to
secure the PZMs to surfaces, but
it is important to be careful of
risking damage to decorative
wallpaper or paintwork. In my
classical recording session work I
have not found any occasions
where the PZMs provided unique
solutions to problems, but they
are
an
open
door
to
experimenting with novel
approaches such as using kitelike surfaces or upturned table-

microphone's sound quality.
Furthermore the nominal linearity of the polar diagram should
make it an ideal ' M' microphone
in M- S sum- and- difference
recording, an application which
Jerry Bruck of New York's Posthorn Recordings has pioneered
(shortly to be published in JAES).
In its Tandy guise the PZM does
not reach its optimum in every
respect ( specifically noise and
unevenness in the top from the
transducer), but at the bargain
price of £ 19.95 such criticism
seems ungrateful when it performs as well as it does.
Istarted my piece by talking
about the exciting places and
great artists one gets involved
with as a professional engineer,
and forgot to go into the ' glittering parties and receptions' — of
which afairly comprehensive list
may be found in CAMRA's Good
Beer Guide — a vital piece in the
tool- kit! it33

The finest loudspeaker in the world?.

The NEW horn-loaded
loudspeaker system
from Tannoy

...the Japanese say so!
With the Westminster we set out to produce
the finest loudspeaker you can buy.
We took our renowned 15" Dual Concentric
drive unit and around it we built the optimum
cabinet design—acompound horn enclosure.
The combination of straight front horn and
rear folded horn increases the radiating area
of the drive unit by 21
/ times, giving anew life
2
and 'presence' to recorded music. With the
Tannoy Westminster, the overwhelming
sensation is of actually being there.
The excellence of the Westminster has even
been recognised in Japan. The prestigious
Japanese audio magazine ' Stereo Sound'
recently conferred their ' Golden Sound'
award for the best new audio component on
the Westminster.
Perspective drawing showing details of
Westminster folded horn construction

Visit one of our specialist Westminster
dealers and hear the Westminster
difference for yourself.
The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow. Tel: 041 221 2527
Fanthorpes
Hepworths Arcade, Silver Street, Hull,
Humberside. Tel: 0482 223096
K.J. Leisuresound
48, Wigmore Street, London, WI
Tel: 01-486 8263
Midland HiFi
Royal London Buildings, Wulfrana
Street, Wolverhampton, West Midlands.
Tel: 0902 771774

Bringing Music Back to Life

W

ITH TURNTABLE DEVELOPMENT
stagnating due to the fait accompli
nature of reviews ( ditto for
cartridges), all that's been left to improve on
in the hi-fi chain are amplifiers, speakers,
and tonearms. It's the last named that's seen
all the real action these past few years,
because amplifiers of an affordable nature
tend to be abit samey, and leading- edge
speakers cost abundle. If all the great
advances are limited to Audio Research,
Quad, Acoustat, and like- priced components,
it's obvious that the man on the street isn't
going to benefit from these gains either in
the near or distant future. We're told time
and again that today's high-priced
technology is tomorrow's mass- market
commodity, but don't you believe it. What
works for computers and digital watches
doesn't necessarily apply to hi-fi. Don't hold
your breath waiting for a£200 loudspeaker
that will offer the sound of the ESL-63, or a
£99 amplifier with the resolution of aD-70.
I'm not suggesting that this realisation has
led specifically to all of the activity
surrounding tonearm development in recent
years. It simply strikes me as abit more than
acoincidence. Designers will continue to
work on mega- buck amplifiers and speakers
as long as there's enough of amarket to
absorb the new products, but it's the nearaffordable components that reach customers
in the real world — and keep this moribund
hobby alive. For all the raves about new
mid- price entries like the Audiolab amplifier
('Best amp costing less than aRoller') and
the NAIT (' Adds inches to your chest'), they
don't exactly represent quantum leaps in any
direction. Good products they may be;
milestones they are not. You want
milestones? Start thinking about
components that cost as much as a
Hasselblad, not aVivitar.
Which leaves us with cartridges and
tonearms, where entry level to the high end
is still well under four figures. Of course,
there are cartridges and arms selling for
£1200 or £ 1500, but audiophile credibility for
either product area can be purchased for as
little as £200 for cartridges and £250-£300 for
arms. That's alot less than you'll have to
spend for an amp or speakers of similar
status.
This has been the decade of the Ittok, the
Zeta, the Helius, the Syrinx, and the Sumiko,
all arms that smashed adecade of SME
domination. Bearing quality, rigidity, friction
— name aparameter relating to arm
performance and you'll probably find that
more work has been done on it in the past
five years than in the previous fifteen. And
right now you can buy arms that stand as
contenders for the ' State- of-the-Art' title—
thus making you proud of at least one
component in your system — for half the
price of an amp or apair of speakers of like
calibre. But has it all been worth it? Have
designers been killing fleas with sledgehammers?
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Ken Kessler
Maybe Ishouldn't be writing about arms,
because Icontine to confound those
around me by sticking to my 20- year- old,
plastic-headshell'd ( detachable, of course),
nylon-bearing'd AR arm, the one that carne
fitted to a £48 deck. Yes, Istill use an arm that
goes against everything held sacred in these
times of titanium, iridium, and beryllium.
Indeed, two of the cognoscenti told me my
cartridges ' wouldn't work' in such alowrow item, and they weren't being sarcastic.
lo me, acartridge ' working' means tracing
the modulations in the groove, and Iassure
you that my Decca does just that. Maybe
they were jus: trying to sel me a £400
arm .
This lack of respect Ihave for claims of a
cataclysmic natu-e is based solely on my
luck/experiences/miraculous good fortune
with an arm that shouldn't work'. Rather,1
base it equally on the neglect shown to an
arm that, in its heyday, was THE arm, arival
for the dominant SME and asuitable mate
for the finest of cartridges and turntables.
And I'm not talking about 1965.
For afew years, the Grace 707 was the
only arrn to own if you had aspirations
toward audio greatness. The odds were that
you would fit it to aLinn, and it would carry a
Supex. Shock of all shocks, you were also
allowed to use Grace's own m- m cartridge ( if
you could find one), ADC's XLM ( super
no- no high-compliance m-rn), or anything
else you felt like using. And never did
anyone assault you with aohotocopy of
John Crabbe's resonant-frequency graph,
telling you that your chosen combination
'doesn't work'. Why? Because the Grace was
atruly universal tonearm, and nobody felt
any need to criticise it. Resonant frequency?
Horsefeathers.
Could it be that this proletarian approach —
'Hey . I'm aGrace 707 and I'll play with any

cartridge you fit' — killed the 707? After all,
we live in strange times, when you are told
that your system will only ' work' if you use
such- and- such an arm for cartridge X, only if
it's mounted on turntable Y. and only if it's
sitting on coffee-table Z. Hell, I've stuck
everything from Denon 103 m-cs to Shure
V15/11I m- ms in Grace arms, and Iassure you
they ' worked'; this is definitely not on in
today's one-arm/one-cartridge world of ours.
The 707, and its better constructed
progeny, the Mk II, is astraight arm with
fixed headshell. That's good. The headshell
isn't cast or machined from the same bit as
the arm tube. That's bad. The headshell is
made from acrylic. That's bad, too. The
bearing arrangement is adouble gimbal.
That's good. But it isn't aunipivot! Phew,
that's arelief. The Grace will accept
cartridges weighing between 4.5 and 12gm.
That's bad; it should only accept cartridges
weighing plus or minus one gram!
This doesn't look too good does it? Isn't it
amazing how dreadful something can look
on paper?
Sorry about this, theorists and purists, but
specs don't mean awhole lot out here in the
real world, or do you all own Japanese
amplifiers boasting 0.000001% THD
specifications? Whatever its design
suggests, the Grace 70711 can handle a
Denon 103 or aGarrott Decca or aSupex or a
Dynavector or aShure V15 or aGrado GT
Super. Not enough? How about Grace's own
cartridges or Koetsus or Ortofon m-cs or
Nagaoka MP5Os?
Sure, it's not apatch on an Ittok if an
Asak's the cartridge, nor is it amatch for the
Sumiko if aKoetsu's your choice. But you
can throw more at it than you can those
rarified designs that rule the record- playing
roost. And — if you're anything like the typical
hi-fi nutter— you don't stick to one cartridge
all the time; changing gear around is in your
blood and it probably gives you as big athrill
as listening to anew LP by afavourite artist.
You need aGrace, or something like it.
It has its flaws, like sample variation and
slightly goofy installation, and it doesn't
instil confidence by virtue of an Ittok- or Zetaor FR- like finish, but it does ' work'. The
sound is always clean without being too
analytical, it presents awonderful
soundstage and it can deal quite nicely with
cartridges of phenomenal bass capabilities,
like the Garrott Deccas. Basically, it sounds
like it was designed by someone who used a
good valve amplifier.
The Grace is still around, but it's now a
£150 item and dealers find it far easier to sell
£150 arms of 1980- or- newer vintage than
some remnant from the days of fourchannel. It even looks old-fashioned when
placed next to acarved-from- solid arm like
the Zeta and its brothers- in- spirit. But then it
costs half that of your basic 1984 JCB-spec
girder, and used examples abound because
the 707 is long out of fashion .
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The superb Ditton 100 takes sound the
way it finds it. And keeps it
that way - as nature intended. No tricks.
No surprises. Except the price
-simply, great value for money.

1121

Celestion International Ltd, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk, England. Tel: 0473 73131.

First of atwo-part investigation
by Martin Colloms into the audible effects
of si • nal cables and connections
To avoid swamping a single issue, we
decided to split this analytical appraisal of
cables and connectors into two parts. This
section begins with an examination of the
various claimed effects and suggests possible theoretical explanations. Then follows a
description of the review procedures, a
detailed discussion of the general findings
from the listening tests on both speaker and
interconnect cables, and a look at the PWB
lead terminators. Next month we will present the specific findings on some 40 different cable types.

A

UDIO LEGEND would have us believe
that the perfect amplifier is apiece of
straight wire with ga n. However, that
assumption antedates the observations of
some of the audio fraternity that the wire
itself can affect sound quality. If wires really
do sound different, what reference should
we use to judge our perfect amplifier"
Such a train of thought opens up new
audio horizons, full of complex interactions
and considerable confusion. On the face of it
one would be justified in adopting asceptical
attitude: how could afew metres of properly
specified cable make a ha'p'orth of difference to an audio system which relies on
program which has already passed through
a number of lengthly cable runs and interconnections before mastering? 50 and 100
metre lengths of microphone cable are often
encountered, never mind : he complex studio
wiring which links mixing consoles and
equipment racks. Here, cable is simply taken
for granted as a conductive link between
electronics, the wires well insulated and,
where necessary, electrically shrouded or
Hi- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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screened, from external interference.
However, at the ' audio' end of the chain
some manufacturers and enthusiasts are
nevertheless claiming that extraordinary
things can happen with cable. Take directionality for example: cables are said to have
a preferred direction, sounding better one
way round than the other. Do studios take
any notice either of polarity or directionality'
To the best of my knowledge the answer is
no.
There are certain factors associated with
cable that are well known and understood,
such as resistance ( R), inductance ( L) and
capacitance ( C), all of which are capable of
producing small audible and measurable
changes in sound quality. The problem
remains that there seem to be additional
influences at work which we know rather
less about.
It has been reported that after the abovementioned primary electrical parameters
have been taken into account, sound quality
can st.II be affected by other factors, such as
the metallurgical purity of the conductor, eg
normal or oxygen-free copper. The metal
itself may have an effect, be it copper, silver,
steel or lead, as may the physical disposition
of the conductors.
Differences here appear to relate to
whether conductors are single, a stranded
few, or composed of very many fine strands.
Furthermore, individual strands might be
insulated from each other, as in Litz wire, or
might be in close, conducting, contact either
via the natural metal, or via a tinned or
platea coating.
The geometry of the wire may also play its

part, perhaps being in the form of a hollow
tube, or employing acentral insulating core,
to mention two types. Likewise the direction
of the twist of multi- strand combinations
may need to be taken into account. ( We are
excluding the specially interwoven high
capacitance cables from this discussion, as
these probably represent a special case of
the lumped- parameter type.)
Geometrical considerations also apply to
the mutual orientation of the conductors in
the usual two-wire signal link. Whether these
are spiralled together or laid side by side in
close proximity would appear to be important; likewise whether the space between is
either air or a designed web of insulation.
The choice of insulating material is yet
another factor. In the past, this was usually
described as a known material whose properties could be dimissed as having no relevance to audio signals, but this is apparently
no longer the case. Insulation material differences are held to be partly responsible for
the different sound quality of various cables.
Plastics are generally used, and their grade
and chemistry varies a great deal. A broad
spectrum of effects is theoretically possible,
depending on the type, thickness and conductor geometry of the material used. Some
sources suggest that the best available
insulator is air, and that few cable insulators
come anywhere near to this in the context of
audio purity.
It has also been reported that cables can
apparently change their sound according to
the surface with which they are in contact. It
has even been suggested that hanging
cables in free space from threads is worth37

while, to try to avoid this interaction.
Other influences which have been put
forward as affecting cable sound quality
include siting, plugs and sockets, the
physical relationship between low and high
level signal conductors, and the proximity of
signal cables to metal surfaces, mains power
cables, and to audio electronics.

Basic Electrical
meters

Para-

For any given cable one can make straightforward measurements of conductor resistance, plus the inductance and capacitance
between the pair of conductors. These represent the ' lumped' parameters or bulk electrical properties of the cable length, and here
it is assumed that the transmission of energy
from one end to the other is virtually instantaneous at audio frequencies. These basic
electrical parameters may themselves influence sound quality, and the effects are
consistent with the results of traditional
measurement techniques.

Resistance (R)
For example, take a speaker of nominal 8
ohms impedance, subject to the normal
variations. Steady-state impedance minima
can reach 4ohms over particular areas of the
frequency response, for example at the
typical crossover frequency of 3kHz. Fed
from a very low loss, low resistance cable,
the frequency response may be correctly
'flat' but the introduction of a modest proportion of the basic electrical parameters in
any combination will affect both the audible
and the measured frequency response to a
small degree.
Suppose along length of ordinary speaker
cable possesses a total loop resistance of 2
ohms including the amplifier and contact
effects. Over the 8 ohms sections of the
impedance curve the output would be
reduced by 20%, or Ys. However, over the 4
ohm parts the output would fall by as much
as 33%. A difference or error in loudness
occurs between the 8 and 4 ohm regions of
the response, amounting to 2/15, which is a
little over 13.0% or approaching 1.5dB, a
clearly audible change. In fact differences of
this type of only 0.3dB are apparent on
critical A/B comparison. To eliminate the
effects of this particular isolated parameter
of cable, the resistance sum of the '+' and
'—' lengths to the speaker should be less
than 0.5 ohms, or 0.25 ohms per side. In
practice Iconsider that though the small
errors which occur as a result of resistance
are audible in A/B comparison, they are
quickly forgotten with normal listening.

Inductance (L)
The second electrical parameter, inductance
(L), is an intrinsic electrical property of wires
38

which is strongly increased when they are
wound into acoil, and is widely exploited for
this property. Inductance works as a sort of
'constriction' to AC audio signals, whereby
resistance ( more correctly impedance)
increases with rising frequency. With normal
cable it is sufficiently low to have negligible
effect, except at the highest audible frequencies. Even with 15 metres of cable the
response error at 20kHz due to cable inductance is usually less than 0.5dB with anormal
speaker load. However, this could still be
audible for critical listeners, particularly if the
wire resistance was also significant.
The precise effect of cable inductance will
depend on the loading, since speakers themselves are rarely simple resistive loads. Most
present an inductive loading at high frequencies due to the tweeter motor- coil, but there
are some exceptions, notably the Celestion
SL6 and most electrostatic speakers, which
present capacitive loads. Here the speaker's
'C' could resonate with the cable's ' L' and
result in an audible response peak of up to
1.5dB. Short speaker cables are usually the
best solution here.

Capacitance (C)

involved, from the power amplifier either to
the speakers or back to the preamplifier. The
question then is which has the most influence on the sound — a long speaker cable or
a long preamp cable? The answer probably
depends both upon the cable used, and the
ancillary equipment. The simple analysis is
that if a preamp provides a very low output
impedance, along pre- power cable might be
the best answer; conversely a higher
output impedance preamplifier might prefer
the shortest possible pre/power link, so
longer speaker cables would provii;le the
best solution.
It is quite hard to set or follow specific
rules concerning the physical routing of
cables around the equipment of an installation. Most readers will have experienced the
damaging interaction between a tonearm
cable carrying amoving- coil, low-level audio
signal in proximity to a mains cable or the
power transformer of apre- or power amplifier: the induced hum is both obvious and
annoying. Less well appreciated is the more
subtle interaction that can occur between the
high current signals in the speaker lines and
low level preamp input cables, since these
may well be in close proximity. Irecall one
enthusiast who was too tidy for his own
good, neatly lacing all his audio cables
together behind the amplifier — mains, audio
signal, and speaker lines as one. No wonder
a sonic difference was apparent when a
'new' cable was temporarily and ' untidily'
pressed into service!
Cables lying on metal surfaces can be
shown to induce circulating currents within
the metal which may then interact with the
signal. This is especially true of ferro magnetic materials such as the steel covers often
used for audio equipment and the like.
Furthermore, these will often carry
induced currents from internal supplies, so
the audibility of interaction cannot be ruled
Out.

Where the speaker cable itself possesses
significant capacitance ( Cl, it ce cause a lift
in the treble response. The braided type of
Litz cable was specifically designed so that
the capacitance provided a characteristic
impedance approximately matched to the
speaker rating. In some cases an 8 ohm
characteristic impedance was quoted. Mis terminated by the typical speaker at high
frequencies, the resulting cable capacitance
induces a lift in the frequency response of
most amplifiers, amounting to as much as
1dB at 20kHz. Contemporary descriptions of
such cable as sounding ' brighter' than usual
were clearly justified.
These days, cable capacitance is usually
kept to aminimum, and may only become an
important factor in very long pre- power
interconnections where the preamp source
Directionality
resistance might not be low enough to drive
There are two basic consideration • here,
the total capacitance presented.
namely the directionality of the conductor
Due to the higher impedances present in
and of the insulator or dielectric. When cable
such systems, cable inductance effects are
is manufactured, no record of directionality
negligible, and resistance is also insignifiis normally made. In the case of multi- strand
cant unless the cable is very poor.
audio cable, the long hanks of wire are
looped and folded without any control or
record of the original direction of the drawSecondary Effects
ing of the wire. Surface temperatures above
Connections and Siting
700°C are common during drawing through
Unless cables are soldered directly to the
a diamond die. Normal, multi- strand cable
equipment concerned, a practice preferable
should not be qjrectional, unless a special
on theoretical grounds, then plugs and sockversion is made which preserves the original
drawn polarity throughout.
ets are a necessary evil. They are apotential
source of mischief due to the lack of industry
However, directional properties could also
standardisation concerning size, contact
relate to the insulation material or its
forces, and base metal type, plus the use of
application. As wire passes through an
various metal platings and the like. Conseinsulation extrusion unit, the heated plastic
quently the quality of the electrical contact
is formed as a sheath over the wire in a
between the source signal inside the amplicontinuous process, and the properties of
both wire and insulation can change. There
fier and the outside cable may be indeterminate. It can vary with the number of
appears to be an effect akin to partial
insertions or connections made, with the
annealing, due to the thermal zone of
weather, with corrosion and oxidation, and
applied insulation passing down the length
with time. Binding- post connections often
of the cable. Producers of claimed directional
work loose because the bunched conductors
cable ( Mission, Absolute Sounds, Meridian,
Naim, QED, etc) note that extrusion rate and
ease up and loose contact tension as time
goes by.
process temperature are both important facTo consider siting, let us examine the
tors in determining the directional effects.
relative location of speakers, power amplifier
Peter Belt has suggested ( in a private
(if separate) and preamplifier. From an eleccommunication) that annealing had signifitrical viewpoint the ideal location for audio
cant effects on the sound of both copper and
his special lead (
ie, Pb) wires. Easily availelectronics is behind the speakers, but this
may not be convenient. Normally equipment
able, annealed copper wire is commonly
is sited at quite adistance from the speakers,
used for coil-winding, and has a very thin
so considerable runs of cable may be
polyurethane enamel insulation. Said to be
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non-directional, it is not reported to sound
any the better for it.
Cable directionality is itself a paradox.
Audio power is conventionally considered
from aFourier viewpoint, ie as acollection of
alternating frequency ( AC) superimposed
sinewaves or pure tones. Here the polarity,
and hence the direction of the signal flow,
must alternate, and therefore if the signal is
non- polar, any cable polarity or bias must be
cancelled or ignored; from this perspective
cable directionality is not possible.
However, there is an alternative view
which regards the amplifier as supplier of
energy in the form of audio transients or
pulses, which travel from the amplifier to the
speaker or load where they are largely
absorbed. In this model, we have a unidirectional or polar flow of energy from source to
load, and cable directionality could then be
relevant.
If cable directionality is a real factor, it is
possible it may influence transient signal
edges rather than the more stable, longer
term, near steady-state conditions which
follow a transient. Steady-state measurement might not reveal directional effects,
while fast transients may prove revealing if
analysed to asufficient degree of resolution.

Metal type and purity
This report has already raised a number of
questionable issues, but it is about to raise
still more. Empirical research has suggested
that both the type of metal used and the
purity of the conductor are influential. One is
tempted to say that in a cost- no- object
audiophile climate, the most expensive high
conductivity metals of the highest purity
would solve all problems — hence the pure
silver cables which are available at a phenomenal cost ( and which are of doubtful
value). However, the matter cannot be dismissed so easily. Peter Belt has exhaustively
auditioned various metals and has claimed
that they show distinct differences. He ended
up using pure lead, which for him was the
most ' musical'. He also found that the shape
of the lead conductor was important, and his
solution lay initially in fabricated lead tubes.
Configuration may also be a factor with
copper, as differences between braided and
coaxial cables, or twisted and parallel pair
runs have been noted by various observers.
Two possibilities have been suggested,
and one of these may involve directionality,
which appears to be affected by the degree
of metal purity. Commercial copper comes in
three grades. Normal bar- refined is traditionally used for the majority of cables.
However, in recent years purer metal, produced by an electrolytic refining process, has
become more common; this is now used
throughout by major UK cable producer,
BICC, for example. Much smaller quantities
of a still finer grade, called oxygen free
copper ( OFC), are also produced, and even
purer grades can be obtained at still higher
costs, which make its use hard to justify.
OFC has a different crystalline structure
from normal grades, with lower potentials
between crystal domains in the bulk conductor, and this alters both the conductivity
and the mechanical properties of the metal.
In practice, the latter could be more important than the former, as the change in
physical parameters could influence the
resonance involving the dielectric vibration
effects discussed earlier. Normal grade copper contains sulphides and oxides which are
well known semiconductors. These must be
rectifying, distortion- inducing impurities,
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though their effect on the wire cannot yet be
measured.
Belt notes that he dislikes the sound of
copper, and associates this with its low
placement in the table of atomic number
(29). Working up the table of materials, he
found that as the atomic mass increased, the
crystalline properties of metals tended to
reduce, and their sound to improve. He
points out that pure lead ( atomic number 821
has rather different characteristics from copper, particularly from the standpoint of semiconductor and low temperature physics. He
speculates that this area of research might
provide an insight into sonic behaviour.
It must also be noted that lead is one of the
least resonant of metals, as the proverbial
lead bell illustrates, and its mechanical
behaviour may again play a part. Lead wire
is also said to be improved by quite modest
temperature annealing, such as at 275°F ( Gas
mark 3!).
Belt has further speculated that audio
energy flows as described by O. Heaviside,
that is as an electromagnetic wave in the
insulating dielectric surrounding the conductor, the latter guiding the wave to the
required destination. Belt feels that copper
distorts the electric-to- magnetic field relationship, and that this is apparent in both
sound and video reproduction. Certain short
length constructions of lead and lead alloy
are claimed to have the ability to restore the
correct relationship in the electromagnetic
field, with benefits in the transmission of
audible or visible information. We have not
tried it ourselves, but the visible changes
could be easier to examine than audible
effects; claimed improvements in colour and
resolution can be verified or refuted using
the appropriate test cards on a TV screen.

Insulations
properties

and

dielectric

Strong clues regarding the influence of the
dielectric properties of insulators come from
a number of sources, particularly Peter Belt.
He indicates that the beneficial sound of a
section of fabricated lead can be cancelled
by inappropriate insulation — even as little as
one layer of self-adhesive tape. Initially he
insisted on air spacing for his wire experiments, but his present lead 'tube' is now a
spiral of twisted conductor. It is apparently
self- screening with regard to dielectric
effects, and allows the use of an open weave
nylon insulating braid without significant
ill-effects. Various grades of PVC are commonly used for cable insulation, and this is a
material of high dielectric absorption at
higher frequencies. A designer of good quality capacitors would not dream of employing
a PVC dielectric, yet even good quality capacitors can be shown to exert a small influence on sound quality. Piezoelectric effects —
the induction of electric signals when the
material is vibrated or stressed — are common, and this varies with the grade of
insulation chosen, as well as upon its hardness and self damping. Microphone cables
control piezoelectric noise by employing a
high resistance semiconducting shield
which helps to discharge these signals
gently. Cable microphony varies considerably with the type of insulator and the cable
construction.
One may speculate that the electrical properties of insulators which differentiate
between low and high loss at well above
audio frequencies may nonetheless still be
relevant in the audio band.

Geometry
sAt high frequencies classical electrical theory
explains that power flow is increasingly
concentrated in the surface of aconductor —
the ' skin' effect. Assuming for the moment
that this effect is relevant at audio frequencies ( which classically speaking it is not!),
then redistributing agiven amount of copper
to produce a large surface area or skin
should improve its high frequency ability.
The usual method here is Litz wire construction, where many fine, separately insulated
strands are used. Alternatively, the wire
could be made with asuperior conductivity —
for example by plating with pure silver. Both
these techniques are said by some to produce a ' brighter' treble sound, though again
measurements show negligible effects.
Founded on still weaker ground is the
proposition that speaker cable should have a
graded selection of conductors, a large section for bass, with medium for midrange and.
Litz type for the treble. This is supposed to
produce abalanced effect over the frequency
range.
Coaxial cable is commonly used for interconnections such as pre- to power amp, or
source(s) to preamp. Viewed from the
balanced impulse energy flow standpoint,
such constructions are asymmetric or unbalanced. The outer conductor in a coaxial
cable is generally braided, and connected to
the ground part of the signal pair, thereby
screening the inner ' live' conductor from
external electromagnetic interference.
A symmetrical signal path, ie identical
ground and signal wires, is claimed to give
sonic improvements over coaxial configurations. These are used ( optionally) with a
separate screen, either a plain interleaved
wire or else an outer braid which is left
floating, ie connected at one end only.
Logically this is at the sending end where the
source impedance is low. Such a ' triple'
cable should be, and indeed is, audibly
directional.
Parallel pair cables are generally made in
this fashion on grounds of cost, the two
conductors linked via the extruded insulating
jacket in a single pass. Audio and engineering practice gives alow rating to such cables
due to their poor screening from external
fields, and their generation of fields in other
nearby wires, and metal surfaces. Closely
twisted wires are self- balancing and
mutually self- screening, and the slant angle
of their residual field components ( as
opposed to the right-angle fields from
straight conductors) tends to produce less
outside interaction. Twisting also reduces
the inductance component.
Lastly on the subject of geometry, there
are copper clad, or copper weld conductors
found in a number of industrial and professional coaxial cables. Here a copper layer
surrounds asteel core. The magnetic interaction of the audio current with the ferromagnetic core is said ' seriously' ( in this
context) to alter the sound quality. Very low
capacitance co- ax with afine central conductor is often copperweld, and may be identified by the steel- like toughness of the conductors.

Terminations
All dissimilar metal interfaces, soldered,
welded or simply in pressure contact, exhibit
non-linearities. TJ Seebeck ( 1821) discovered that a magnetic field was produced by
heating two dissimilar metals in contact, due
to the 'thermo electric effect' in metal junctions. This was further investigated by Peltier
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who discovered ( 1834) that when a current
was passed through a circuit of metal junctions one junction was cooled while another
was heated. This effect is currently exploited
by the small stacked semiconductor junction
piles used as solid-state refrigerators in
some sensitive electronic circuits.
This thermoelectric effect plagues all dissimilar metal- to- metal contacts including
soldered joints, and makes the measurement
of very small direct- current signals difficult.
The effect is like avery small battery placed
in series with each contact. This has been
ignored for normal audio purposes, but may
be relevant when very small subjective differences are in question over the wide
dynamic range of audio signals. Given that
50W peak is arepresentative decent listening
level, which translates to a 20V level into 8
ohms, then a low-level signal at — 80dB ref
peak level is only 2mV, not so far removed
from contact potential levels.
These potentials vary with different metal
combinations, from gold-plating on nickel or
copper, to nickel- plate, brass, beryllium- copper alloy or whatever. A pure copper-tocopper, or indeed like-to- like, contact should
thus produce no effect, particularly if the
contacts are very clean. But complicate the
issue with numerous metals and metal A- tometal B interfaces, and trouble could arise.
For example, current loops may be generated by atwo- wire connection with atinned
or plated wire or plug pin one side, and a
differently plated or plain metal part on the
other; such combinations are potentially
directional. The weak rectifying effect of
poor or oxidised contacts may be added to
the thermoelectric effect, and may ' aid' or
'hinder' the particular signal directionality.
A question arises concerning the effects of
the lead constructions — could the dissimilar
metal junctions be partly responsible for the
audible differences? In his latest communication to me, Peter Belt speculates
upon bulk thermoelectric polarisation in
metals as a result of heat treatment undergone during manufacture. He compares this
with the electric polarisation in electret materials, which hold a static electric field analogous to the magnetic field produced by
permanent magnets.
At this point, speculation must cease and
some experiments be undertaken. Hopefully
the preceding discussion will raise some
ideas, however, and may spark off further
contributions from interested readers. Proposals for tests of greater sensitivity are
needed which, hopefully, will help us to
discover the factors responsible for these
effects and put them into proper perspective.

Reviewing Cables
Potentially a particularly troublesome project, HFN/RR has almost avoided taking the
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plunge for some years now. However, such a
range of cables is now available, at wildly
different price levels, and for which so many
different claims are made by manufacturers
and audiophiles, that our independent
examination was long overdue. Even to
answer only the baseline question, ' How
much low- resistance copper do you get for
your money?' would be a help, but we hope
to have gone further than that. Measurement
of the bulk parameters of R, Land C will help
to define a cable's usefulness in particular
applications — for example, a low capacitance interconnect is obviously helpful for
long pre-/ power links, while a low resistance
cable is good for extended amplifier-tospeaker connections. The picture may
further be built up from observations on
physical construction and screening, establishing just how easily it will bend or lie
neatly on the floor, examining its overall
diameter and compatibility with available
plugs and sockets.
The measurement programme included a
microphony test, whereby aloop of cable on
a wooden bench was struck in a fairly
repeatable manner ( 2m lengths of speaker
cable, 1m lengths of interconnect). The
induced electrical pulse was recorded for
comparison ( high impedance termination).
Tests for directionality, involving steadystate distortion measurements with an
instrument resolution down to — 130dB, have
as yet shown no effect. Impulses down to
1s width were investigated, and different,
cables were found to affect the results, but
on time- scales so short that audible effects
are most unlikely. In these pulse tests, it is
difficult to isolate these observed effects
from differences in C, L and R between
cables, and although quite interesting, this
line of investigation had to be shelved.
Two methods are available for analysing
the effect of the cable series characteristic on
the speaker impedance. One is simply ahigh
resolution signal frequency response graph,
while the other, favoured by Moncrieff, is to
amplify the top of a squarewave response
sufficiently to reveal the same frequency
response variations, but shown as aberrations in the time response. This method may
be extended using asingle step input with a
time axis 1 to 40ms long.

Listening tests
A source of great and continuing controversy, by and large, cable differences are
rather difficult to judge and scale. The more
rigorous and stressful the test procedure, the
more such differences become subjectively
less obvious, until the point where statistically verified discrimination can no longer be
made. This has occurred during the auditioning of many other audio components, and
remains a frustrating block in the pursuit of
solid proof that such differences do exist at
all. In a sense, it is like peripheral vision:
movement can clearly be detected at the
visual fringes of the optical field, yet cannot
be seen when looked at directly. Cable sound
quality is often a matter of awareness rather
than concentration, and that necessary
awareness may be destroyed by the rigors of
an NB testing technique.
Due to the large number of cables
involved, full blind testing was not practical.
Over 40 samples were tried, a number in
two lengths 12m and 10m for speaker cable,
and 1m and 10m for interconnections), making over 80 sample variations in all. We
adopted acompromise, whereby afew samples were checked for audible differences

under blind conditions using asolo listening
subject. If differences were reliably detected,
we felt there were then reasonable grounds
for continuing the review under normal
conditions, sighted and comfortably placed.
This cable assessment will not satisfy
those who desire absolute proof obtained
under psychologically tested conditions, but
having proved to our own satisfaction that
the effects are audible under rigorous conditions, we were able to proceed with some
confidence to the reviews themselves. The
comments, which appear in next month's
main reviews, are opinions and subjective
observations made with the specified test
system. The effects were assessed much as
one would, for example, evaluate a change
of power amplifier.
The ' reference' cables were those which
emerged as the most neutral and transparent when compared with those used in
short lengths. Clear audible indications of
improved ' correctness' were obtained as
cable runs were reduced in length, and this
greatly assisted our judgements of overall
quality.
A basic system was kept constant throughout the tests, so that the only variables were
either the interconnects or the speaker
cables themselves. This system comprised
Celestion SL600 speakers on sand- filled,
floor- spiked loudspeaker stands, driven by
a Krell KSA-50 power amplifier located
between the two speakers. Preamplifier was
a Krell PAM 1, whose 100 ohms output
impedance characteristic ensures good
cable- driving ability. Program sources comprised the Sony Esprit CD player, PCM 701es,
digital processor, and Lux PD300 with Zeta
arm and Van den Hul EMT MCIB cartridge
analogue turntable system.
This set-up gave a remarkably good
sound, as, indeed it should considering the
price tag of over £6000. Stereo soundfields
were particularly impressive, with excellent
depth and focus, while tonal quality was
clean, open and relaxed, particularly when
using good, short- run cables. We interposed
a curtain for the ' blind' tests, the listener
retaining control of some program via the
remote control on the CD player.

General results
During the auditioning an interesting perspective emerged. Although it was soon
apparent that cable sound differences did
exist, they were relatively small compared
with apower amplifier change. However, the
more attention one paid to cables over a
lengthy auditioning period, the more
obvious their differences and characteristics
became. A heightened awareness of cable
sound developed, so that it was felt to be an
important part of the entire system sound.
We could well appreciate how such differences could become exaggerated by the
committed audiophile listener or, indeed,
dealer. But one only had to change a major
component such as the power amplifier to
realise that cable differences were not a
vitally important factor in the final sound of a
system. In other words, we do not believe ( as
some writers might have suggested) that a
system can be 'transformed' merely by altering the brand or grade of cable.
This is especially true of budget systems,
where Iwould not consider that cable sound
is of any real significance. Despite the fact
that cable changes can still marginally influence the sound of such a set-up, in the final
analysis the question is surely whether these
sound differences matter, not whether they
are detectable. With increasing system
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refinement it does make sense to take cable
type and quality into consideration, since
one can thereby improve the end result at
little or no extra cost. This is particularly true
of ' super-fi systems, where comparatively
small improvements are highly valued, and
the use of the right cable is therefore an
important consideration.

Directionality
The listening test results indicate that cables
vary in their directional properties but that
this effect as a whole is fairly small, and
rather less than the differences between the
cables themselves. With constructed directional cables, such as floating shielded interconnects, it was clear that the preferred
direction was as intended by the designer,
with the shield driven at the sending
(preamp) end.
The effect of directionality is hard to put
into words, but can be described as a subtle
shift in tonal balance, with one way sounding a mite ' richer' and ' softer', the reverse a
degree ' harder' and more ' forward'. In one
case of a 10m interconnect cable, it was felt
that the sound was actually better in our
system with the cable reversed. Slightly
more depth and detail were noticed this way
round. But when using shorter lengths, or a
different system, the reverse might obtain.
In another trial with 10m lengths of good
quality speaker cable, the directionality did
not seem too important in isolation. But
when the direction of the cable to one
channel only was inverted, a disconcerting
change occurred in the stereo image, which
seemed to become more ' phasey' with
poorer focusing and localisation.
It would seem to be more important to
ensure that both wires run in the same
direction than to preserve absolute directionality. Some form of directional coding for
audio wire is obviously worthwhile, particularly where left and right channels are carried in physically separated cables. If cut
from areel, uncoded cable should be marked
in some way to ensure matched direction is
maintained for a pair.

Interconnects and length
Randall cable was compared with a good
quality normal coaxial signal lead ( copper
braid, polyethylene foam insulation, plain
stranded core). Clear differentiation was
established by two panellists on atotal of 10
out of 14 pairings; one scored 6 correct
identifications out of seven pairings. A check
with 10 metre lengths showed that the
differences were then greater still.
Unless the cable is of very poor quality,
differences in speaker cables are not so very
great for lengths less than 2 metres. As
length increases, the quality of the cable
becomes more important, and the sonic
characteristics more obvious.
In the usual 1m lengths, interconnect
cables have asurprising effect on the sound,
particularly in high quality systems using
less powerful preamps such as valve designs
or those with a higher output resistance lie
more than 1000 ohms). Careful choice of
interconnect cable can be ahelp in achieving
agood sound. On longer runs, interconnects
can be even more influential and it would be
unwise to use the poorer sounding types in
lengths of over 2m. A decent cable must
therefore be used for long runs to a power
amplifier, and must also be selected for
compatibility with the chosen preamp. Low
output impedance ' powerful' preamplifiers
can certainly reduce the adverse effects of
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interconnect cable, and this may be a neglected aspect of preamp evaluation.

Audible effects
'terminators'.

of lead

Whether or not a lead ( Pb) device produces
an audible effect depends, in our experience,
upon the test arrangement. Originally the
lead was supplied to us in the form of short
fabricated tubes, and was used as directed to
terminate long ( 12m) speaker cables at the
loudspeaker. Initial listening did show an
effect described as a ' strengthening' of the
soundfield and stereo image, with a ' sweeter', more musical balance. At this stage
three unsighted tests were undertaken, each
consisting of over 12 randomly selected
auditions. Successful identification of a difference was made on 25 out of 36 trials,
which is a statistically significant result. No
sensible conventional electrical parameters
which could account for the differences we
_heard can be ascribed to these 5cm long,
pure lead tubes. However, afew weeks later
a further small group of unsighted tests
produced no significant results at all.
We therefore viewed with mild scepticism
the new ' improved' lead devices which we
received recently, but in the event these
proved to have a clearer effect on both
speaker and interconnect cables. In one
unsighted test, the listener believed he was
auditioning three CD players, and could
clearly and consistently differentiate
between the three. However, there were only
two CD players under test, the ' third' being
the first machine without the lead devices in
the line to the preamp. The listener observed
the effect of the lead by recognising its
omission, a neat reversal of the usual tests,
and a rather telling result. In this arrangement the lead was felt to improve the sound
slightly.
Current lead ' terminators' use a twisted
conductor of pure lead and lead alloy, and
we tried these in the speaker lines of our test
system. The cables were 2m lengths of
Absolute Wire, and we conducted two
unsighted test sequences with 12 trials each,
giving atotal of 22 pairings. On the basis of
the identification of same or different for
each pairing ( lead in or out of circuit) the
subject scored 19 successes, a significant
result which helps confirm that an audible
effect did exist. Later in the day, when the
subjects were more fatigued, 10m speaker
cables of poorer quality were tried and the
audible effects were not confirmed, the
identification of difference falling to 10 out of
22. The listeners did confess to experiencing
some confusion, but nonetheless the lead or
non- lead was correctly identified 15 times
out of the 24 trials. However, the nature of
the ' effect' appeared to vary. With short, high
quality cable, lead was felt to offer no
improvement, and if anything it sounded
slightly ' harder' and more ' enclosed', but for
longer cables, the panellists felt that lead
termination helped slightly.
As a check, the latest lead interconnects
were again used with a CD player under
blind conditions. The CDP701 sounded more
'musical' with lead. Continuing the tests on
the lead interconnect cable/termination,
more significant results were obtained. In
two, admittedly short, test sequences, comprising 5 trials following a test run, two
subjects scored 9out of 10 between them for
the identification of A or B ( lead or no lead).
Interestingly the subjects did not agree on a
preference for lead in this position, when
placed between pre- and power amplifier.

Lead appears to have an effect, but in our
experience its worth varies with position in
the system.
The results of two listeners who have tried
lead under sighted conditions are worth
reporting. Orlowski reported to me that there
was an audible difference, but that lead at
the speakers appeared to detract marginally
from the ' life' and ' impact' of the sound in his
Linn/Naim system. Atkinson noted that lead
interconnect termination provided a small
improvement in vocal articulation and
removed some HF ' sting' when used on a
long run of Archer interconnect cable.
Lead therefore remains an interesting
topic, but at present has not given consistent
results. Further developments must be awaited, along with any suggestions on how to
improve both electrical and subjective test
methods. Certainly it would do no harm to
try lead and to see what happens in your
own system.
Its progenitor, Peter Belt of PWB, remains
very enthusiastic, but possibly he is too
emotionally involved and committed to be
wholly objective. Consider his opinion on
absolute phase. For most listeners this is a
negligible, or at best a minor factor, where
certain program may sound more natural the
'right way up', with the original transient
polarity of the performance preserved at the
loudspeakers. Under ideal conditions Ican
confirm that small differences can be audible, but Peter describes these differences as
'dramatic'; likewise, he finds ' strong' directional effects in most cables. These comments suggest alistener who is immersed in
a particular aspect to such a depth that a
degree of hypersensitivity has resulted.

Interim Comment
The subject of cables is clearly complex, the
sonic results being dependent on a number
of factors such as siting, length of run,
ancillary equipment and the like. Different
results may also be obtained in different
systems, and our findings often suggested
that although many cables differ from each
other, a clear superiority was hard to establish. In this sense cables are to some degree
a matter of good system matching.
Subsidiary tests have shown that once a
listening state suitable for hearing small
differences has been established, many tiny
factors may be identified. For example, the
sound altered when a 10m length of wire
was changed from being loosely piled to
being neatly coiled. Likewise we could ( only
just!) discern a difference between wire
placed on a light table or on the carpeted
floor, and running the two channels parallel
for some distance also had an effect ( for the
worse). Even with brand new plugs and
sockets, small differences occurred depending on the method of termination, ie into a
plug such as the Michell, or with bare wire
direct to the binding- post.
As tests proceeded we formed avery poor
opinion of present audio connector technology. Even the Krell power amplifier could not
accept the conductors of a number of
speaker cables. Poor tolerances on phono
plugs and sockets were observed, and these
can result in intermittent connections with
undesirably low contact forces.
If cable differences are worth anything,
they must be backed by an improvement in
audio connectors, otherwise the benefits will
be lost.
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Ever since the appearance, some ten years ago, of the astonishing, BBCdesigned, LS3/5A speaker, we have asserted that 'small is beautiful'. If we did not
altogether abandon bulkier speakers, this was because some rooms require
sound on a larger scale and because, for some music-lowers, an extended bass
response greatly enhances listening pleasure.
In recent years, however, an interesting and exciting new idea has been gaining
ground — that of the sub-woofer. This is quite simply a third speaker, with or
without a built-in amplifier, designed to supplement units like the LS3/5A at the
lower end of the frequency scale. What makes this 3-way notion so attractive
arises from the fact that the frequencies handled by the sub-woofer (usually
below 100 c/s) contain virtually no directional information; this means that only
one such unit is required and that it can be placed just about anywhere within the
listening room.
We believe that such 3way systems have added a new dimension to domestic
listening, especially for those who do not wish to be mesmerised by having to
stare at large, inelegant objects. With the little BBC speakers, visual distraction is
virtually negligible, and the AudioPro or Jim Rogers subwoofers need not be
visible at all while, at the same time, lending to such as bass drum and organ
pedals a verisimilitude that has to be heard to be believed.
The Audio-Pro B2-40 and Jim Rogers subwoofers (£297 and £161, respectively)
are, of course, add-on units designed to complement any pair of small, high.
quality speakers ( as well as some that are not so small). In addition we also have
on display a purpose-built 3-way system designed by Peter Jay of Harmony
Audio. This elegant concept, which costs £ 1000, consists of two small satellite
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MUSIC IN THE HOME

speakers on stands plus an attractive sub-woofer unit which can be placed
centrally (though it need not be) and contains three power amplifiers, so that the
main equipment is confined to apre-amplifier and whatever 'front ends' you may
require.
Come to Moscow Road and listen to this remarkable concept by way of the finest

SYSTEMDEK
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Compact Discs, for which our enthusiasm remains unbounded and for which
1984 will surely prove a year of triumphant consolidation.
Thomas Heinitz

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST, READING, BERKS, RG1 1DN TELE ( 0734) 585463
Toes- Sat 9 30am to 5 30om ( LUNCH 2to 3øm, EXCEPT SAT.i
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday

BAJA

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( 1hors. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 71

TOPS THE BUDGET
YES, AT LONG LAST IT IS BEING REALISED THAT THE TURNTABLE HAS PRIORITY IN A BUDGET
SYSTEM. THE MODELS SHOWN HERE EACH REPRESENT THE FINEST VALUE IN ITS PRICE CLASS
Dual 505 * deck 8t cartridge
Rotel 820 amp
KEF corale speakers
Total Price: £247.00
Deposit: £25.00 12 monthly payments
£21.59

Rega Planar 2 fitted AT1 10E cartridge
Rotel 820B amp
Mission 70 speakers
Total Price: £317.00
Deposit: £32.00 12 monthly payments
£27.72

Revolver turntable with Linn LVX * arm &
Cartridge
New NAD amp *
KEF Coda III speakers
Total Price: £363.00
Deposit: £37.00 18 monthly pyaments

Rega Planar 3 * fitted RB300 arm and R100
cartridge
Creek 4040/II amp
Heybrook HB1 speakers
Total Price: £469.00
Deposit: £47.00 18 monthly payments
£29.33

£22.66

Wean
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M62
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Above we show some sample systems where turntable quali ty has not been sacr ifi ced. Eac h system
includes I
0metre length of 79 Strand speaker cable, and all the necessarypl ugs an dw i
ri
ng .
Longer ca bl es
supplied to order.
Hundreds of other combination are possible from our wid e range an d we arc deli ghted to offer
demonstrations by appointment for you to choose your own persona lsystem .
Mail order customers can pay by cheque, Visa, Access, American Express & Diners, or the H.P. terms
shown. Larger deposits and/or repayment periods up to 30 months can be quoted on applicat i
on .For
securicor delivery add £10 per system.
M56
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Hl-FI

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115 3JJ.

Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington.
Padgate 828009
Closed all day Thursday

Tel: ( 051) 733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday
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We can deliver mail order nationwide by securicor, however
we welcome personal shoppers, and our new studios are
very conveniently situated for all parts of the North-West
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artists such as Steve Reich and Keith Jarrett.
Classical spans Monteverdi and Bach to
Bartok and Stravinsky, with agood splash of
Romantics in between. Church organ and
solo piano figure strongly, chamber music
less so. Iam keen on CD and particularly on
digital studio masters on PCM, but Ialso
continue to use a great deal of analogue
material and constantly add to my valued
collection of LPs.
Iwould rather not be too specific about the
equipment used, for fear of the list sounding
like a ' Best Buy' catalogue. Ihave enjoyed
the A&R SA200 and Mission 777BU power
amps, often in conjunction with a Linn
Ten of HFN/RR's stalwarts describe their
LINNK headamp and passive control unit,
situations, s stems and sources
this lately a Sondex prototype. For general,
less critical, multi- input applications the
profile would do to an Asak-T. That was an
HE LISTENING ROOM IS the forgotten
Audiolab 8000A does me proud, and it is
factor when it comes to reviewing
enjoyable cartridge, very well suited to the
hard to justify much greater expenditure. I
pieces of hi-fi equipment, yet if
Zeta.
am won over by the Krell KSA-50 power
ignored, it can have a major effect on the
London- based, Iam lucky with access to
amplifier: its sound is so completely satissound quality of a system. We all solve the
glamorous discount stores and little shops
fying that Ifeel it will be added to a list of
like Orchesography ( giveaway deletions,
various problems presented by the room we
personally- owned equipment in the near
choose, or are forced to choose, in which to
cheap Eurodisc imports etc), or other
future, and Ibelieve Iam not alone among
lister to music, and implicit in the conclusources of Japanese, German, or American
reviewers in this decision.
'first generation' pressings. But Contour, still
sions of every HFN/RR review is the assumpThe LINNK works with the Krell, but the
only £ 2.25, is a good label for nostalgiation that the reader will be able to make an
latter does deserve something a bit better,
adjustment for his own room. To make this
inducing vintage stereo — Monteux espesuch as the Burmester 785, although their
cially is well represented — and widely distritask easier, we thought it would be a good
new 838 will probably be my final choice,
idea to publish details of the rooms used by
buted. A temptation if Ipass Woolworth's.
judging by my good experience of the
When Mot reviewing' I still listen to the
our reviewing team, the equipment they
related 808.
choose to use and buy, and why, and their
repertoire received from HFN/RR — and all
CD players include Philips 100/300 or
tastes in music. If, in the past, you've been
that ES reviews! Ialso envy KD's Mozart and
Marantz 63/73 and a new series Sony 101P.
puzzled why your experiences have not tied
Bartok, AK's Franck, Debussy, and Ravel. I Digital tape replay is via the Sony PCM-701,
in with those described in a review, then the
read that Spike Milligan turns to Radio 3 and turntables include the Lux 300/Zeta
'praying it won't be singing': Ifeel the same
reasons will be revealed in the pages to
(non- suction, modified, free- suspension)
come. So, with an acknowledgement to The
when the Link House parcels arrive. At
plus LP12/Ittok. Cartridges include Koetsu
Absolute Sound (
whose idea it originally
present Vivaldi is apreoccupation, as are the
Red and Black models, and recently a van
Beethoven string quartets. It is wonderful to
was) and printing the descriptions in no
den Hul EMT ( all these up-market movingbe able to draw from acollection dating back
particular order other than that in which they
coils). The Red is particularly good in the
arrived, we start with ...
to 1956 of between 6000 and 7000 LPs. Ionly
Zeta, by the way. Cassette replay is left to a
hope Mr Reagan and Mrs Thatcher don't
Sony D6 portable so this medium does not
Christopher Breunig
bring the ' CD revolution' to aprecipitate end.
figure much in my systems. Tuners include
Quad FM4 and Pioneer F90, the latter more
The disposition of powerpoints, and requireMartin Colloms
suited to difficult reception conditions. The
ment for atable- desk, determine the speaker
speakers on permanent call number three —
positions. The arrangement puts the ' hot
To give a rundown on my preferred equipQuad ESL- 63, Celestion SL600 and Spendor
ment, room conditions and characteristics,
seat' very close to the speakers. The alcoves
SP1, the latter probably used for over 70% of
as well as my musical taste and preferences,
have record storage, and separate shelves
the time.
for turntable and amplifier. My 9ft. high
is no easy task, since the first changes quite
frequently and the last is sufficiently varied
listening room is at ground floor level, with a
to demand considerable space. Only the
wool carpet on ' Tredair' over concrete. The
Trevor Attewell
second is straightforward, and Ishall theresystem sounds best with the heavy lined
By far my major ' hi-fi' preoccupation is
curtains drawn; soft furnishings include a
fore deal with that first. The room is part of a
listening to music, mainly classical, with
sofa and easy chair. At present my equipsubstantial Victorian house with timber sussome emphasis on organ works ( natural for
pendec floors and ceilings, but strong walls.
ment comprises the Decca Garrott Blue in
a reviewer of the species!). Equipment is
Sound absorption is well distributed on the
Zeta tonearm on a ( black ash) Linn LP12 —
simply ameans to recreate original performwalls and floors to give aneutral reverberant
without lid. Archer cable connects a modances as realistically as possible, not an end
character, free from flutter echo ( blinds
ified Musical Fidelity preamp to the
in itself. Hence my pet hates are the illusiondrawn) and of a dry analytical nature. Wall
seemingly indestructible Naim NAP250.
shattering propensities of wow, fizz and
Though Iam vaguely interested in the Celestapestries and extensive bookcases contricrackle, hum, non-linear frequency response
bute strongly to a well damped acoustic,
tion SL600s, Istill have not found speakers to
and ( near the top of the list) coloration.
displace the original Quad Electrostatics. I while ciouble glazing means that the level of
In keeping with this philosophy, the loudbackground noise is very low. Ioften listen at
use 10in, stands for these, and Naim speaker
speakers are stand- mounted Quad ESL- 63s,
levels of up to 105dBA for test purposes on
leads auditioned for sexing and polarity! The
incorporating the later issue circuit protecprogram peaks, but Ialso frequently audition
turntable is energised via a Mainstay regulation boards, and rolled off below 50Hz to an
tor, which markedly improves the lucidity
at much lower 60-80dBA levels, correspond(active) Audio Pro B2-50 which extends the
ing to 0.1W of peak amplifier power.
and dynamic range of the program. Trials
response down to about 18Hz with a little
As to sound, my preference is for good
with three of the Mk.2 preamps suggested I
help from the room. This combination gives
transparency, considerable depth in the
would be better served by part rewiring one
arange and effortless transparency that Ican
of the old types to give a phono only unit:
stereo image and precise central imaging
find nothing to beat. A pair of LS3/5As,
taking out switches and renewing connecfocus. The midband must be neutral regardmounted on open surfaces behind the
ing both coloration and tonal balance, and
tions to the circuit board with unscreened RS
listener, are used only with Ambisonic or
preferred vocalists must sound ' right.' For
low- noise cable brought step by step
enhanced stereo material, their bass roll- off
improvements; however, I now find The
me, bass attack and clarity are more imporbeing fast enough to avoid any lumpiness
Preamp performance rather bland, and I tant than sheer extension, while Ifind it
due to less- than- ideal placement ( they
difficu t to tolerate ' edginess', mistracking
would like to try a DNM, or maybe the
receive little bass in practice, anyway). Until
and distortion, particularly in the treble regforthcoming Audiolab 100Wpc separates.
3- channel surround comes along, a simple
ister.
The recent adoption of Quadropod spikes,
decoder, courtesy of BTG, suffices.
The music Iplay covers a wide spectrum,
and the Decca Garrott have brought into
The ESLs are driven by a Quad 405 Mk.II
from Phil Collins to Joni Mitchell, Ricki Lee
focus the wide technical and tonal disparities
and the LS3/5As by a Quad 303. A Hafler
Jones, Ry Cooder, Dire Straits and the usual
between recordings. Iwould like to hear
DH- 200 is used mainly to drive loudspeakers
oldies in the popular rarge, to less common
what the new Garrott ' Microscanner' stylus
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If you were unable to " get-down" to
George's sell-out concert in London, then
the next best thing is to listen to his
incredible album " In Your Eyes" while
auditioning equipment in the laid back
atmosphere of a Radford demonstration
studio in Bristol or Windsor.
Whatever your budget, whether you're
looking for your very first system, or in
need of upgrading advice, you're sure of
getting the right sound at Radford ( Bristol)
or Radford ( Windsor).

BRISTOL&WINDSOR!

RADFORD HIFI ( BRISTOL) 52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD, TEL (0272) 428248 RADFORD HIFI (WINDSOR) 43 KING EDWARD COURT, TEL (07535) 56931
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under test, for which purpose it can be
switched to bridge mode for areal burn-up)
The preamplifier is a Quad 44, feeding the
power amplifiers through adistribution control box, necessary for NB testing. Care has
been taken to provide exactly comparable,
low distortion signal paths through this unit,
with ample headroom, maintaining polarity
in particular. It can be by-passed for non-NB
listening tests.
Among sources, Iregard analogue LPs as
a necessary evil. At their best they can be
superb ( if rather a trial to maintain in mint
condition), but too many suffer from various
permutations of human, electrical and
mechanical problems. CD offers the best
future alternative when the odd bugs have
been removed, and a few cut corners put
back. Meanwhile, discs are essential for
most of the repertoire, though they are used
only for general listening when loudspeaker
testing. The turntable is a Thorens TD150,
mounted on a special suspension ( which
cannot be accommodated in a plinth), making it virtually impervious to acoustic feedback — or even to thumping of its surroundings. The arm is an SME 3009 III, used with
B&O MMC1, ADC ZLM and Shure V15 MkIII
cartridges. For all critical work 38cm/s tapes
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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are employed, using a Revox for replay.
Many were recorded personally in familiar
locations with studio quality microphones,
and these help to sort out truth from fiction.
Cassettes are not normally used, though a
faithful old Neal 102 is available for the odd
occasion. Finally, if backup is needed Ican
always borrow my wife's NAD 7020/6040/
JR149 set-up. Doesn't sound half bad, at
that!

consistency, if occasional mild ennui,
Chinese Water Torture, etc.
It might be worth mentioning that the Pin
the PMS active lsobarik system means ' Professional', the D in the passive DMS means
'Domestic'. The PMS system can be too
revealing of front-end inadequacies for
general everyday domestic pleasure. Unless
one has access to a really excellent dealer
who will ensure the Linn front-end stays
Paul Messenger
precisely set up, the DMS is the more
Iam sure that regular readers are aware of
practical domestic alternative. Iuse the PMS,
my personal fondness for the now tediously
in a ' professional' capacity, because it tells
ubiquitous Linn/Naim combination system,
me what Ineed to know and prevents me
so in deference to the many who consider —
from making too many blunders when writnot without justification — that every mention
ing for an audience of around 100,000.
of the same is another drip from the Chinese
Backup components to fill in the lsobarik
Water Torture machine ( Tokyo Inc., pats
'blindspots' and to retain awareness of less
pend), Ishall gloss over this as quickly as
rarefied standards include Quad Electrostapossible. ( Ishall allow myself merely the
tics, Spendor BC1s, LS3/5As and Mission
mildly snide observation that only Carl
70s. ' Front-ends' include Dual 505.1, Rega
Anthony amongst journalists preceded me
Planar 3, together with various ADCs and an
along this road, and therefore Icannot be
ageing Supex 900 cartridge. Likely imminent
accused of bandwagon-jumping, though I investments include the Rega RB300 arm
may have helped to release the handbrake.)
and Audiolab 8000A amplifier.
My continued use of this equipment for
As for musical taste, mine is very varied
seven or so years at least offers the virtue of
indeed, but is more likely to be rock than
45
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c *Wee, particularly for the sort of casual
'half-irstersing' in which I indulge whilst
Working during the day. My taste in classical
4sjoroadty speaking, Romantic orchestral,
with aparticular fondness for Sibeliu, Mendelssohn and Elgar. On the rock side, Iam a
confirmed ' Dead- head', admirer of Little Feat
and Ry Cooder; Ioften return to the late-' 60s
music from Dylan, the Band, Joni Mitchell,
etc; Ihave an interesting collection of early
reggae, soul and Tamla, and could keep this
list running for a few more pages Mr.
Editor...
The room itself is atrifle peculiar, offering
interesting variations. It is quite long 111m),
and the narrower section ( 4m) has e
boarded- over concrete and steel reinforced
floor, with sparse furnishing apart from
heavy carpeting and curtaining. The loudspeakers are therefore operating in a quite
'live' immediate acoustic.
The wider section, the normal sitting area,
is acoustically much more ' dead', with
heavier furnishing and suspended floor, and
there is normally aquite long ( 6m+) distance
to the loudspeakers. Quite different effects
are obtained either by sitting up nearer the
speakers in the narrower section, which is
'live', ' direct' and good for ' active listening';
or sitting in the furnished end listening to the
sound from the ' other room' as a whole,
which has a pleasing, slightly ' distant' cohesiveness. That said, Idon't think the overall
room sound quite matches that from my
previous place; such is the price of family
life!

Ivor Humphreys
Like most, I suppose, my listening room
wasn't so much chosen as afforded; lucky
indeed are those who are so placed financially that they can fulfil their dreams in this
respect. My requirements were to have a
detached house if at all possible — since so
much of my time is involved either with
listening or in practical music- making — and
to have alarge lounge which could double as
a listening room. We were lucky enough to
achieve both, although naturally there were
some compromises. Probably the worst
single aspect of the house is its, for me,
unthinkably noisy hot air central heating
system ( if you buy in the summer insist on
hearing the heating!), something Iwould
replace if we intended to stay long-term. The
other problem concerns the room itself,
which, as atypical modern lounge/diner, just
happens to have one dimension which
emphasises the 50Hz region — afactor which
has led me to develop a quite fanatical
aversion to mains hum!
Classical music has formed the backbone
of my interests for as long as Ican remember. Six years of academic music study at
University and more than Icare to remember
of playing the piano ( badly) and flute ( not
quite so badly) have inevitably left their
mark, and I'm almost embarrassed to say
here that Iam actually far more interested in
music per se than in recorded performances
of it; it worries me greatly that so many of us
nowadays get to know our music almost
entirely through multiple repetitions of particular performances. My enduring interests
tend to centre around the late baroque,
classical and less ' extreme' 20th century
composers, particular obsessions being
Bach, Mozart ( without whom life would be
almost intolerable), Haydn and Beethoven
(especially their quartets), Mahler, Debussy,
Stravinsky and Britten. Iparticularly dislike
most 19th century opera ( Wagner excepted),
but adore a lot of earlier ( Rameau, Mozart)
46

and some later (
Pelléas, and almost all
Britten). On record Ifind that, in general,
small-scale chamber music provides the
only really plausible approach to the live
event. Certainly that is what Iturn to most
regularly.
Whilst Ienjoy the occasional sortie into the
realms of rock, or whatever ( Ihad a particular regard for Steely Dan at one time and still
admire Joni Mitchell), most of it seems to me
to go beyond its sell- by date too rapidly to
claim any enduring demands on my time. I
need to detect what Iconsider to be a good
deal of musical substance in a piece, and to
feel a true sense of direction, for it to
continue to hold my attention. Each to his
own Isay — it depends what you expect of
your music.
Although Ido like to experiment with gear,
and change various items around fairly
regularly, my system has remained more
stable in the last year than at any time since I
joined HFN/RR. Everything now centres
around the Quad ESL- 63s, these providing,
for me, aquite uncanny insight and involvement with the music source, whether it be a
Radio 3 ' live' relay, vinyl or CD. They are,
however, ruthlessly critical of both room and
ancillary gear. Currently Iuse an LP12/Ittok/
Grace F9- E for black discs ( Ihad thought of
starting arumour that the lttok is best suited
to moving- magnets, but subsequently
thought better of it!) and aMarantz CD- 63 for
ones and noughts. Hafler amplifiers are
usually in evidence, although the incumbent
power amp at the moment is the excellent
little Luxkit Z501 class-A job. My tuner is a
Quad FM4 — ergonomically superb, and it
sounds well to me — used in conjunction with
a Nakamichi LX- 5 cassette deck for timeshifting.

Angus McKenzie
In 1966, two fairly large rooms in my house
were knocked into one to make the very
large listening room shown in the plan. The
windows are triple- glazed at the street end
and side, and double- glazed between the
room and main audio laboratory. The ceiling
is acoustic- tiled and the reverb time averages from 0.5 seconds at very low frequencies, to around 0.25 seconds at the high end,
to approximate similar acoustics to the BBC
room at Kingswood Warren. The room is
carpeted throughout but the carpets are not
too thick. Around the walls up to ceiling
height are record and tape shelves and a
large bookcase, although a reasonable percentage of wall behind the main loudspeaker
shelves has been left bare. Iuse two preferred listening positions, A in the plan normally being used, but B is sometimes used in
special cases. Either BBC LS5/8s or KEF 105
Mklls, spaced around 3.4m apart, are
mounted on shelves about 1m above floor
level. Quad ESL- 63s are also positioned
around 2.1m apart and 1m clear and in front
of obstacles, and around 1.35m in front of
the left returning wall. The bay window
section gives added space behind the speakers which helps. Listening position A provides a distance of 3.4m from my nose to
BBC or KEF speakers centre line, thus allowing around 4.5m between the listening position and each individual speaker. Iusually sit
back around 2.5m from the Quad centre
point. The Quads are on stands designed by
Martin Colloms, which tilt the speakers back
very slightly and they are turned in a little as
well to provide the listening position with
almost perfect on- axis sound. The back
section of the listening room, with the walls
covered with records and tapes, is more
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Amplifiers — Pre amp Phono Section Design
Ideal Phono
Preamp

T

here are many different performance aspects involved in the
reproduction of excellent sound
quality, and the phono section of a
preamplifier is very difficult to design.
The ideal phono preamp must include
all of the following:1. Precise RIAA playback equalization.
2. Performance that is immune to a
high, nonlinear, reactive source
impedance.
3. Low, resistive output impedance.
4. Gain ( amplification) of approx.
30-40 dB ( 30-100 times).
5. Very low noise.
6. High overload level.
7. Excellent transient response.
8. Excellent linearity ( low harmonic
distortion).

Fig. 2
PASSIVE. PHONO SECTION
Input

o

Buffer'
Amplifier

RIAA
Equalization

( )( Mull

Buffer

o

input/output impedance compatibility. Because of this, the passive
circuitry must be used with active
buffer amplifiers at the input and/or
output (
Fig. 2). Although these circuits offer greatly improved transient
response, they have an inherently
inferior signal-to-noise ratio.
Kardon design engineers,
Harman
fully aware of the positive and

negative aspects of both of the basic
phono sections described above,
developed an alternative. It combines
the best aspects of both design, with
none of their drawbacks and it provides all eight of the requirements
previously stated.

An
Alternative

Fig.3
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et in many cases design element s
conflict with each other. The
most popular method of phono section design is the use of a flat, high
gain amplifier with negative feedback equalization ( Fig. 1). The
problem with this method is that the
negative feedback is not constant
over the audio frequency range, and
is excessive in the high frequencies,
seriously reducing transient response.
During steady-state tests, this type of
circuit performs very well; unfortunately, this is misleading as dynamic
performance is poor.
method of phono section
Another
design is the use of passive

equalization, which is accomplished
without the use of negative feedback
or active ( transistor) circuitry. However, the phono section of a preamplifier must also provide gain, and

RIAA
Equalization

I LL ILI

I
( infer/
\mplifier
RIAA Equalization

DUAL RIAA EQUALIZED
Thephono
section has the basic

configuration shown in Fig. 3. The
circuit has both active and passive
RIAA equalization and is superior to
the more popular NFB EQ circuit in
two ways:— 1) Very little feedback is
used, and 2) the amount of feedback
is consistent throughout the audio
frequency range. The result is
excellent transient response. The
DUAL RIAA circuit also out
performs the passive EQ circuit by
inherently adding less noise to the
music signal.
This kind of circuit is used in the
Citation XXP and X- II, and in the
Harman Kardon hk 825.

DUAL RIA A
Circuit

harman/kardon
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often used for speech recording.
d about listening position and on
ions 1position my chair at least
1
h
back. When I concentrate on
listening quality, Ifrequently stand behind
my normal listening chair, a Parker Knoll
recliner, and lean down on the back with
much furrowing of eyebrows.
Isometimes use listening position B when
1am getting to know an additional pair of
loudspeakers placed either side and in front
of the bookcase, using a fairly low slung
chair with the back against the left wall
bench.
Ichoose the Quad Electrostatics when lack
of coloration and stereo positioning is of
critical importance, and for more relaxed
listening, whereas the far more powerful
BBC or KEF speakers are used for quite a lot
of my professional work. I frequently try
comparing the sound of the two systems for
professional applications.
Equipment that is more or less permanent
includes the latest Revox tuner, a Technics
SP10 Mk11 turntable with miscellaneous cartridges, and preamps include a Quad 44 and
an Amcron. A 10- channel input Calrec
control desk with 4 output channels is often
inserted into the system for level monitoring
and equalisation, providing Dolby- A processing and routing switching, although this is
frequently bypassed. The LS5/8s are each
driven from Quad 405s incorporating an
electronic crossover, the Quad ESLs are
driven from aseparate 405, while an Amcron
PSA-2 generally lurks nearby and is frequently used. Additional speakers are
mounted fairly near the ceiling, beaming
down for quadraphonic reproduction etc,
and these include 4KEF 103 Mklls. Recording
equipment includes Studer, Nagra and
Ampex professional recorders, and Sony
16- bit digital equipment, cassette decks
including the Nakamichi 1000 ZXL and Dragon. A Sony CD- P101 CD player is used, as it
has excellent ergonomics for reviewing, but
a Philips player is substituted when error
correction problems get the better of the
Sony.
My own taste in music is a very wide one
as far as classics are concerned, covering
mainly the period 1700 to around 1960 for
preference. If Idid have a favourite period
and type of music, 1suppose it would be
British Music from the late 19th Century to
1960, but Ican relax to almost any sound that
is really well recorded. As far as other music
goes, 1am very fond of trad jazz and big
bands, whilst 1can obtain much pleasure
from extremely well recorded and balanced
pop music, provided that distorted electronically amplified instruments are not too far
forward! 1must admit to finding many pop
recordings a bore, especially those with an
all too regular thump. 1am not too fond of
folk music, and Ifind the lute particularly
boring! 1have always enjoyed church and
organ music, having sung in a choir for
many years before I went blind, and I
regularly used to play violin and occasionally
conduct both the choir and orchestra, whilst
also enjoying playing sonatas. A modest hi-fi
set-up in excellent adjustment can give me
much pleasure if it is used with low coloration speakers, but many hairy monster
speakers drive me out of a room. Ibelieve.
that it is vitally important to listen to a wide
range of classical and pop music ( providing
the latter is clean) for assessing equipment
and Itake just as dim a view of people who
assess equipment by listening to just astring
quartet as 1do of those who assess everything with disco funk!

DAVID PRAK EL

Alvin Gold
My room is not excessively large, but it has a
tall ceiling and so encloses a reasonable
amount of air. The floor is suspended and
the brickwork, pre- cavity wall construction
days, is solid. The turntable is well away
from small, inquisitive fingers on a light
wall- mounted shelf above the record storage, the latter being home for the preamplifier and ( occasionally) tuner and cassette
deck. The speakers are positioned hard up
against the long wall. No special acoustic
treatment has been undertaken or is contemplated — Iprefer to tackle room problems
(there are moderate room enhancement
effects around 90Hz, in particular, at the
listening position) by ignoring them. The
room characteristic is a little hard and forward, but essentially listenable and free from
important masking or deadening effects; I
like to keep it that way.
Current preferred system includes a Linn
LP12 and lttok arm, Koetsu Black cartridge,
Musical Fidelity preamplifier, Krell 50 watt

power amplifier ( placed on the floor between
the speakers and wired with Absolute Link
and Absolute Wire cables) and Linn Sara
loudspeakers. An old Aurex ST- F15 FM tuner
and a Nakamichi BX-2 cassette deck play
supporting roles as do Marantz and Sony CD
players. Some of this equipment is on loan,
though the key elements are my own, but the
system is not in what Iwould regard as a
final form. Iam presently contemplating the
purchase of a new preamplifier — the excellent little Musical Fidelity is not entirely
suitable for active duty with the Krell and 1
am hoping for great things from the new
disc- only Burmester 838 ( see ' News' p.161. If
lead capacitance problems don't intervene,
a passive arrangement might work for line
level sources. The Krell, by the way, replaced
a Naim 32/250 which gave several years of
excellent service, the Krell being the first
amplifier I have come across to overhaul
convincingly that excellent old warhorse. In
case you're wondering, Ido have a good,
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external FM aerial, and this room is a ' single
speaker Ipairl' room — television sets have
been banished elsewhere and the telephone
is unplugged and removed when Iam listening. Alternative equipment includes a Rega
and an AR turntable with the new Rega arm —
the latter may replace my Ittok arm when I
have had a chance to do a full evaluation. I
also have asecond, slightly larger and more
rectangular room in which Ikeep another,
less expensive system.
Musical tastes are catholic ( how did the
meaning ever come to attach to that word?).
About 80% of my listening is to so-called
classical music, with interests centred on
the large-scale music ( and songs) of Mahler,
and the chamber music of Beethoven, and
Schubert. Traditionally, I have tended to
concentrate on middle period, so-called
Romantic music, but Ihave begun to take an
interest in early music on original instruments; and 20th century music, predominantly of the Second Viennese School,
English music from Bax to Britten'and the
cool, cerebral music of Scandinavia —
Nielsen and others. My non- classical background started with ' It's All Over Now' from
the Rolling stones, but Icame to like the
Beatles eventually, and although I follow
rock music to the present day, there's precious little of it around Ilike. Ilisten to many
other forms and styles of music, but make no
pretence of special knowledge in any area
other than what Ilearned from having taught
myself to play guitar badly.

David G. Prakel
18 months ago Initved from a large basement flat in a Victorian house to a modern
flat in the Barbican complex, a move that
was audio-traumatic. It's only recently that
I've been happy with the system in its new
surroundings; major improvements have
been made tailoring the room acoustics with
wall panels and furnishings. Positioning the
speakers at an appropriate distance from the
room boundaries and attaching them firmly
to the concrete floor proved essential.
Ibrought with me to the Barbican apair of
Celestion SL6 loudspeakers and a Linn Sondek with Fidelity Research FR64fx arm. A
Koetsu Black was immediately installed,
which is mounted in an FR RS141 headshell
with Discwasher solid copper headshell
inter- connects. The speakers are plain production models but the SL6 stands now have
machined aluminium top plates, while the
bottom plates are damped with carpet tiles
glued to their undersides. The plastic feet
have now been replaced with long- point
Quadropod carpet- piercing spikes. QED
INCON cable recently replaced QED C38
partly for convenience and partly because of
INCON's mid- clear, bass light sound which
suits SL6 and room.
Since the advent of CD, amplifiers haven't
been the same. Ibegan with one Lentek,
added a second for bridging, then bridged
the Lenteks as simple power amps using a
passive volume control. An all- too- brief
flirtation with an Audio Research D70/SP-8
combination has left me using an Audiolab
8000A which continues to astonish and
responds to the demands made on any amp
in my system. Shame, though, that the passive preamp ( a mammoth Matshusita 10k
pot) and my modified Linn LINNK are now
mouldering, waiting for a power amp- only
system.
Compact Disc source is a late production
Marantz CD-63 connected with QED INCON
two phono to- DIN ( Audiolab is all DIN),
IIEFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

preventing me from using my favourite
Audio Technica interconnects. Tuner is a
Marantz St- 7 fed by an exceptionally
muscular community aerial.
The room is still lively but more so in the
stair-well behind the listeners, while the
speakers sound both tonally balanced and
image properly with the glass in the full
width French windows exposed — the curtains never close chez DGP.
Musically I'd find it easier to say what I
don't like. The record storage contains some
2500 LPs ( CDs are around the 120 mark, the
collection growing rapidly) and a handful of
12 inch singles. Ibelieve Iown no more than
a dozen prerecorded cassettes as cassette
reproduction too often make me sea- sick or
simply cross. My record filing runs to the
following heads: ' Rock', ' Musicals and Miscellany', ' Contemporary Jazz', ' Bach and
onwards', ' Beethoven and onwards',
'Brahms and onwards', ' Second Viennese
School and hangers on', ' Wagner', ' 20th
Century composers ( alive, ' 20th century
composers Idead)', ' Early Music' and
'Double Bass', not forgetting a section
devoted to unintentionally humorous
performances or recordings.
As regards ' taste' in sound, Icouldn't be
described as being unduly fussy about lost
bottom, or for that matter top, octaves.
Perspective is what Iconstantly write about
and listen for, the sense of independence of
orchestral groups and instruments in acoherent acoustic laid out in depth, laterally and
in height if that can be achieved. Dynamic
and tonal independence of musical line is
crucial to my enjoyment, which tends to
mitigate against many modern recordings
(I'm a particular fan of recordings vintage
1964-69). Idon't aim to recreate the concert
hall, only the concert hall experience. For
rock, all Icare about is that it doesn't overhang or break up at the levels at which my
wife and I enjoy listening. Coloration
allergies stretch to veiled midbands and any
form of ' spiky', ' spitty' or unsmooth top.

Ken Kessler
When your room bears dimensions like
mine, it means that guys like Paul Messenger can come along at inopportune
moments and say things like ' Mine's bigger
than yours' and you can do nothing about it.
But it will handle Stax ELS-F81 electrostatics
without any trouble, and I'd even go so far as
to try a pair of the Magnepan MGIls or baby
Acoustats.
Whatever, the room sounds a lot better
than it should. Creaky floorboards, disgustingly cheap carpeting, fin de siecle curtains,
and a lot of glass doors on the storage units
don't stop the LS3/5As from sounding just
wonderful when fed by monster valve amps
of the Beard or Audio Research persuasion —
when JA lets me borrow them from unknowing suppliers. The usual source of juice is
either the Dyne Stereo 70 or the Radford STA
15; the size of the room will tell you why I
can get away with relatively few watts.
The curtains hide awindow that Idare not
open because my wife once heard my system from 300 yards away and we don't want
the neighbours to get bent out of shape.
Thank God for Moulinex room fresheners ...
Thanks to the local council, the house has
just been rewired, and Isplashed out on a
separate mains ring for the hi-fi, as well as a
dozen mains outlets — which didn't turn out
to be enough. ( At the time, Ididn't think I'd
be A-B-C'ing abunch of preamps that should
be left on at all times, which ruled out
plugging them in when needed.)

The 8ft. ceiling precludes such spe
the Acoustat 2+2 and Infinity IRS, L.
my room isn't big enough in its horizontal
dimensions to handle even one of the speakers, let alone a pair. Should Iever find the
musical limitations of the LS3/5As, I've got
enough confidence to try speakers up to the
size of the Staxes, but would probably allow
my bank manager to limit me to something
along the lines of Magnepan SMGs, Celestion SL600s ( if Ican get over my doubts
about the reticent top- end), or — more than
likely — go back to the cherished Radford
TriStar 90s. Laugh not: Peter Herring of HiFi
Today once confessed to me through ahaze
of Armagnac, that he, too, has a secret
admiration for the TriStars.
The room is one of those lucky accidents
that, aside from the size, has no major
problems. I've yet to try a single item that
sounds truly awful because of the room
(which is not to say that Ihaven't tried some
truly awful units of intrinsic worthlessness),
so my dreams of a stately home with a
hi fi only room the size of Harrods' food
department are no longer omnipresent. Its
best feature is that it's mine and mine alone,
and should Iever produce with my wife a
parcel of little Kesslers, they'll have ahelluva
time getting past the moat, the barbed wire,
and the philo Semitic Alsatian.
The various wonderful toys JA often provides me with on an all- too- temporary basis
are usually auditioned with my ancient AR
turntable and Garrott Decca cartridge, either
the Radford or Dynaco amps, and the Goodmans LS3/5A speakers. This is the system I
use 95% of the time, though Iuse aThorens
TD- 147 Jubilee and the Radford TriStar 90
speakers when the spirit moves me. The best
thing about this job is the constant flow of
equipment, so at any given time Icould be
listening to aset-up that doesn't incorporate
much of the above. If JA paid me what Ifeel
I'm worth, I'd be using Audio Research's
SP1O/D-70 combination and the Staxes but
I'd probably carry on with the AR turntable
just to upset people. The Garrott Decca has
yet to be challenged by any cartridge,
though the recently announced Garrott
Decca MicroScanner seems promising.
If you've never heard a Garrott Decca
properly set up and in aworthy system, you
have no hope of ever sympathising with my
responses.

John Atkinson
It was a sudden feeling of audio insecurity,
brought on by the realisation that the arrival
of our new daughter meant we had to move
to a bigger house, which led to this article.
For Ihave got to know the foibles of our
listening room so well that the eventual
move to an unknown acoustic, as with DGP,
promises nothing but trauma!
The present house is a modern semi but
the thing which sets it apart is the fact that
the living and dining rooms have been
knocked into, well, not quite ' one', but they
communicate through a large wood- framed
arch. With the double- glazed bay window,
this gives a very visually satisfying nonsymmetrical living space with a minimum of
parallel surfaces facing each other, leading
to afreedom from bass standing waves. The
main resonance goes off at about 30Hz, but
is rarely excited with the speakers Ichoose to
use — see later. Alcoves are filled in with
suitable rough wall- coverings — books — and
the only acoustic problem was a slight
flutter- echo, alleviated by hanging a substantial ' flokati' wool rug on the wall behind
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telling seat.
e relatIve lack of LF boom gives the
room sound a light' frequency balance
wftlob is unkind to equipment with any kind
of 'treble lift. This and the narrowish width of
the lounge area — old Quads sound beautiful
if bass heavy, but block off the fire most
effectively — reduce my choice of loudspeaker considerably. The HF ' fizzle' from the
ubiquitous soft- dome tweeter places such
constraints on the rest of the system that,
despite my like of the LS3/5A, Iprefer to give
myself an easier time with the civilised
tweeters of first Celestion SL6s and then
SL600s, used on sand-filled stands with
Quadropod spikes penetrating the twist- pile
carpet to make contact with the woodblockon-concrete flooring underneath. ( My wife,
while appreciative of the sonic benefits to be
gained by ' spiking', was not impressed by
the holes in the parquet — until Ipointed out
that the batons for the carpet had already
done considerably more damage.)
Despite the asymmetry of the nearby
environment ' seen' by the speakers, the
Celestions give well-balanced and preciselydefined stereo imagery with an almost tangible presence and considerable depth. In fact,
my choice of ancillaries and the evolution of
the system have been towards maximising
this aspect of hi-fi. Itried Linn Saras for a
while, and though they made a very enjoyable sound, if a bit ' juke- boxy.' with the
squeaky Scanspeak tweeter and powerful
bass, no way did they throw up an image to
make the open fire at the end of the room
disappear in the way that the Celestions do.
Front-end has been a Linn Sondek for six
years now, sitting on a wall- mounted shelf,
although Ihave been very impressed with a
Pink Triangle, which gives a very different

sound, cleaner, drier, but with aless weighty
upper bass. Tonearm is an Ittok and cartridge has been aKoetsu Black for 18 months
or so. However, Ihave recently been using
the new Red, which is everything MC said in
his January review and more — once it had
'run in'!
Power amp is the class- A dual- mono Krell
KSA-50. Ibought it with money earmarked
for a car but it irresistibly, effortlessly, and
sweetly gives high quality sound at levels
which quite belie its 50 watt rating ( Ilisten
between 90 and 95dBA when ' serious'). A
love affair with valves, which started in the
'60s with a Vox AC100 bass guitar amplifier,
continues with occasional service from a
KT77-equipped TVA10. Preamp presents a
problem: a long-term Meridian 101 owner, I
recently tried out the Audio Research SP10; I
listened to records almost non-stop for a
week! Its price, however, is well out of reach
for a normal wage- slave and Iam currently
looking for something more affordable.
Unfortunately, I've found that the Koetsus
sound cleaner and less ' mechanical' if fed
into anormal moving- magnet input and this
means Ihave to be fussy about noise. John
Farlow's Exposure VII, used via its low noise
m- m input, has given sterling service but I
am currently auditioning the PS Audio IV,
which gives excellent sound and imaging
and allows m-ccartridges to be loaded with
47k- ohms. Interconnects are 15- foot lengths
of unshielded Archer cable, with Absolute
Wire running from Krell to Celestions. For
late night listening, Sennheiser HD420 cans
are driven by a Linsley Hood class-A headphone amplifier.
As Ihave so far only mentioned discs, you
may have guessed I'm a vinyl junkie —
buying, on average, over an LP a week for

the last 15 years has given me acollection of
over 2000 records — and in my opinion, the
better the equipment, the better LPs sound
regardless of condition. As befits an exprofessional musician who would play any
kind of music if a cheque was to be found
after the last bar, my tastes are catholic,
encompassing rock running from Sam and
Dave to Yazoo, and classical from Arnold to
Zemlinsky, but with an emphasis on Bach,
Beethoven, Handel and Mahler ( but a notable lack of opera). For some reason, while
hi-fi can be extremely fulfilling for rock (
ie,
artifically recorded) music, Ihave to admit
that ( apart from chamber music) classical
music does not work as well on record for
me as it does live, and my wife and Ihave
been — until the arrival of our new daughter,
at least — ! nveterate concert- goers. ( Ialso feel
that a major work such as a post- Mozart
symphony was not meant to be listened to
except at infrequent intervals: hearing such
awork live will usually ' last' me until the next
time it is scheduled for the South Bank.)
Ido make use of other sources, the most
recently acquired being a Marantz CD- 63 CD
player. Ihave still to come to terms with CD
software, however, and my main alternative
source is a Quad FM4 tuner, fed from a
4- element aerial and invariably tuned to
Radio 4, especially on Friday nights. Irarely
use cassette, but a portable Sony TC-D5 is
used to make tapes for the car. For me ' tape'
means open- reel, and Iuse a high-speed
Revox A77 for occasional ' serious' live
recordings and a 71/
2ips 4- channel TEAC
2340 with simul-sync for ' fun' recordings,
such as Rachmaninov's Vocalise arranged
for treble recorder, four electric guitars and
bass guitar. These eccentricities, however,
keep to myself!
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EXCELLEUCE
HELP KEEP SOUTH WALES IN
GOOD VOICE
If you are thinking of buying a hi-fi system, or
upgrading your existing equipment, come to
the on/y specialist hi-fi shop in South Wales
where you can choose from:
Audiolab, Audio Research, A&R, Ariston, AR,
ARC, Celestion, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, Kef,
Kiseki, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Meridian, Monitor
Audio, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Marantz,
NAD, Nakamichi, Naim, Nytech, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Revox, Spendor, Systemdek, Syrinx,
Supex, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta.
Systems that play music from under £300.00
demonstrated properly in our comfortable
listening rooms, backed up by first class after
sales service. Come and hear Audio Excellence
for yourself.
134 CRWYS ROAD, CARDIFF Tel. 28565
10 FORGE ROAD, PORT TALBOT Tel. 882068
Tues. Sat. 9.30-5.30
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HIS ISSUE MARKS the first anniversary of CD's UK launch. I
personally remain confident of the system's inherent
quality, despite some modest teething troubles during the
first few months, but Iadmit Idid not anticipate the
extraordinary degree of polarisation for and against the medium
within the industry. Ican well appreciate that there were grounds for
some criticisms in the early days, but feel that the shortcomings were
exaggerated to such adegree that they appeared to be aconcerted
attempt to kill off the format before it really had achance to get
underway. Iadmit Iwas probably amite over- enthusiastic about the
first review models, but believe that enough time has now passed for
amore balanced view to be taken by both sides.
The CD medium is undoubtedly different from analogue systems.
So much so, in fact, that it was actually incompatible w th the
systems of certain users of specialised equipment, irrespective of
any questions of merit. Leaving aside for amomert such matters as
stereo depth and/or musicality, CD possesses adistinctly different
sound to analogue sources, particularly vinyl disc.
Compared with atypical analogue turntable system, CD has a
'drier', ' leaner' and more extended bass with ' crisper' bass
harmonics. A more uniform midrange lacks the added bloom' or
richness of analogue, and aflat presence range ( lower HF Ilends a
slightly ' up front' quality when compared with the laid back effect at
present introduced by the usual analogue cartridge presence band
depression. CD may be alittle brighter in the upper treble, and is
certainly ' sharper' and ' crisper' on transients, lacking the : reble
compression which generally accompanies analogue recordings.
CD is consistent in its treble balance, and demonstrates low
distortion throughout the disc, which is certainly not true of analogue
records, where treble loss and distortion increase noticeably
towards the centre grooves. Benefits such as CD's silent background,
relative immunity to damage, and zero wear rate hardly need
repeating. Similarly, its long playing time, handling convenience,
and the associated automation features provided on the better
players have been fully reported, but must of course be offset by the
still limited repertoire and high software costs.
Suppose you possess aperfectly set up, musical anc wellbalanced analogue system, and insert agood CD player with some of
the better recordings. Your initial reaction would probêbly be one of
excitement at hearing the sparkling treble, articulate bass, and
almost holographic sharply- etched vocal imaging It is also possible
that you would eventually tire of the sound. It would appear
generally ' thin' in tonal balance with a ' hard' and forward presence,
producing an impression of less depth. A bright, relentless treble
would eventually become noticeable. Vocals would sound ' pinched'
and lacking in ' body', while upper bass would not appear ' fat'
enough. A lack of ' atmospheric' background would also be apparent.
In the context of the same system, and due to its higher peak levels,
the CD program would be played at alower mean sound level, so
that low level detail would be reproduced at asofter ard less
revealing level, resulting in an audible loss of detail. Haven't you
heard much of this before from CD critics? A neutral system with
good peak capacity is apre- requisite for CD.
CD is certainly not perfect, but it can make asubstan:ial
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contribution to amusic system. It was initially rather frustrating
when good discs were few and far between, but with increasing
availability of better material Ifind that Iam using CD discs for
around 25% of the time when simply listening for pleasure, and for at
least 50% of the time when reviewing equipment ( the absolute
repeatability and dependability being invaluable here.) Of course CD
interacts with asystem, just as an analogue player does, although
the end results are different. Once optimised, fine sounds are
available, such that acomparable analogue hardware investment
would be some two to three times the cost of the CD equipment to
achieve similar standards. Interestingly, my system optimising for
CD provided arenewed insight into its analogue deficiencies; when
corrected this gave vastly better sound from analogue discs as well.
Perhaps anticipating perfection, some critics became disillusioned
with early CD program and hence with the system as awhole. Small
sound differences between players were exaggerated to an
unwarranted degree, and even now system reviews appear where
the CD Player gets all the blame; often the simple insertion of an
alternative program source might have shown the limitations of
other components in the chain.
Take one point in particular. Power amplifiers often tend to add a
degree of mid ' hardness' and ' forwardness' to the sound. Compared
with vinyl, CD inherently shows some of this character too, due to its
tonal uniformity and good transient power, so the two effects are
un'ortunately additive. Should the anti- CD reviewer really be
surprised to discover that CD sounds sweeter and also shows a
better depth perspective with asuperior power amplifier? Ican easily
demonstrate decent stereo depth even using the first generation
Sony player with agood recording, provided the amplification is
good enough. Hence my experiments with apassive control unit to
try and sidestep existing preamp deficiencies.
The basic Sony 101 is not my first choice player, but Ifound it good
enough to purchase for use in my system, despite the suggestions of
some critics that it ' had no depth'. Its marginal error correction on
early Polygram CDs gave me only afew failures in 70 discs.
Furthermore, this early difficulty proved to have been caused by a
difference in pit definition ' sharpness' between Polygram discs and
those of Japanese origin. Michael Sykes of Sony has explained that a
minor change to the pulse detecting circuit just after the laser pickup
stage has helped to overcome the Polygram soft focus' effect and
dramatically ' improve' the error correction. This was amere detail,
and yet there were those who happily claimed this as amajor failing
of Sony's error correction theory and indeed the CD system as a
whole. Like the other CD manufacturers, Sony have continued to
improve their product over this past year, which is widespread
practise in most product categories, including audiophile
components.
Certainly it has not been in the format's best interests for Philips to
have claimed ' Perfect Sound Forever' — someone should have
nipped that slogan in the bud. Nevertheless, the broad claims for CD
are now being met. For example, while it is possible to demonstrate
that atrace of microphony exists in aCD player under especially
critical conditions, one can also do the same for pre- and power
amplifiers; digital has nothing to do with the effect.
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Aplug
for the specialist
HUI dealer
After the plug the most important component
in ahi-fi system is the specialist dealer. He won't carry every
brand of hi-fi equipment in the world — just a reasonable
selection of what he thinks sounds good. He'll have asingle
speaker demonstration room so you can judge for yourself
in the same sort of listening conditions you have at home.
He'll set up the equipment in your home at no extra charge.
And whether you buy or not, his advice is expert and free.
Start with aspecialist dealer,
and you'll be surprised how easily the other
components plug in.

DEMONSTRATION

LINN PRODUCTS LTD.
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235 Drakem ire Drive, Glasgow. G45 9SZ. Tel: 041.634 0371(10 lines)
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By analogue standards, CD players are remarkably nonmicrophonic, and do sound remarkably alike, more so than many
preamplifiers. CD does not produce clicks, swish, hiss, pops or
distortion of the normal kind, and offers superb pitch stability, as any
piano or organ enthusiast will tell you. Players are convenient and
easy to use, and provide adecent sonic standard for the price,
particularly for those not interested in the complications and
inconveniences of aproperly matched analogue turntable system.
Current figures on laser pickup lifetime suggest a5-10 year use, two
to five times as long as that for adiamond tip of agood cartridge.
These qualities cannot be dismissed as unimportant, and CD will not
just go away as some might wish.
However, CD needs the support of the more serious hi-fi fraternity
so that further improvements in hardware and recording techniques
will result in still better sound. Ultimately Ican see no reason why CD
should not satisfy the whole spectrum of users, from music centres
and car stereo right up to the top class audiophile systems.
Recent experiments, which still require some additional work,
have indicated that there is another fascinating difference between
vinyl disc and CD, which may well prove to be more important than
all those mentioned so far. This is simply that the background noise
is around — 65 to — 70dBA for vinyl and, dependent on program, — 80
to — 95dBA for CD.
During arecent test Iaccidentally discovered that atuner with
more background noise subjectively appeared to show greater
stereo image depth. CD program of apparently modest depth was in
use as asource for modulating atest stereo encoder, and amazingly
the tuner showed more depth than the original source! Indeed as the
encoded ' broadcast' signal strength was reduced, progressively
increasing the background noise, the stereo depth got better and
better!
Further trials showed that alittle background noise appeared to do
two things. First it increased aural ' comfort', as if we were so used to
some background that we could not do without it. Secondly it
appeared to increase the aural sensitivity to low level musical detail,
which is associated with ambience, space and depth. Such
information is obviously present on many CD recordings, yet was
far less audible in the absence of the background noise which was a

THE PLAYERS

T

HERE HAS BEEN some comment in the press concerning a
'second generation' of Compact Disc players, and for some
manufacturers this certainly appears to be the case. The
Hitachi DA1000 player ( whose problems were sorted out
fairly early on in production) has now been supplanted by the DA800,
aSony 101 look-alike. To Technics first top line SLP10 model are
added two new front- loaders, the SL- P8 and SL- P7, the latter priced
at just under £400. Toshiba's first rather bulky ZRZ90 has been edged
out by anew front- loading slimline design, the £389 XRZ70, which
costs only two-thirds the price of the original ' 90.
Both Sony and Philips have quietly refined their existing models
and brief re-evaluation of both the Philips CD300 ( 303) and the Sony
CDP101 is included here. Both these companies are becoming more
competitive in terms of product pricing, with special offers or cash
discounts offering an effective machine price in the range from
£350—£450. Sony have also decided to import limited quantities of
their prestige CDP 701es player, acostly model carrying adose of the
'Esprit' treatment, implying superior sound at an elevated £890.
Finally, afull update of the Marantz CD73 is also included. This
machine was originally suspect in the very early months, but is now
rumoured to be on good form.
The front- loading, motorised drawer system pioneered by Sony is
almost becoming astandard feature of new CD players, leading to
slimmer, smaller designs. Likewise infra- red remote control has
proved to give adecided market advantage, and is used by both
Sony machines, the Toshiba, and the Technics SL- P8.
With abetter understanding of the small optical quality variations
in discs from different record companies, players are offering
consistently better error correction, so confirming the power of the
error-concealment algorithms, and providing permissible damage
limits much nearer the original claims.

Hitachi DA800
Hitachi belong to that small group of manufacturers who design their
own machines. Their first model was the DA1000, which was
marketed under Hitachi's own brand name and also sold to other
companies, appearing variously as aDenon, aThompson and aDual,
to name but afew. This arrangement started from early production,
when the DA1000 was in fact imperfect, but neither the Denon or the
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steady ' shssh' rather than adiscontinuous effect.
It may well transpire that the very dynamic range so touted as the
strength of CD is in fact responsible for some of its present subjective
criticisms. It also explains why some of the earlier analogue
transcriptions to CD which have just noticeable background hiss (
eg
'Coolsville' on Ricki Lee Jones) are so successful in space and depth
terms when reproduced via CD. Does this mean that CD should have
been designed for a14- bit 30kHz bandwidth rather than the present
16- bit ( just) and 20kHz? Perhaps we shall see players with variable
noise- adding circuitry in their outputs and acontrol which the user
sets to ajust imperceptible level labelled ' Variable Depth Control via
Aural Threshold Enhancement. ( Perhaps simply ' Depth' — Ed). In the
absence of such adevelopment, the volume needs to be turned well
up on apowerful amplifier for many digital discs, if low level detail
and full depth effects are to be heard clearly.
Like all good program sources. CD improves with worthwhile
system upgrading, and in my experience is more revealing of preand power amplifier shortcomings than any other medium. It is
equally revealing of recording errors and bad practice, and the only
good answer to poor sounding discs is to reject them. Since CDs are
not easily damaged or worn, agood record shop should have no
objection to taking back discs which do not make good music in your
home; for example, if Decca's Mahler 9sounds too bright, try
returning it. If you set high standards, you will be rewarded by a
collection of program which should not deteriorate with repeated
playing or with time.
CD obviously cannot supplant vinyl for many years, if indeed it
ever does so completely. But it is now making worthwhile progress.
As standards of players and discs improve, the catalogue broadens
and prices become more competitive, CD's penetration will grow
correspondingly. Perhaps the adverse opinions of some UK dealers
would change if they were offered UK- built players rather than
models from the mainstream Consumer Electronics manufacturers
whose products they so often deride. UK players might also offer the
sales margins which the quality specialist dealer requires to stay
healthy, offering good customer service and high quality
demonstration standards.

Dual appeared in the UK; areturn or exchange offer was made by
Hitachi UK for the substandard DA1000s that had been sold here
(less than 100 models in fact). Subsequent ' 1000s gave amuch better
performance on both error correction and distortion.
The new DA800 is adrawer- loading machine, superficially
reminiscent of the Sony 101. Beneficial developments include a
reduction in the number of integrated circuits needed and
simplification of manufacture, resulting in lower costs and improved
operating facilities.

Ihad found the DA1000 controls rather awkward to use, and in this
respect the 800 is much improved. 10 buttons allow easy selection of
required tracks or track combinations, and up to 15 may be
memorised in any order for subsequent play. The fluorescent display
includes track number, index number and elapsed time, and the
machine has the ability to access the finer track subdivisions or index
points on discs which have these encoded ( not all that common as
yet). Like the Sony, this machine provides some truncated segments
of audio output during fast forward and reverse, greatly aiding the
cueing operation.
When adisc is loaded the display will indicate the number of tracks
and the total playing time; it subsequently shows the track playing
and the total elapsed playing time. An anti- shock switch is fitted ( at
the rear) for use with badly eccentric discs and/or conditions of
severe vibration or shock. Error correction is mildly impaired under
these conditions, and in any case in normal use the shock immunity
is pretty good. A headphone socket is included, with avariable level
53
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4 control which also adjusts the audio output from the sole phono

terminals 0-2.5V. Direct connection to apower amplifier is therefore
simple, with interesting results.

Sound quality
This machine gave good first impressions. With the normal CD
'attack', ' solidity' and ' sparkle', it should please critical purchasers.
With continued auditioning using top class equipment, and with the
standard set deliberately high, some shortfall was detected when
compared with other comparably priced players such as the
Marantz/Philips. A small amount of ' punch' and clarity was lost in the
bass, while the stereo image appeared slightly more twodimensional with ashade less depth and ambience. In the upper
range the DA800 was less ' airy', with a 'cloudier' almost ' busy' treble,
while tonally it was atrifle ' bright', albeit nicely balanced in the
midband.
Direct connection to apower amplifier proved possible and gave a
small improvement in clarity. No errors were detected even on
known troublesome discs.

The 73 is somewhat flamboyant, with a ' champagne' alloy exterior
and amultitude of LED lamps— almost aChristmas Tree effect.
However, facilities are comparatively primitive, with slow, muted
cueing. Track selection via asingle pushbutton for up to 15 tracks
gives no indication of timing or indexing, and track access seemed
almost painfully slow when compared with the Japanese machines.
An additional ( rarely purchased) option is aremote control with
limited facilities, intended for use with the rest of aMarantz rack
system.
In contrast to most of the Japanese players which use a16- bit
convertor and anear ' brickwall' output filter at 22kHz, the Philips
designs use a14- bit convertor. Not as simple as it first appears, in

Lab tests
Objectively, CD performance is so good that high sensitivity
measurements are essential. The response graphs ( p55) are set
at an expanded 1dB per division, showing that the machine
has abasically flat response. Some mild divergence between
channels amounts to 0.75dB by 20kHz, which could marginally affect
the stereo reproduction; channel matching is usually better than this
with CD. Channel separation was fine, and the 89° phase shift
between channels at 20kHz is typical for this type of player which
uses atime-shared D/A convertor. The Hitachi's overall phase shift
was also alittle greater than usual.
Resolution was roughly equivalent to 15 1
/ bits, with full scale
2
signals recording alow — 105dB total harmonic distortion ( ex noise)
at 1kHz. Downband spuriae at 20kHz was afairly good —78dB. Good
linearity was shown with reducing signal level, distortion still well
under 1% at a — 60dB level. Track access was acceptably quick, and
mechanical noise moderate. All the error correction tests were
passed well, while the unweighted signal/noise ratio was fine at

this system the bit- rate is doubled to 28, and subsequently truncated
to the required accuracy. This technique provides noise suppression
that is equivalent to 16- bit, and allows the use of higher frequency
transversal digital filtering. This reduces rolloff slopes for the output
filters, giving theoretically preferable transient response and reduced
overshoot. Double convertors are used, providing good phase match
between channels.

Sound quality

Impulse response

HITACHI DA800

100Hz squarewave

98dB, with 92dB CCIR ARM ( 1kHz) without pre-emphasis. Spurious
signals are held below — 106dB up to 100kHz.
Two-tone intermodulation tests showed some mild weakness at
OdB, but at — 10dB this 19/20kHz test signal gave afine result. The L- R
intermodulation was also slightly poorer than the reference. The
impulse response was quite typical of the output filter used, and its
effect may also be seen in the leading edges of the otherwise
immaculate squarewave response. The extremely good shape
confirm the claimed frequency response down to 5Hz, — 0.5dB;
overshoot was held to 21%, acouple of dB.

Conclusion
The DA800 is one of the better new generation CD players. The lab
performance was good excepting the mild channel imbalance at high
frequencies ( which was probably asample error). It has useful
facilities, ahealthy output and good track access speed. Few would
find fault with it, but from an audiophile viewpoint, used with
expensive ancillaries, one could find adifferent machine at a
comparable price with alittle more treble subtlety and stereo depth.

Marantz CD73
(Performance basically representative of Philips CD300/303, CD100
and Marantz CD63.)
Briefly examined when the original reviews were produced on the
Marantz CD63/Philips CD100, the first batch of ' 73s did not give the
best sound. However, arecent production sample was found to be
well up to scratch now, indeed marginally better than agood,
mid-'83 CD63 sample.
First generation, but none the worse for it, the CD73 uses Japanese
external parts and chassis with internals installed at the Philips
player factory. Certain details set it apart from the Philips frontloading CD300, itself now revamped as the CD303. The latter has a
captive output lead whereas the Marantz uses gold-plated phono
sockets.
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The Philips players have sounded pretty good from the start, and
have continued to improve in small but beneficial ways. Tailored to
Polygram's discs, the error correction was also good from day one.
As agroup the Philips/Marantz models have consistently provided a
clean ' open' sound, with clear articulate bass, anatural detailed
midrange, and an ' airy' delicate' treble. Ambience and depth effects
were rendered well, and the sound was essentially unfatiguing.
Stated simply, the latest samples, exemplified by acurrent CD73,
maintain this quality at alevel where aclear advantage is apparent
over most of the similarly priced competing machines. Despite its
low price tag, the CD73 is capable of satisfying critical standards in
advanced systems. ( A CD300 was also tried, with similarly positive
results, though a200 built in mid 1983 had been less promising.)

Lab results
The frequency response illustrates the mild ' ripple' characteristic of
the digital filters, but this is limited to amild ± 0.2dB and was
considered not to influence sound quality. Channel balance was
excellent, and separation was also very good. The channel phase
match proved excellent due to the independent D/A convertors.
Total harmonic distortion was fine at peak level, if fractionally
poorer than the best 16- bit designs. Noise at 20kHz, OdB was
particularly good. At reducing level, distortion was still moderate
with reducing level, but continued to show ashortfall in ultimate
resolution. At — 90dB the ' 73 showed a4dB level error at the
resolution limit, and a15- bit signal ( see photo p55 — alow level
square wave) was not properly reproduced. With a30kHz bandwidth
(not shown on photo) noise was strongly asymmetric, pointing to a
failure of the convertor processing loop at the resolution limit.
Transient spikes are also seen. Given this limit, the noise level of an
unmodulated ( silent) ' signal' is surprisingly better than even 16- bit
system potentials would imply, with an excellent — 103dB CCIR ARM
(1kHz), and — 105dB unweighted ( 20Hz to 20kHz). It is as if the
convertor system shuts down to its ' mute' condition in the total
absence of modulation, but does not deliver too well at the
least-significant 15 to 16- bit level. At — 80dB signal level, the Philips
player distortion was 11dB poorer than the Sony 701, for example, so
its linearity is not fully comparable with atrue 16- bit type.
It performed well on the peak- level high frequency
intermodulation test, but was marginally poorer than average at the
—10dB level. Output impedance was usefully low, the level afixed
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Test for 15- bit resolution; 15th bit squarewave. Tosh,bael shows noise- floor a! - 95dB: noise
is random and symmetrical. Marantzfrl shows pulse CAI rvature, no,se asymmetry and bursts
of negative- going imputses. Noise is also periodic

Impulse response

MARANTZ CD73

channel balance, special custom output filters have been used,
together with selected quality double D/A convertors for accurate
phase balance and reduced interchannel breakthrough.
The front aspect of the 701 is similar to the 101, with the addition of
atime display and akey pad for programming up to 8tracks in
random order. Index points, where coded, may also be accessed, or
specific times programmed. Sony's excellent two- speed audible
music cueing is retained, and direct access to agiven track may
either be programmed, or ( more easily) set by asingle button on the
infra- red remote control. A headphone socket with switched
attenuator is fitted.

1001-1z squarewave

2.06V. Track access time was laborious at 19 seconds, and aslight
'whine' was occasionally audible from the deck. There were more
spurious signals above 20kHz than with the other models, but at such
alevel that perhaps only those with very exceptional hearing would
be affected ( JA's new baby, perhaps?). ( She is bothered by CD - Ed)

Sound quality

Conclusion
At prices that start from £350 for the basic, very compact top- loading
model, the Marantz/Philips decks are no-frills packages offering a
very fine standard of sound quality. Despite improvements to other
players, the current CD73 comfortably fends off the opposition, and
is the logical choice for the more discerning customer who simply
wishes to play CDs with ahigh s:andard of reproduction.
In sonic terms these players offer fine value for money. Roll on the
second genera:ion with faster transport and afew more convenience
features. Their lobbying for an increased tariff at this time against
non- European players remains amystery to me, perhaps reflecting
marketing rather than engineering credibility.

------

-

Some technical discussion on CD has centred on the subjective
merits of straight 16- bit conversion versus the Philips 14- bit
oversampling technique. The latter was held by some to be superior,
the subjective results being taken as proof. Good though the recent
Philips players are, the 701 shows that reliance on theory and
generalisation is unwise. Sony have managed to push forward the
frontiers of CD sound quality, albeit at aprice.
Very critical listening showed the merest hint of ' lightness' in the
701 sound, but this could not detract from the high subjective
standard attained. Improvements were noted in bass precision and
detail, in midrange ' immediacy' and sweetness, in clarity and the
musical quality of the treble. Perhaps the most rewarding aspect was
the significant improvement in stereo depth, the best yet of the
machines tried. Stereo focus was also ashade ' sharper', comparable
to the sort of improvement gained by using asuperior preamplifier.

Lab results
5dB

•

L.
-

•1•••

Whereas the 101 showed amild downtilt in extreme treble response,
the 701 continued uniformly to the 20kHz limit, with little variation.
The 101 had ashade of bass ' warmth' whereas if anything, the 701
output is slightly reduced in the low frequency region, though at
±0.2dB we are talking of very fine shades of difference. Channel
balance was excellent at better than 0.05dB, and very good low
frequency separation was reduced to agood 80dB by 20kHz.
Interchannel phase difference was alow 3.5 maximum at 20kHz,
ensuring full stereo/mono compatibility.

.
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Sony CDP70 les
Goaded by press comment concerning the sonic superiority of
European players, Sony have not only refined their original 101, but
have also developed an audiophile version at twice the price, just to
show what could be done. Howeve•, in much the same way that one
could argue that the differences in sound quality between good
amplifiers are unimportant for many listeners, one could make a
similar case for good CD players.
Nevertheless, given good program ard fine ancillary equipment, a
superior player becomes obvious. ' Esprit' amplifier techniques have
been applied to the analogue section of this player, so it uses high
quality components and special high power integrated circuits.
Special attention has been paid to grounding, screening, and the
power supplies, the latter being more substantial than before. The
damping pads on the thick aluminium lid and the anti- resonance bar
on the heatsink fins are typical of the great attention that has been
paid to detail. To reduce distortion, improve frequency response and
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SONY COP7Oles

100Hz squarewave

Total harmonic distortion was an impressive - 106dB at 1kHz full
level, and the 20kHz spuriae held to - 89dB. Superior linearity was
shown at lower signal levels, the small - 1dB translation error at
-90dB indicating performance very close to full 16- bit. The high
frequency intermodulation performance was also particularly good.
Very competent error correction was demonstrated, with no
problems compensating for the 800um gap or black ' dots' up to
60Ourn in diameter. Spurious signals were well suppressed, while
the signal/noise ratios were typical for agood 16- bit machine,
measuring 98dB unweighted and 93dB CCIR ARM ( 1kHz.)

Conclusion
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Some of the credit for this product's good sound must go to the
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improved analogue circuitry, suggesting that this is still an area
which can provide audible benefits on very critical subjective testing.
As they say, the CD7Oles is 'fully- loaded'. No sensible facility has
been omitted, its operation is straightforward, and its build quality
and finish standards are very high.
The lab performance was excellent and the sound quality was
commensurate. Clearly aCD ' flagship', the 701es will be available in
limited quantities from alimited number of Sony ' Esprit' dealers.

Sony CDP101 (1984 series)
Fully reviewed back in March 1983, the 101 was in many respects a
trendsetter, offering good track access, fine facilities, plus remote
control; it lacked only the pre-programming of music tracks. Since
then this tidy drawer- loader has undergne minor improvements,
resulting in better error correction and improved sound quality,
indicating the need for abrief reassessment. The most successfully
marketed player in the UK, the 101 will continue for some time.

Sound quality
Compared with the earlier examples, the current model gives aslight
reduction in mid register ' hardness' and ' compression' amild
improvement in clarity over all areas of the spectrum, and atouch

more depth than before. In absolute merit terms it is marginally
superior to the earliest Philips examples, but falls slightly behind
their latest versions as exemplified by the Marantz CD73 tested in
this group. However, by CD standards the 101 is undeniably in the
top category for sound quality.

Lab results
Lab test results were broadly similar to the original 101, even down
to the mild 0.8dB channel imbalance. High frequency
intermodulation has been improved, though not to 701 standards,
while channel separation is also better than before. The + 3.5dB
translation error at — 90dB indicates 15 1
/2
bit linearity, while the error
correction is much improved when using the Polygram test disc.
Original 101s could only manage the 400pm gaps, while these new
machines will cope with 800pm gaps as well as 600-800pm dots.

offered by the first Technics SLPl 0machine.
The ' 7lacks anumeric keyboard, but can access both track
numbers and index points sequentially; this procedure is in fact
quicker than it might appear. The search and index keys have two
speeds according to the length of time they are depressed, and
sections of audio are provided to aid cueing.
One key to this player's moderate cost is its new optical system
and transport, which uses fewer parts than its predecessor and new
precision mouldings rather than machined components. We can
expect this evolution to continue, much as did the development of
the direct drive motor; this was initially acostly component using
extensive outboard electronics, but now offers amuch higher
standard of performance at amore modest cost with minimal
manufacturing content.

Sound quality
Cross-checking with the SL- P10 showed that this player did deliver a
superior sound, which should please Technics. When announced,
the performance versus price of this machine looked quite
competitive, but the subsequent price reduction policy of other
major manufacturers, as well as some ' down market' introduction,
has left the SL- P7 rather less strongly placed than it might have been.

Achieving basic CD standards, the sound was ' robust', 'clear' and
'open-sounding', creating good first impressions. Continued
listening exposed a ' busy' almost ' brash' effect in the treble, and
overall the sound was not as 'sweet' or as convincing in the long
term as the latest Sony 101 or the Philips/Marantz models. Such
differences were hard to pin down specifically, since the basic sound
was essentially neutral and accurate.

Lab tests

Sony's 1984 101 package includes aprice reduction to £450, remote
control, improved error correction, plus competitive sound quality.
The final choice against aEuropean model will depend on personal
decision concerning relative sound quality and evaluation of the

Good channel balance was shown, with avery uniform frequency
characteristic. Dual convertors or delay correction is probably used,
as there was no significant phase difference between the two
channels. ( Note that this did not appear to aid the subjective quality.)
At full modulation ahint of increasing nonlinearity was detected
from the slightly impaired distortion results, although these are
admittedly still very good at — 98dB, lkHz ref OdB. The down- band
products at 20kHz were also good at — 90dB. At lower signal levels,
the distortion results and the + 4.3dB translation error indicate
15 1/
2bit resolution.
High frequency intermodulation results were fine, while the
signal/noise ratios were to the required standard. Error correction

Impulse response

Impulse reponse

Conclusion

SONY CDP101

100Hz squarewave

various facilities.

Technics SL-P7
Priced at just under £400, the new SL- P7 is acompact, no-frills
drawer- loading player with some second generation technology,
which is just as well considering the rather basic performance
56

TECHNICS SL- P7

100Hz squarewave

was also fine, passing all the tracks on the Philips test disc, which is a
marked improvement over the SLPl O. Spurious outputs were well
suppressed.

Conclusion
In many ways this is an equivalent of the CD100/CD63 Philips
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models. The compact SL- P7 provides afast transport, with digital
data readout and drawer- loading. It delivers aperformance which is
generally good, but in our view the sound quality is not particularly
competitive. Perhaps the reader should make his/her own mind up
after agood demonstration?

Technics SL- P8
Big brother to the SL- P7, the SL- P8 uses higher specification parts to
give amarginally improved performance, and has ahost of
additional facilities. These include infra- red remote control as
standard, anumeric keypad for track information entry and a
headphone socket. Selected tracks are displayed, together with track
number, indexing and timing. Index and time points may be directly
accessed, and the usual repeat, music- scan and timer- play facilities
are included.
An interesting addition, not yet seen on other players, is avariable
pitch control. This may at first seem improbable, as the digital
circuits are designed for aprecise quartz referenced timing.
However, precisely because the signals are digitised, they may be
digitally manipulated to give ± 6% pitch variability. If you like to play
along with recordings, this could be avaluable enough feature to
outweigh all other considerations. Like the SL- P7, the ' 8is fitted with

a5- pole socket at the rear for the connection of future accessory
equipment, yet to be announced.

Sound quality
Compared with the SL- P7, the SL- P8 offers amarginal improvement
in sound quality, but this is still insufficient to match the present
Sony 101 standard. The ' 7and ' 8were broadly similar, but the latter
was atrifle ' sweeter' in the tonal quality. A shortfall of stereo depth
'air' and general precision was also noticeable when compared with
the Marantz player. Technics have certainly improved their machines
since the SL- P10, but their sound quality is not yet in the front rank.

Lab results
Showing excellent channel balance, the frequency response was
very similar to the SL- P7, if very fractionally ' duller' over the final
octave. Channel separation was very good, though, if marginally
poorer than the ' 7, while interchannel phase shift was even smaller,
being held to less than 0.2 . It is feasible to use asmall all- pass delay
network to correct for interchannel phase shift, and it is likely that
Technics employ this technique.
High level linearity was very good, with peak level 1kHz harmonic
distortion measuring — 105dB. A good 20kHz result was also
obtained, this essentially comprising intermodulation only. Low level

Impulse response
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linearity was pretty good with distortions at — 20dB for a — 80dB
modulation level signal; around 15 1/
2bit accuracy is denoted by the
—3.5dB translation error at — 90dB. High frequency intermodulation
was very good and signal/noise ratios were alittle better than
average. Error correction was fine, and spurious responses were well
suppressed.
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Conclusion
The Technics SL- P8 is extremely well equipped, offering versatile
performance. By critical standards the sound quality is good though
unexceptional. Price, facilities and sonic performance all need to be
taken into account in assessing value, so the decision for the
prospective customer may well depend on the value placed on
sound quality per se and the importance attached to the variable
pitch feature.

Toshiba XRZ70
Undoubtedly asecond generation model, the ' 70 offers better
performance and improved facilities over the earlier Z90. This
slimline drawer- loader sports asilver front and comes with infra- red
remote control plus awide range of features. The headphone socket
has alevel control which also adjusts the signal to one set of output
sockets; apair of fixed level outputs is also provided. Easy track
selection and programming may be made and track number and
indexing points may be accessed via akey pad; afluorescent display
indicates the various modes selected.
The machine has rapid access to chosen tracks, operates fairly
quietly, and no problems were encountered with the versatile remote
control.

Sound quality
Error correction was superior to the earlier model, but the sound
quality was considered to be rather similar. Somewhat above
average, it did not quite match the current Marantz or Sony 101
standards.
However, as CD goes, it was pretty good, with fine detail and
articulation combined with solid, well-focused stereo staging.
Compared with best models there was amild contraction of image
depth, the bass was slightly ' softer', the mid alittle ' harder' and more
'compressed', while the treble was slightly ' grainy'.

Lab tests
The Toshiba demonstrated aslightly rising trend with increasing
frequency, amounting to + 0.4dB by 6kHz when referenced to 20Hz.
Channel balance was good while the separation figures were more
than satisfactory. The usual interchannel phase shift was noted,
amounting to 77° by 20kHz. As the BBC discovered to its
embarrassment ( though not with this player), such ashift makes this
type of player somewhat incompatible with the mono mode still
used by some transmitters. When summed, the phase shift will
produce mild treble cut above 5kHz, and readers with amono button
on their amplifier may notice the same effect.
Some distortion was apparent at full level ( possibly the filters),

Impulse response

TOSHIBA XRZ70

100Hz squarevvave

with the lkHz total harmonic content at — 85dB. Conversely the result
at — 60dB was afine — 53dB, so the low level resolution of this player
was pretty good, at around 15 1/
2 bits. The translation error at — 90dB
was just + 1.3dB, which is agood result, but both harmonic ( noise)
and intermodulation results at high frequencies were poorer than
average. ( See Marantz text, p55, for 15- bit trace.)
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Conclusion
The variable output can go as high as 5V, and with the low output
impedance could be used to drive apower amp direct, offering
enhanced sound quality. Error correction was fine with all the test
bands successfully negotiated. Signal/noise ratios were alittle below
par, though still good.
Hitachi
DA800

Pl ayer

Channel Balance ( dB)
Channel Separation (dB)

20Hz

1kHz 20kHz 20Hz

0.13

0.14 0.73

L
R

Excellent

IkHz

20kHz 20Hz

Excelleiii

1kHz 20kHz 20Hz

Tec hni
cs

Tec hni
cs

Toshiba

SLP7

SLP8

XRZ70

1kHz 20kHz 20Hz

1kHz 20kHz 20Hz

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.15

0.2

0.15 Excellent

1kHz

20kHz

0.18

0.1

0.13

90

104

102

80

115

110

80

110

100

85

95

94

92

87

88

75

100

98

77

2

5

89

0.1

0

0

0.1

0.5

3.5

0

5

77

0.2

0.5

1.5

0.1

0.12

0.2

0.1

4

77

-

- 98
-88
-37
-20

-103 - 105 -78*
-92
-43
-24
s

-86
-96
-57
+0.1, - 0.2
+0.3, -0.1
2.4 (variable)

-98 - 100 - 102a -104 - 106 - es•
-89
-se
-36
-50
-15
-26 •
(-60dB at 24kHz)
-90
-85
-59
+0.15
-0.25

-90
-96
-60
+0.22
-0.15

2.06 (fixed)

-89 - 103 - 81*
-93
-42
-24
-90
-87
-59
+0.2
-0.45

1.99 ( fixed)

-90'

-88
<-96
-60
+0.2
-0.0

1.85 (fixed)

-102 - 105 - 85*
-96
-42
-20
-91
-97

-85 -80*
-92
-53
-23
-85

-85
-60

+0.05
-0.25

1.96 ( fixed)

-

-60
+0.2
-0.2

20 ( fixed)

2.02 (0-5V)

Output Impedance ( ohms)

100

40

350

440

320

200

100-200

De-emphasis

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

OK

4

19

- 4.5

4.8

2

2

Track Access Time (
secs)

3.5

Mechanical Noise

fairly low

slight whirr

low

slight clicking

slight whistle

low

fairly low

Error Correction ( um) to:

900 gap, 800 dot

900 gap, 800 dot

900 gap, 600 dot

800 gap, 800 dot

900 gap, 800 dot

900 gap, 800 dot

900 gap, 800 dot

Signal/Noise
Ratio ( No emphasis)
(a) 20Hz - 20kHz, unwtd 11:18)
(b) COB ARM ( 1kHz ref) (
dB)

(see text)
98
92

Spud» (to 100kHz) (dB)

58

1kHz 20kHz 20Hz

So ny
CDP101

96

Intermodulation Distortion (
dB)
L+R OdB; 19,201c.Hz
L+R - 10d8; 19,20kHz
L - R OdB; 15,16kHz
Frequency Response (dB)
20Hz - 20kHz
Output Level, OdB, IV)

Sony
CDP701es

96

Channel Phase Difference 1°)
Total Harmonic Distortion
('inc noise)
OdB
(20kHz bandwidth) - 10c113
-60dB
-80dB

Marantz
CD73

This is an attractive player with arespectable performance and a
particularly good package of facilities for the price. It is worth
auditioning and is possibly the best 'fully- loaded' machine currently
available at the moderate suggested retail price of £389 which was
given at the time of the review. ,,
IL

105
103

<-106

98
93

-86

97
92

<-109

98
93

<-109

99
93.5

<-110

95
88.5

<-106

<-100

Resolution (dB) at - 90dB

+4 error

+4 error

-1 error

+3.5 error

+4.3 error

-3.4 error

+1.3 error

Headphone Socket

yes

no
(remote option)

yes

yes

no

yes, and
variable pitch!

yes, (too high
output maximum)

Price typical selling, inc VAT
(Manufacturers suggested
price)

£400

£400 app (£429)

£890 inc remote

£450 inc remote

£399

£499 inc remote

£389 inc remote

(£499)

63 at £350 (£399)

(£899)

(£459)

(f444)

(£555)

(£399)
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of the sort that's kept
OMEWHERE, IN
editor Atkinson from
SOME valve
assembling the
manufacturer's
Marantz kit gathering
literature, it states
dust in his cupboard.
quite boldly that there
Ifigured that the
are now more
Croft crowd would
manufacturers of
charge rhino- bucks for
valve gear than there
the cost of admission,
were ten years ago.
and this wasn't the
My experience with
sort of thing Ineeded
'Classical Glass'
to hear, having just
confirms this, and
said goodbye to
hardly amonth goes
Croft's Originals. Ken Kessler takes alook
the Audio Research
by without my hearing
SP- 10, which costs as
about either abrand
at two new preamps from Croft Acoustics
new manufacturer
much
as
a
state-of-the-artkitchen including
their best to perfect output transformers,
appearing or an old one — thought defunct —
fitting. But, no, there were two preamps, and
there existed aschool that said ' Do away
reappearing. In the few months that this
the budget model bore aprice tag of only
with them', this faction being led by Julius
column has been running, I've learned
£380 including VAT— right in line with the
Futterman, an audio giant in the Villchur
that Beard is alive and well, NA
Beard and Concordant units. But temptation
league. Iheard my first Futterman about six
amps are still in production, and the classic
will out, and Isalivated over the dearer unit,
years ago — one of the units that predates the
Grant amplifiers are there for the buying.
which looks exactly like the affordable model
more refined units currently available from
EAR continues to manufacture its
except for its regulated outboard power
New York Audio Laboratories — and I've been
powerhouse units, Concordant has added
supply. The cost? £ 1250. Ichose to start with
spoiled ever since.
Radford to its modification program, and
the less expensive unit.
Unfortunately, OTL amplifiers cannot be
Radford itself still lives on ( in spirit) in the
Both models share construction, styling,
purchased on ahi-fi journalist's income.
Sondex valve units.
and finish far beyond anything one would
Nothing ventured, though, Ifigured I'd
Lately, though, there's been arumour
ever expect from abrand-new company. Had
give Croft acall, even though their amplifiers
going around in tube circles about an
Inot been told athing about the preamps, I
cost about £ 500 more than I'm likely to have
entirely new British valve amp manufacturer,
would have believed that they were valve
in the next decade. Recognising me for the
one that promises something quite different,
units from Meridian, widened suitably to
peasant Iam, Messrs Bruty and Croft chose
and hopes to pose athreat to the supremacy
take care of the tubes. Clean and simple,
to introduce me to their brand of tubed
of American valve equipment in this arena.
coloured anice, organic brown, the Crofts
equipment, not with their power amplifiers
(That's not to say that Beard, Grant, EAR, et
look just right, though they lack the feel of
(they'll come soon) but with their two preal don't already offer heavy competition to
Beard or Audio Research as far as
amps.
the Yanks; it's just that the loudest voices in
indestructibility goes.
Gawd, are these guys purists? Iknew they
esoteric hi-fi — the US ' underground'
Bruty and Croft are Decca appreciators,
had to have something unusual in their
magazines — have concentrated on American
like myself, so it was wonderful to learn that
preamps to keep up with the decidedly
products for whatever reasons, and this
they had the courage to fit amoving- magnet
iconoclastic nature of their power amps, and
tends to make non- US valve equipment
input, along with the tape and tuner inputs,
—sure enough — they provided me with two
appear uncompetitive.)
instead of apermanent m-cinput which
novel areas to consider. Their purism begins
Croft Acoustics is atwo- man operation,
would alienate 95%
and the two protagof the world's hi-fi
onists in this saga
users. Ifitted the
are disarmingly
preamp between
honest. Ifirst
my AR/Garrott
learned of Croft
Decca Micro
through aletter
Scanner and the
from Peter Bruty,
Audio Research
who — unashamedly
D-70 and LS3/5As,
—admitted that he
gave it acouple
and Glenn Croft
of hours to settle
were inspired by
down, and dug out
the Tube Bible, that
my Ella LPs. Within
marvellous booklet
seconds Ilearned
published by the
that Ihate separate
manufacturer of
left- right volume
Futterman OTL
controls, especially
amplifiers. Further
when they lack
reading of Bruty's
detents and are
11- page missive
sited at opposite
revealed that Croft
ends of the fascia.
amplifiers were also
Iquickly accepted
devoid of output
the fact that I
transformers, and
wouldn't be able to
this immediately
twiddle with the
made further
volume controls,
investigation
as is my wont, and
mandatory. Hell, a
chose instead to set
British amp without
them and forget it,
output transformers
using the ' mute' control when the time came
with afixation about crosstalk, so their
... too good to be true!
to change discs. That aside, Ifound myself
preamps are made up of two mono units
Let me back-track aminute. Ask atranny
enjoying apreamp that fitted nicely in
right down to separate left- and- right volume
lover why he hates valves and he'll start
between the lush 'tubiness' of the
controls and source selectors, like the
rabbiting on about the evils of output
Concordant and the more analytical sound of
mouth-watering Dynavectors and other
transformers' is but one of the truisms.
the Beard. Instant joy — this meant that there
hairshirt designs. And to carry it even
factor in valve amp design. 'You're not
are now three tube preamps for those
further, no doubt feeling my disappointment
listening to valves, you're listening to the
limited to budgets of under £400. It was
in not being able to discuss the lack of output
transformers' is but one of the truisms.
incredibly quiet for atube design, especially
transformers, they delicately informed me
I've never paid too much attention to that
at the price, with only its super- minimalist
that there are no circuit boards in Croft
argument, never having heard asolid-state
facilities being off-putting. Here was a
equipment, for printed circuits are another
amplifier which challenges even the
preamp for the impoverished purist if ever I
super-audio no- no.
humblest of valve units, but enough people
Off with the lid, and there it is: hard-wiring
heard one.
did. So, in tandem with companies doing
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WE CAN PUT YOUR FINGER ON IT.

r

Mail to () Mkt, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey.
Please send me your free 21) page price list.

Name

Address

At Unilet we stock equipment front all these companies. And were proud of it.
We reckon to know what's really good at aparticular price. Not by reading the
magazines but by travelling the world - visiting shows in USA, . 1apan. Kurea. Australia
and Europe.
Our sales staff know the equipment and will help you
decide.
lu fact we stock more hi-fi than most stores have heard
of, let alone listened to.

.

Major Credit Cards, I
ielp line: 04942 9567.

..

mal finance, installation, full after sales service.

:35 HIGH •11:1.1E1«. \ 1.1W \

If you appreciate good hi-fi when you hear it but can't
put your finger on it, call us or call in.
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H

I FI

SOUND ADVICE AT A BETTER PRICE.

iliREN: 111-942 9567. 1.1 BuTF: STREF:r. LONDON S1V7. 01-589 2586. 270 FilCI STREET. GI ' 11.1WORD.
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HITACHI TU
SECOND MIMING
An. us McKenzie rea ssraises the Hitachi FT5500,
now revised which he first reviewed in Ma 1982.

I

N THE MAY 1982 edition of HFN/RR Ireviewed three interesting
new FM tuners, of which the Hitachi FT5500 was aclear winner
as far as value for money was concerned. Both on-air and lab
tests, however, were done in February and March, by which

time radio data had not reared its head, and it was not until the
Summer of that year that my colleagues and Ifirst came across the
very serious radio data breakthrough problem, written up fully in the
October'82 issue in my ' Radio' column, and subsequently frequently
referred to. This caused me to withdraw my recommendation for the
tuner to those who could hear above 17kHz. Many young engineers
including Tonmeister students working with me, were intensely
irritated by the sharp, raucous hiss behind most BBC transmissions.
On arecent visit to aHitachi conference in Monte Carlo, the
company told me that they have now cured the problem, and that
they expect quite along lease of life for the FT5500. To be fair to them
Iasked for areview sample, which we have just finished checking.
The frequency response of the left channel on both old and new
samples has been plotted, and it will be seen that whereas the old
one was unnecessarily very flat, the new one unfortunately falls off
steeply from just below 15kHz, rather than just above. The loss at
15kHz — the highest frequency the BBC transmits before their brick
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wall filter takes effect in their transmitters — is 4dB, but note that there
is virtually no effect produced at 12kHz as they are using avery good
low pass filter. The two spectrum analysis photographs show the
astonishing improvement of pilot tone and radio data breakthrough,
and bear in mind that the analysis uses 100Hz bandwidth. The total
power, therefore, in the radio data sidebands is as high as around
—35dB reference full modulation, and you can well imagine how bad
this is for those with ' bat ears'! In the corrected recent sample the
approximate total energy getting through the filter is around 25dB
lower, and virtually inaudible, unless you are afreak listener!
Overall distortion was checked at 1kHz both for sum, left only and
difference channel modulation at maximum, and distortions were
around 0.07% maximum, some readings being as low as 0.04%,
including noise. This really is remarkable for amedium priced tuner,
unweighted signal/noise ratio in the band 400Hz to 15kHz being
—74dB, which again is very good.
Ican now confidently recommend this tuner again as excellent
value for money, and am delighted to see that Hitachi certainly care
about radio data rejection — something which cannot be said about
the manufacturers of some rack system tuners that Ihave recently
checked. +
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Old sample

4

But Icouldn't wait to hear the model with
the outboard power supply, the grapevine
having informed me that it could be just the
ticket for those of us having more money
than most but not quite the tariff of an SP- 10.
The grapevine was right, and Ifound myself
locked into the sound with that hunger that
makes you pull out all of your favourite LPs,
abandoning sleep, food and companionship.
It wasn't an SP- 10, but it was pretty good
for aunit costing athird of the price. In
essence ( since I'm limited to 1200 words this
month) the Croft offered clean, noise free
sound, with extended bass not found in
affordable valve preamps. Midrange is its
strongest point — clear and uncoloured in the
best tube fashion — losing out to the SP- 10
only in the areas of bass control, soundstage
width ( depth was just dandy), and pin- point
imaging. It drove the D-70 with ease, and
suited the Garrott Decca Micro Scanner
perfectly. In other words, Icould live with it if
it had afew more inputs and asingle volume
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New sample

Manufacturer's Specifications
(Separate Power Supply model specifications
in brackets, where different)
Phono:
sensitivity
1kHz
input resistance
input capacitance
overload @ 1kHz
RIAA accuracy

(
à

3mV rms
47k ohms
50pF
210mV rms
within 0.5dB

Line: .
sensitivity
overload @ 1kHz

(2mV rms)

(1.3V)
(0.25dB)

100mV rms
14V rms

(infinite)

Output:
for rated sensitivities
Max output @ 1kHz into
22k ohms/5000 pf

650mV rms

(2V)

46V rms

(50V)

Output impedance .
Tape for rated sensitivity
Max output @ IkHz/47k ohms
Output impedance

200 ohms
650mV rms
35V rms
470 ohms

(47 ohms)
1100mV)
165V)

Power consumption:

25 watts

175 watts)

,

control; at least the dearer model has
detents for setting the volume.

Not that Ithink that will discourage too
many of you, since it hasn't hurt DNM,
Levinson, or any of the other separate
control brigade. Ijust don't want to suffer for
my hobbies.
This all-too- brief examination is designed
mainly to introduce abrand new
manufacturer to you, one that shows an
impressive amount of promise. Time and
space preclude the in-depth analysis these
preamps deserve, but Iwill be returning to
them when Ireview the Croft power
amplifiers. Write to Croft if you're interested
in some tube equipment well out of the
mainstream, but beware: that separate
power supply model isn't their pièce de
resistance:
The devils have an all-out assault model
they'll sell you for £ 2650.
Croft Acoustics, 18 Coleridge Drive, Perton,
Nr Wolverhampton, Staffs. -0-
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Alvin Gold investi . ates
Ban. & Olufsen's new all sin . in.
all dancin . music s stem

B

ANG & OLUFSEN, Europe's only manufacturer of complete
high fidelity systems (all others buy bits in), are in the
business of designing and making life-style products.
These are built to accord with B&O's vision of what a
modern life-style means, and by implication the equipment imposes
this style on the user. By the eno of this review, you should have an
idea of whether you qualify as acustomer. Because of the kind of
beast it is, I've concentrated mainly on the way the equipment
functions — though I've not attempted acomplete button- by- button
description. You can get aprettily coloured brochure to elaborate on
this, and any B&O dealer is even better equipped for the task.
Further on you can read about how good the system is to listen to.
For now, I'll attempt to put it into ageneral context. The 5000 system
as reviewed comprises aturntable, acassette deck and atuneramplifier plus aremote control — the Master Control Panel — which
together bring new meaning to the term ' uniform styling'. Styled
immaculately in brushed aluminium and dark brown ( and Imean
immaculately!) B&O do not intend you to touch the equipment itself
unless it's to put on or remove arecord or cassette tape. You're
supposed to place the equipment somewhere out of the way, sit
down with the Master Control Panel by your side, and enjoy.
You're not meant to be confined to the same room as the
equipment, though. Using asingle w re link to the receiver, an extra
pair of speakers plus aremote two-way sensor/transmitter can be
placed in asecond room, and further pairs of loudspeakers ( up to 5
pairs in all) daisy-chained from there on. Using the remote control to
switch on, say, aradio preset, will get that station on the
loudspeakers in the room concerned, and in that room only. In all
respects, the system continues to behave in the second ( or
subsequent) room exactly as though you were using it in the room
the system proper is installed in. It's just that you'll have to get up
and go back to change records o- tapes.
There are other ways of getting sound into different rooms. One is
to use aslave amplifier based on the 5000 amplifier, which can be
operated from the main receiver's preamplifier output sockets. The
slave amp is ' invisible' as far as the user is concerned. The slave is
not available yet; but in the meantime B&O have come up with a
relay attachment for other makes of power amplifier to do the same
job. So if you want the advantages of the B&O approach but cannot
live without valve amplification, they still have you very much in
mind. On the other hand, if you cannot live without the Thorens
TD124 and an Ortofon SPU, you've got atougher job on your
hands . . .
As reviewed, the 5000 system includes the items already
mentioned, with the option of anumber of accessories — some of
which I've noted earlier. One item not so far available, although the
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operating controls are already fitted to the Master Control Panel, is a
Compact Disc player. The intention was to have had this item on sale
by now, but afew months back, whilst on the phone to their Danish
HQ, Iwaswarned that their plans had come unstuck. The position
was ( and remains) that 13&0 were unhappy with various aspects of
both CD hardware and software, and that their unhappiness related
directly to the sound quality obtainable from current discs and
players. There were further reservations brought about by certain
problems found on first and second generation equipment, and
because of the lack of afirm price structure to the market. The effect,
though, is that B&O will not release aCompact Disc player until
they're satisfied with the performance, and in any case not before
April 1985.
This puts BM) in the unusual position of being both involved in CD
hardware and publicly crtical of the performance of the medium.
Each item , nthe system is available separately, though the
specialised internal communication between components, which
uses aform of digital data links passed through extra pins on the
interconnecting DIN leads, limits their usefulness as stand-alone
items. In any case, if you try and use, say, the cassette deck on its
own, you'll soon come across problems like the lack of aheadphone
socket ( which is on the receiver only) or even amonitoring signal
from the record amps. As reviewed, the system costs £ 1150
complete with everything bar loudspeakers. Individual prices run as
follows: record deck, £ 149; receiver, £425; cassette deck £325
Master Control Link ( the main remote control) £98. A simpler remote
control without adisplay of operating status, clock or timer costs
'£48-ish'. Link terminal and cable to wire up asecond pair of
loudspeakers costs £85, and special cable lengths are available at
about £ 1per meter. Other prices — for example for the slave power
amplifier and, of course, the CD player— are not yet available.
I've not yet covered properly one of the most unusual features of
the system. The receiver contains quite alot of computer- like
processing power and memory ( more than many home computers,
according to B&O), part of which is devoted to aclock ( quartz driven,
of course). The display for this is on the master Control Panel only,
which also includes controls to start and stop up to 12 recordings or
play operations in a7- day period, much as on avideo recorder.
You can thus be sitting in your favourite armchair, sipping port in
the conservatory with the B&O system in adifferent room altogether.
You pick up the Master Panel, tell the system to make arecording
from the rad) while you're out, give it another instruction to switch
on for the news that evening, and then play arecord. You'll have a
silly grin on your face by then, of course!
In case Iforget to mention it later ( an occupational hazard when
reviewing B&O equipment!) the controls have all been made so
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simple and foolproof to operate that even Iwas beginning to
understand the rudiments by the time Ihad to write up this report.
My wife fell in love with it; mostly because it has the effective
portability and handiness of atransistor radio, with much better
sound. And everyone 'flipped' over the remote control. Isaw grown
men - reps/designers/directors from hi-fi companies - walk into a
room full of Linns, Krells, Koetsus and the like, and within minutes
become totally absorbed in the intricacies of the Master Control
Panel - even when the rest of the system was out of the room.

Description
Traditionally, remote controls have been designed to simulate or
duplicate the main functions found on the equipment itself. B&O
have adopted this approach in the past, but the 5000 system is
different in principle, not just avariation on atheme.
All the important controls are available on the Master Control
Panel, the main ones arranged in the middle section and minor ones
under afold-down flap at the bottom. The top section of the panel
gives operational status information. Entered commands are
displayed for about one second, the display then switching to show a
message flashed back from the equipment itself. In general, the
messages displayed are identical and you'd never know the two-way
communication has taken place. If there is something wrong, though
-for example if you've forgotten to put ablank tape in the recorder
and you've asked it to tape aradio programme - an appropriate error
message will be passed back as awarning that your instructions
cannot be obeyed.
A number of the controls fitted to the equipment do not appear on
the remote control and vice versa, but as ageneral rule everything
you could possibly need is available on the remote panel. Such
functions as balance and tone controls are only adjustable remotely
(logically enough if you think about it) and this applies to the
programme timer and clock too.
A feature of the Control Panel is the twin transmitter/receiver units
built in, one at each end of the unit. This makes it unnecessary to
orient the Panel towards the equipment, and it should work properly
regardless of its position in the room. The display itself is of the LED
type, which may be why B&O allow the display to stay on for only a
few seconds at atime, though pressing the ' status' button will
always retrieve the display for another look. A liquid crystal display
would presumably have made it possible to keep the readout going
continuously, shutting down perhaps only when the system is
switched to ' stand-by'.
The system operates an automatic source selection system.
Pressing aradio preset button switches the amplifier to its tuner
input, and corresponding selections apply with the turntable and
cassette deck. Most operations, therefore, require just one button
push, and even complex operations like setting the timer have been
drastically simplified, following alogical 'flow chart' principle. The
standards of construction are extremely high; everything works
smoothly, quickly and with decorum, and the controls themselves
are adelight.
Beogram 5000 turntable
Pressing the front panel on its left-hand side opens the lid ( the catch
broke on the review sample) to reveal the innards. The deck is built to
established B&O principles, with alight platter resting on afully
floating subchassis which in turn supports avery thin pivoted arm,
the latter having astainless steel armtube and being fitted with a
B&O MMC4 cartridge.The latter is interchangeable within the B&O
cartridge family only. The deck is fully automatic, of course,
incorporating record speed/size sensing, auto repeat if required, and
has an automatic arm control system that is faster on the draw than
the legendary flying bullet ... but gentle with it.
Although you normally operate the deck from aremote position,
simply pushing the fascia on its right-hand side initiates ' play' - a
trick that works with the cassette deck too. On the receiver, asimilar
action switches between ' mute' and ' play'.

Beocord 5000 cassette deck
Visually identical to the other components when not under power, a
push on the left-hand side of the fascia causes afull-width drawer to
pop out, this carrying all the controls and the cassette loading tray.
The deck has few of the sophistications of the well known 9000, for
example - it is a2- head deck, with auto tape type selection and
Dolby- Band -C noise reduction systems. An electronic counter is
supplemented by acounter zero memory, and atrack location device
which looks for gaps between recorded items. The recording meters
are neat and easy to read, but are only calibrated at OVU. A socket is
fitted to accept asignal from asecond tape deck or from
microphones.
Predictably, the deck is fitted with B&O's pièce de résistance:
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Dolby HX Pro. HX Pro is asimple system for manipulating record
bias so that the effective bias reaching the tape ( including the
contribution of the high frequency content of the signal being
recorded itself) is constant. The result is amore linear recording
system that removes, at astroke, one of the main causes ( if not the
main cause) of compression at HF, with lower bias tapes especially.
HX Pro works only during recording, of course, and the deck is fully
compatible with any other, whether equipped with HX Pro or not.
Beomaster 5000 receiver
A synthesizer tuner using exclusive B&O microprocessor devices,
the tuner has nine presets, each of which carries frequency plus
stereo/mono information for one station on any one band. FM, MW
and LW are all provided, and the presets can be allocated at random
to whichever selection of wavebands is required. Tuning takes place
in 12.5kHz steps ( instead of the usual 50kHz ones) on FM, but fine
tuning on all bands works uniquely. The tuner unlatches from its
synthesizer controlled steps and tunes exactly to the centre of the
received transmission. The process is analogous to AFC, but it isn't
the same. There is zero nominal tuning error for one thing, and no
favouring of nearby stronger transmissions - an AFC shortcoming.
To use aword used earlier in another connection, the amplifier
section is effectively ' invisible' to the user. Source switching is
usually accomplished from the source being used, and what's left is
an essentially simple set of controls- volume, balance, bass, treble,
etc. The amplifier is rated at 50 watts per channel into 8ohms with
both channels working together, and anovel form of output
protection circuit brings in aform of automatic compression at high
levels, or when overdriven into too low aload impedance, etc. This
appeared to work rather too enthusiastically, as is shown in the
measurements section. The unit is cooled by athermostatically
controlled fan which was hardly switched on during the entire test
period. Inever once heard it running anyway.

The system
The units are interconnected using captive DIN terminated leads, the
choice of DIN being because such plugs are available with the two
extra ( removable) data- link pins for control
purposes. Unfortunately, the loudspeakers are also equipped
with DIN socketry,

the same benefits
which offers
of ease of installation
but
has severe drawbacks compared with
the normal, more current-capable loudspeaker
connectors. Signal level socketry is duplicated in phono sockets, and
an extra tape deck plus an auxiliary item ( CD player perhaps) can also
be connected. Connecting- up requires nimble fingers!
\•••••00101eleee

On audition
Ichose to assess this system using criteria normally reserved for
equivalently priced rack systems: up-market rack systems in general,
that is, since there aren't many at this price level. Clearly it was only
appropriate to compare like with like, and whilst there an, nose who
say that an audio system can only be judged by what it sounds like,
that argument holds little water when the buying decision includes
convenience, styling, availability of remote control, and so on. These
things do cost money, especially in the context of afairly specialist
brand like B&O. The company may be big enough to swallow all of
the British hi-fi industry several times over, but it is small beer by
Matsushita standards and cannot operate on the mass production
type costings commonly employed by Japan Inc.
In any case, the B&O 5000 isa rack in everything but the provision
of ahousing unit itself. It can be stacked vertically ( though for best
results the turntable should be used on its own) and offers the same
kind of packaging, aesthetic matching - call it what you will- of the
archetypal rack or integrated system, even though its looks are
plainly quite different. For the record, then, the system performed
extremely well by those standards - indeed it has no obvious peer in
63
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Ste
behind',
our.
door
to hear
the greatest ever
step forward
in sound
25 years ago, Harold MacMillan was enjoying his second year as Prime
Minister, theatre goers queued to see ' West Side Story'. and Doctor
Vivian Fuchs expedition battled its way across Antartica. In record
shops, the first stereo discs were on sale; and in the music press, a
unique new service was announced — The Wilson Stereo Library.
Now the Wilson Stereo Library has amembership which stretches from
John ' oGroats to Lands End, but its aim remains the same, to provide
the latest recordings through an exclusive, highly efficient service.
THE LIBRARY WAS UNIQUE IN 1958. IT REMAINS UNIQUE TODAY.
AND WITH COMPACT DISC,IT WILL REMAIN UNIQUE TOMORROW.
There is an alternative to spending more and more on L.P.'s and
tapes. By hiring your recordings from WSL, you can save yourself a
lot of money. Borrow from our vast collection of classical, opera,
jazz, rock and pop recordings for as little as 15p aday for stereo
discs, and cassettes. Keep them for as long as you like.C'iange them
as often as you like. And then, if you want to buy a particular disc,
on hire, you can— and at avery advantageous price!
A FULL LIBRARY CATALOGUE is sent to you the day you join.
From this, you make your choice and your first selection of records
or cassettes will be dispatched by return of post. You only pay the
hire charge on returning the recordings.
FOR NEW RECORDS AND CASSETTES AT CUT PRICE, join the
WSL " Records at Cost Service". Annual subscription is £ 8.50
enabling you to buy any brand new record or tape at cost price, plus
anominal handling charge of 25p.
TO BUY USED RECORDS OR SPECIAL OFFERS OF BRAND NEW
RECORDS AT BARGAIN PRICES, you pay an annual subscription
of £ 5.70. For this, you get amonthly list of slightly used records,
tapes and special brand new records offered at enormous savings.
The Wilson Stereo Library Iended 54 Sea Road ReyehIll East SIISSeX
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Please send me
]Free booklet The Wilson Stereo Library which gives lull details
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.1 all W S L services ecluding our new Compact Disc Service
:1A/ S L Catalogue of steren records and cassettes including compact (,
octal° far 3yea' Ienc lose £ 3 50 10 cover catalogue upcate and postac.
Wilson Video Library Brochure

Out of this world!
If you thought that
stereo was the greatest advance
in audio reproduction since

CHO

COMPACT

....,
Edison invented the phonograph, DIGITAL AUDIO
you've yet to hear compact disc
digital audio. The tiny digitally recorded discs, just
43/
4"across, give you up to an hours playing time while laser beam decoding means no hum, wow or
flutter - the result is pure perfection in sound.

CHO

Call in for ademonstration of such great names
as Bang & Olufsen, Denon, Dual, Hitachi, JVC,
Marantz, Pioneer, Sony and Technics - as well as a
selection from our really big range of compact audio
discs.
And down to earth! Naturally, for the
conventional hi fi connoisseur, we stock
everything you could possibly need - from pick up
cartridges to highly sophisticated sound systems - as
well as all your favourites on tape or record.

CD

The right sounds at the right price! Whatever
you need in the confusing world of hi fi, we're
sure we can help. And to make certain your equipment
always stays in peak condition you can rely totally on
our own after-sales service.

Iunderstand that this will be credited to me in lull. should Idecide 7o
hecome a member of the Cassette. Record or Video Library. or all three

C40

Name
Address

Total Sum Enc:osed
lam

1,4

Chew &Osborne
EPPING, ESSEX. 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX. 26 King Street (0799) 23728
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sound quality grounds in this field. By the standards of the best
equivalently priced ' hairshirt' high fidelity, though, the B&O will be
found wanting.
But not in the cassette or tuner departments. The cassette deck
measures slightly bright, it is true ( though an on-the- ball dealer will
be able to realign the deck for your choice of tape quite readily), but a
combination of an extremely fine transport, good tape/head contact
and Dolby HX Pro gave cassette sound quality more than adegree or
two above many of its rivals. Sound quality here was remarkably
firm and stable; and stereo imagery was unusually incisive. Cassette
decks generally sound rather vague at frequency extremes and

AMPLIFIER

RAM SYSTEM

Power output lkHz
for 0.5% THD

20Hz
1.2
0.042

THD I% I
80W. 8ohms
40W, 8ohms

8+8 ohms
8ohms
4ohms

83.6W
97.3W
trips at
about
35W

1kHz
0.026
0.015

20kHz
0.036
0.029

Frequency response Aux input - ldB at 11.5Hz & 48.8kHz
20mV for 1W output
80dB CCIR/ARM ref 1W
- 84dB unweighted
- 90dB CCIR/ARM

Aux sensitivity
Aux noise ( S/NI
Noise ref 1W with vol at min

1kHz
67
63

Crosstalk IdB)
Aux
Disc

20Hz
72
66

Disc overload ( mV)
Disc sensitivity
Disc S/N ratio

12
75
1.13mV for 1W
77dB CCIR/ARM

20kHz
43
41
600

TUNER
Mono S/N ratio
Stereo S/N ratio
Stereo threshold
THD full deviation 1kHz
Pilot rejection
Capture ratio
AM rejection
Stereo crosstalk

1kHz
5kHz
10kHz
Spurious rejection

71dB
68dB
14V
0.09% mono
0.1% stereo
72dB
1.1dB
77dB
43dB
39dB
31dB
83dB

provide rather ill-defined stereo, but the usual shabbiness of the
medium was vastly improved with the B&O, which worked in a
surprisingly lucid and explicit way. Within their inherent limitations,
prerecorded cassettes worked very well too; again with that very
solid, firm stereo soundstage and the good musical resolution heard
on home-made recordings.
The tuner was even better. Again, the sound was extremely firm
and solid, if atouch warm in balance, with avery natural overall
character and abelievable, explicit sense of stereo. Radio reception
quality was extremely good and more importantly still, it was
predictable in the sense that the sound didn't change between loud
and soft passages, or according to the strength of the incoming
signal. AM sound quality was less good — interference levels were
moderate— but the frequency response was rather limited by the
best AM standards, and the sound was alittle dull and unvarying as a
result.
The turntable and the amplifier can be similarly lumped together,
despite their totally different roles. Both suffered from atouch of
vagueness at low frequencies, afinding implied too in some of the
measurements. The amplifier shows this effect mainly via its phono
input— afinding arrived at by separating all the components of the
system and using them individually with good quality, known
components from other manufacturers. Used with easy-to-drive
loudspeakers like KEF Coda Ills ( asuitable match) the amplifier held
together well, and gave astrongly characterised and dynamic
performance. There was aseamlessness about the reproduced
sound which came from good control and an essential degree of
resolution: tonal colours were explicit and easily identifiable, whilst
individual instruments remained well separated even during
complex passages. The amplifier also sounded very smooth and
sweet and did not change in sound quality with level. But the bass
was always alittle soft and bloated, lacking definition and control.
Known awkward loads led to arather uncomfortable sound, with the
solidity of stereo imagery suffering and the sound losing much of
that seamlessness and integrity. Medium-to- high efficiency
loudspeakers with aneutral or slightly dry overall balance will suit

TURNTABLE
Rumble DIN Bweighted
Wow & flutter DIN peak wtd
Absolute speed accuracy

- 76dB
0.05%
- 0.07%

CASSETTE DECK
Wow & flutter DIN peak
0.04%
Speed error
•- 0.1%
Signal/noise • Type I ( BASF LH Super I)
48.5dB
II ( TDK SA)
52dB
IV ( TDK Metal)
50.5d8
ALL C9Os N/R out
Ref OVU on meters

CCIR/ARM
CCIR/ARM
CCIR/ARM

0.8% THD
1.8%
1.7%

Measurements by Jelgate Ltd (except')
Fig.5
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best; the only B&O speaker I
tried ( the
current version of the 580) is not good
enough in my opinion.
Records suffered from this low frequency
loss of control via the Beogram 5000 — there
was little sense of power or weight despite
the obvious presence of bass, even when
used with non-B&O amplification. But the
effects were not strong, and the turntable
had plenty going in its favour. The cartridge
was smooth and undoubtedly easy on the
ear, resolving the midrange and treble well
without exaggerating record suface noise.
The sound was very cultured and smooth in
fact, but was again let down by aloss of
focus of the stereo soundstage and arather
rich and slow bass/upper bass region. The
suspension fitted by B&O appears extremely
well designed. The deck is almost
impervious to shocks and — as far as Icould
tell — feedback. There were obvious
improvements to be had from placing the
deck on asolid surface well away from the
other electronics.
Other equipment used during the listening
tests included an AR turntable with Rega
RB300 arm and Ortofon 0M20 cartridge;
NAD and Rotel amplification ( including the
Rotel RA-820B) and avariety of loudspeakers
including models from KEF ( the Coda Ill) and
SD Acoustics.

The Measurements
(The majority of these measurements were
conducted by Jelgate Ltd, the exceptions
being the cassette deck frequency
responses, signal/noise and distortion
measurements which were done by the
author.)

Turntable
The measurements tell the story of a
thoroughly modern, well designed and
engineered turntable. Thus the rumble
figures are extremely low whilst both speed
stability and wow & flutter are of ahigh
standard. Having said this, the review
sample turntable proved to be rather erratic
in anumber of respects, giving different
wow & flutter measurements on different
occasions and displaying anumber of
intermittent logic faults. However, these
problems can be assumed not to be of a
general nature. The main bearing quality
was partly revealed by awow & flutter
spectrogram. This indicated avery 'tight'
bearing that works as it should.
The cartridge frequency response too
suggests avery clean design ( fig.1). The
response itself is even through the midband,
the notches at 280Hz and 580Hz probably
being attributable to arm resonances whilst
the treble output exhibits agentle declining
curve. Channel separation is asatisfactory
28dB at 1kHz, but more important is the way
it is maintained to the frequency extremes—
especially in the treble. Clearly the tip mass/
vinyl resonance has been very effectively
tamed. LF arm/cartridge resonant behaviour
is plotted on alinear frequency scale ( fig.2).
The amplitude peak is near 16Hz and
measures around 10dB high — agood result
—which keeps it well away from the
subchassis resonance.

Cassette Deck
The recommended ferric tape type is BASF
LH1. None was available at the time of the
test so the newer LH Super 1was
substituted. The record/replay responses of
the three tape types ( note vertical scale) are
all slightly bright, an effect exaggerated a
little with Dolby in circuit ( fig.3). The effects
66

are not severe though. Signal/Noise levels
are satisfactory, but note the distortion levels
for Type II and IV tapes at OUV on the record
level meters ( table) — this level should not be
exceeded on these tapes, though an extra
ldB or so can be squeezed from ferric tapes.
Recent Japanese high coercivity ferric tapes
give aflatter response than BASF, and
replay-only responses from TEAC test tapes
(not charted) showed the Beocord to be very
well set up.
Other matters: Absolute speed accuracy is
almost exactly correct, and the excellence of
the transport can be seen from the superb
wow & flutter figure, which was backed up
by avery clean spectrogram. The lkHz
squarewave response was also unusually
fine by cassette standards. The lack of head
contour effects at LF ( see frequency
response curves) rounds off aset of
measurements that are indicative of an
extremely well engineered deck.

Tuner
There were no problems here. Full limiting
takes place by 2mV and the quieting curve
(fig.4) suggests atuner of high sensitivity,
capable of working successfully with low
input voltages. Crosstalk and pilot tone
rejection met equally high standards, whilst
the frequency response is well tailored
(fig.5), being especially well extended at HF,
but showing aminor 1dB increase in output
between about 50 — 200Hz, which accounts
for the slight warmth noted on audition.
The measurements charting RF
performance are equally sound. Capture
ratio is an excellent 1.1dB, whilst both
spurious and AM rejection measure well.
Measurements don't tell everything, of
course— the background noise character is
basically clean but there are occasional
traces of ( presumably) synthesizer induced
'hash', but it was only shown up via a
generator and was never obvious when
listening off-air.

Amplifier
Power output is high when driven into an 8
ohm resistor, but considerably less
impressive into 4ohms. This effect has been
charted in two ways: apower output
measurement into 4ohms, and the plot
(fig.6) which shows the power output
(vertical scale) collapsing somewhat
raggedly when a4ohm load is applied. This
may be of minor significance when used
with asingle pair of well behaved 8ohm
loudspeakers, but has obvious penalties for
both maximum output levels and sound
quality when two pairs of such speakers are
driven in parallel, or where asingle pair with
an awkward load characteristic is used.
Given that the manufacturer makes such a
strong feature of the multiple loudspeaker
capability of the system, the protection
circuit should be relaxed accordingly if — as I
suspect — this is the item most culpable.
The RIAA response (fig.7) is extremely
accurate above 1kHz, but below this applies
up to 1.5dB boost, centered on 100Hz, rolling
the cartridge off sharply below 30Hz,
presumably so that the limited LF power
bandwidth is not stretched too far in
practice. Note the high distortion level
measured from a20Hz signal at 80 watts
output, afurther sign that the amplifier
dislikes delivering alot of current.
There were no other shortcomings. The
other distortion figures are fine, all
sensitivities and noise levels more than
acceptable and crosstalk good.
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Dedicated
to excellence.
Errick's of Bradford, Fotosonic House,
Rawson Square, BRADFORD.0274 309266
The Hi-fi Centre, Green Lane,
WILMSLOW 0625 522112
W. A. Brady & Son, 401 Smithdown Road,
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Why does Revox refuse
to compromise?
13 251 • INTEGRATED
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13 251 • INTEGRATED
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Because perfection is a way of life at
Revox. An all-pervading philosophy
based on adistinguished pedigree of
Swiss high precision, superior design
expertise, innovative thinking, and the
finest electronic engineering in the
world. Assured quality, in fact. Quality
that will endure. An inherent quality
which has created audio equipment of
outstanding performance, functional
eye-appeal and exclusivity.
Revox units are manufactured
alongside one of the most tried, tested
and trusted ranges of professional audio
equipment available anywhere - Studer.
The two ranges are virtually
synonymous in terms of innovation,
manufacturing expertise and reliability
All Revox components and assemblies
undergo the most stringent professional
test procedures, and new features are
only adopted after their practical
effectiveness has been thoroughly
proven.
Take the microprocessor-controlled
B261 Frequency Synthesizer FM Tuner
and its matched companion, the B251
Digitally-Controlled Integrated
Amplifier. They are perfect examples of
the Revox philosophy - successfully

combining outstanding technical
performance with maximum operational
convenience. Both totally new
developments, they feature full infra-red
remote control, and embody the very
latest practical Revox technology.
The B251 amplifier was designed
with the performance capability of the
compact disc in mind and provides
programmable sensitivity, 7inputs with
2x 150 watts; and aS/N ratio of 96 dB at
levels of less than 3watts output. The
B261 tuner continues the Revox tradition
of incomparable FM tuner design and
features 20 programmable station
presets, several tuning modes and LCD
station display.
For further details about these two
advanced units, as well as more
information about the Revox range and
philosophy, just send in the coupon.

Dedicated to excellence.

FWO Bauch Limited, 49 Theobald Street, Borehcunwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ
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Post Code
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READERSHIP SURVEY

T

HIS MONTH WE are running a short
survey to find out what our readers
think about the balance of editorial
coverage in HFN/RR. As you will have
noticed, the magazine has undergone something of a facelift over the past year, but
times change and so do our readers, so to
ensure that we are catering to your tastes
and interests we need feedback from you.
Some readers may feel that the range of
musical coverage and the balance between
music and hi-fi features in HFN/RR is just
right, but others may find that certain areas
are neglected and would prefer to see ashift
in emphasis. In order to help us to help you,
please ring the number which corresponds
with your answer to each question, and add
any comments in the box provided. Then cut
out this page, fold as indicated, and post it
off to Croydon — no stamp is needed. Thank
you very much.
What is your musical taste? (
Answer
more than one if appropriate)
Classical ( orchestral/instrumental)
01
Classical ( operatic/vocal)
02
Classical ( early music)
03
Classical ( contemporary/avant garde)
04
Rock
05
Jazz
06
Popular leg film, folk, big band, C&W, light,
dance, etc)
07

08

How often do you read the following
items in KFAVEIR?
Every
Month Occasionally Never
Music Interviews
01
02
03
Music on Record
04
05
06
Music Features
Notes
Quality Monitor
CD Monitor
Back Door
Classical Reviews
Rock Reviews
Jazz Reviews
Popular Reviews

07
10
13
16
19
22
25
28
31

08
11
14
17
20
23
26
29
32

09
12
15
18
21
24
27
30
33

Record Reviews: would you
like to see
More
Same
Classical
01
02
Rock
04
05
Jazz
07
08
Popular
10
11
Other ( specify)
13
14

Less
03
06
09
12
15

Rock
Jazz
Popular
Other ( specify)

04
07
10
13

Any other comments

Overall balance of musical coverage:
would you like to see
More
Same
Less
Classical
01
02
03

-r

C.)
Q.

o
>
0
C.)

r7J
_—jcj

05
08
11
14

Of the following items would
you like to see
More
Same
Music Interviews
01
02
Music on Record
04
05
Music Features
07
08
Notes — musical/
record news
10
11
In depth rock
reviews
13
14
Equipment
Reviews
16
17
Technical
Features
19
20
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TWENTIETH CENTURY
PIANO CONCERTOS
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Robert Matthew- Walker discusses as.ecialised 8enre. Part two,
next month will look at works b British corn oosers

A

N HISTORICAL STUDY of the arts
teaches us that anything is possible
creatively given two criteria, technical
ability and imagination, which are not invariably found together. Man's creativity justifies his existence more than any other
aspect of his life, and such historical surveys
show that human activity takes very little
account of man-made rules. Studies of 'The
19th Century' do not end with December
31st, 1899: many historians would take the
outbreak of the Great War as a convenient
cutting off point, but the Russian historian
would doubtless take 1917 as his; the German 1919; the American 1912 or ' 20.
Although the arts show similar scant
regard for the calendar, the 20th Century
Piano Concerto begins, almost literally, with
the birth of the century, for there were no
piano concertos of great worth composed
during the previous 15 years, and 1901 saw
the premiere of one of the most popular and
enduring — Rachmaninov's Second, and
effectively, as far as we are concerned, his
first, for the version of the earlier work we
know today is that which was extensively
revised by the composer in 1917.
The piano concerto is essentially apopular
form, for it is — like opera — in many ways the
most dramatic of musical genres. The
spectacle of the most well-known of all
musical instruments — the piano — being set
in confrontation with the symphony orchestra is, by its very nature, inherently dramatic,
and although composers from Mozart
onwards have written concertos wherein the
solo part is fully integrated with the orchestra, and not set in opposition to it, the
composer cannot fail to make some part of
his concerto dramatic, the soloist taking the
lead. The greatest and most popular of all
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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piano concertos have recognised this fact,
and it is fascinating to see how various
composers in our present century have
solved the problem. Rachmaninov is a convenient starting- point for several reasons:
like most composers born in the late 19th
century he was a fine pianist himself,
although in his case he was one of the
greatest the world has ever seen. Allied to
this is his command of the orchestra ( think
particularly of the Second Symphony and
the Symphonic Dances), which was considerable, and his singular vein of melody,
one of the most individual in the history of
music. His Second Concerto, apart from its
dramatic and melodic qualities, is organically composed, but the Third of 1909 is a
finer work, the qualities of the Second here
developed on a higher level of achievement
and harmonic daring: the first entry of the
piano in the second movement could be by
Schoenberg. The Fourth Concerto ( originally
1926, finally 1941), has always been
overshadowed by the earlier works, but it is
a superb and individual piece in its own
right, and its finale looks forward to a later
Rachmaninov that was not as fulfilled as it
might have been. His final work for piano
and orchestra — the Paganini Rhapsody of
1934 — is utterly different in concept and
achievement from the four concertos: a set
of variations grouped to form athree- movement work.
Hardly any subsequent Russian composer
ignored the medium: Stravinsky, himself a
fine pianist, wrote three ' concertos': the
Concerto proper in 1924 ( with an orchestra
of wind instruments), the Capriccio (
1929,
with symphony orchestra) and the much
later ( 1959) Movements for piano and
orchestra, but none of these has taken much

of a place in the repertoire. This is a pity,
especially in view of Movements, but its
length ( 15 mii.utes) and uningratiating manner militate against frequent performance. In
Prokofiev's case, we encounter a prolific
composer, likewise a concert pianist, who
wrote five concertos for the instrument. The
first three are infinitely preferable to the last
two, being, in a word, more inspired,
although the Fifth ( the first work recorded by
Brendel) has its distinguished admirers. The
Fourth, for the left-hand, is one of anumber
of remarkable works composed for the onearmed pianist Paul Wittgenstein, but nearly
all of these left-hand works are overshadowed by Ravel's masterpiece. Prokofiev's
first three piano concertos are worth the
attention of all musiclovers: No. 1in D-flat
was written when he was 19 ( would that we
had such composers today!), and although
brief ( 15 minutes) it successfully encompasses a three- movement shape within the
single movement. Seventy or more years
after it was written, this piece still tingles
with life, being truly a 'young man's' work,
full of notes and teeming with energy. The
Second, amuch larger ( 35 minutes) piece is
somewhat underrated, but it is certainly a
masterpiece, a fourmovement work on a
large scale, and the opening has an immense
feeling of spacious calm ( especially in John
Browning's recording), which, once heard
properly performed, can never be forgotten.
The Third Concerto, in C, has — since Prokofiev recorded the work himself in 1932 —
rightly become his most famous. It is Prokofiev at his best: melodic and energetic by
turns, the Concerto encompasses a wide
emotional spectrum allied to adazzling solo
part. Newcomers to this composer could do
no better than to start with this piece — it
hardly ever gets a bad recording.
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To include Gershwin and Copland in the
'Russian' section might seem strange were it
not for the fact that the parents of both
composers were born in Russia, and what
we might regard as essentially ' American'
characteristics are, in reality, Russian ones. It
should not surprise us, therefore, to learn
that Rachmaninov ( among many distinguished Russian musicians) attended the premiere of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue in
1924, and thought highly of the work — as do
all musicians. Gershwin's lack of formal
training and his inexperience at the time this
work was written show in the rather uneven
construction, but his melodic genius carries
him through some rough patches. It does the
same, to a lesser degree, for it is not so
necessary, in the Concerto in F, amuch more
ambitious piece, perhaps less consistently
inspired than the Rhapsody but possibly the
finer work. Two other works by Gershwin —
the Second Rhapsody (
afascinating, rarelyheard piece, certainly due for reassessment)
and the '
IGot Rhythm' Variations for piano
and orchestra, are not so well-known, the
Variations being the weakest of the four.
Copland's Concerto ( 1926) is contemporary with Gershwin's, and might even have
been inspired by it, for they share the same
Russian-jazz flavour. Copland's is a fine
work, but is less individually consistent than
Gershwin's, for all the bravura and drama. It
is apity that Copland has not added amore
mature contribution to the repertory. Shostakovich's two Concertos ( of 1933 and 1957)
have always held their places in international
concerts, largely because of their individuality and sheer youthful exuberance and tunefulness. Indeed, the Second Concerto, Shostakovich's most consistently joyous piece
(the Ninth Symphony notwithstanding) is
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the last piano concerto to have entered the
repertoire — a serious criticism of our contemporary composers, for it means there has
not been one piano concerto in the last 26
years that has shown any sign of becoming a
'standard' work. Of the three piano concertos
by Kabalevsky only the last, Op.50 lone of a
group of three ' Youth' concertos, the others
being for violin Op.48 and cello Op.49), is at
all heard, although the Second Concerto,
which used to be heard reasonably frequently in the 1940s, is a much better work
and is no less brilliant than the tuneful Third.
Perhaps the most successful Soviet piano
concerto — apart from those by Shostakovich
— is Khachaturian's, in 0-flat, of 1936. This
has always come in for some harsh words
from critics, but audiences ( presumably for
whom the work was written) generally love
the piece. As such, one should remember
that Khachaturian was Armenian, not Russian — a language he did not speak until he
was in his twenties — and the colourful
natural folk idiom with which his music is
naturally shot through is more Oriental than
European in feeling. The work's structural
faults should be heard in context and
allowed for, and its positive qualities recognised for what they are. A later ConcertoRhapsody for piano and orchestra is not
nearly as good.
Of the more recent Soviet composers,
regrettably very little is heard in the West, a
deplorable state of affairs that surely cannot
continue, and although occasionally one
hears less than inspired works ( such as
Khrennikov's 1933 Piano Concerto) an
interesting piece such as Shchedrin's
Second Piano Concerto ( 1966) makes one
long for a greater interplay between Russia
and the West.
Mention of the ' Russian- American'
connection leads naturally to Leonard Bernstein, whose Second Symphony ( the ' Age of
Anxiety' for piano and orchestra) is possibly
the greatest work in this medium by an
American composer. It has been recorded
three times, each with the composer conducting, although Bernstein himself played
the solo part at the premiere in 1949 with the
Boston Symphony under Koussevitsky,
before its subsequent revision, wherein the
solo part was extensively changed towards
the end of the work. This is another piece
that deserves amuch better fate than seems
to have befallen it, as possibly also does
Barber's Concerto ( 1962). Once memorably
recorded by John Browning with SzeII and
the Cleveland Orchestra, Barber's traditional
qualities ensured a pasting from trendy
critics, but those who admire genuinely
inspired, well-written and distinctive modern
music will always respond to this splendid
work. An older composer, now very much in
fashion, is Elliott Carter, but his sole Piano
Concerto ( 1965 — written to honour Stravinsky's 85th birthday) makes considerable
demands on all those taking part — including
the audience — and regrettably, its incessant
earnestness invariably makes a glum
impression. Carter's more famous Double
Concerto (
for piano, harpsichord and two
chamber orchestras) is no less intricate but is
more rewarding in the long run — but it is a
long run. An older figure, Ernest Bloch, more
properly regarded as an American composer, is today very much neglected, but his
Concerto Symphonique for piano and
orchestra would be a smash at the Proms,
especially as it is right up Ashkenazy's and
Leinsdorf's street.
Like the younger Russians, little is heard
internationally of the younger Americans,
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ie, akind of
although in passing to the later generations I case, areturn to first principles (
late- Germanic acceptance of neo Classicism)
one should put in aplea for the works by Roy
has produced some healthy and attractive
Harris, particularly the Fantasy for Piano and
music, but his obsession with his ' variable
Orchestra (
1954) which, like all his music, is
metre' in his Concerto Op.42 tends to
strong on individuality ( a quality seemingly
remove some much- needed vertebrae from
at odds with our faceless art today) although
his music, which is best heard in his great
alittle dead- pan for popularity. The Concerto
Concertante Musik and Paganini Variations.
by the immensely gifted John Corigliano
A composer such as Kurt Leimer has been
ought to be heard more frequently in
unable to cast off late 19th century Romantic
Europe, as should two notable works by
tendencies as regards his technique but in
black Americans: Oily Woodrow Wilson's
his Concerto in C- minor and his Left- Hand
Akwam for piano ( and other keyboards) and
Concerto (
like Ravel's, in one movement) he
orchestra and George Walker's splendid
makes avaliant attempt, and occasionally an
Piano Concerto ( 1975), the last an important
individual voice is to be heard. Leimer is a
figure completely unknown in Europe, akind
fine pianist and his Beethoven and Chopin
of traditional black Bartok. These are
playing is of avery high standard. ( He has, in
genuine composers, not entirely self-confact, recorded two of his Concertos with
scious, which is a comment one cannot
Karajan and the Philharmonia — arecord that
apply to many American composers born
was never issued in the UK.)
since 1920.
Of the immediate post-War German genThis self-consciousness probably stems
eration, Hans Werner Henze is without doubt
from the influence of those European comthe most important figure, but his three
posers who fled Germany in the 1930s and
piano concertos could hardly be more
settled in the USA, and whose teachings
came as a profound culture-shock to a varied. The First ( 1950) is an early work,
neo-classical in expression and comparasociety which was in the process of finding
tively brief ( at alittle over 15 minutes), which
its artistic feet. The most important of these
would doubtless have stood a greater
emigré composers in that regard ( for Strachance had not its first performer ( and
vinsky and Bartok did not teach in America)
dedicatee), Noel Mewton-Wood, committed
were Schoenberg, Hindemith and Milhaud.
Schoenberg's Piano Concerto ( 1942) is a suicide within a year of the premiere. The
Second ( 1967) and Third ( 1973) 'Tristan' are
great piece of music, Germanic in its sense
both mammoth works of about 45 minutes
of greater integration of solo instrument with
each, the Second in particular being akind of
orchestra — akin to Brahms' 0- minor, or
neoRomantic splurge (for all its inspiration
Beethoven's G- major — and which, therefore,
by the Rolling Stones) which is almost
does not impress with elements of dazzling
undisciplined in its manic obsessiveness and
virtuoso display, for all the intendent techrhodomontade. 'Tristan' is more truly a
nical difficulties. Schoenberg's Concerto is
Concerto than the Second, in spite of its
also, in spite of its adherence to the 12-tone
fragmentary structure wherein colour holds
system, largely tonal, although it would
the formal threads together. Notwithstandstretch matters rather to describe it as being
ing the unresolved problems of Henze's
in C- major, in spite of whole stretches being
music from 1968-75, one looks forward to a
in that key. Hindemith, of course, was the
Fourth Concerto, for he is too good a comartistic opposite of Schoenberg in many
poser to be consistently unsatisfactory,
ways, although their approach to music, and
although often one wishes the element of
musical composition, was frequently very
cold calculation in his work would be
similar. Hindemith's splendid Piano Conmatched by a similar genuine depth.
certo ( 1945) is hardly ever done, which is a
The French contribution to the piano conpity, for many young musicians today would
certo this century has been much more
respond wholeheartedly to its power and
significant than the German — a reversal of
effectiveness. His variations for piano and
string orchestra The Four Temperaments is a the 19th century positions. Debussy's early
Fantasie for piano and orchestra is one of
fabulously inventive and attractive piece,
those comparatively feeble pieces that one
surely due for revival in these economically
would never hear today were it not for a
straightened times. An earlier chamber
famous composer's name on the title- page.
Piano Concerto is not nearly as good as
His less- influential contemporary Ravel
either of the later works. Hindemith's very
added two completely different yet consisearliest music perhaps shows the influence
tently fine concertos to the repertoire in
of the prolix Reger, one of the greatest
1931. The G- major Concerto and the ' Left
composers of chamber music, but whose
Hand' D- major Concerto have long been
Piano Concerto in F- minor, in spite of Rudolf
staples of the 20th century pianist's reperSerkin's admirable championship, is sometoire, the former being by far the lighter
what indigestible. Apart from Schoenberg's
piece, although its slow movement is a
Concerto, the genre was ignored by the
marvellously reflective study. The D major,
Second Viennese School ( although a
arguably Ravel's masterpiece and possibly
Webern Piano Concerto is fascinating to
the greatest French concerto of the century,
contemplate), and by those German comshould be in the collection of every musicposers of the previous generation, exclulover.
sively so by Mahler, and virtually so by
Roussel was overshadowed by both
Richard Strauss. Strauss's early Burleske for
Debussy and Ravel, yet his short Piano
piano and orchestra is in every sense a 19th
Concerto has rightly had its share of admircentury work, but he wrote two ' concertos'
ers, although again the work's qualities will
for piano left-hand and orchestra for Wittnever command alarge audience. Much the
genstein — completely neglected today,
same is true of Fauré's Fantasie of 1919
although the music is not at all bad. The
(although the two composers could hardly
Parergon (
the first of these works) is based
be more different), which gains more by
on themes from Strauss' Symphonia
understatement. Both were overshadowed
Domestica and suffers, therefore, from its
less than overwhelming material, but it is a in publicity by ' Les Six', an ad hoc and
variable group of whom Honegger, Milhaud
better work. By and large, recent German
and Poulenc were the most significant. Honcomposers have found it difficult to escape
egger's Concertino— like Francaix's of 1932 —
from that post- Nazi hysteria which infects so
is areally splendid piece whose very brevity
much German art of this period. In Blacher's
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unfortunately forbids it from consideration
by today's programme planners. Milhaud's
immensely prolific output — which reached
almost 450 works — meant variable quality
too ( a comment with which the composer
would have been the first to agree) but it
included five Piano Concertos and five other
works for piano and orchestra. Of these, the
dewy-eyed First Concerto ( 1934) is one of the
best, and the Fourth ( 1949) the grittiest. The
early Ballade (
1920) deserves revival, as
does the Poème (
1938), both for piano and
orchestra, but the Five Studies (
once memorably recorded by Badura-Skoda) is for specialists only, as are the Second and Third
Concertos. The delightful Le Carnaval d'Aix
is occasionally revived but it exhibits only
one part of this complex artist's make-up.
The later Suite Concertante and the Fifth
Concerto are less consistently inspired.
Poulenc's Piano Concerto is, as always with
this lovable composer, fastidiously and
beautifully written, qualities which make its
subsequent neglect all the more deplorable.
The same is true of two Russian- born composers who lived in France after the Revolution — Alexander Tcherepnin and Nikolai
Medtner. Tcherepnin's five piano concertos
are much more often heard on the Continent
than in the UK, but the splendid Second and
Fifth Concertos ( once marvellously recorded
for DG by the composer with Kubelik) are
well worth the attention of the inquisitive
music- lover. Medtner's three Concertos are
equally consistent, although not as cosmopolitan. This is because Medtner was from
the earlier, Imperial- educated Russian
school, though, like Tcherepnin, he was a
magnificent pianist. He was also overshadowed, of course, by Rachmaninov, but Medtner's Second and Third Concertos ( he

recorded all three for EMI, from whom a
Treasury box is long overdue) cry out for
revival, especially by our younger pianists.
Olivier Messiaen shares certain similarities
with Elliott Carter. Both were born in 1908,
both were late developers and both are
highly fashionable in academic circles. Their
ultimate standing is almost impossible to
predict beyond the careers of their distinguished contemporary interpreters. Messiaen
has the fortunate situation of being married
to afine pianist, Yvonne Loriod, who is also a
sympathetic interpreter of his work ( Roy
Harris and Alan Hovhannes were similarly
placed with their wives) — an important
ingredient in the gradual development of his
international reputation. His Oiseaux Exotiques (
1956) for piano and orchestra used to
be very often heard with his wife as the
soloist, but is a comparative rarity now.
With the massive historical figure of Liszt
behind them, it is not surprising that 20th
century Hungarian composers have made
significant contributions to the medium,
without doubt the most important being the
three concertos by Bartok. Indeed, it is
difficult to imagine the piano concerto in this
century without these works. Different as
they are, they are at all times mature and
consistently individual masterpieces. The
Second, the most adventurous in scope, is
possibly the best, but newcomers should
start with the Third, virtually his last completed composition, and work backwards,
via the Concerto for Orchestra and the Music
for Strings, Percussion and Celeste, until
reaching the steely power and incomparable
depths of the first two concertos. His older
compatriot Dohnanyi — like Bartok a magnificent pianist — added a once- popular work,
the Nursery Variations (
which the composer
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expect the best in sound reproduction.
Which is why more and more of
today's top recording artists have Sony
compact disc players in their homes.
But as well as giving them the
nearest technology can get to perfect
sound, these incredibly slim machines

also give them just about every function
known to man.
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From the CDP-101 with its sophisticated music search and random track
selection, to the state-of-the-art
CDP-701ES with features like separate
channel, digital/analogue converters.
All of course with infra- red remote
control.

And though it would be nice to be
as talented as the gentlemen pictured

here, fortunately you don't have
to be able to play anote to be able to
appreciate good music.
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Whatever will they think of next?

B

ACKSTAGE AT BARBICAN HALL,
Paul Crossley was riding high following his performance of Berg's Chamber Concerto under Bernard Haitink. While
members of the audience like myself still
reeled from the concentrated rigours of the
previous half-hour, Crossley was ready and
willing, indeed anxious, to discuss questions
of balance and the like, responding eagerly
to my suggestion, for instance, that few if
any 20th century masterpieces actually contain so much music. '
It is very hard work,
isn't it?' he remarked earnestly, promptly
astonishing acolleague and myself by joining us in the auditorium for the second half
of the programme — a performance of
Schubert's 9th symphony.
Irelate this brief encounter only because I
think it provides a revealing preface to our
interview proper of two days later when,
within minutes of my arriving, Paul had
brewed coffee, voiced a few personal
reservations arising from his re-acquaintance with Schubert's 9th symphony, and
entered into an impassioned diatribe on the
current state of the London music scene. The
fact that he had driven himself back from
Oxford the night before after an arduous
solo recital and still risen bright as a button
at his usual time of seven that morning will
give some idea of the Crossley energy level.
He clearly thrives in overdrive. A conversation with him is as stimulating as it is
exacting. Which is not to imply that it isn't
fun — far from it — simply that nothing one
says is likely to go unscrutinised, no idle
generalisations will ever remain unchallenged. Forget the niceties, therefore; Paul
Crossley is far too intelligent, frank, and
perceptive a subject to be thus underestimated. He also, of course, happens to be one
of the finest musicians of his generation,
with areputation in the contemporary music
field which is currently second-to- none.
How, then, did it all begin? ( the inevitable
first question). A musical family? No, not a
bit of it. His father played the piano a little
(but he died when Paul was only four). Then
there was his maternal grandfather who, at
the age of 84, could still be heard tinkling out
popular songs on an old upright in the attic.
'He'd never had a lesson in his life, of
course. Who could know in those days
whether someone was musical or not. They
were all just factory workers in Yorkshire. I
wonder how many actual musical geniuses
there are in the world at the moment who've
never had any lessons of any kind whatsoever. Imean, it's aperjorative term to say
that someone is illiterate, but we don't even
have aword for " immusical". That, to me, is
a terrible thing — a shameful waste'.
Paul was one of the lucky ones. His was,
though, clearly a natural talent from the
word go. He always wanted to play. Never
would his mother have to chain him to the
piano for practice. On the contrary, she was
forever removing him from it for meals and
sleep. His first real piano lessons came from
Fanny Waterman. Later, in 1967, he won
himself the chance to study in Paris with
Yvonne Loriod and Olivier Messiaen, an
experience that was to prove the making of
his professional career. ' It is interesting, you
know: the thing that both Fanny Waterman
and Yvonne Loriod had in common was an
incredible analytical approach. It's a very
20th century method in asense. Imean, they
will break things down, if you like, into the
vertical and the horizontal, so you will learn
at the piano — and this is basically from
Fanny Waterman — how to produce alegato
line, how the line is divided up, the sense of
76

CROSSLEY
talks to Edward Seckerson
phrasing and so on. Then she will deal with
the vertical thing. You have a chord of
however many notes. Alright, you must
learn enough independence in your fingers
so that whichever is the most singing note in
the chord you'll know how to bring it out. If
Fanny wanted more top on a chord she
would call it " tops" — Loriod, on the other
hand, would say " timbrés". But Istress the
analytical aspects of their teaching in order
to illustrate that neither of them tried to
impose musical ideas. They might suggest a
musical idea but neither of them was
interested in turning out a Waterman or a
Loriod " clone", which was marvellous — the
idea being, of course, that if you don't have
that particular aspect of making music within
yourself, then what's the point. Actually, by
the time Iwent to Loriod there was very little
of abasic technical nature to touch at all. She
concentrated almost exclusively on 20th
century music, including, of course, a great
deal of Messiaen and the new techniques
specifically designed for the performance of
it. New methods of producing attack, for
instance. In 20th century music the way you

attack a note is actually as important as the
note itself. In Varese, for example, the attack
is literally more important than the pitch.
Often the pitches are exactly the same for
long periods but the thing is attacked in
different ways. So, she would actually teach
me various tricks for doing this. For instance,
if you have adeep note in the bass, whereas
in 19th century music you would probably
reach out with afifth finger, in 20th century
music you can produce adifferent sound by
taking off the left hand and striking the note
with the side of the thumb. And so on. Some
of these " extra" techniques are actually very
complicated because with 20th century
music the fact that there are layers of activity
— at the top, the middle and the bottom —
going on simultaneously, each with its own
texture, each with its own form of attack,
means that you have to produce an extraordinary kind of juggling act with the fingers.
It's anew kind of virtuosity — and it's true of
all instruments. Of course, it then transfers
back to earlier music so that if you take some
of these new 20th century techniques and
re-apply them to 19th century music you will
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actually — simply by changing the sound —
alter the way one experiences the music.
This, Ithink, is important. You see, Icame to
the rest of music — pre 20th century that is —
very, very slowly. Until I started having
lessons with Fanny Waterman Ireally had no
interest in it at all.'
Crossley's honesty, his candidness, can
take one totally unawares on occasions. Did I
really hear him say that it would not bother
him if he was never to hear a Beethoven
symphony again?
'Now that makes no comment about me
and no comment about Beethoven symphonies, but only me in relation to Beethoven
symphonies, and Ido not find them central
to my musical existence at all.'
Mozart, it seems, is another matter, so
those whose hackles have already risen
should read on! ' You see, right now there is
a fight on for 20th century music. It's not so
much that it is ignored any more. No — but I
see the forces of reaction being massed
against it. Professionally Iwant to concentrate on it almost exclusively for that
reason!'
As a pianist, of course, the century in
which we live offers Paul a veritable treasure-trove of quality repertoire. Where else
in musical history can one encounter such
diversity? Is there any point, though, at
which he parts company with its more
radical practitioners? Prepared piano? Electronics?
'What is exciting or not exciting, worthwhile or not worthwhile, depends very much
upon how good it is. Like all periods of
music, the majority of music being written
today is absolute rubbish. It always was; it's
bound to be. Imean, we think of the 19th
century as being the musical century par
excellence, but how many of its composers
do we actually listen to? Think of acomposer
like Spohr, who at the end of the century was
right up there with Beethoven. Nowadays
only the most occasional work is trotted out.
Perhaps Spohr is an underrated composer — I
know hardly any — but Iwould think that he
has simply been eclipsed by the 20 or so
composers we hear all the time, because
they were the giants. In a way there was
probably even more rubbish written in those
days because thre were conventioes, there
were grids onto which you could fit your
notes. People could turn out so much more
music. Look at Telemann. And this is the
complaint now, you see. People moan and
groan if out of six pieces played at a modern
music concert, only one is good. I'm always
amazed if one is good. There won't be that
many masterpieces from the century, but
you've got to play the music otherwise you
can never know.
'So far Ithink Ican safely say that Ihave
not yet heard what Iconsider a great work
that uses aprepared piano. But that is not to
say that the prepared piano therefore has
nothing to offer. Nor have Iliked, so far,
much that has electronics attached to it.
When Iheard Boulez' Repons, for instance, I
was much more impressed by the actual
instrumental writing than by the electronic
processing. But, you know, music has
always been rejuvenated by new techniques
being added to it and I'm sure that these
things have much to offer. Ihave no idea
what the future holds but surely nothing
should ever be completely discarded when it
can be developed from and used to build
upon.'
Persuasive words, and evidence, Ithink,
that contemporary music can currently field
few more convincing spokesmen. Especially
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refreshing is Paul's ability to discuss works
of great complexity in alanguage that everyone — layman and specialist alike — can
understand. Small wonder his pre-concert
talks are always so well received. ' Well, as I
said earlier, Icome from a family which is
totally non-musical. Now if I'm going to
define my world to them in any sort of way
whatsoever it's got to be in a language that
they can grasp. Schoenberg once wrote that
he was absolutely sick of people who either
taught, talked or wrote about music in terms
of how it was made. Those were technical
things, primarily of interest only to practising
musicians. It was his belief that one should
tell people about a given piece of music in
terms of what it actually is. And that's what I
try to do when Italk and what Ihope to be
doing in a book that Iam currently planning.
'Basically, Ihave selected seven important
20th century works ( none of them for solo
piano!) which individually and collectively

will hopefully illuminate certain general
points that Iwant to make about the century's music as a whole. The book will
contain absolutely no technical or analytical
discourse at all. Ihave enough respect for
the public not to expect them to come along
and immediately pick up on what Iam doing
with my work, and Ifeel it helps if Ican
define my world in ways other than just
playing. You'd be amazed how much more
readily somebody will appreciate a work if
certain things are pointed out. Take the Berg
Chamber Concerto — one of my chosen
works. Someone might come along and say,
'You know, I can't get on with the last
movement of that piece. I simply cannot
follow everything that is going on'. Now, the
moment you say to them that they are not
supposed to be able to hear everything that
is going on — the moment people actually
know that this is the nature of the piece and
that somehow you are supposed to swim in
this thing and pick up as you go along — then
it ceases to have that difficulty for them. It's
no longer some kind of foreign language
where there is no point of entry at all. You
know, it's really no surprise that so much
actual writing about 20th century music
actually ends up in " Pseuds Corner".'
These remarks put me in mind of a once
infamous programme note for Webern's
Five Orchestral Pieces which actually took
longer to read than the pieces did to play!
That is another work Crossley plans to
include in his forthcoming book. Icouldn't
draw him on the rest, though Iwouldn't
mind wagering that Messiaen and Tippett —
two of his great specialities — will figure

somewhere. Just as many present-day commentators rate Crossley as a Messiaen pianist without equal, so Crossley fervently
believes that Messiaen could in time emerge
as perhaps the most significant influence on
the music of the ' 50s, ' 60s and ' 70s. Tippett,
of course, lies very deep in his affections,
and as Iwrite is well and truly embarked
upon abig 5- movement Piano Sonata ( No.4)
especially for Paul. Its first performance is
scheduled for 2nd January 1985, Tippett's
80th birthday, at a concert in Dallas, Texas.
Immediately following the première,
however, Philips will be releasing a special
double- album to feature not only the new
sonata but also Paul's second thoughts on
the other three.
'It was very much my decision to re-record
them. Believe it or not, 12 years have passed
since Imade that record. Iwas, and still am,
very proud of it — it was my very first — but I
have other things to say now and feel I
should seize this opportunity for doing so.'
He wholeheartedly approves, incidentally, of
the concept whereby a new work can be
circulated on disc almost simultaneously
with its first performance. 'That way, while
I'm giving the Sonata in Dallas people in
Sydney, Australia, or wherever, will also
have access to it. You know, one talks about
musicians having international careers:
actually gramophone records are our international careers. We can reach more people
via records than we can ever hope to achieve
in public.'
Just lately Paul has been extremely busy
in the recording studio ( or rather the churches in which he chooses to record). For CRD
he has put down the complete piano works
of Fauré ( a five- disc project) and Ravel, the
latter tieing in nicely with his marathon solo
recital in London's recent RavelNarese Festival. Iwondered if he really enjoys recording, if he finds it satisfying? ' Very much so.
For one thing it's the only way in which one
can make the conditions right for oneself; I
can actually choose a piano that Ilike, for
instance. Let's face it, 90- odd percent of the
time, pianists are presented with instruments they don't like — and worse. Ireckon
these days that my concerts are good or bad
according to how Iget on with the piano. I
mean it. It irritates me more and more that
some local authorities will spend more on
the flowers outside the hall than they would
contemplate to acquire a decent piano.
'Then there are the questions of acoustic
and balance. The engineer and Ican arrive at
the best possible solution between us. In
short, Ihave control — which Idon't have in
the concert hall, where two reviewers sitting
in different parts of the same hall can get a
totally different perspective.. Mind you, I
don't know that Iwould ever go to the extent
of having a whole series of mics in use, as
Glenn Gould did because he imagined that a
certain texture of music ought to be caught
on a nearer mic, another on a more distant
mic, etc. That seems to me to be tampering
to the point of dottiness. Having said that,
though, it does seem to me that the
resources of the recording studio have
hardly been tapped yet; and that's exciting.
I'm not talking about electronic jiggerypokery. I'm talking about first-rate engineers
using all the resources of their profession to
enhance the resources of mine. Ican envisage complex piano works being written for
recording only. Who knows, perhaps Iwill
soon get to record both parts of Debussy's
En blanc et en noir [
one of his very favourite
pieces]. Perhaps Glenn Gould was on the
right track ...'
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definitely too loud compared to the rest of
the strings, but a clean, lush sound overall.
A
John Atkinson

ARCHIV
JS Bach Brandenburg Concertos 4,5,6, The
English Concert/Pinnock ( 410 501-2) Ididn't
care overmuch for the sound quality of their
CD Four Seasons, but this set has put things
right again. It is hard to see how it can be
faulted. It has the ' fire' lacking from Philips'
'superstar' recording; the balance — with
occasional exceptions, such as the slight
lifting of the harpsichord for the solo in V — is
refreshingly unexaggerated; and if Iqualify
my star rating to A*/A, it is purely due to a
small exaggeration of separation and the
ultimate lack of a truly coherent acoustic.
John Atkinson

Saint-Saëns: Symphony 3, Montreal SO/
Dutoit/Hurford (410 201-2) Some months
ago Igave a poor review to the DG Karajan
recording of this work, and hearing this new
CD confirmed just how poor the DG was. Not
only is Dutoit's interpretation magnificent,
but the recorded sound is to the highest
quality in almost every way — typical of so
many of Dutoit's recordings. The entire
orchestra is always very clear, and Decca
have avoided perspective problems; everyJohn Atkinson
thing is at the right depth as well as position.
Ivor Hum hre s
The organ sound is very natural, and the
Andrew Keener
balance between it and the orchestra ideal in
JS Bach: Suite No.2/Pachelbel Canon etc.
the second movement. The pedal notes are
Musica Antigua Koln (410 502-2) Compiled
David Prâkel
unusually clear, and at its entry in the middle
from two LP releases, this rather closelyAn' us McKenzie
of the third movement the sound is stunning.
recorded CD nevertheless suitably showThere is just one curious problem, though —
a fill- up would have made the disc better
cases the talent of the German ' original
that of the timpani in the last movement
value, but even so Irate it A as it has given
instruments' players. The sound is clean, if a
which sometimes seemed to crack as if
me a great deal of pleasure
little lacking in depth, with exceptional clarity
overloading a mic channel. This was just as
Angus McKenzie
to the harpsichord image, presumably due to
audible on headphones plugged into the
the mic technique. The bass power, too, is
player as it was on the Quad 63s so Ifeel
Weber: Clarinet Concerto and Concertino,
slightly too good to be true, but balance is
duty bound to keep the rating to a plain A,
Janet Hilton CBSO/Jarvi ( CHAN 8305) Made
otherwise natural, the engineers resisting
which would otherwise have been starred. It
in Birmingham Town Hall, this recording is
the temptation to spotlight the one- keyed
was a delight to relax to the entire second
slightly more reverberant than most others
flute in the Bach. My only gripe concerns the
movement, to enjoy a profound musical
from Chandos, although the soloist's
indexing of the beginning of the Badinerie:
experience. There is just one snag: the very
balance is just about ideal. Positioning is
the starting note actually comes before the
accurate, and the sound very clear, yet a lean playing time of 34.5 minutes. Surely
index point, so although all appears well on
Decca could have found something as a
warm ambience is retained. Ienjoyed this
continuous play, selecting the movement on
very much indeed, and in rating it just A I fill- up. That would have made it a real
memory replay gives short measure. A
bargain.
must emphasise that the sound is much
John Atkinson
Angus McKenzie
more natural than we have had from many
other companies. My only slight criticism is
ARGO
Verdi: Seven Overtures, Nat PO/Chailly ( 410
that there is a small loss of clarity on the
Romantic Organ Music ( Widor, Vierne,
141-2) Chailly is back with the National
cello line from time to time.
Alain, Franck etc.) Peter Hurford ( 410 165-2)
Philharmonic in London's Kingsway Hall for
Angus McKenzie
In his review of the black disc last July, TA
his third CD Overtures issue. Rather than the
thought that the organ was on the close side,
thin, bright sound of his Berlin Radio SO
DECCA
and Ihave to admit that Iwould like to have
Puccini disc, here we have asound to match
been able to hear a little more of the ' hall'.
Dvorak: Cello Concerto, etc, Harrell/Philharthe muscle of his earlier Rossini recital. This
The recording, however, has captured the
is a full and rounded sound, needing and
monia/Ashkenazy (
410144-2) Lovely orchesdiversity of stop colours to perfection,
getting a little more space than the Rossini
tral sound, with firm timpani and vivid, but
including some stunningly ' chiffy' reeds in
for Verdi's powerful brass scoring. The overhardly edgy, violins. Kingsway Hall has
the Franck Am Chorale, and the buyer will
rarely sounded so resplendent through a ture to Nabucco, in particular, benefits from
have to make up his mind whether he wants
pair of speakers. The single reservation I the spacious ambience around the low
a natural tonal quality, or an ' impressive'
have concerns the solo cello image which
brass, while the orchestra explodes into the
one. Rated A/B, therefore, as personally I emerges from too far to the left for my liking,
middle ground of the stereo image. Engineer
prefer a more subtle approach to the capturand which tends to buzz slightly when the A
Stan Goodall has built into this recording a
ing of sound.
slightly more spacious feel than Colin Moorstring is under pressure. Good quality neverJohn Atkinson
foot produced in the earlier Rossini disc; the
theless A.
Andrew Keener
string tone too is less hard. Enthusiastic
orchestras, natural perspectives and roomy
CHANDOS
acoustics are what good CDs are all about. A.
David Prâkel
Elgar: Overtures, SNO/Gibson ( CHAN 8309)
Mozart. Piano Concertos 12 & 13, AshkeSome magnificent showpieces of English
nazy/Philharmonia ( 410 214-2) The sleeveVerdi: La Traviata, NPO/Bonynge ( 410 154orchestral music, and outstanding in every
notes point out that tne engineers were
2) A year ago Iwrote that Iwas disappointed
way. The dynamic range is immense, and I different for each of these concertos — Simon
with the highlights CD from this set, and I
must admit to rather liking this CD reproEadon in K414 and Stan Goodall in K415 —
regret to say that hearing the complete
duced fairly loud. Recorded in the Henry
almost by way of explaining some sonic
recording has in no way changed my opinWood Hall, Glasgow, the hall ambience
differences which might be noticed between
ion. Ifeel the production is cold and overreproduces very naturally, yet there is no
the two recordings. In fact both are essenreverberant throughout, and the lack of any
loss of detail in the orchestra. The sound
tially the same, being characterised by a sensation of being in the opera house is all
balance is as good as Ihave heard with these
rather thin, wiry, upper string texture and a
too obvious. Climaxes with chorus are very
particular works, with natural positioning
somewhat dull, veiled piano sound. The
'clammy', yet there is some good orchestra
and climaxes that are shattering in impact,
overall canvas is less clear than one could
detail at times. Ido wish engineers could
yet astonishingly clean. The very open
wish, with the sensation of a fine recording
stop muddying up the sound by whapping
sound gives considerable high frequency
almost, but not quite, succeeding to get out.
up the reverb pick-up or ( worse) artificial
energy, with the LF beautifully clear as well.
Against tnat it must be said that the solo
reverb device! This set could have been A
You'll need a good system to do this disc
image is nicely set against the orchestra; so
rated, but Ihave to keep it to B/C as Idid for
justice, and you may find that you'll need to
often the two elements are opposed rather
the highlights. Ialso feel that the singers,
roll off the HF end very slightly. The hall
than integrated. OK, but not in Decca's front
especially Joan Sutherland, are a little too
proved to be a superb recording location,
rank, so B. (
Incictental.y, it strikes me as odd,
close.
and the mic technique used gives awonderto say the least, tnat the faulty damper on the
Although the third disc plays for 58
ful spread to the fiddles. Both the bass drum
C above middle- C wasn't put right. It quite
minutes, the first is just less than 32 and the
in In the South and the organ in the Handel
ruins, for example, the approach to the recap
second 43. Iwould have expected it to have
overture come over particularly well. An
in the first movement of the C- major.)
been issued on two discs, which might have
A"/A rating due to the slight treble boost.
Ivor Humphreys
saved money, the ' side turn' being on the
Angus McKenzie
existing track 7of the second disc. Of course,
Rachmaninov: Symphony 3, ' Youth Symachangeover like this is not so ' musical', but
Schubert: Piano Trio in le, Borodin Trio
phony', Concertgebouw Orchestra/Ashkeit would provide a useful saving.
(CHAN 8308) Chandos' first digital CD of
nazy ( 410 231-2> This has a similar sound
Angus McKenzie
chamber music is very well recorded, with a balance to the recording of the Second
DG
very realistic ambience, and a clean overall
Symphony from the same forces, which was
sound. The centrally placed piano image is
given an A/B rating last September, but,
Beethoven: '
Hammerklavier' piano sonata,
particularly natural, but the violin and cello
white still on the bright side, is less strident
Emil Gilels (410 527-2) This is spoilt by a
are spaced slightly too far apart for me, and
Image depth is not always readily apparent,
close recording technique which, as well as
the string tone is slightly toppy, although
conferring an over-wide, over- precise image
some instruments are a little too precisely
this is easily moderated with the tone conon the piano with notes corning at the
hung in space— the cellos at their big entry in
trol. The playing time is just 43 minutes, and
I, for example — and the solo violin in II is
listener from all over the stereo stage, ren- >84
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Home truths
about speaker
performance
Ifs true: some loudspeakers sound
superb under scientifically designed test
chamber conditions.
Ifs also true that your home is no test
chamber
And by the time the sound has bounced
around your furniture and furnishings, even
the best loudspeakers can lose alot of their
test performance.
"Truth in Listening".
For almost 30 years, AR has been
building arecord of technological
ingenuity and design innovation of which
we are justly proud. Indeed, AR speakers
have become the yardstick by which other
manufacturers' products have often been
measured.
For the past few years our most
important area of research has been the
interplay between room surfaces and
speaker performance. Through the use of
acomplex computer programme
connected to asophisticated robot head,
we have been able to analyse speaker
sound reproduction as perceived by the
human ear
This has enabled us to design advanced
speaker systems that faithfully reproduce

the full colour and character of the
recording without being baffled by the
usual domestic distortion.
We call it "Truth in Listening". And it's a
design philosophy that's built into our whole
range of speakers— from the compact
AR8LS to the award-winning AR9LS.
Reliability in performance.
Performance may start with advanced
design. But Ws only guaranteed by
meticulous manufacture.
It's why we insist on making all our drive
units ourselves.
At Acoustic Research we use air cored
chokes because they produce less
distortion. We maintain the same value
choke as iron cored chokes by using more
copper Only heavy guage copper wire is
used in winding.
And ifs why every AR speaker is
guaranteed to perform up to factory
specification for afull five years; with o
warranty that covers parts, labour and
even carriage to and from your nearest
authorised AR service centre.
Ask to hear the range of AR Speakers at
your nearest AR Dealer And discover afew
home truths.

Listening to reality

Model illustrated: Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Digital Audio player

TO CHOOSE
THE BEST
CD PLAYER
SIMPLY
CONSULT THE
RECORDS.
HiFi for Pleasure Nov. 1983
"Now, better than ever and still recommended as 'probably the best CD player in
the world' but definitely the best value
What HiFi Oct. 1983
"In terms of sound quality the overall leader must still be the Marantz'CD63 player:'
HiFi for Pleasure Nov. 1983
"Lest it be forgotten, the Marantz player just hummed away doing what it does best,
I've really no comment to make other than it's the one player I've used which continually seems able to take astack of digits and turn them into convincing music:'
What HiFi Oct. 1983
"On the error correction disc, the player turned in an exemplary performance
clearing all levels of all tests, interruption, dots and finger print, without so much as
awhisper of dissatisfaction':
To Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmon dswort h, Middl esex UB7 OLW.
Tel: 01-897 6633. Please send me details of Marantz Compact Disc Players CD 73 and CD 63 and other hi-fi equipment
and my nearest Marantz Dealer's address.
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ders it rather ' small' sounding. This is
emphasised by the lack of ambience, but buy
the recording anyway for Gilels. B
John Atkinson
Bizet: Carmen, BPO/Karajan ( 410 088-2), 3
discs with book Baltsa in the title role and
Carreras as Don Jose were John Freestone's
given reasons for recommending this 1* set
in black disc form last December ( though he
was less than impressed with Katia Ricciarelli's Micaéla). The sound is not quite up to the
standard of performance, with solo singers a
little close, perhaps, compared to the chorus.
The real minus point concerns the use of
actors for the not- inconsiderable amount of
dialogue: the disparity between the
relatively dry environment of the musical
forces and the reverberation surrounding the
spoken voices is all too obvious, particularly
on headphones, and becomes a distraction.
While the balance is not too bright overall,
the strings are somewhat ' chromiumplated', so an overall B rating would be fair, I
feel.
John Atkinson
Mozart: Eine kleine Nachtmusik/Grieg: Holberg Suite/Prokofiev: Classical Symphony,
BPO/Karajan ( 400 034-2) As with the
Tchaikovsky/Dvorak coupling reviewed
below, this recording was made by Gunther
Hermanns under Karajan's producer Michel
Glotz' supervision, but in 1982 rather than
'81. The string sound lacks the fizzy edge
noted in the Tchaikovsky outer movements
being brighter yet cleaner. However, though
recorded in a concert hall there is little real
atmosphere here, save a distancing of the
orchestra. The opening passage of Nachtmusik shows well the lack of an integrating
acoustic, as both high and low strings play in
the separate left/right environments created
by microphones ( and made reverberant by
other mics). The sound balance is not yet
unnatural, but any ' natural' balance is the
result of microphone contrivance. B.
David Prâkel
Offenbach: Overtures, BPO/Karajan ( 400
044-2) '
All else is gaslight'. So says Karajan
of Compact Disc in a recent piece of DG
publicity puff. But even gaslight is preferable
to the garish neon in which the yellow label
has latterly tended to bathe its Karajan
recordings. This Offenbach offering from
1981 is, however, adifferent matter. There is
hardly a hint of that ' canned' quality which
has so often disfigured the sound of the
Berlin violins ( well, perhaps the main theme
of La Belle Hélène does seem a bit brittle),
and the silver disc makes a splendidly gutsy
noise in the boisterous music. Only the solo
violin — four feet long in my room — seriously
disturbs enjoyment; and that's hardly the
fault of the CD. A.
Andrew Keener

Schumann: Symphony 3 — ' Rhenish', etc,
LAPO/Giulini ( 400 062-2) Coarse, claustrophobic and altogether nasty. If a black
disc made a sound like this, I'd be surprised
not to find a ball of dust on the stylus. D.
Andrew Keener
Stravinsky: Le Sacre du Printemps, Israel
PO/Bernstein ( 410 508-2) . More '
live' Bernstein, apparently enacted before a bound
and gagged audience. Not a programme
page rustle is to be heard throughout,
although LB himself contributes the occasional thump and the orchestra are allowed
to turn pages. But is it all live? If that isn't an
edit three bars before fig. 145 I'll eat my
trusty old splicing block. Imagine, though,
that the hall is full of people, and the rather
dry overall quality, the slightly crowded
imaging ( nothing is appreciably behind, or in
front of, anything else) does make sense. I
enjoyed this CD for its immediacy, the
teeming life and lucidity of the middle tex84

tures, and the truthful quality of stick meeting drum skins of various sizes. There are
anomalies ( the sound of the bass clarinet in
the ' introduction' seems to be directed at the
listener through a funnel), but there nearly
always are in recordings of Le Sacre. All 14
scenes are indexed. A/B.
Andrew Keener
Strauss: Metamorphosen, Tod und Verkleung, BPO/Karajan ( 410 892-2) '
Ijust wish the
recording were more grateful' — Ed Seckerson's final thoughts about the LP release of
this tape. Tod shimmers in a cavernous
'acoustic' reminiscent of the ' ballroom'
sound contrived by Karajan's engineers for
the Johann Strauss Overtures. From the
climactic timpani strike onwards, the sound
rushes at the listener and is both edgy and
unatmospheric. Heavy miking robs the
music of natural dynamics. Studio noises
intrude during the first few minutes of Tod.
Metamorphosen begins promisingly but the
high strings are both edgy and nasal which
makes the experience fatiguing despite the
riveting performance. B/C
David Prâkel
Tchaikovsky/Dvorak: String Serenades,
BPO/Karajan ( 400 038-2) This disc was one
of the very first pieces of CD software
available to the trade in the UK towards the
end of 1982. Time hasn't exactly mellowed
my feelings about the recording, which still
sounds ' soupy' and is complete with first
violin ' fizz' but, all- in- all, reproduction is
better than Iremember. Part of the improvement must be due to better pressing quality
at Hannover, and part to improved QC
standards on the players I've used since
early pre- production prototypes before the
1983 launch. There is now a discernable
acoustic here, though the string orchestra is
well distanced; ' swimmy' and spacious
rather than crisply ambient. String tone lacks
an essential smoothness in this 1981 recording made in Berlin's New Philharmonic Hall,
a hall which needs a little more say in the
proceedings. B.
David Prâkel
Verdi: Aida, La Scala/Abbado ( 410 092-2)
Aida is not the easiest opera to record being
very demanding of dynamic range and
balance; so much is in the background and
offstage. DG's recording is excellent at
times, but one or two consistent balance
problems cause me to rate the set B rather
than A. Most of the time the orchestra
reproduces magnificently, with a reasonable
amount of ambience but with a slight
tendency to a lack of clarity at LF. When the
solo singers are on stage their voices come
over extremely well with very precise positioning, but the sound seems to go wrong on
most occasions when the chorus appears.
Not only do they tend to be muffled and
bathroomy, but their microphones pick up
quite a lot of orchestral sound causing it to
get very muddy in the climaxes. Reverberation on the chorus is usually excessive, and
whilst this may be appropriate on occasions,
Iwould have liked much more clarity. The
'Grand March' is terrific, and some of the
very quietest passages are enthralling, but I
was a little surprised that the hiss level is
also a little high. There also seemed to be a
lot of musicians' page turnings and other
noises off. Ithink the performance is magnificent and this is possibly the best recorded
Aida; it is obviously helped by CD, though
the medium also exaggerates its deficiencies.
Angus Mckenzie
Verdi: Falstaff, Bruson/Ricciarelli etc/LAPO/
Giulini ( 410 503-2) Voices come and go and
the orchestral sound is dry, immediate and
rather over separated. But this compilation
from a run of live performances carries a
potent whiff of the theatre, the CDs reproduce cleanly ( try getting the black discs to

sound as uncluttered as the silver in ' Tutto
nel mondo èburla') and there is comprehensive indexing in the chunky little 51/2 x 5in.
libretto booklet. Lovely packaging, good CD
reproduction. A.
Andrew Keener

EMI
Beethoven: Violin Concerto, Perlman,
Philharmonia/Giulini ( CDC 7470022) If memory serves, this recording was made in
London's Henry Wood Hall, Trinity Church
Square in London, for simultaneous video
release. The orchestral sound immediately
strikes one as congested, string tone being a
little scrubby at times. The soloist is picked
out from the orchestra and stands large and
reverberant in the stereo image. More distracting than the rather vague imaging,
though, is the recording's tendency to sound
quashed or compressed, as though the
dynamic edges had been knocked off it
during CD mastering. Having already compared LP, Japanese CD and Polygram produced CDs of EMI tapes, I'm not convinced
that anything I've yet heard on this label
does their master tapes full justice. A plain B.
David Prâkel
Debussy: Images, Prelude a l'apres-midi
d'un Faune, LSO/Previn ( CDC 7 47001 2)
Launched with considerable bally-hoo in
1979 as EMI's first digitally- mastered
release, much was made at the time of the
fact that balance engineer Christopher Parker had used a relatively simple mic technique in the Kingsway Hall and mixed down
straight to stereo ' live', due to the fact that
EMI's prototype digital recorder had only
two channels. Iheard avery early sample CD
of Iberia, Ithink it was, from this set in
Chicago in 1981 which had considerable
whistles and extraneous noises and some
critics have commented on early digital ills
affecting the present CD release. It is true
that the background noise is on the high
side, as well as being ' granular', and that
wind instruments and pizzicato strings have
a slight associated modulation noise. ( Or is
the latter the sound of strings hitting fingerboards?) However, these effects are only
really apparent on headphones or if playing
back at something approaching live levels,
and for me are somewhat abrogated by the
natural balance and perspective. Enjoyable
when quiet. B
John Atkinson
Grieg: Peer Gynt, ASM/Marriner ( CDC 7
47003 2) The firm, clean timpani quality,
unambivalently placed, is among the many
sonic attractions of this EMI CD, the first to
come my way: sample, if you can, the
exciting thwacks in Ingrid's Lament or Peer
Gynt's Return. Then you notice how nicely
distanced everything is. Woodwind sound
sweet and homogeneous, and Lucia Popp
emerges smoothly and credibly just left of
centre. I'm not entirely happy about some of
the string sound ( there is just atouch of ' rice
on grease- proof' in Aase's Death), and I
wondered where the violins had gone
(behind the rather grainily-recorded Ambrosian Singers?) when all about them raged In
the Hall of the Mountain King. Elsewhere, on
the other hand — in Anitra's Dance, for
instance — they sound appropriately seductive, and in Arabian Dance they combine
with chorus and light percussion to make a
beautifully fresh, well-balanced sound picture. All 12 numbers are indexed. A nice one,
certainly sweeter- sounding then Karajan's
CD, and with four extra movements to boot.
IA/B)
Andrew Keener
Prokofiev: Romeo & Juliet Suites 1&2, Philadelphia Orchestra/Muti ( CDC 7 47004 2)
Long a demonstration favourite, this ' New
Sound of Philadelphia' recording would
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seem a natural choice for EMI's first batch of
CD releases, and I put it on with eager
anticipation. Unfortunately, it disappointed
on a number of counts, none of them
particularly to do with digital technology.
Most obvious is the poor indexing of the
very start of Suite 1: upon selecting ' play',
the first chord is absurdly truncated*; it can
be assessed on the Marantz CD63 by going
into forward scan and then backtracking, but
this is no excuse. The Philadelphia musicians
are the most undisciplined lot Ihave heard
on record. Creaks, breathing noises and
grunts — from Muti, or from over- closely
miked wind players? — and noisy page
turning combine with the airconditioning to
make selection of replay level difficult.
Thirdly, while not so obvious on black disc,
the perspectives change a little too much for
consistency of imagery to be maintained.
The engineer may well have thought he
could get away with bringing up awoodwind
instrument slightly for a solo, for example;
the subjective effect is of the player physically moving forwards. The sound is warm
and appealing, with excellent bass extension
and natural instrumental coloration, and
some would find this ' impressive', but for
me the engineering interferes with the
music. BIC
John Atkinson
•I am told that this doesn't happen with all players, so
maybe this is a player/disc incompatibility.

ERATO
Schubert: Symphonies 4 & 8, Basle SO/
Jordan ( ECO 88008) This is the first Erato CD
to come my way, and in many ways it is
impressive. Perspectives are well judged, the
overall sound nicely distanced, with a frequency range unexaggerated at either end.
Yet there is a slight hardness to the tuttis
and, more seriously, the level seems suddenly to increase at one point in the
Unfinished first movement. Also, an edit
which adds half a beat elsewhere in the
same movement may jar on repetition. All of
which, with the performances, makes the
record regrettably uncompetitive. Responsive as they are, the Basle players cannot
muster the tonal and dynamic refinement of,
say, the VPO at its best, and there is aserious
lack of tension almost throughout. Not the
place, perhaps, to discuss performances, but
at the time of writing we await the black disc
version. B[:3].
Andrew Keener
Telemann: Music de Table extracts, Orchestre de Chambre Jean- Francois Paillard ( ECD
88006) A rather shrill tonal balance is
relieved by a lack of ' glare'. Perspectives are
a little anomalous, trumpet being further
back than oboe or solo violin ( understandably, Isuppose), and separation is slightly
exaggerated, presumably due to multi-miking, but fortunately these ills don't get in the
way of the performance. B
John Atkinson
Vivaldi: Four Seasons, ISolisti Veneti/Scimone ( ECO 88003) As with the Telemann
above, this has a feature Ifind most appealing on Compact Disc. In between movements, the balancer hasn't faded down to
silence but has left in the natural ambience
of musicians putting down their instruments,
moving about, lighting up a cigarette, etc.
This leads, naturally, to more of a feeling of
'performance' as you become aware of that
magic moment of tension before bow hits
string. Perhaps even more importantly, you
are spared that sudden descent into the aural
equivalent of velvetty blackness as the
engineers try to show how quiet the digital
background is! ( Some don't even wait for the
last chord to die away!) Tonally, this is more
natural than the Telemann and is less
'upfront' than the Archiv baroque recordings, with harpsichord and bass set further
back in the image. Obviously, this will not
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confer as much ' weight' on the sound, but is
excellent, nonetheless, with good depth and
space. Recommended. A
John Atkinson

OISEAU LYRE
Corelli/Torelli, etc: Christmas Concertos,
AAM/Hogwood ( 410 179-2) On first
acquaintance this is a very appealing disc,
full of life and vitality, but the more one
delves into the sound ( and, of course, this is
what CD's clarity invites) the less satisfied
one becomes. The running-through of the
acoustic between movements of any one
work is to be applauded, but why cut to
silence between works? ( Perhaps, though,
this was felt necessary with the changing
orchestral forces and layout.) The bass of
chamber organ and low strings is convincingly captured but so too are blower and
traffic noises. One player to the right of the
orchestra produces an odd shaking/rattling
sound from his instrument which is quite
unnecessarily included in the ' Siciliana' of
Gossec's Christmas Suite. My unease concerns the choral pieces and orchestral tuttis
where, despite the obvious sounds and
feeling of strong projection and hard playing, the perspectives and dynamics somebow don't quite add up. There is brilliant
natural trumpet and horn playing at which to
marvel, but a split rating denotes my mixed
feeling. A/B.
David Prákel

PHILIPS
Great Film Music Boston Pops/Williams ( 411
037-2) A Soundstream recording, the
balance is on the murky side but does reflect
the true Boston sound in a way the Philips
Ozawa recordings signally fail to do. Inoffensive, technically — indeed, inoffensive musically — but do we really need atranscription
for symphony orchestra of Vangelis' synthesiser theme to Chariots of Fire? A
John Atkinson
Handel: Messiah, Monteverdi Choir and
soloists, English Baroque Soloists/Gardiner
(411 041-2) ( 3 discs) A session photograph
for this project, seemingly taken in Henry
Wood Hall in London, depicts aforest of mic
stands and booms, and though the final
sound is no multi-mic monster, it is nevertheless ' well' miked and lacks the flavour of a
consistent acoustic. The results, even heard
some time after Hogwood's AAM Messiah
highlights disc for L'Oiseau Lyre, still strike
you as a shade synthetic. Voices, in particular, are clear and dominant yet have a
contrived bloom of ambience rather than the
sound of a voice exciting a real acoustic.
Choral passages seem to lack centre depth
and sound ' distant', but reproduce disconcertingly from the plane of the loudspeakers.
It can be laid at the door of CD's clarity that
perspective and miking aberrations can be
clearly heard — the centre left/centre right
'battle' between bass Anthony Rolfe Johnson and trumpet in 'The Trumpet Shall
Sound' being but one example. B.
David Prákel
Liszt: Aprés une lecture du Dante, etc, Arrau
(411 055-2) At full tilt, the upper area of the
keyboard is fearsomely realistic; stand about
ten feet away from aSteinway and this really
is how that register sounds in if— ultra- bright
and at times almost painfully percussive. Yet
even the average front- row seat is a good
deal more than ten feet away, and the top
register impact would be considerably diminished in such a position. Not that this is a
'head in the piano' sound: there is too much
space around the image for that. Is the if
brilliance a CD characteristic, then? The
effect is certainly less scorching on black
disc, while on both formats the middle

register is warm, if a touch diffuse in the
most dense writing. Impressive in many
ways, then, not least for the absolute ( well
nearly; the Arrau breathing is mercilessly
revealed) silence behind the music and the
impressive dynamic range. But need the
image be quite so wide? A/B.
Andrew Keener
Offenbach: Gaîté Parisienne, Pittsburgh SO/
Previn ( 411 039-2) '
In the future, it is possible
that some discs may be issued with more
than 15 tracks', grants the instruction manual
for my 15-track Philips CD200. It's happened
already: this Philips silverdisc has 22, putting
seven without instant access. Mustn't grumble, though: the move towards more
detailed indexing is awelcome one. This CD
is welcome, too. It reproduces relatively
smoothly, with upper strings sufficiently
non- acidic to leave eardrums intact. Idid
wonder about some of the stereo placing:
the middle of the stage seems rather heavily
flanked by brass and percussion, with central
woodwind information not as steady as it
might be. Also, play the second Polka to see
whether the hint of ' splashback' to the
reverberation strikes you as suspect. Assuming that none of this is the fault of the silver
disc, A; otherwise, B.
Andrew Keener
Rachmaninov: Suite 2, Op17/Ravel: La
Valse/Lutoslawski: Paganini Variations,
Martha Argerich/Nelson Freire ( 411 034-2)
Fine playing here and a recording which
elucidates nicely the attack, the extraordinarily percussive nature of two- piano writing. Interestingly, there is anote in the sleeve
to the effect that while Argerich plays primo
in the Rachmaninov and Lutoslawski, and
second° in the Ravel, she remains at the
left-hand keyboard throughout; it is, therefore, Freire whose nails need cutting! A
somewhat cavernous, slightly cloying acoustic, but not so rich as to mask the fine detail
in high speed passagework. The two pianos
are well integrated spatially, but the recording lacks that nth degree of plausibility
conveyed, for example, by Denon for Jacques Rouvier in his Book II Debussy Preludes. A plain A seems appropriate, but
remember that this floes indicate ' very
good'. Once again it is notable how the new
medium scores in its ability to convey both
the huge dynamic contrasts of the piano and
in its total lack of any wow component.
Ivor Humphreys
Pepe Romero plays Famous Spanish Guitar
Music ( 411 033-2) A lively acoustic surrounds
a slightly wide stereo image of the soloist in
this digital recording. Philips' engineers are
to be thanked for leaving the ambience of the
recording venue to run between tracks rather
than let them lapse into silence. Much of the
recording venue's ' acoustic' is filled with low
frequency traffic noise, however, being particularly noticeable in the opening moments
of Torroba's Romance de los pinos. In this
track, too, which opens with delicate harmonic work, a main mic can be heard being
faded up as soon as the passage has been
played. A touch of poor engineering in an
otherwise neatly recorded disc, though as
already mentioned, the guitar image is
rather too diffuse and slightly ' close' in
balance. The digital recording does capture
the explosive transients of the guitar as in
Pepe's father Celedonio Romero's arrangement of ' Malaguena'. Good but not outstanding sound of impeccable playing, still
deserving of an A rating.
David Priikel
Ravel: Bolero, etc, Dresden Staatskapelle/
Marriner ( 410 047-2) Something's not quite
right here. The trouble lies, Ithink, in the
string tone ( occasionally smooth, occasionally edgy) which, more than on the black
disc, seems to awaken a suspiciously small
amount of hall acoustic in comparison with
85

the rest of the orchestra. Overall, there is a
slight paperiness, a suggestion of basslightness; then comes a tutti thwack underpinned by asplendidly solid bass drum, and
I'm forced to think again ... but something's
definitely not quite right. C.
Andrew Keener
Strauss: Four Last Songs/Songs with
Orchestra, Jessye Norman/Leipzig Gewandhaus/Masur ( 411 052-2) Reviewing the
vinyl issue back in December, ES found the
recording balance to complement the nature
of the performances, with ' an unobtrusive
halo of reverberation lending added bloom
to the lower strings and accommodating
Miss Norman's ample tones with ease'. Itoo
find the overall effect persuasive, even if the
voice is a little too carefully ' placed' in front
of the orchestral soundstage, a little too
discrete, to be utterly lifelike. Personally I
would like to be able to hear ' into' the
orchestral detail just a little more clearly,
without having to peep around the soloist,
The orchestra alone presents a marvellously
tangible, three-dimensional image. Part of
that impression is due to the fine distancing
of the image which is within, rather than at
the front of, the hall's acoustic. All in all I
think Ed's A is an appropriate tag for either
medium
Ivor Humphreys

Wagner: Tristan und lsolde ( highlights). Hofmann/Behrens/Bavarian RSO/Bernstein
(411 036-2) Writing about the 5LP set of this
opera a few months ago Iwas struck by the
'veiled if acceptably distanced' sound. This
CD issue of highlights certainly ' pulls focus'
through the previous obscurity. Off-stage
effects, which Iremarked were not particularly effective, now ring out from a quite
characterful acoustic. The tracking problems
encountered with finished pressings are

banished of course but in exchange a steely
edge has crept into Peter Hofmann's voice,
Orchestral bass seems rather closely miked
and over-full for a real concert-hall/opera
house balance ( the recording was made
during live performances in Munich's Herkulesaal). Swings and roundabouts really,
but overall an up- rating to a full A seems
deserved. Thankfully a32- page libretto relating to the excerpts is included. Running time
is one minute over the hour.
David Priikel
Wassenaer ( attrib. Pergolesi) Concerti
Armonici, AAM/Marriner ( 410 205-2) A very
spacious recording of these delightful string
works, and basically well managed with
some accurate positioning, but Ihave two
minor criticisms. At times the harpsichord is
not quite forward enough, especially in tutti,
and the cello line sometimes loses its clarity,
Neither of these points is disturbing enough
for me to withhold an A rating, though, and a
recommendation for what is extraordinarily
good value for money: the total playing time
is just over 63 minutes.
An gus McKenzie

ROCK
Donald Fagen: The Nightfly ( 92-3696-2) I
have had to play through dozens of CDs in
the last year to find a very few pop/rock
recordings which are anywhere near good
enough to use in listening tests and demonstrations. This one reproduces particularly
clearly and also has a very wide dynamic
range. Engineer Roger Nichols has made
very full use of the soundstage here and has
produced a recording in the demonstration
class, showing a dramatic superiority over
the usual hissy 30in./s non-Dolbyed analogue efforts. Irate this A* for the brilliant
way in which synthesisers, bass, percussion

and various other instruments and voices
are superbly balanced.
Angus McKenzie
Barclay James Harvest: Ring of Changes
(81163) An album Istrongly recommend for
demonstrations; distortion levels seem low
and very full use is made of the stereo
soundstage" Special effects abound, with
fascinating use
light percussion, woodwind and full orchestral backing. The voice is
reproduced quite naturally, the frequency
range is well extended and there is a very
.
cle range of dynam i
cs.
wide
Angus McKenzie
Culture Club: Kissing to be Clever ( CDV2232)
In the context of high fidelity sound reproduction, this album is a lot 'cleaner' than
many Ihave heard on analogue LP, but Ido
find the presence region oppressively
boosted much of the time. Low frequencies
are rather phasey, and the general balance
gives me the impression that it was made at
a grossly excessive monitoring level. Rated
B.
Angus McKenzie
Ry Cooder: Bop Till You Drop ( 256 691) I
have often used the analogue LP of this title
for cartridge tracking tests, so it was fascinating to hear the CD revealing a few slight
problems that were previously covered up.
Even so, the sound is very clean and surprisingly uncoloured. There is excellent use of
the full soundstage, but some residual evidence of low-level digital noise before mixdown. At times this almost sounds like noise
modulation due to lack of appropriate dither,
and under- recording on some of the master
channels, particularly on the main guitar on
'I think it's gonna work out fine'. It is much
cleaner than the analogue, though, and
would gain an A if it weren't for the noise. B.
Angus McKenzie --
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JS BACH
Four Orchestral Suites ( Linde)
Concerto inc ( Holliger)
Art of Fugue ( 1-9) ( Gould)
CPE BACH
Six Hamburg Concertos ( Asperen)
BARTOK
Concerto for Orchestra, etc ( So)ti) C)
Divertimento ( Swiss CO)
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos 1-5 ( Pollini) C)
Clarinet Trio Op.11 ( Meyer)
Hammerklavier Sonata ( Gilels)
Hammerklavier Sonata ( Ashkenazy)
BERLIOZ
Trojans highlights ( Davis) 8
BIZET
Symphony in C, etc ( Benzi)
BOITO
Mefistofele ( de Fabritiis)
BOTTESINI
Double- bass music ( Martin)
BOUGHTON
The Immortal Hour ( Melville)
BRAHMS
Violin Concerto ( Grumiaux/Davis)
Paganini Variations ( Sgouros)
Clarinet Trio Op.114 ( Meyer)
BYRD
Cantiones Sacrae ( Higginbotham)
DEBUSSY
La Mer/Nocturnes ( Maazel)
DUKAS
Ariane & Bluebeard ( Jordan)
DVORAK
Symphony 7 ( Neumann)
FIBICH
Symphony 3 ( Belohlavek)
GRIEG
Peer Gynt Suites ( Fjeldstad)
Suites & Dances ( Leppard10
Holberg Suites, etc ( Swiss CO)
HANDEL
Elgar/Harty arrangements ( Previn)
MICHAEL HAYDN
Duo for ViolinNiola ( Lubotsky/lmai)
HINDEMITH
Requiem ( Koch)

INFORMATION
RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed tosummarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken
as aguide only .
Recording
A
B
C
D
H
•

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(
pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriatel

Occasionally arecord may be worthyof
special mention, taking it beyond the ' very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate eg, B:1*,A*:2 or lexcepttonally) A*:1*.
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HOLST
Savitri/Dream City ( Hickok)
HUMPERDINCK
Hansel & Gretel ( Bernardi)
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Diary of One Disappeared ( Kubelik)
JOSQUIN DES PREZ
Musk for male voices ( Hillier)
KHATCHATURIAN
Orchestral pieces ( Remoortel/Dorati/
Fennel)) C)
KOECHLIN
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MINKUS/LANCHBERY
La Bayadère/Paquita ( Lanchbery)
MONTE VERDI
Venetian Vesper Music ( Parrott)
MOZART
Dances & Marches ( Marriner)
Violin Concertos K 219/216
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J.S. BACH: The Four Ouverturen for orchestra
(BWV 1066-69)
Linde Consort/Hans-Martin Linde
EMI SIS 1434841 ( 2 recs) ITC SLS 1434 844)
Following the Linde Consort's boxed set of
the Brandenburg Concertos, this complete
recording of the Suites enters a similarly
challenging market; there are already
period- instrument recordings of Bach's
Ouvertiiren available from VCM, Collegium
Aureum, La Petite Bande and ( superb, but of
No.2 only) Musica Antigua
In. •
There are many imaginative touches in Dr
Linde's interpretation, notably in the lighter
dance- movements ( like the concluding ones
of the second Suite in B- minor); but there are
serious problems too. First, all of the wind
playing is uneven in intonation ( more so
than in the rivals referred to). Second, the
string playing is decidedly incoherent; the
dotted slow sections of the overture movements themselves, especially, suffer from
uncertainty at the upbeats as aresult. Furthermore, the whole ensemble has a tonal
quality that sounds ' mixed': there are
widely- ranging techniques, from the suavely
ultra-authentic-à- la Pays-Bas to the primitif
and the quasi- modern. If this reads harshly,
it should; half-baked historical approaches
deserve it. The argument that Bach's own
orchestras consisted of mixtures of players
would be reasonable if the musical accuracy
of the whole were up to anything
approaching his reported requirements as a
musical director.
The recording is well-balanced and quite
lively, although the situation is not improved
for me by the rather strongly contrasted
volumes accorded to large and small movements ( solos brought forward); but we can
hear what is happening, and here and there
this gives true delight. (B:1/31
Stephen Daw
J.S.BACH: Concerto in efor violin, oboe, strings
and continuo ( B1NV 1060)/VIVALDI: Concerto in g
(RV 576) for the same 'Per S.A.R. di Sassonia' EJ
Concerto in D ( RV 582) for the same 'Per la S.Sma.
Assontione'
Heinz Holliger (ob)/Gidon Kremer (vIn)/ASM/
Holliger
Philips 6514 311 digital ( 7337 311)
1have begun to find Gidon Kremer's tone
somewhat strident: all right for some kinds
of music, but rather too rough for Bach and
certainly heavyweight for Vivaldi, so that it
hardly came as a surprise to me that this
'guest-artists' recording by ASM is not an
example of their most gentle playing in
Baroque music. One way in which this rather
aggressive approach might have been
tamed would have been through a wellproportioned but not too close recording;
however, the sound of this record is strikingly close, as far as the soloists are
concerned even claustrophobic — a serious
piece of miscalculation in the circumstances.
As aresult, the normally amiable sound of
Heinz Holliger's artistry is not properly
caught, so that even he sounds aggressive.
All of this is apity; there are good musicians
at work here ( including Kremer, who has
very great talent), and good engineers, but it
has all gone rather sadly wrong. This issue is
for the least critical of the performers'
devotees only, I'm afraid. [C:2]
Stephen Daw
J.S. BACH: Die Kunst der Fuge, Contrapuncti 1-9
(B1NV 1080/1-9)
Glenn Gould (
org)
CBS 60291 ( 40-60291)
Reissue from 1962
Glenn Gould plays the organ in a very
interesting way, with most of the notes
clearly detached, some shorter and some
longer than others to give a good sense of
shaping and phrasing. His fingerwork is as
tidy as it is on the piano — highly controlled
88

and skilfully arranged, but at times a little
rough with Bach's lines. A very interesting
and aby no means unviable approach, this.
The Toronto organ sounds a highly
responsive instrument, and registrations are
sensibly chosen from its reasonably rich
resources of 20th century classical timbres.
The engineers have recorded the nine
fugues from an ideal distance, and as aresult
the organ itself sounds very bright and
agreeable; however, arecurrent low hum is
present for much of the time, and this Itake
to be atrace of Toronto's traffic. The fugues
are still far too little-known; Gould played
them imaginatively, and at the CBS Masterworks Portrait price the record is good value.
A sensible archive reissue. [A/C:1]
Stephen Dew
C.P.E. BACH: Six Hamburg Concertos for harpsichord and small orchestra ( Wq.43, 1-6 = Helm
471-476)
Van Asperen (hpd)/Melante '81 Orch
HMV ASD 1434961 ( 2 recs) ITC ASD 1434964)
Bob van Asperen is better-known as a continuo and chamber- music player than he is
as asoloist, but in the 18th century the two
roles were filled by the same people. His
playing is throughout authoritative in that it
is consistently tidy, musical and well-calculated, although some listeners may yearn for
a little more virtuosic fire. The (
ad-hoc?)
orchestra of period instruments also plays
well on the whole; the horns seem to have
problems in the Allegro of Concerto 3 in
E-flat, but the problem here may be acoustical ( something sympathetically resonating
in the room, maybe). That brings us to the
recording, which is good, if just a little
recessed in effect; particularly in this kind of
performance, a more immediate and directional impression would have resulted in a
better overall impact.
In the absence of documentation ( van
Asperen's is usually very good), a word
should be added to explain the cataloguing
cited above. The longstanding Wotquenne
catalogue is about to be superseded by
Eugene Helm's 'A New Thematic Catalogue
of the Works of Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach';
Helm's numbers are already available in The
New Grove and its Bach Family revised
offprint. Because of its elegance and its
eloquent discipline, the set under discussion
must be one of the best Emanuel Bach
recordings yet issued. [ 13:11
Stephen Daw
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra
LSO/Solti
Decca JB 144 ( KJBC 144
Reissue from 1965

Dance Suite

Despite its mature years this recording of
two of Bartok's most attractive orchestral
masterpieces continues to command respect
and affection. There have, of course, been
several versions of the Concerto in the
interval since this first appeared, and some
have been excellent. But this one still manages to generate real excitement and a
vibrancy not excelled even by Solti's newer
recording of the revised score with the
Chicago Orchestra. The latter has the advantage of digital recording, and technically it is
an improvement on the issue under review,
but in all other respects, including the playing by the LSO, the older performance holds
its own admirably. And there still has not
been arecording of the Dance Suite to better
this one, which is a distillation of almost
everything Bartok knew about Hungarian
popular national art, and probably most of
what Solti feels about it. The sound remains
very good and fully acceptable. [A:1-1
Kenneth Dommett

BARTOK: Divertimento for String Orchestra/
GRIEG: Holberg Suite D Two Elegaic Melodies,

Op.34
Swiss CO
ASV ALH 941 ( ZC ALH 941)
Recorded last July at the Church of St. Jude
on the Hill, London, during its first British
tour, the Swiss Chamber Orchestra is not
heard at its best in this coupling of works for
string orchestra. In none of the pieces do the
players consistently capture the full spirit
and emotion of the music, despite their
obvious technical facility and enthusiasm.
The Holberg Suite gets off to apoor start at a
faster speed than the music can cope with;
to inject emotion there has to be some
awkward pulling about of the tempo, and the
inner parts inevitably become bland.
Throughout the work the glorious details of
balance that Grieg has provided for notice
pass by almost unheeded. The Wounded
Heart and Last Spring likewise suffer from
ill-considered tempi and an unwillingness to
pull out the emotional stops.
The Bartok presents avery different challenge and the Swiss players rise well to the
quiet tension of the second movement.
However, the lively outer movements lack
vigour and a real sense of the inherent
cross- accentuation: the lyrical elements are
emphasised at the expense of the
dynamism.
All the items are recorded with a good
sense of positioning but only average presence, and the acoustic is right enough not
to be intrusive. Hopefully the potential of this
burgeoning group will be more fully
developed on disc in the future. [A/B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos Nos. 1-5
Maurizio Pollini (pno)NPO/Biihm/Jochum
DG 2740 284 ( 4 recs) ( 3378 284)
Reissues from 1970-79 ( except 1 & 2)
Following the death of Betehm, Eugen
Jochum completes the VPO cycle with a
robustly engaging No.2 and a No.1 taken
from concerts ( see No.1 last month, p.89).
One wonders whether his instinctive warmth
and zest would have tempered the aristocratic but chilly air which blows' through Nos.3
and 5. In the Fourth — where Pollini plays the
more eruptive first- movement cadenza, its
trills likened to those in Op.111 — not only
does Beffehm sound less austerely gruff, but
Pollini's playing has amore obviously spontaneous creativity. Technically, though, this
was always adifficult recording to reproduce
well: an improved transfer did appear
promptly from Germany, but here No.4 is
accommodated on one 32 minute side. Not
only does it sound weaker than ever, but the
coupled B-flat ( No.2) poses a dilemma for
Pollini collectors: trade in the old pressings
or see whether DG reissue the Second
Concerto in some other format. These are
distinguished readings, engineered somewhat opaquely, and with a right-of-centre
piano bias, but after the initial interest Ihave
not often thought to play these recordings
again. [A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Clarinet Trio in B1, ,Op.11/BRAHMS:
Clarinet Trio in a, Op.114
Sabine Meyer (c1t)/Heinrich Schiff (vIc)/Rudolf
Buchbinder (pno)
EMI ASD 1467841 ITC ASD 14 67844)
This is an excellent new version of the
traditional and apt coupling of Clarinet Trios
by Beethoven and Brahms. Each of the
performers brings something special to his
respective role whilst combining to create
greatly moving, natural performances. For
the Beethoven, the trio adopt a bright,
uncluttered sound: Sabine Meyer for the
most part uses in this work a pure, vibratofree clarinet tone which can only be effective
when married, as here, with accurate tuning.
For the Brahms that tone becomes warmer
and Heinrich Schiff's plangent cello timbre
HI-Fl NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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ideally balances the rich fullness of the
piano.
In these performances there are real pp
and ff, vividly captured by the recording, and
the rhythmic and accentual subtleties of both
pieces are observed and discreetly pointed.
The three musicians are equal protagonists
and the recording retains this balance so that
all the details may be heard whilst the
satisfying blend goes unhindered. Given the
relative closeness of the recording, Iwould
have liked a spot more definition in the
placing of the instruments, with more
physical separation of the cello and piano
and better front-to- back information, but the
other qualities of the production reduce
these points to minor significance. [
A:1*1

that fresher 1967 reading, for here Ashkenazy has not so much risen to the challenge
of the sonata as set out to make the Hammerklavier apianistic challenge, amarathon
to fingers and instrument. The finale is
furiously fast; the first movement loses the
feeling of unity, its purposefulness diffused
by the exaggeration of tempo and dynamic
markings. In the slow movement there is
little stillness; some things are well done,
but Ifeel the Adagio is too respectful, in
some ways, lacking Gaels' creative possession of the writing. Rating the sonata only:
Christopher Breumg

BERLIOZ: The Trojans (
highlights)
Veasey/LindholmNickers, et al/ROH Orch & Ch/
Davis
Philips Sequenza 410 458-1 1410 458-41
Reissue from 1970

If, in the slow progression of this cycle, some
of Gilels' readings have seemed marmoreal
or over- mannered, here he provides one of
the few great Beethoven sonata performances on record, full of illuminating detail,
technically beyond reproach. There are certain interpretations which we say allow us to
recapture our original senses of discovery;
but Gilels' Op.106 goes further than that,
especially in an awesome account of the
slow movement and in afinale which turns
counterpoint into a wordless Gloria. The
effect of the Adagio is that of stillness, that
late- Beethoven landscape the Busch Quartet
understood so well, as did Schnabel. Yet
isolate passages such as that from bar 113,
and the playing is actually quite loud, almost
harshly wild in its creative possession of the
text. The details extend to such as the
matching of the final arpeggiated chord to
the opening demi semiquavers of the finale.
An unwavering sense of rhythm makes
Ashkenazy's slow movement ( see below)
relatively shapeless; Gilels' trills have that
measured pacing that .only afew Beethoven
pianists ( Arrau, Schnabel) deploy. A strict
attention to the writing brings out all the
strangeness of Beethoven's ghostly threelegged march leading from the Largo to the
final Allegro risoluto. The recorded sound,
wide in dynamic range, is suitably austere.
[A:11
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in B
merklevier' O Andante Favori
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 7011 IKSXC 70111
Reissues from 1981

Op 106

Ham-

Rather unhappily timed ( see Gilels' superb
Hammerklavier above), this separate reissue
from the 1981 box at least has the Andante
favori — Ashkenazy richly exploiting the
many twists and surprises of this composition. Ashkenazy's earlier Decca recording of
Op.106 ended Side One with the Scherzo;
here the Adagio is included unbroken as
well. Ipreferred the old arrangement, and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Benedict Sarnaker

[A:2/3]

Doug Hammond

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata in B 4,Op.106 ' Hammerklavier'
Emil Gilels (pno)
DG 410 527-1 digital (410 527-4)

subtlety of sound where the earlier recording
was rather thin and ( at times) coarse.
However, there are also losses in this
enterprise. Though the sound is more
refined, the performance is at times roughhewn. The orchestra doesn't always manage
perfect concordance in its entries, and Oliviero de Fabritiis gets little of the scores'
finer qualities across. He has little to offer
when compared with Tullio Serafin. So,
whilst welcome as awork, one can only offer
this version an [
A:3].

This selection of four episodes from Act 1
(including the 'Trojan March'), three from
Act 4, and four from Act 5of The Trojans first
appeared on the ' Festivo' label in 1980 —
tenth anniversary of Philips' complete
recording of Berlioz' epic masterpiece.
Some might have chosen aslightly different
balance of pieces from the latter's ten sides,
perhaps avoiding so much emphasis on
Cassandra in the excerpts from Act 1; but the
commanding power of Colin Davis' direction
nevertheless shines through at every point.
This is especially true of the one scene
without vocal soloists, the ' Royal Hunt &
Storm', which has always struck me as a
quite shattering performance. Sound quality
on this recut version is excellent, sometimes
stretching into starry regions. [
A:1/1•1
John Crabbe

BIZET: Symphony in C
Jeux d'Enfants ] Fair
Maid of Perth — suite
LSO/Benzi
Philips 6527 180 (
7311 180)
Reissue from 1966

Neat playing, good measure ( at the cost of
the Symphony's exposition repeat) and
decent quality. What more could one ask
from a reissue several degrees more freshsounding than its 1970 SFUFonata Special
incarnation? A shade more character,
perhaps, and alittle more string bass definition (the imitative central section of the
Scherzo is noticeably cello-deficient). And
there is the Beecham account of the Symphony at the same price. [B/C:2]

BOTTESINI: Capriccia di bravura Li Romanza drammatica J Introduzione e Gavotte CI Fantasia
'Beatrice di Tenda' I=1 Grand Allegro di Concerto
Thomas Martin (d-bs), Anthony Halstead (pno)
ASV ALH 939 ( ZC ALH 939)

While not all this collection is new to the
recorded double- bass repertoire (the Capriccio, Introduction and Gavotte, and Grand
Allegro all appear on Ludwig Streicher's
blinding recital on Telefunken) there are
important additions, including the Fantasy
on themes from Bellini's opera Beatrice di
Tenda which is not in Jean-Marc Rollez's
collection of Bottesini fantasies on operatic
themes for the French Arion label.
This is, Ibelieve, Thomas Martin's first
recording, though he is a familiar face to
London concert goers both as soloist and
orchestral bassist, having played with the
LSO, the Academy of St Martins and now
with the ECO. His style is fluid and suits the
lyrical ' bel canto' writing well; Bottesini
commonly used the bass to ' impersonate'
the human voice, hence his collection of
operatic fantasies for the instrument and his
grandly operatic Grand Duo Concertante for
'soprano' violin and ' bass'. Anthony Halstead provides sympathetic accompaniment,
but the recorded tone of his piano is a little
boxy.
There is much fine and dramatic playing,
but comment must be made on the occasional lapses into sobriety; Halstead doesn't
sparkle or drive the bass on, while Martin's
slow vibrato and slurs keep proceedings
sombre. I'm certain that Bottesini was more
virtuoso showman than operatic connoisseur. Dazzling technical skill and a tongue
firmly in the cheek are the prerequisites for a
sparkling Bottesini recital, but the nearest we
get to that is in the Grand Allegro. But it's
nevertheless afirst-rate debut which has me
looking forward to Mr Martin's promised
series of bass recordings. [
A:1/2]
David Priikel

Andrew Keener

BOITO: Mefistofele
Freni (sop)/Caballé (sop)/Jones (con)/Pavarotti
(ten)/Ghiaurov (bass)/London Op Ch/Nat PO/de
Fabritiis
Decca D27003 digital

Arrigo Boito started his career as an avant
garde critic, preaching ' pure' music to an
Italy dedicated to the ' impurity' of opera.
Having achieved some notoriety ( which
almost prevented his later collaboration with
Verdi on Otello and Falstaff) it was with
some irony ( and a great blaze of publicity)
that he offered his first opera at La Scala,
Milan in 1868. Mefistofele received a mixed
reception and it was only after a number of
revisions that it established a place in the
international repertoire. It remains a patchy
work, but one which merits revival.
Dacca have chosen to ' revive' it and give
their own Ace of Diamonds recording arival.
Vocally this rivalry is formidable. The weight
and artistry of Nicolai Ghiaurov mostly
excels that of Cesare Siepi; Pavarotti is a
match for Del Monaco, and Mirella Freni is a
worthy Margharita. Montserrat Caballé ( as
Helen of Troy) and Della Jones ( Pantalis) are
much better than their predecessors. So also
is the recording, which gives us adepth and

BOUGHTON: The Immortal Hour
Anne DawsonNalerie Hill (sops)/Patricia Taylor
(con)/Maldwyn Davies (ten)/David Wilson-Johnson
(bar)/Roger Bryson (bass-bar)/Roderick Kennedy
(bass)/Geoffrey Mitchell Ch/ECO/Melville
Hyperion A66101/2 digital ( 2 recs) ( NC)

With astrong cast, afine chorus and orchestra, and a spacious, detailed recording, this
first complete performance on disc of Rutland Boughton's Music- Drama The Immortal
Hour should prove a winner for Hyperion.
The work was an extraordinary success
during its first series of runs from 1922 to
1932, and was exceptionally well-thought-of
by a host of musicians — as attested by the
string of quotes given in the sleevenote to
this issue, including Elgar (' a work of
genius'), Bax (' undoubtedly the best opera
written by an Englishman'), Hoist, Ethel
Smyth, Bliss, and Vaughan Williams.
The conductor, Alan Melville, has captured
the heady atmosphere and simple beauty of
the music with anatural feel for Boughton's
style, while the ECO draw out the details of
the fine orchestration with ease and provide
substantial support for the singers. The
recording is warm and spacious, set in a
reverberant acoustic that ideally suits the
mysticism and magic of the plot and music,
and the chorus comes over surprisingly well
89
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considering the difficulty of recording large,
spatially and tonally discrete bodies of performers. Given the nature of its plot ( based
on Celtic mythology) and its musical style, it
is not altogether surprising that The Immortal Hour suffered neglect after its initial
adulation, but the time when it might be
better appreciated does seem at hand. This
recording should further its revival on the
stage. [A/A*11
Doug Hammond

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D
Arthur Grumiaux (vIn)/NPO/Davis
Philips 6527 197 (
7311 197)
Reissue from 1973
Grumiaux' patrician manner, the expansive
lyricism of the opening movement, and a
fine giocoso finale, make a reissue with
considerable attractions. Yet I have never
found this awholly satisfying recording; the
opening of the Adagio is prosaic, and Grumiaux' earlier Brahms Concerto, with the
Concertgebouw under Van Beinum, had
more character overall. The sleeve has lost
its photograph of Joachim and the composer; the transfer too, warm and generalised, loses some of the range and imaging
precision of the 1973 original. At mid- price,
Milstein's and the two Oistrakh recordings
offer rather more. [
13:21
Christopher Breunig
BYRD: Cantiones Sacrae ( 1589)
Choir of New College, Oxford/Edward Higginbotham
CRD CRDD 1120 digital ( CRDCD 4120)
This issue is notable because six of the nine
items performed have not been previously
issued on disc. William Byrd was one of the
greatest of the English polyphonists, and
these are fine examples of his genius; he is
known to have selected his material for
publication with great care, so we may
assume that these pieces pleased him. Some
400 years later, they are here to delight us.
The New College choir is of a high standard, and intonation and ensemble are wellnigh impeccable in these recordings. One —
or at any rate I — could wish for a stronger
bass line, but such are uncommon in England today. This polished singing brings out
the complex textures very well, and hence is
of service to the student as well as the
general listener.
A photograph on the sleeve reveals that
for these sessions the choir was placed at the
West end of the chapel, and close to the wall.
Doubtless there were good acoustic reasons
for this, but the effect is virtually to abolish
echo, producing a clear, dry sound which is
excellent for revealing detail, but lacks something in life and atmosphere: this could well
be a studio recording. Balance, however, is
first-rate, and the tone is accurate and
focused. The voices, especially the trebles,
have a whiskery edge to them which Ifind
not very agreeable, but this is a small point
which does not detract from the overall
enjoyment of a fine recital. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner
DEBUSSY: La Mer CI Nocturnes
Cleveland Orch & Ladies Ch/Maazel
Decca VIV 56 (
KVIC 56)
Reissues from 1979, 1980
Notwithstanding the excellence of the
remastering and pressing, Ican't say that I
warm to these bland, rather cold readings
any more than Idid when they were at full
price (
La Mer was formerly coupled with
Scriabin's Poem of Ecstasy, Nocturnes with
Iberia and Jeux). The odd balances remain
(harp sometimes trapped in the left-hand
speaker; and where, laterally, are the timpani in La Mer?) and the pleasant acoustic
halo cannot hide the occasional evidence of
many microphones. Solo cello and cor92

anglais at the end of De l'aube à midi sur la
mer play to each other across a vast distance. There are half- a- dozen versions of
these works leg 1965 Karajan for La Mer,
Abbado for Nocturnes, Colin Davis for both)
which convey greater rapture, mystery and
repose than this one. [
B:3]
Andrew Keener
DUKAS: Ariane et Barbe- Bleue
Schaer/Blanzat/Chamonin/Command/de Moor/
Meurant/Chrétien/Ch & Orch of Radio France/
Jordan
Erato NUM 75093 digital ( 21
/
2 recs) ( Conifer) ( MCE
75093)
'There exists ... a satirical side which the
music could not take into account without
making the work totally unintelligible.' So
wrote Dukas in 1910, three years after the
first performance of Ariane and over a
decade after becoming intoxicated by
Maeterlinck's symbolist play. No doubt he
was right: it is hard to think that this
atmospheric, shadowy score (
Pelléas-like in
its suggestive pastel shades) would succeed
if it were in any way to send up the title
character's doomed attempts to lead
Bluebeard's imprisoned wives from captivity. And yet she does spend avery long time
trying. She and her nurse ( who occasionally
fulfils the role of a commenting chorus)
spend just twenty minutes opening the first
six doors; then follows the encounter with
Bluebeard's wives and Ariane's offer of
liberation, which they refuse. Moral: it is
better to liberate oneself than to liberate
others. Similarly, Bluebeard, by letting
Ariane have her way, has been liberated
from the bondage of his former self.
The problem in transferring all this into
dramatic terms is the lack of incident. Dukas
characterises each of the wives as much as
Maeterlinck will allow him and he clothes the
sights and symbols in some ravishing music
(the opening, unseen crowd rumble their
dissent over a dark, treading accompaniment which is immediately haunting and
there is some particularly felicitous scoring
as Ariane dresses Bluebeard's wounds
towards the end of the opera). But one hour
and fifteen minutes — over two-thirds of the
opera — is along time to go without the focus
of real dramatic confrontation or the interest
offered by widely contrasting voice registers: in Maeterlinck's play, the tension of
Bluebeard's presence can be felt behind
everything, whereas in the opera, with its
prolonged absence of the male voice, that
tension is often negligible.
And yet the work has been well worth
recording, especially as successfully as it has
been here. There are no real weaknesses in
the cast, and it is difficult to imagine a more
sympathetic guiding hand than Armin Jordan's. The Radio France recording is clean
and substantial, if a shade lacking in atmosphere. Recommended. [
A/B:1]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony No.7 in d
Czech PO/Neumann
Supraphon 1110 3139 digital ( Bond St Music)
This is not a reissue of Neumann's earlier
recording of the Seventh, but a new digital
version made last year. Supraphon's
espousal of the digital process has been
slow and intermittent, and variable in its
results. This, it must be confessed, is not
noticeably better than a good analogue
recording, nor does it cast much new light on
the qualities of the recording venue or the
orchestra, who play with all their usual spirit
and commitment.
Neumann's approach- to Dvorak has
always been individual and authoritative, but
listening to him over the years one has
become aware that he displays a growing
concern with the lyrical aspects of the composer's work. In this particular symphony it
is more usual to subordinate these charac-

teristics to the tragic undercurrents and
Brahmsian accents which permeate it. Here,
however, the bulk of the weight has been
transferred to the Schubertian side of
Dvorak, and this emphasis on melody may
well strike some as giving a decidedly lightweight cast to what is by common consent
the composer's ' Tragic' symphony. For
others it will offer arefreshing and decidedly
Czech view of the work, typically Dvorak in
its insistence on melodic invention and in the
pointing up of rhythms that are to be found
overtly stated in practically everything he
wrote. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

FIBICH: Symphony No.3 in e
Brno State PO/Belohlavek
Supraphon 1110 3038 (
Bond St Music)
This is the first reappearance of the finest of
Fibich's three symphonies since Sejna's classic mono recording of the ' 50s, and it joins
Wildhans' account of the Second in representing the symphonic achievement of one
of the most important of Dvorak's contemporaries. Fibich was regarded as a follower
of the so-called ' Smetana Line', though his
music is less consistently nationalistic in
flavour than that of either Smetana or
Dvorak. The E- minor Symphony dates from
1898 and, being the most Czech in spirit,
perhaps inevitably reflects something of
Dvorak's example — though it has to be
admitted that none of Fibich's symphonies
has the breadth, strength or sparkle of
Dvorak's finest.
After a fruitful period in the 1950s and
early ' 60s, containing some memorable
recorded performances by Talich, Sejna,
Krombholc and others, the music of the
late- Romantic Czech composers has gone
into obscurity as far as the gramophone is
concerned, and it is gratifying to see it
beginning to make something of a comeback, particularly in such convincing performances as this one of Belohlavek's. The
Brno State orchestra is not the Czech Philharmonic, but it boasts some good players,
particularly among the winds, and the performance as a whole has conviction and
warmth. The recording leaves something to
be desired in that the sound is inclined to be
muddy and lacking perspective, but it is by
no means intolerable and it is good to have
the symphony back in the catalogue. [
B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett

GRIEG: Peer Gynt Suites
LSO/Fjeldstad
Decca JB 141 (
KVIC 59)
Reissue from 1958
No stranger to reissue, this expectedly
idiomatic reading of the Peer Gynt Suites
(plus a couple of extra items) from Oivin
Fjeldstad is still very potent a full quarter
century after its first appearance. The bright
recut is harsh and saturated in the loudest
passages, but still retains a good sense of
presence and placing, and easily conveys the
commitment of the LSO towards this highly
charged view of the music: the violin solo of
the Prelude has a raw, peasant feel to it and
'In the Hall of the Mountain King' starts very
slowly but is soon whipped up to a suitably
hysterical climax. With this approach there
are inevitably a few rough edges, but the
overall effect gets to the heart of the music.
Some hiss and loss of ambience between
items limit the rating, but this is still a
recording capable of giving a good deal of
pleasure. [
B/C:1]
Doug Hammond
GRIEG: Suites and Dances — Peer Gynt Suites 1 & 2
El Four Norwegian Dances El Holberg Suite
Sigurd Jorsalfar Suite I: Lyric Suite (7Symphonic
Dances El Old Norwegian Romance
Philharmonia/ECO/Leppard/José Luis Garcia (yin)/
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Three single discs issued by Philips over the
last seven years make a very convenient
collection of Grieg's orchestral works when
reissued as this set. Leppard's readings of all
the works are consistently cosmopolitan
rather than specifically Scandinavian. With
the ECO this seems to give rise to a little
blandness in approach, but with the Philharmonia on the third disc magic seems to take
place and the performances become special
and universal in their implications. The first
disc has some edge, not helped by the less
clean playing of the ECO upper strings than
in many of their more recent recordings; the
second is more consistent, with a few interpretative quirks; the third has a distant,
reverberant sound of fine depth and warmth,
and readings of Old Norwegian Romance
and the Symphonic Dances to return to time
and again. [
C/8/A:3/2/1 * I
Doug Hammond

HANDEL: Overture in D ( from Chandos Anthem 2)
arr. Elgar
Suite from the Water Music arr. Harty
Suite from the Fireworks Music arr. Harty
Pittsburgh SO/Previn
Philips 6514 366 digital ( 7337 366)
The sensible cover- notes treat these
arrangements as interesting period- pieces
which do, indeed, show us new aspects of
the real Handel, and Ifeel that this is the right
approach. This is especially the case when
the performances are so good: there is so
much to admire here in all departments of
the orchestra ( though possibly the timpanist
is too loud?) that we are indeed left marvelling at Handel's expressive power and grace.
The recording is good and direct, without
being oppressive, although just a shade
lacking in depth to give a concert- hall
impression. Thee are some especially good
passages of super- star woodwind recording,
but then the woodwind section of a symphony orchestra does not aim to sound deep
from back-to-front, and it is partly the playing that is superb there.
The interesting rarity is, of course, the
Elgar arrangement; some of it really does
sound like Elgar, although obviously the two
styles are poles apart. It will serve as atimely
reminder to orchestral managers that there
are numerous excellent and interesting
arrangements for orchestra ( as well as other
ensembles) of music by Bach and Handel,
whose tercentenaries approach apace,
crying out for inclusion in programmes.
[A:1•1
Stephen Daw

HINDEMITH: Requiem: For those we love
Annalies Burmeister (m-sop)/Gunther Leib (bar)/
Berlin Rad Ch & SO/Koch
DG 2543 825 (
3343 825)
Although originally released in 1966, Ican
find no evidence that this performance of
Hindemith's great American Requiem for the
war dead, prompted by the death of
Roosevelt, has been issued in this country
before. CBS put out the composer's own
American recording of it back in 1980, but
appear to have deleted it again. One cannot
help wondering if this German- language
version — the translation of Whitman's text
was made by Hindemith himself — will fare
any better. But being a studio performance,
the quality of this DG issue is vastly better
than that of CBS's made three years earlier,
and on balance one cannot help feeling that
here the singers are more in tune with the
music.
Hindemith hoped for great things with this
work, which sprang from a deep debt of
gratitude to America, but it did not capture
American affections in the way he thought it
might, and like so much of his later music it
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEN'
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has remained something of a white
elephant. There are good things in it, though,
and it deserves its place in the catalogue.
Taken all round. Koch's handling of the score
is as convincing as that of the composer, and
the superior sound and generally better solo
and choral work make this a more than
adequate substitute for Hindemith's own
recording. [
13:1]
Kenneth Dommett

delights of Wagnerian opera. The recording
is beginning to sound its age, with distinct
miking areas and spots of distortion, but I
think this is of small importance set beside
the beauty and joy of the performance and
splendid humanity of Mario Bernardi's reading. [ B/C:1•1
Doug Hammond

JANACEK: Diary of One Who Disappeared
Ernst Haeflinger (ten), Kay Griffe! (con)/Raphael
Kubelik (pno)
DG 2543 820 INC)
Reissue from 1964

Felicity Palmer

Ovin tin Ballardie ( via)
Philips 6725 034 (
3 recs) ( 7655 034)
Reissues from 1976, 1980, 1982

HOLST: Savitri H The Dream City*
Patrizia Kwella (sop)/Felicity Palmer (m-sop)/Philip Langridge (ten)/Stephen Varcoe (bass)/Hickox
Singers/City of London Sinfonia/Hickox
Hyperion A66099 digital dmm ( NC)
Within months of Argo's reissue of the fine
1966 Baker/Tear/Hemsley Savitri we now
have an extremely competitive new version
from Hyperion. Felicity Palmer in the title
role is magnificent, dark- toned and noble. As
her husband Satyavan, for whom she outwits Death, Philip Langridge brings light and
joy to the role and provides more contrast of
mood than is to be found in the Decca
version. Stephen Varcoe, in close focus, is a
very human Death, beautifully lyrical, but at
adistance he is less firm-toned than Thomas
Hemsley in 1966. The Richard Hickox Singers
provide an extremely effective wordless
female chorus, and the City of London
Sinfonia play with real involvement.
Altogether this is an engrossing, totally
convincing reading of the score, more than
helped by an inventive use of differing
acoustics: movement and effects of distance
are judiciously exploited to create awe and a
sense of other-worldliness. As an added
bonus, the through- composed work is
accommodated on one side, not split as in
the Argo reissue.
Coupled is Colin Matthew's highly inventive orchestration and substantial arrangement of ten of Holst's ' Twelve Songs' Op.48,
to form the cycle The Dream- City for soprano
and orchestra. This very attractive, brightly
lit work also receives a polished, atmospheric performance, although Patrizia Kwella's diction does not match that of the
singers on Side 1. A fine issue, then, with the
only jarring note provided by an intermittent
overlay of ' noises off'. Well recommended.
[A:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
HUMPERDINCK: Hansel and Gretel
Patricia Kern/Margaret Neville/Ann Howard/Rita
Hunter/Raimund Herincx/Sadler's Wells Orch &
Ch/Bernardi
CfP CFPD 4432 (
2 recs) ITC CFPD 4432)
Reissue from 1964
Another reissue of EMI's 20- year- old recording of the much- loved Sadler's Wells production of Hansel and Gretel does not come
amiss. The CfP packaging is very attractive,
the soloists closely miked, and the opera
sung in English, characterisation is very
strong, with no weaknesses in the cast. This
all adds up to a highly enjoyable couple of
hours for young and old alike and is an ideal
introduction for young children to the

This is my first acquaintance with the German language version of Janacek's song
cycle, and Isuspect that anyone not knowing
the work who came to it through this performance would take away a very distorted
view of it. Not that it is in itself a bad
performance. Quite the contrary, but in spite
of the presence of Kubelik at the piano it has
all the aura of a lieder recital. This is awork
where the original language really is integral
to its success: Janacek's acute response to
the sound of his native tongue is as much a
part of the music's unique impact as the
words themselves. To compare the Supraphon version ( 1112 2414) with this will
illustrate the point beyond question, even if
Palenicek is not such a good player as
Kubelik and the Czech sound is no better.
Attractive as this is in many ways, it is no
match for the home-grown product. [A:2]
Kenneth Dommett

JOSQUIN DES PREZ
Hilliard Ensemble/Paul Hillier
HMV ASD 1435731 ITC ASD 1435734)
Josquin ( c1440-1521) was one of the most
famous composers in France during his
lifetime, and his influence continues to this
day: it is amazing how modern he sounds,
making his music easier to come to terms
with than many of his period. This issue
could be a good starting- point for anyone
wishing to understand what the early music
revival is all about — the answer being that it
is immensely enjoyable in its own right,
regardless of what came from it.
On this occasion the Hilliard Ensemble
consists of eight male singers ( 4ten, 2c-ten,
2 bass), each excellent in himself, and forming a disciplined and integrated ensemble.
Interpretation of early music is always a
matter of scholarly conjecture, and what is
done here may offer some concessions to
modern taste, but is none the worse for that
in terms of the pleasure of listening to it.
Though some renderings used to amount to
murder most foul, such are rarely offered
these days, and music is never exclusively
for one age. Ifound this performance near
enough to pure joy.
The recording does not let the music
down: the Temple Church in London provides a pleasingly airy acoustic, and the
sound is beautifully focused, with each singer audible within the ensemble. In many
ways this is amodel of how to record asmall
group without its sounding small, which
they don't when they are as good as this one.
The notes supplied with the first-rate ( German) pressing make no mention of digital;
but be that as it may this is an issue to be
wholeheartedly commended. [ A:1)
Peter Turner

KHATCHATURIAN: Adagio from Spartacus ' Masquerade Suite 11 Gayaneh Suite
Two Armenian
Dances
Orch Nat de L'Opera Monte Carlo/LSO/EastmanRochester OrchNan Remoortel/Dorati/Fennell
Philips Sequenza 6527 187 (
7311 187)
Reissue ( part only) from 1973
Comparison

must
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Deccas similarly coupled Stanley Black/LSO
disc — a generally much livelier sound provided one isn't totally averse to the largerthan- life ways of vintage Phase Four
engineering. Should the Masquerade
excerpts not be your prime concern,
however, then you must turn — full- price or
no — to the composer's own performances of
the Spartacus and Gayaneh suites on EMI
and Decca ( LSO and VPO respectively,
sumptuously recorded). Only then can you
enjoy the ubiquitous ' Onedin Line' Adagio
(that subtitle is there to stay Ifancy) and
other such delights on the big screen, as it
were. [
B/C:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

recorded without straining the quality of the
sound.
The same qualities encompass the two
vocal works. These show Ligeti in an almost
surrealistic vein. No texts are used, yet there
is a sense of articulate ( if violent and inchoate) verbalisation in the way the voices
'dramatise' the non-existent text. We are
confronted with avaried and tangible drama,
yet ( quite nightmarishly) we don't know
what is its content. Frightening and vivid,
these are important contributions to our
grasp of our time and circumstances. When
presented so well as this, we can but shudder and be impressed. [
A*:1*1
Benedict Sarnaker

KOECHLIN: Seven Stars Symphony LI Ballade for
piano and orchestra, Op.50
Bruno Rigutto (pno)/Monte Carlo PO/Myrat
HMV ASD 1731391 digital ITC ASD 1731394)

MAHLER: Symphony I80.1
RPO/Leinsdorf
Decca Viva VIV 57 (
KVIC 57)
Reissue from 1972

Notwithstanding a handful of works currently available on disc, Charles Koechlin
(1867-1950) is probably best remembered as
the orchestrator of Fauré's music for Pelleas
et Melisande. Indeed, it was probably the
existence of his teacher's Ballade for piano
and orchestra that prompted him to write
one of his own. And afascinating piece it is,
if formally rather diffuse. There is atmosphere and serenity; the pace is gentle, the
harmonic language unostentatiously modal.
The Seven Stars Symphony, portraits of
well-known film actors/actresses between
the wars, is another matter, though there is
no trace of bombast; Koechlin's was too
fastidious a sensibility for that. Rather, his
idolisation of certain female film stars drew
from him a beguiling combination of exotic
sonority and an aura of almost mystical
beauty. There is subtlety here as well as
wide-screen grand statement. Thus Lilian
Harvey dances an appealing archaic minuet,
fugally inclined and spiced with harpsichord; Garbo emerges as a figure of mystery in a desolate landscape populated only
by Ondes Martenot, sustained strings and
sparse woodwind lines; and Dietrich's portrait is predictably voluptuous. The male
stars are less successfully portrayed, though
the Pierrot like ' smile through tears' which
characterised Chaplin's work is caught in a
way which Isuspect would have fascinated
Debussy.
The pieces are generally well played, sympathetically conducted and warmly
recorded. Some patiences will, however, be
taxed by the number of studio clunks and
rustles apparent almost throughout; the
handful of poorly chosen edits will probably
worry fewer people, but they also are nevertheless audible. A beguiling disc, even so.
[A/B:1/21
Andrew Keener

Originally recorded for the stereo- extravaganza Phase Four label, this strong performance reappears in remixed form. The previous brass- heavy balance has been tamed
to some extent, though the woodwind birdcalls in the Langsam are rather close for
comfort. Leinsdorf's approach is warm and
energetic, with a fleet opening movement;
but surprisingly Decca have seen fit to
interrupt the third movement after eight
minutes for the side break. A good but not
outstanding choice spoiled by an unhappy
turnover point, and bettered by Kubelik's
thoroughly atmospheric reading still available on DG at mid- price. [
A/B:21
David Priikel

LIGETI: Ramifications i Chamber Concerto .]
Aventures* . 1Nouvelles Aventures*
Mary Thomas (sop)*/Jane Manning (con)/William
Pearson (bass)*/Ens Intercontemporain/Boulez
DG 410 651-4 (
410 651-4)
This record neatly displays two major
aspects of Gyórgy Ligeti's musical style.
Ramifications 11967-9) and the Chamber
Concerto (
1969-70) employ ultra- precise
instrumental effects which can enunciate
individual lines or combine ( by use of micropolyphony or displaced tuning) into iridescent sheets of sound which create an intense
sense of space. This capacity to articulate the
feeling of huge spatial dimensions ( so
quickly, if superficially, employed in the film
2001) is reinforced by a very wide range of
texture and dynamic which stresses both the
listener and the recording medium. The
latter copes splendidly in this case, with a
depth of perspective and a delicacy which
begiles one in quiet passages, only to jolt
one by the sheer force of its sudden loud
passages. These precipitate changes are
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MAHLER: Das Lied von der Erde U Kindertotenlieder LI Des Knaben Wunderhorn H Lieder
emes fahrenden Gesellen El Ich bin der Welt
abhanden gekommen
Frederica Von Stade (sop)/Janet Baker (mez-sop)/
Chris ta Ludwig (mez-sop)/Rene KoIlo (ten)/Walter
Berry (bad/Israel PO/NYP/Bernstein /LPO/Davis
CBS 79355 (
3 recs) 140-79355)
Reissues from 1970-79
Presentation is marred by the 10in. square
booklet which shuffles around in the box,
and the persistent misspelling of Jack
Diether; but this is an eye-catching package.
Alas, none of the transfers is as good as the
originals were, and the Kindertotenlieder —
competently sung but rather heavy in
accompaniment ( not as concentrated as
Janet Baker's Hallé alternative) — sounds
thin, recessed, and with hiss, suggesting that
Dolby correction has been overlooked. Here
is Bernstein's less successful Song of the
Earth, always full of interesting ideas but
with the humourless Kollo, and wilfully
accelerating changes of speed in ( iv) which
leave Ludwig gasping behind. Her roles in
the New York studio Wunderhorn make this
a valuable reissue, a contrast to the supersophistication of the EMI version; but always
harsh, the baritone voice now has a cisternlike acoustic edge. The Gesellen cycle has
superficial freshness, but is hardly penetratingly sung — again, the sound is less open
than before. [
B/C:21
Christopher Breunig
MINKUS arr. LANCHBERY: La Bayadère El Paquita
Sidney SO/Lanchbery
HMV ASD 1834251 digital ITC ASD 1834254)
John Lanchbery rarely fails to bring sympathy, understanding and ( not least) success
to any ballet that he puts his hand to. As
composer, arranger and conductor of
numerous performances over the years he
understands every facet of ballet and its
music, a fact further substantiated by this,
his most recent recording with the Sidney
SO. Here they perform the Pas de dix from
Paquita and ' The Kingdom of the Shades'
from La Bayadère, two works, dating from

1846 and 1877 respectively, by the Austrian
born composer Ludwig Minkus. Although
the first was written for performance in Paris
and the second for St. Petersburg, both
works are unmistakeably Viennese in
flavour. They abound in waltz rhythms and
are truly balletic in their sweeping phrases,
interludes for solo instruments and colourful
vivacity.
The SSO are extremely well- rehearsed
here and respond immediately to Lanchbery's demands for tempo adjustment and
rubato. They appear to be in full sympathy
with the innate charm of this music which
has, in parts, been masterfully reharmonised
and reorchestrated by Lanchbery to provide
greater melodic and instrumental interest.
The result is immediately attractive and is
enhanced by good stereo spread and separation, a wide dynamic range, and great presence, qualities which combine to make a
highly successful disc. [
A:1*]
Barbara Jahn

MONTEVERDI: Venetian Vesper Music
Taverner Consort/Taverner Ch/Taverner Pls/
Andrew Parrott
HMV ASD 1435391 ITC ASD 1435394)
The music used for this collection is taken
from the Selva morale et spirituale of 1640.
Hence the texts are all of ' sacred' character,
reflecting the genuine piety of the composer.
Simply to be able to spend an hour in the
presence of a towering genius is reward
enough, as this is Monteverdi at the height of
his powers ( if sampling, try the Magnificat
on track 3 of the second side); but there is
much more. The performers are excellent
and the direction subtle and comprehending; and when the performers include the
divine Emma Kirkby in supreme form, and
David Thomas, who has partnered her in so
many notable interpretations — and when all
the others ( vocal or instrumental) are fine
artists committed to the performance, then
indeed joy is unconfined. Ihave been moved
to exaltation by this issue, and Ican only
invite you to share. .
As on the Josquin issue ( see earlier), the
Temple Church was used for the sessions —
and if there be traffic- noises in the background, Ihave been too involved with the
music to notice. In any event, this one is a
triumph: the balance between singers and
players is the best Ican remember, and the
total clarity and freedom from distortion is
exemplary. One can pay the recording the
highest tribute of not noticing it, especially
as my German test- pressing seems to contain no single extraneous sound or any
surface- noise. If only all pressings were like
this! Get busy with those record-tokens: it
would be folly to deny yourself this one.
[A":11
Peter Turner
MOZART: German Dances K509, 571, 600, 602, 605
CI Marches K189, 355/1 and 2
ASM/Marriner
Philips 6514 207 digital ( 7337 207)
Mozart wrote several sets of German dances
or Teusche' between 1787 and the end of his
life. The six comprising K509 are the first of
them, those of K605 the last, though there is
a single example ( K611) composed a little
later. By their nature they are lively extravert
pieces and their composition gave Mozart a
much needed opportunity to exercise his
considerable gifts for lighthearted invention,
which he satisfied by writing parts for
unusual instruments, sleighbells, posthorns
and, in K602, the leier or hurdy-gurdy, played
on this recording by Francis Baines. The
Marches are associated with two of the
large-scale serenades, the Antretter (
K185)
and Posthorn (
K320): K355/1 is presumed to
have opened the latter and K355/2 to have
closed it.
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Marriner, happily reunited with the
Academy, gives predictably spirited
accounts of all the pieces. Comparing his
performances with those of Boskovsky's
classic Decca versions one is occasionally
aware of a tendency to ' bustle' the music
along a bit; and in Boskovsky's recording of
K602 the hurdy-gurdy solo is made rather
more of, though this may have something to
do with the recording quality. On the whole
Philips' digital sound is warm but rather
congested compared with the old Decca
Viennese acoustic, which imparted greater
clarity to the fascinating detail to be found in
these inventive scores. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin Concertos K219 and K216
Shizuka lshikavva (vIn)/Dvorak CO/Pesek
Supraphon 1110 3177 (
Bond St Music)
Shizuka lshikawa did her training in Czechoslovakia and has spent agood deal of her time
there. Like most Japanese violinists she has
developed an effortless technique, but manages to combine it with sweetness and
strength. Mozart, especially the G- major concerto, seems to bring out the best in her, and
both these performances are imbued with
affection and richness. The Dvorak Chamber
Orchestra is just about the right size for this
kind of music, and though the soloist is
pushed forward in the manner of all presentday concerto performances she does not
swamp the accompaniment, and Pesek contrives the balance with skill and discretion.
His orchestra is not the most polished in the
world, but it gives a good account of itself.
The sound is satisfactory, though as is
often the case with recordings made in
Prague, there is a slight hollowness in the
acoustic which appears to derive from the
hall. Notwithstanding this very slight
reservation, these are performances to enjoy
for their tenderness, and lshikawa is clearly a
violinist to be watched with interest. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Duos for Violin & Viola K424 & 425
HAYDN: Duo No.1 in C
Mark Lubotsky (On), Nobuko Imai (via)
Philips 6514 101 digital ( 7337 101)

M.

Listening again to the two Mozart duos after
a longish interval, one is continually surprised at their inventiveness and the depth of
sonority derived from the two instruments.
Mozart wrote them in 1783 in order to
complete a set which Michael Haydn was
required to write for Archbishop Colloredo
and which he was prevented from doing by
illness. The Haydn Duo here is one of the set
that the unhappy composer was able to
finish; it is receiving its first recording, and
though shorter and less complex than
Mozart's is well worth hearing. It is difficult,
though, to see how Colloredo, the recipient,
was unable to note the different hand at
work in the two which Mozart composed.
Lubotsky and Imai give particularly effective performances of all three works, and
their playing is notable for the richness of
their tone and the obvious rapport that exists
between them. This is the first digital recording of any of this music, and the naturalness
of the sound and realistic focus of the two
instrumentalists make this the most satisfactory version of the two Mozart pieces to date.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin Sonatas K377, 403 & 526
Mark Lubotsky (On), Boris Berman (pno)
Philips 6514 244 digital ( 7337 244)
Mark Lubotsky, who appears above with
Nabuko Imai in another Philips recording, is
a violinist of distinctive qualities. He is the
possessor of a rich tone and an expressive
but well controlled style. His partner Boris
HI- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Berman is, like Lubotsky, a Russian emigré
who is making his first appearance on a
domestic label, though his work is represented on some imported marques. His
piano playing is clean and stylish, his phrasing crisp and direct; yet, as the slow movement of the A- major demonstrates, both
performers are capable of infusing their
playing with apoetic quality that avoids both
sentimentality and the overly expressive.
Nor is it so cool that it becomes soulless. In
fact, this carefully balanced recital, which
reflects some of Mozart's finest work in the
realm of the violin sonata, is one of the best
to appear in recent times. The sound quality
is warm and vibrant, rather close for some
tastes perhaps but realistically balanced for
all that. It is much to be hoped that there are
further examples of this duo's work to come
in the near future. [
A:1*1
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Violin Sonatas Vol.2: K304, 306, 378, 372
Oscar Shumsky ( vin)/Arthur Balsam (pno)
ASV ALH 944 (
ZC ALH 944)
This is the second in the series of Mozart
violin sonatas by Shumsky and Balsam, the
first of which was reviewed last October.
Although generally the playing was of ahigh
standard which has been widely praised,
there were occasions when Balsam's phrasing was allowed to become subordinate to
other considerations. In this present volume
things are a good deal better, though on
balance Istill derived more consistent pleasure from the above Lubotsky/Berman
recital.
It is special pleading to claim that all
Mozart's violin sonatas are of equal quality,
and though the E- minor sonata ( K304) has
achieved a considerable reputation, largely
on account of its being in a minor key and
one Mozart hardly ever used, only the first of
its two movements is of much interest, and it
is not until we reach the sonatas of 1781,
represented here by K378 ( K372 is a single
Allegro for apresumably uncompleted work)
that the interest is sustained throughout all
three movements. As with the first volume,
sound and balance are very acceptable. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

SAINT-SAËNS: Violin Concerto No.3/
WIENIAWSKI: Violin Concerto No.2
ltzhak Perlman ( vIn)/Orch de Paris/Barenboim
DG 410 526-1 digital ( 410 526-4)
The supreme artistry of ltzhak Perlman
guarantees that each new recording of his
will have something exciting and effective to
offer, and this disc is no exception. Perlman's warm, full-bodied tone creates an
aura of power and sensitivity at one and the
same time. The beautifully controlled
Andantino of the Saint-Saëns concerto is a
case in point, the violin always dominating
Ibut balancing exquisitely with the woodwind, which echo and answer it. The balance
in the Wieniawski concerto is slightly different, for here the violin is the ' star' throughout, the orchestra merely providing an
accompaniment. The Orchestre de Paris
does this most appositely, with Barenboim
being prepared to shun the limelight here
and let it fall unhindered on the soloist; yet
he does this whilst pointing the accompaniment just enough to keep the textures
buoyant.
The recording of the two works varies
slightly too. The Saint-Saëns is given quite a
warm and reverberant acoustic, whereas the
Wieniawski is set more at a distance with
some HF emphasis. In line with what seems
to be the current trend, the soloist is placed
well to the fore of the orchestra in both
works, and whilst neither this nor the
recorded sound of the two is exactly to my
taste, neither can be seriously faulted. [
13: 1'1
Barbara Jahn

DOMENICO SCARLATTI: Sonatas for Harpsichord,
Vol.17
In DK480, in cK84, in G K105, in le K331 & K332, in
a K54, in G K470 & K471, in FK106 & K107, in A
K536 & K537
Gilbert Rowland (hpd)
Keyboard KGR 1017
As Gilbert Rowland works on through his
complete project, two things stand out: first,
that Scarlatti has never received the credit
for variety and creative imagination that he
deserves; second, that anybody who has the
resource to attempt this kind of undertaking
and gets so far is bound to learn so much
from it that his playing will almost inevitably
improve as a result. This last fact is so clear
with regard to this project that one is faced
with the daunting question: will he feel he
has to start again when he has finished?
Such things are possible with other ' complete' projects, but this one still has a very
long way to go.
If you haven't ever heard any of the series,
it would be a good plan to start by listening
to the first few Sonatas on this particular
record. Ilike the stylised ' stomp' of Rowland's left-hand basslines; Irelish the impulsive pauses and variations of speed in the
repeated figures. Touches like this are not
learnt formally from others, they are grown
into through the music. The recording is
excellent ( it has been throughout the series),
the Michael Robertson French harpsichord
seems to be getting better and better ( French
harpsichords should, but they don't always),
and the performer's notes are concise and
helpful ( although the singular of fermata is
surely fermatum?). A worthwhile project and going very well. [
A:1•1
Stephen Daw

SCHUBERT: Sonata in le, D960 Ilmpromptus - in
Al, D935/2, GI, 0899/3, AI, D899/4
Clifford Curzon (pno)
Decca Jubilee JB 140 (
KJBC 140)
Reissues from 1973/1964
A recoupling of extra material from SXL 6135
makes this reissue of one of the very best
readings of the B- flat Sonata into outstanding value. Curzon's delicacy of touch and
nice shading of dynamics makes this reading
atreasure, though this is not to imply that his
is in any way a lightweight performance.
Presumably recorded in long takes, a movement at a time Isuspect, this recording is
fresh and has all the atmosphere and tension
of a concert performance. The piano sound
is now slightly dated, with the merest hint of
'plumminess'; however, the recording is sufficiently weighty and well focused to ignore
this slight coloration. The two D899
Impromptus date from the middle sixties
and suffer from tape hiss and some boxiness, but are still positive additions rather
than makeweights. [
A/B:1•]
David Prâkel
SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 6514 383 digital ( 7337 383)
This is at least the third complete recording
of Schwanengesang by Fischer-Dieskau;
earlier ones accompanied by Gerald Moore
on HMV ( 1963) and on DG 11973) are still
available. Though the distinguished singer
no longer has the easy delicacy for most of
the Rellstab and Seidl settings, ' Aufenthalt'
comes over with a broad and generous
sweep; ' Kreigers Ahnung' too is boldly,
imaginatively sung. It is in the Heine settings
that this issue attains true distinction: ' Der
Atlas' has a totally appropriate feeling of
agony and effort, ' Die Stadt' superbly controlled intensity and anguish, while ' Am
Meer' is beautifully direct, with some lovely
soft singing.
Alfred Brendel accompanies with great
refinement and power of perception; the
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TURINA: Canto aSevilla CI Danzas Fantásticas
La Oracion del Torero
Pilar Lorengar (sop)/OSR/
Lopez- Cobos
Decca 410 158-1 (
410 158-4)

eerie, visionary quality of Schubert's evocation of the seascape in ' Die Stadt' has never
in my experience been so finely realized.
This performance is for me a supplement to
the older, more freshly sung versions, fascinating for some of the changes CAufenthalt
and ' Die Taubenpost' markedly slower than
in 1963). The recording has great presence
and well-balanced impact, though there is
quite a lot of surface noise on my finished
copy. An insert contains the texts in English,
German and French. Readers who prefer a
tenor voice in Schwanengesang should be
reminded that Peter Schreier's recording is
still available from DG. [
A:1/2)
Peter Branscombe
SCHUMANN: Symphonic Studies Op.13/
BRAHMS: Variations on a Theme by Paganini
Dimitris Sgouros
EMI ASD 1436271 digital ITC ASD 1436274)
The publicity has been exhaustive, the
superlatives have all but run dry. Now come
the questions: where does this 14-year- old
wunderkind go from here? Are commercial
considerations rushing too many fences for
him? Well, whilst only time itself can provide
the answers, this, his first recital disc, does at
least raise afew interesting pointers. On the
whole I must say that I was far more
conscious here of his extreme youth than at
any point during his sensational Festival Hall
debut in March of last year ( in Rachmaninov's Third Concerto).
The surface brilliance, the security of the
technique, as demonstrated here for instance in his reading of the Brahms, is indeed
remarkable, and there is in general a scale
and breadth about his playing that one rarely
encounters in one so young. Still to develop,
though, is a genuine sense of spiritual
repose and real character insight. The Schumann, as we know, does not give up the way
to its secrets too readily. There is simply so
much more by way of colour and cast here
than Sgouros succeeds in uncovering.
Instead of uniformly hectoring his way
through the finale, for instance, adegree less
zeal and more control in the rhythm, a
subtler gradation of dynamics, would surely
have made for a more solid and satisfying
impression. The line here is choppy, erratic,
and a little wild. His, dare I say, crude
underlining of that electrifying modulation
just prior to the close is aglaring reminder of
the wisdom and maturity he has yet to
acquire. Good, if slightly hard- edged, sound.
[A/B:3/21
Edward Seckerson

STRAUSS: Tod und Verklárung .1Till Eulenspiegel
1Don Juan
Concertgebouw/Haitink
Philips 6514 228 digital ( 7337 228)
The luminosity of the Concertgebouw's playing, Haitink's unfailing musicality - much
pleasure have Iderived from both here. Yet
these are inescapably low- profile readings,
lacking for me that last degree of personality
and imagination. Tod, for instance, is nobly
conceived, the faded reminiscences of childhood and youth exquisitely turned - incomparable oboe and flute principals. Compare
Karajan, though ( his second recording - a
clear winner interpretatively), and you at
once re- discover the darker intensities: the
convulsive cross- rhythms even more ruthless, the searing climaxes less inhibited and
a good deal more disquieting as a result.
By the same token, Haitink's Till may want
for nothing it terms of elegance and affection, but it falls some way short on the
requisite impishness and wit. He could, I
think, have afforded to smile a little more.
All- in- all, it is the ubiquitous Don Juan which
fairs best: aglowing account, this, warm and
generous if ultimately not quite as stirring as
Abbado's recent version with the LSO ( identical coupling, again not without its short98

comings). Top class souno here, though. Not
quite star- worthy Ifancy, laJt rich, open and,
like most Philips products these days, gratifyingly free of that hard digital edge. [
A:2/1]
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: Firebird - complete
Detroit SO/
Dorati
Decca 410 109-1 digital ( 410 109-4)
What I miss most here are the beautiful
veiled colours of Ozawa's Pa's recording still available on HMV Greensleeve and still
as atmospheric a realisaton of Stravinsky's
exotic sound-world as Ihave yet encountered on disc. By comparison, Decca's undeniably vivid digital production proves almost
too much of a good thing. There is no real
mystery in the texturing, every last sonority
being thrown sharply into relief so that in the
very opening bars, for instance, the dreamlike haze which can infuse our stealthy
arr val in Kashchei's enchanted garden with
such chilling expectancy, is, as it were,
dispersed in favour of something rather
more explicit. One hears exactly what is
happening in those ominous bass lines, and I
am not sure Iwant to.
In short, Dorati holds few surprises for us.
He knows his way around this score as well
as anyone ( this is his 3rd recording) but his
long-standing allegiance to it, his now
almost dogged respect for every last semiquaver, has in my view made 'or something
all too literal and untheatrical - something
sadly pedantic when you compare the earliest of his recordings or Mercury. The new
'Infernal Dance' of Kashchei's si.bjects is as
good an example as ary: texturally well
delineated, to be sure, but Oh, so wooden VI
terms of rhythmic lift and momentum. Most
of the magic, it has to be said, comes from
his Detroit woodwinds, and they have my
unreserved praise for some very lovely work
throughout. [
A:2)
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.6 " Pathetique
LAPO/
Mehta
Decca Viva VIV 58 (
KVIC 58)
Reissue from 1978
Mehta's Los Angeles Pathatique has made a
fairly speedy departure from Decca's fullprice roster and now competes with
Maazel's VPO recording on Jubilee. Though
Mehta builds tremendous tension and anticipation into the opening m;nutes of the
Adagic, this is soon thrown away with the
adoption of stumblingly fast tempi. The
second movement lacks all leaven•ng, while
in the third Mehta fails to wind up the blazing
drama from the brass section, who seem to
have to grab at phrases. The finale verges on
the melodramatic with some swooping
string playing; all a little too ' showy'. The
recording is very fine with little to criticise
save a dry edge in the strings. (A 2]
David Priikel

A recording of the Danzas Fantásticas with
Batiz conducting the LPO was reviewed by
Barbara Jahn in July 1983 and given an A:1*
grading. The new release is also very
impressive, with Jesus Lopez-Cobos giving a
reading full of colour and exciting dynamic
contrasts. The other two works are not
otherwise represented in the current lists
and are therefore of particular interest. In La
Oracion del Torero there is some lovely
string-tone and sensitive playing from the
Swiss orchestra. Pilar Lorengar is the soloist
in the Canto a Sevilla, but unfortunately her
voice is now very unsteady almost throughout its range and the high notes sound
forced and pinched; on the other hand the
orchestral playing in these songs is quite
superb. The recording too is warm, with
excellent definition and a wide dynamic
range. The performances earn a star rating
but for the soprano soloist. As it is Imust rate
it: [A:1*13].
John Freestone

VERDI: Requiem
Caballé/CossodoN ickers/Raimondi/New Phil Ch &
Orch/Barbirolli
CFP 4428 (
2 recs) ITC-CFP 4428)
Reissue from 1970
This performance never did ( nor ever will)
take first place among the Verdi Requiems
on record, yet it well merits a place in
anyone's collection. The justification lies in
the list of soloists, who all sing with great
beauty of tone and with high musical intelligence. Montserrat Caballé is quite exquisite
and Cossotto is nothing less: paired they can
stop several heartbeats! Vickers is in good
voice and uses his exceptional musical
intelligence to re-form many a hackneyed
phrase. Raimondi is rich and dark - and that
is enough.
The limiting factor is Sir John Barbirolli.
Many a section is wonderfully, spontaneously projected, but others sound
deliberate to the point of pendantry ( and he
was no pedant!). Nor are the latter confined
to ' learned' contrapuntal passages, for you
will probably never hear a Dies tree so
deliberate and measured as this. Thus the
whole feels very strangely stop-go and
leaves one frustrated. Yet in the end the
wonderful moments ( and even more
wonderful singing) make that frustration
tolerable. The sound is also ... well, tolerable. [
C:1*/3]
Benedict Sarnaker

WAGNER: Symphony in C 1] Faust Overture
San Francisco SO/de Waart
Philips 6514 380 digital ( 7337 380)
Commentators find awealth of references to
Beethoven symphonies, to Mozart and to
Weber, in Wagner's Symphony, and rightly
so as this score by the 19- year- old Wagner is
afirst stretching of individual talent around a
borrowed and conventional framework. An
Andante closely paralleling the Andante
from Beethoven's Fifth preceeds a Scherzo
bearing uncanny resemblence to the same
movement in the Eroica, while Weber lurks
throughout in the woodwind. Conductor de
Waart and the San Franscico players capture
the self-confidence of the young Wagner
particularly well in the first and third movements, though sound a little stiff in the
Andante. Surprisingly, Otto Gerdes' recently
re- issued performance from 1972 sets an
even faster pace on stopwatch timings but
fails to impart de Waart's ' swing' and drive.
In the Faust overture ( contemporary with
Rienzi) Wagner's writing presages Fafner in
the low brass introduction, and the Dutchman already haunts the score.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Edo de Wear?

The recording is rather overblown, with an
over- reverberant low end which sets the
sound awash when double- basses, bass
drum or low brass appear in the score.
Superb sleeve illustration; poor sleeve
notes. [ B:11
David Priikei

WAGNER Siegfried Idyll/SCHOENBERG:
Iiirte Nacht
ECO/Ashkenazy
Decca 410 111-1 digital 1410 1114)

Verk-

In the I.ght of Ashkenazy's recent recordings
this pe-formance of Siegfried Idyll is surprisingly slow. Though coaxing some beautiful
tone from : he ECO players, Ashkenazy
causes the score to linger: just over 18 as
opposed to an expected and more usual 16
minutes. The sound too is not as crisp as
Kingsway can produce.
Thougn recorded ayear earlier, in December 1981, Schoenberg's Tranfigured Night is
both fleeter in performance and crisper in
sound. Ashkenazy matches Boulez closely in
overall speeds but his tempos are more
extreme. The luminous string writing in this
score suffused with Wagner's Tristan is
movingly played — the woman's outburst
agonis ngly direct. However, there is an odd
prominence given to the pr ncipal cello in the
balance at one point early in the score. The
lover's reply and the 'transfiguration' is
curiously handled, more in internal balance
than ir tempo, which left this listener cold.
Ashkenazy favours the low strings, which
tend to drown : he violins' rising figure in the
lovely D- major conclusion.
This record is in direct competition with
Karajan's radiantly played though shallow
coupling of these works on mid- price DG.
Marriner and BoLlez remain first choice in
the orchestral arrangement of the Schoenberg, while Marriner's Siegfried Idyll on EMI
remairs a first choice on recording and
performance. [
A/B:1/21
David Priikel

CLASSICAL

COLLECTIONS

AIRS DOPERAS FRANÇAIS
Arias by Berlioz, Bizet, Charpentier, Gounod, Massenet and Offenbach
Barbara Hendricks (sop)/Orch Phil de Monte Carlo/
Jeffrey Tate
Philips 410 466-1 digital ( 410 466-4)
In the last few years Barbara Hendricks has
built up aconsiderable reputation, and in the
disc under review she uses her beautiful
voice for the most part with great artistry.
Her soft singing is particularly lovely, and it
is only occasionaily when she sings a loud
high note that the tone hardens, as for
example at the end of the air from Berlioz's
Benvenuto Cellini, where the final note
sounds dangerou!sy exposed.. Her diction is
rather variable, but everywhere there is
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evidence of involvement in the characters
she is portraying. She is particularly dramatic in Juliet's aria from the Tomb Scene in
Gounod's Romeo et Juliette, which has
seldom been recorded as a separate solo.
She receives excellent support from the
Orchestre Philharmonique de Monte Carlo
under Jeffrey Tate, and the overall quality of
the digital sound is first-rate, with good
balance between voice and orchestra. [
A:1/2]
John Freestone

SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Concerto No.1 n Symphony No.l•
Rostropovich/Philadelphia/Ormandyt* NYPO/Bernstein
CBS 60284 ( 40-60284)
Reissue from 1959/73

The Casals Brandenburgs enjoy a considerable reputation; this is the second record in
an independent two- LP issue of all six concertos 160251/2). Pace and elegance are the
combined qualities of these performance,
although after a decade of ' period instruBOHEMIAN SINFONIAS
ment' recordings the violin dynamics and
BENDA: Sinfonia in B J. STAMIC: Sinfonia in Ail
MYSLIVECEK: Sinfonia in D . 1MICA: Sinfonia in D romantic swoopings in Concerto 4 are more
Kreisler than Leipzig kappelmeister. A dry
Prague CO/Bjórlin
sound on the edge of distortion shows up
Supraphon 1110 3185 (
Bond St Music)
the combination of two flutes and violin in
the concertino roles of BWV 1049 in an
This programme exactly replicates an earlier
ear- wincing manner. Piano replaces harpSupraphon issue ( LPV423), though there the
sichord, while the sheer weight of the
four symphonies were played by different
orchestra, in say the Andante to Concerto 4,
orchestras under a variety of conductors,
comes as aconsiderable surprise. Iwill resist
Talich, Smetacek, Trhlik and Turnovsky. Here
any temptation to give these performances
they are all in the hands of Ulf Bjerlin.
an Historic rating. [
B/C:1]
Actually this is not the first appearance of
Serkin's Diabelli Variations were recorded
this recording either; it has been available in
in mono in 1957, a fact only mentioned on
aGerman pressing as an EMI import through
the record itself and not the sleeve. The
Conifer, though this was not submitted for
recording consequently lacks depth of tone
review.
and real dynamics, despite which Serkin's
Musically speaking the record presents an
intentions are clearly enough conveyed. The
interesting cross-section of mid 18th century
performances are masterful, Serkin drawing
Czech symphonists, all of whom exerted
from the widest palette and having an astosome influence on the development of the
nishing command of the keyboard. The
symphony in the latter half of the century.
sound may spoil some listener's pleasure
The Myslivecek had particular significance
here, but this performance deserves enthufor the young Mozart, and its influence can
siastic recommendation. Hiss levels are high
clearly be heard in some of the Italian
but not particularly annoying. et]
symphonies of the 1770s by the Salzburg
The Hiefitz/Piatigorsky/Pennario Dvorak
master, while Mica's — probably not F.V.
Trio fails to hold together as a performance,
Mica but his nephew F.A. Mica 11746-18111 —
not because of ensemble problems but
is a good example of how the form
because Heifitz plays out like a soloist in
developed outside the small group of ackfront of an orchestra of two. Piatigorsky's
nowledged masters of the period.
legato playing and rich tone is to be admired,
Bjürlin treats the music with rather less
despite some under- the- note pitch, but
portentousness than his predecessors and
Heifitz's scrubbing, assertive playing domingives it much more sparkle and buoyancy.
ates. The 1976 recording is somewhat wasTalich's treatment of the Benda is really
pish, which doesn't help matters. The
heavy-handed by contrast, but he was much
second side is given over to a three-part
better recorded; though the above- menrecital. Stravinsky's Suite ltaliene (
the violin/
tioned German pressing offers a cleaner
cello suite of adaptations from Pergolesi's
account of the performances than this Supmusic better-known as the ballet Pu/cine/la)
raphon original. [
A/B:1]
opens proceedings in a performance Iwish I
Kenneth Dommett
had not heard. The tempi, bending of notes,
swoops and buzzy playing is far from elegant
and makes one want to rush back to the
familiar comfort of the ballet score. Gliere's
CBS MASTERWORKS PORTRAITS
brief Duo fares better, as do Johann Halvorsen's unusual variations on material from
BACH: Brandenburg Concertos 4, 5 and 6
Handel's Harpsichord Suite No.7; the latter
Marlboro Fest Orch/Casals
alone seem robust enough to withstand
CBS 60252 (
40-60252)
Heifitz's polish and to come out shining.
Reissue from 1969
Technical mastery seems to demand an
equal proportion of elegance, at least to my
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations
ear. [B:3/11
Rudolf Serkin (pno)
Ormandy's Hary Janos re-enters the midCBS 602568 (
40-60256)
price field against competition from both
Reissue from 1958
Leinsdorf and the Boston SO, and from
Kertesz' classic LSO/Decca recording.
DVORAK: Trio in fOp.65"/STRAVINSKY: Suite
Ormandy's recording engineers balance
Italiene/GLIERE: Duo/HANDEL-HALVORSEN: Paseverything too close, thus collapsing the
sacag lia
stereo image and upsetting the dynamics,
Heifitz ( vIn)/Piatigorsky ( vIc)/Pennario (pno)*
which is a considerable pity as the PhiCBS 60264 (
40-602641
ladelphian's are on fine form and play with
Reissue from 1976
zest and sparkle. Choice will depend as much
on recording preferences ( Decca's spacious
KODALY: ' Hary Janos' suite I1Dances of Galanta LI
power being much preferred by this
Dances of Marosszek
listener), and by coupling ( Leinsdorf with
Philadelphia/Ormandy
Prokofiev's Kije and Kertesz with Galanta
CBS 60270 (
40-60270)
and two Slavonic arias). ( B/C:11
Reissue from 1965/67
The Gould Mozart Piano Concerto 24
shows admirable cooperation between pianMOZART: Piano Concerto No.24 in c Ll Piano
ist and conducter Susskind over tempi and
Concerto No.21 in C*
approach. The recording balances the piano
Gould (pno)/CBC SO/Susskind/Rosina Lhevinne
and orchestra fairly well despite its age,
(pno)/Julliard Orch/Morel*
allowing the woodwind ' punctuation' to be
CBS 60276 140-60276)
clearly heard throughout the piano's first
Reissue from 1960/62
movement scalic passages. However, the
sound is boxy and dated for both this and for
SCHUBERT: Quintet in A 'The Trout'
the Lhevinne/Julliard/Morel performance of
Members of Budapest Ot/Horszovvski (pno)/Julius
Piano Concerto 21. Here a pinched stringLevine (d-bs)
tone, some moments of poor ensemble and
CBS 60283 (
40-60283)
scrappy playing detract. The Allegro vivace
Reissue from 1963
99
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opens in lively fashion, but the cumulative
effect is mere breathlessness. A must for
Gould collectors, but a poor choice for the
listener looking for a strong performance of
21 with aless-than- common coupling. (C:1/31
Given a recording of this ' magnification'
Schubert's Trout takes on the proportion of a
latter-day Jaws) This 1962 production projects the individual instruments into the laps
of listeners in a most unwelcome manner.
The sound is undeniably vivid, although the
piano suffers more than a touch of the ' milk
bottles'. The double- bass is recorded to
unusually good effect, however, but hiss
levels are rather high. There are a great
number of finer Trouts than this, which is
bland and spoiled by too many instances of
poor intonation and ensemble playing. [
C:3]
Surprisingly and rather sadly CBS have
decided to recouple the Rostropovich/
Ormandy Shostakovich cello concerto with
Bernstein's poorly recorded NYPO Symphony No.1, rather than use Ormandy's own
superb recording of the First. This performance of the concerto was recorded very
shortly after its dedicatee, Rostropovich himself, had premiered the work in Moscow. It
was also sanctioned by the composer and
had his blessing, so it is therefore a unique
historic document. Tortelier's more recent
account for HMV outshines this performance
in sheer technical brilliance, but Rostropovich is commanding and Ormandy and the
Philadelphians are warmly enthusiastic
about the music. The 1959 sound spotlights
the soloist far too heavily. Bernstein's hard
New York sound and unsubtle reading o the
First Symphony cannot be enthusiastically
recommended. [
B/C: 1/3]
David Priikel

CHRISTOPHER HOGWOOD
Works by Purcell, Handel, Vivaldi, C.P.E. Bach,
Mozart
Academy of Ancient Music/Hogvvood
L'Oiseau Lyre 410 183-1 (
410 183-4)
Rcissues from 1976 onward
Culled from Decca performances of the last
eight years, this sampler is a celebration of
Hogwood's sensitively authentic outlook on
the music of the hundred years between
Purcell and Mozart. Enjoyably bouncy performances of numbers from Purcell's Abdelazer and Amphitryon complement Vivaldi's
G- Major Concerto ' alla rustica' and CPE
Bach's expressive Symphony in C, and the
prospect of Mozart's Symphony No.32 in G
and the Haffner, No.35 — taken from the
much praised set of the complete symphonies — will be an obvious temptation. There
are changes of recording quality between
the tracks, but by and large the sound is
smooth and clean, perhaps a little masked in
the upper frequency range, but nevertheless
very comfortable. [
A/B:11
Roger Bowen
DECCA ' GRANDI VOCI' SERIES
Ameling: Arias by Bach, Handel, Haydn
Elly Ameling (sop)/Various Orchs & Conductors
Decca 410 148-1 (
410 148-4)
Reissues from 1967-69
Corena: Arias by Cimarosa, Donizetti, Mozart,
Rossini
Fernando Corena (bass)/Various Orchs & Conductors
Decca 410 163-1 (
410 163-4)
Reissues from 1958-60
Del Monaco: Songs by Bernstein, Bixio, BuzziPeccia, Cahn, Cardillo De Curtis, Gastaldon, Lehar,
Romberg, Trapani
Mario del Monaco (ten)/Mantovani & Orch
Decca 411 617-1 (
411 617-4)
Reissues from 1962
Pavarotti: Arias & duets by Donizetti, Massenet,
Meyerbeer, Ponchielli, Puccini, Rossini, Verdi
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Luciano Pavarotti (ten)/ Various supporting Artists
and Orchs
Decca 410 166-1 (
410 166-4)
Reissues from 1980
Sutherland: Arias & songs by Bishop, Bononcini,
Graun, Handel, Mozart
Joan Sutherland ( sop)/ Various Orchs & Conductors
Decca 410 147-1 (
410 147-4)
Reissues from 1960 to 1964
Elly Ameling is at her stylish best in this
delightful reissue. She sings with lovely
unforced tone and great personal commitment. The recording is excellent for its age:
[811. Corena is still remembered as an
outstanding buffo artist. His recordings of
some of the great comic arias from Italian
operas were unrivalled in their time and it is
good to have them generally available again.
The recording favours the voice but is
always clean, with good stereo separation:
[C:11. Del Monaco possessed one of the finest
robust tenor voices of this century. Sadly he
was not a very sensitive artist, although in
his recording of Otello conducted by Karajan
he showed what he could do. Here his motto
seems to be ' anything you can sing Ican sing
louder' and he is aided and abetted by
Mantovani in tasteless and over- powered
performances: [C:3] Pavarotti sings very
well in some solos and is joined in duets by
Freni and Ricciarelli, who were both in
excellent voice. The live recording captures
the atmosphere and excitement of the occasion and is technically of a high standard:
[A:1]. Sutherland was at the height of her
powers when these arias were recorded. She
surmounts all the technical difficulties with
effortless ease. Her tone is generally clean
and bright but diction was already a problem, as in the recitative to ' Non mi dir' (
Don
Giovanni) which lacks the necessary dramatic impact. The overall sound quality is good,
with excellent balance between voice and
orchestra: [
8:1]
John Freestone

ELENA GERHARDT: A Centenary Tribute
21 German Lieder
Elena Gerhardt (m-sop)/Arthur Nikisch (pno)
HMV HLM 1436031 (g) ITC HLM 1436034)
Reissues from 1907, 1911
From her London début in 1906 until her
retirement in 1947 Elena Gerhardt was considered unrivalled as an exponent of the
German lied. She was discovered by the
great conductor Arthur Nikisch who accompanied her whenever his engagements permitted, and they recorded anumber of lieder
in 1907 and 1911. All of these, excluding
duplicated titles, have been transferred onto
this reissue, and considering the difficulty of
recording the piano in those days they sound
remarkably well. Her voice was originally a
very lovely high mezzo, and these discs were
made when she was in her vocal prime.
Some of the songs are taken very slowly and
her use of portamento might occasionally
seem overdone, but to all these songs she
brings asearching intelligence and a unique
ability to colour the voice. The result is a
fascinating album of great historical importance. (
H:11
John Freestone

FAVOURITES OF THE LPO
Vol.2: works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Mussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov, Wagner, Strauss II,
Saint-Saëns, Debussy, Berlioz and Chabrier
LPO/Davis/Lockhart/Susskind/Davison/Mackerras/
Guschlbauer/Baudo/Handley
MfP MFP 1036 (
2 recs) ( TC MFP 1036)
Reissues from 1970-1983
Music for Pleasure have assembled a
balanced yet varied programme. Of the four
sides, one is devoted to popular overtures
including an alluring Midsummer Night's

Dream and a stirring Ruy Blas, both with
James Lockhart. The coupling is a dull
performance of the Fidelio Overture in a
plummy and congested 1975 recording by
the young Andrew Davis. Side 2marries two
Russian works and the pomp and ceremony
of Beethoven's Turkish March from The
Ruins of Athens and the Act Ill Prelude to
Wagner's Lohengrin. Susskind's Night on a
Bare Mountain is slow but tense and powerful, with some distinctly muscular brass
playing; but Arthur Davison's Le Coq D'Or
doesn't swagger quite enough and sounds a
little confused in the recording, as does his
Turkish March. Mackerras contributes a racy
but thin and distant Lohengrin Prelude.
Side 3is given over to rather straight-laced
performances of five Strauss Waltzes and
Polkas, all under Theodor Guschlbauer's
baton. The Emperor Waltz in particular
opens with a rather too imperious staccato
metre, though the orchestra loosens up in
the later Polkas recorded two years on. The
fourth side is taken up with four French
works opening with aviolin- prominent, fleetfooted Dance Macabre followed by a radiant
performance and spacious recording of
Debussy's L'apres midi with Vernon Handley. The recital concludes with alight-weight
Hungarian March and a sparklingly witty
rendition of Chabrier's Marche Joyeuse,
both with Arthur Davison. Stereo perspectives are often startlingly good, while the
recordings rarely fall below very good — a
most enjoyable collection. [
A•/A/B:1/2]
David Prákel
GOLDEN AGE OF ENGLISH CATHEDRAL MUSIC
Choir of Winchester Cathedral/Martin NearyNiols
of the Consort of Musicke/James Lancelot (org)
ASV ALH 943 (
2C ALH 943)
The Golden Age is here taken to be the 16th
century and early part of the 17th. This may
be arguable, but it certainly represents a
period of wonderful invention and creativity.
The composers included are Byrd, Tallis,
Gibbons, Weelkes, Morley and Taverner — a
list offering enough riches for many such
issues, and offering a bewildering difficulty
of choice. The pieces selected are certainly
illustrative, and doubtless chosen from the
repertory of the choir, which shows itself
here in all its excellence. There is no more
than the occasional hint of insecure intonation, while overall ensemble and diction are
excellent and must place this choir as one of
the finest performing today in the noble
tradition of the Anglican Church.
The assistance of the viols of the Consort
of Musicke was a happy thought, and certainly adds to the enjoyment of the recital,
though Idid feel that from time to time the
balance here is too much in favour of the
vocal parts; but this is certainly better than
the other way round. ASV make a special
point of simple, natural and ' un engineered'
technique: a sound philosophy which here
emerges in a pleasant nave- acoustic rather
than a close approach which would, in my
opinion, have ruined the effect. Everything
has apleasing clarity and musical intelligibility which allows one to enjoy the music. This
issue is a welcome one for all who care for
the music of the English cathedral. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

GRAND OPERA CHORUSES
Excerpts from operas by Beethoven, Mussorgsky,
Puccini, Verdi, Wagner
Sofia Rad Ch/Vienna Boys Ch/Vienna State Op
Ch/Vienna Op OrchNPONarious conductors
Decca J8 142 (
KJBL 142)
Reissues from 1961-1976
These selections are all taken from complete
Decca opera recordings, and apart from the
chorus from Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov
all the bands feature the Vienna State Opera
Chorus, while in the excerpt from Parsifal
Gottlob Frick and the Vienna Boys' Choir can
101
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also be heard. The well-known ' Va pensiero'
from Nabucco, the Pilgrim's Chorus from
Tannhäuser and the humming chorus from
Madama Butterfly are also included, and the
standard of performance is uniformly high
throughout. The recordings spanning a
period of 15 years are all very acceptable.
John Freestone

MUSIC FROM THE TIME OF THE CRUSADES
Early Music Consort of London/David Munrow
Decca Serenata 410 135-1 (
410 135-4)
Reissue from 1971
The late David Munrow did so much for the
revival of interest in early music that it is
right and just that some of his recordings
should be restored to the catalogue. On this
one a small group of singers ( 2 c-ten, ten,
bar, sop) is supported by a wide variety of
instruments — such indeed as to make this a
useful short course for anyone acquainting
himself with these sounds.
The style is typical Munrow: lively, brilliant, vigorous. Fortunately, the recording is
a demonstration for those who would like to
think that hi-fi began with the invention of
PCM: this one is a cracker, with tingling
transients and an overall clarity of tone
which makes it a model of its kind. On a
mid- price label, too: nobody need hesitate to
add variety to a collection. [
A• : 1]
Peter Turner
PHILIPS SEQUENZA
DVORAK: Cello Concerto
Silent Woods
in g Op.94
Gendron (vIc)/LPO/Haitink
6527 186 (
7311 186)
Reissue from 1968

I
Rondo

LISZT: Symphonic poems — Les Preludes, Orpheus,.
Tasso
LPO/Haitink
6527 201 (
7311 201)
Reissue from 1969
SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony No.3 ' Organ'
Wedding Cake' for piano and strings
Chorzempa (org/pno)/Rotterdam PO/de Waart
6527 210 (
7311 210)
Reissue from 1977
STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra
Concertgebouvv/Haitink
6527 212 (
7311 212)
Reissue from 1974
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
Piano Concerto
No.1 in bb
Fujikawa ( vIn)/Orozco (pno)/Rotterdam PO/de
Vvaart
6527 215 (
7311 215)
Reissue from 1974/75
Gendron's late sixties account of the Dvorak
concerto can be thoroughly recommended
as part of a basic collection simply on
account of the excellent orchestral support
and the natural unmannered playing of the
soloist. The recipe for a successful record is
completed by there being substantial extras
in the shape of the Rondo and Silent Woods.
Gendron's playing in the opening movement
is frantic in patches, but the meltingly warm
second movement dispels any criticisms.
Thankfully there is no headlong rush in the
Allegro moderato finale. The recording is
very fair, pushing the soloist gently forward,
but is without any hiss, boxiness or acidity.
EA/B:11
Haitink's reading of the three Liszt Symphonic Poems is short of fibre. The emotional extremes of great Romantic literature
are just not captured in the playing here. In
Les Preludes for instance the strength and
intensity of the writing is not convincingly
conveyed; Haitink is better in the reflective
moments of quiet poetry in Orpheus. The
recording, which is now pleasingly dated,
blurs the finest detail and stereo focus in
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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quieter moments, but ' opens out' well. [
Al
B:2]
The Chorzempa/Rotterdam ' Organ' Symphony is curiously un idiomatic both as
regards performance and recording. The
playing and sound both lack character and
bite: the timpani strokes at the beginning of
the allegro moderato opening to the second
side are flaccid, the organ amorphously
toned in pedals. The sound lacks both crisp
detail and power. This unmemorable performance makes a poor showing beside the
Marcel Dupré recording with the Detroit
Symphony Orchestra under Paul Paray, now
on Philips' Mercury Golden Imports label.
[8:2]
Haitink's Zarathustra was issued barely six
months after Karajan's supreme reading ( for
DG) and failed to achieve both the critical
and commercial success it deserved. The
present reissue offers avery muscular, littledoctored sound with plenty of low frequency
power and impact. However, through the
whole first side from run-in to lock- groove
my finished review pressing emits a shrill
whistle from the right channel, quite addible
above the scurrying bass figure immediately
after the famous sunrise. The recording is
light and clear, slightly drier than the best
Concertgebouw recordings; stereo perspectives are convincing. Haitink's attention to
detail and colour sets this issue ahead of
many full- price ones. But do check copies for
that RH whistle on Side 1. [
A:1]
This attractive and unique Tchaikovsky
re- coupling has risen again from the ashes of
the Festivo label. Fujikawa's Violin Concerto
is delicate and well managed, but the
temperature is always too low; tempi are
consistently slow. Orozco's Piano Concerto
is more disappointing, with moments of
cocky rubato, particularly in the finale. In
both works the soloists sound a shade
blanketed, while the overall sound quality is
under- nourished tonally and dynamically,
with adistinct blousy quality in the low bass.
A pity not to be able to recommend such a
high-value coupling. [
112/3]
David Prákel

PORTRAIT OF KIRI
Arias and songs by Fauré, Humperdinck, Mozart,
Puccini, Schubert, Schumann, Richard Strauss,
Verdi, Walton
Kin ite Kanawa (sop)/Richard Amner (pno)/Various
orchestras and conductors
CBS 74116 (
40-74116)
Reissues from 1979, 1983
The arias by Puccini and Verdi are taken from
CBS D 37298, reviewed in November, but all
the other items were recorded in 1979 and
this selection is no doubt intended to show
the artist's versatility. She comes off best in
the operatic arias, where she shows greater
commitment, although in all these selections
the voice sounds equally beautiful. In the
German lieder and Fauré's Après un rêve she
maintains a lovely line, but could sound
more involved, while the Walton songs lack
the necessary tang and bite if they are to
make their full effect. This is in fact a very
mixed offering and personally Iprefer Dame
Kin iin her operatic work, which is surely her
forte. [
A:1/2]
John Freestone
RECORDER CONCERTOS, etc
BABELL: Concerto in C Op.3 No.1/BASTON: Concerto No.2 in D/HANDEL ( arr. 71• Concerto in B
Op.4 No.6/JACOB: Suite for recorder and strings
Michala Petri (recs)/ Graham Sheene (bsn)/ASM/
Kenneth Sillito
Philips 6514 310 digital ( 7337 310)
Michala Petri always plays with an amiable
good humour, as well as with scrupulous
neatness, and her playing has earned her
high praise from performers on other modern wind instruments on account of its bold
sense of line and flowing lucidity. There is
something of a danger, maybe, in the appa-

rent ease of it all; some serious baroque
recorder players sound as though they are
working too hard in order to play relatively
unpretentious music, but there can be an
opposite extreme.
Here, the music certainly is unpretentious
—with the possible exception of the excellent
Handel transcription, in which Graham
Sheene gives a splendid demonstration of
how to play in duet with an instrument of
different pitch. All goes very well indeed. The
recording balance is very good, the sound
well-proportioned and clear, the solo line
beautifully right — and high recorder parts,
with their sense of presence and extreme
directness of address, are far from easy to
get ' right'. Best of all is Petri's playing in the
Gordon Jacob Suite. Here, in a gently
unambitious piece, the soloist has done
something special that I have previously
missed. Somehow, she captures the
beneath- the- surface melancholy of this
work, so that it grows in stature in her hands.
[A*:1 * Pi)
Stephen Daw
TRUMPET CONCERTOS
Works by Albrechtsberger, Fasch, Hertel, Hummel,
L. Mozart
John Wilbraham (tptVASM/Marriner
Decca 410 134-1 (
410 134-4)
Reissues from 1969, 1971
The style and virtuosity of John Wilbraham
never fail to delight, so this disc of concerti
from the late Baroque and early Classical
periods is a very welcome reissue. Perhaps
the most original work here is the Hertel:
composed in a style more akin to the wind
quintet than the concerto, it gives equal
melodic weight to the two oboes, two bassoons, and trumpet. The performers' sensitivity of phrasing and articulation make this
well- recorded work glow with vivacity and
charm. The Fasch concerto, for soloist and
string orchestra, plus two oboes and harpsichord continuo, enjoys the same sympathetic handling and an eminently suitable
bright, crisp recording quality; but the better
known Hummel concerto suffers from a
thinner, less interesting recorded sound.
Whilst the Albrechtsberger is another littleknown concerto a cinque, the Leopold
Mozart needs no introduction. Both are
treated by Wilbraham/ASM/Marriner to the
same care and attention that is a hallmark of
this disc. [
A/B:1•/1]
Barbara Jahn
WALTER GIESEKING PLAYS
DEBUSSY: Children's Corner Suite Lisle joyeuse
Le petit Nègre ' Danse
La plus que lente/
GRIEG: Lyric Pieces, Ops.43, 47, 54, 65, 71/MENDELSSOHN: Songs without Words/RAVEL: Alborada
Pavane
Jeux d'eau
Sonatine
Walter Gieseking (pno)
HMV RLS 1436203
ITC RLS 1436205)
Reissues from 1953, 54, 56

e

Gieseking's performances of Debussy and
Ravel are some of the most idiomatic and
persuasive on disc. His brilliant command of
awide range of tone- colours and his insight
into the textural balance of the music provide a more than valid reason for those who
do not already have the originals to buy this
HMV Treasury set. His Grieg is perhaps a
little too sophisticated, and his Mendelssohn
at times afraction laboured and over- meticulous, but fine pianism will always have its
own fascination.
No one would buy this set for sonic
perfection, but the mono sound is generally
good, very listenable, and for the earlier
Debussy and Ravel recordings set at a very
agreeable mid- distance. The Grieg and Mendelssohn, recorded little more than a month
before his death in 1956, are too closely
miked, but the limitations of mono result in a
sound that is not aggressively overpowering. [
C/H:1*/2/3]
Doug Hammond
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In the world of Game arms you could pay in excess of £25,000,
for which you would get abeautifully hand built, hand engraved
gun, but it would not improve your shooting performance in
anyway, just your image.
In the world of Hi Fi arms you only need pay £399.00, for which
you would get abeautifully hand built, hand engraved tone arm
that would give you the best possible sonic performance irrespective ofprice and it will also improve your images.
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RENE CARAS claimed afair bit of film
footage since she first played one third of
aSupremes-styled trio in Sparkle, a1976
made- forpeanuts production. An
appearance in Fame made her aBIG NAME
and her chummy- up with Giorgio Moroder
on the title song to Flashdance moved her
into the superstar — or, at least, super- eight
star — bracket. Now, in total cahoots with the
formidable Moroder, she's cut asolo album,
What A Feelin' ( Epic EPC 25730). And, for
once, there's no help from on- screen visuals.
Everything's down to the music and nothing
else but the music. Which in this case
doesn't add up to everything which it should
be. Moroder's areal sharpie, of course. He
uses female vocalists much in the manner
that Hitchcock used certain blonde actresses.
No matter what is fed in, everything comes
out bearing the same production line stamp.
Given Debby Harry, Donna Summer or, in
this case, the cinematic Cara, the result of
any Moroder liaison is Munich Machine
Music — well- produced, deep-sheened,
down- at-the-disco fare with avoice upfront.
Not an individual voice: just any voice. I
admire Moroder — atrue professional, I
reckon. But I'd like to hear him work with a
singer who couldn't be subjugated,
someone who could kick back— something
that Irene Cara's unable to do. In my book
she's just Linda Ronstadt with atan. And that
is not really enough. Only Moroder lifts the
rating. [A:21
Blondie's Moroder-produced rendition of
'Call Me' turns up on Formula 30, asort of
styled compilation that
K-Tel or Ronco actually has ahome on Decca PROLP 4.
Shoulder- rubbers on this occasion include
Free's ' All Right Now', Dire Straits' Sultans
Of Swing', Jeff Beck's ' Hi Ho Silver Lining',
Status Quo's ' Caroline', The Stranglers'
'Golden Brown' and other one-time
chartmasters by the likes of Roxy Music,
Thunderclap Newman, The Small Faces,
BTO, etc, etc. Search for alinking theme and
you immediately hit your head on awall.
Even the theory that the compilation might
be better titled All White Now falls flat
because one lone track by ablack act, Ike and
Tina Turner's ' Nutbush City Limits', is
included. Best thing then is merely to lay
back and enjoy things. With hardly aduff
track around, you won't find that too much of
aproblem. [B:11
Even more acceptable though is The
Brightest Smile In Town ( Demon FIEND 9),
another delectable, true solo record from
singer- pianist Dr John. On the face of things,
the former Mac Rebennack's programme
seems as difficult mentally to slot into place
as that on Decca's disparate compilation.
The doctor's version of 'Waiting For A Train',
acountry music classic, lines up alongside
Harold Arlen's show- biz evergreen ' Come
Rain Or Come Shine', while agood oldfashioned eight-to- a- bar ' Boxcar Boogie'
gives way to ' Marie La Veau', atraditional
Cajun caper that ends up sounding like a
cross between Hoagy Carmichael's ' Hong
Kong Blues' and the latest Tom Waits roadsong. What makes it all hang together is the
sheer artistry of Dr John. He and his acoustic
piano, as tasty atwosome as is likely to be
found in this world of synth- happy
keyboardists, opt for the late night approach,
alittle booze and alot of blues, with more
than amodicum of humour to help things on
their way. Listeners are therefore guaranteed
asmile— the brightest sort, naturally! [A:19
To paraphrase an old joke, Yes are now
nearly thirteen years old and would have
been sixteen, ' cept that they were sick for
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Fred DeIlar
three years. While the guffaws subside, I'll
explain that three of the band's original
members, Jon Anderson, Tony Kaye and
Chris Squire, got together with 1972-signing
Alan White and new- boy Trevor Rabin
(guitar, keyboards, vocals) in June, last year,
and after some weeks of studio
entrenchment concocted 90125 ( Atco
790125), the first studio album by the
affirmative rockers since 1980's Drama.
Stylistically, Yes haven't changed much over
the years. Not since Close To The Edge, at
least. Still Anderson donates high fly vocals
while his cohorts strain to supply him with
equally stratospheric harmonies. And to the
rear, all is still amixture of pump and pomp.
Perhaps, however, the break has done either
me or the band some good. Whatever the
reason, 90125 doesn't sound as passé as I
expected it to. In fact. I'll go as far as to state
that the Yes-men sound fresh and actionready, thanks, at least in part, to the
consummate console artistry of another exYes fellow, namely Trevor Horn,
undoubtedly the George Martin of the '80s.
The opening track, ' Owner Of A Lonely
Heart', arecent single, instrumentally packs
apunch that would do credit to Frank Bruno,
though nothing else on the album
impresses quite as much. Either way,
Accrington can breath easily once more.
[A:11
King Kurt, on the other hand, are the pride
of Clapham. That they oncè advertised for a
singer possessing asilly haircut says much
about their approach. Once known as
Rockin' Kurt And The Sauerkrauts, they've
barnstormed their way around the clubs,
wearing skirts and bovver boots, throwing
combinations of flour and ketchup at their
audiences and even, in the course of things,
gaining ahit single with ' Zulu Beat'. Now
their manic form of rockabilly bedecks Ooh
Wallah Wallah ( Stiff SEEZ 52), an album that
includes the band's attempts to destroy
'Mack The Knife'. ' Ghost Riders In The Sky',
'When The Saints Go Marching In' and other
deliberately unsuitable material. Smeggy's
lead vocals are indisputably among the

world's worst and musiclovers are advised
not to drift within earshot. However, should
athoroughly daft sample of knees- up rock,
not athousand miles removed from aRuss
Abbot spoof, be required, then Ooh Wallah
Wallah, aDave Edmunds production, will
most admirably fill the bill. [A:31
Next, an admission regarding The Soft
Boys. I'd heard of them, of course, but I'd
never had an earful of their music until the
arrival of Invisible Hits ( Midnight Music
CHIME 00 02) aselection of previously
unreleased items and alternative mixes
recorded by the band between late ' 78 and
mid ' 79. Sadly, The Soft Boys are no more —
they went their various ways in 1980. And I
could kick myself for missing them. Imean, a
contemporary outfit from Cambridge who
came on like Syd Barrett reborn. Surely the
very stuff that legends are made of? My
immediate reaction is to dash to the nearest
deletions shop where I'll hopefully be able to
pick up all the past Soft Boys recordings that
have been gathering dust in the racks. Then
maybe I'll move on to ascertain just how
mainman Robyn Hitchcock's later solo
waxings worked out. In the meantime,
however, I'll continue grey-grooving
Invisible Hits. That mildly psychedelic tinge
gets me every time. (13:1•1
Teddy Pendergrass is still with us — though
only just. A car accident nearly put an end to
his burgeoning career in early 1982 and
Heaven Only Knows ( Philadelphia
International PIR 25691) is his first album
release since his Rolls lost that argument
with atree. Thankfully, the ex- Blue Note now
seems in good shape both physically and
vocally. He still permeates ballads with
gospel feel, and rips intended disco delights
apart. That Heaven Only Knows isn't athing
of wonder, therefore, isn't Pendergrass'
fault. The problem lies with the material
provided by Gamble- Huff, Cecil Womack and
others, which is often pretty run of the Phil.
Nevertheless, Pendergrass in fulftestifying
flight is always an impressive proposition
and so nothing less than an [A:1] rating will
suffice.
I'll admit that The Motels don't excite me
half as much. Martha Davis, the band's
singersongwriter and reason for living,
sounds all pout and strut-about, the kind of
rock chanteuse that always turns up in
Hollywood- made TV movies. Even so, Little
Robbers ( Capitol EST 7122881), The Motels'
fourth Capitol album, has its share of
attractions, including, as it does, two
superior slices of pure pop in the insistent
'Remember The Nights', amild hit in the US
not long ago, plus the sax and maracaspropelled romp that constitutes the title
track. [13:21
The final despatch concerns Back To The
Basics ( Motown STML 12196), arelease from
The Temptations that's formed by four tracks
recorded during 1983 and an equal number
stemming from sessions held in 1980. It's
one of the latter that impresses most, this
being atough, taut, Gene Page and Willie
Hutch- arranged musical scrap with The Four
Tops that goes by the name of 'The Battle
Song'. 'You can't tempt The Tops' boast Levi
Stubbs' awesome foursome, while their
equally illustrious rival counter with ' You
can't top The Temps' as the various
individuals indulge in the sort of vocal
dogfights that make you glad you decided to
latch onto soul music way back when. If you
believe that one superb track is reason
enough to invest in an otherwise merely
good album, then add Back To Basics to your
shopping list. [A:1/2] ,44105
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HE GRADUAL MOVEMENT towards
music which is hard or impossible to
fix into some category is continuing
steadily, with jazz musicians playing at folk
festivals and ethnic folk musicians playing at
jazz festivals. It's the same on disc, and
although it's by no means new, there is a
greater success rate in these experiments,
and you're less likely to be able to spot the
joins. The Karnataka College of Percussion
played at the Bracknell Jazz Festival acouple
of years or so ago, so it isn't particularly
surprising to find them on aprincipally jazz
label in company with saxophonist/flautist
Charlie Mariano, an ex Mingus sideman who
works mainly in Europe. The line-up
comprises three percussionists, avocalist
and Mariano, playing aSouth Indian- based
music with scope for improvisation. Mariano
humbly immerses himself in the music and
plays selflessly, not trying to impress but
trying to contribute to the overall effect of
the music with singularly pertinent playing.
Although everybody adopts this approach,
there's no way you could fail to be
impressed by the singer who composed the
material, R.A. Ramamani. She has an
engaging voice to start with, but she exhibits
great control and everything she does comes
over with conviction and passion. Some of
the pieces, although clearly Indian, have a
strong sense of the blues about them. But
then the blues shares devices for expressing
emotion with avariety of ethnic musics.
Rhythmically this South Indian style is easier
for the Western ear to follow than North
Indian music, and Mariano sounds at home
in this milieu. Having said that, some of the
phrasing on Jyothi — ECM 1256 [
A*:1 1 — is
pretty nifty and some of the fast cyclic riffs
are reminiscent of the classier kind of jazz/
rock outings in the early 1970s.
And that brings to mind guitarist John
McLaughlin, and his band Shakti, which was
also based on South Indian music and
featured ayoung violinist L. Shankar who
astounded everyone with his dazzling
technique and capacity to move the listener
with notes which seemed to bend and
stretch beyond imagination. Iwas looking
through apile of albums of Karnatic music
recently and Ifound an amazing gem of a
disc featuring Dr L. Shankar in his preMcLaughlin days. The album — on Oriental
Records BGRP 1030 — has no title as such but
seems to be assembled around the talents of
aveteran vocalist, Dr Semmangudi Srinivasa
lyer. There is atamboura player and a
percussionist playing amridangam, a
double- headed barrel- shaped drum
sounding like atabla. The slower sections
contain magical interplay between lyer and
Shankar who weave lines around each other
using intervals other musicians fail to reach.
There is astrength and authority which
draws you inside the experience, and when
the tempo perks up the mridangam
functions as akind of percussive bass,
bobbing and bopping and blowing up a
breeze. The ECM record is more accessible,
and should be easier to get hold of, but the
other one is the one with the extra qualities.
There's an edge to the improvisation here
that's achieved by abandoning the control
gradually while still being on top of the
music. The young Shankar is opening
himself up to the influences of those around
him and there's asense in which these older,
more experienced players are giving him a
practical, subtle lesson in devotional playing.
The result is asatisfying balance between
Shankar's youthful enthusiasm and the
spiritual contribution of the older musicians.
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recording of Trevor Watts' music wouldn't
be on amarathon 4- album boxed set.
Instead the music of Watts' Amalgam,
recorded on atour in November 1979, would
have already been out, and new material
would be in the pipeline. As it is Impetus
starts off with abacklog of tapes they feel
have been hanging around for too long .
music which deserves to be released and put
before the public. This boxed set, Wipeout
(IMP 47901) should remind people who
haven't heard Watts for some time just how
strong aplayer he is. Always agrafter, Watts
worked his way through the influences he
felt important to him, to come out in the end
with his own identity. There's always been a
spiritual side to his playing which has tended
to set him apart from many other British
altoists and this, as well as his superb control
and articulation, is in evidence on this set.
The sleeve notes are unbelievably honest.
They tell the story of the tour and of how the
bass player quit half way through. Impetus
have done the band proud with the
presentation and the enclosed booklet, but
the recording, made by the band
themselves, is very rough and distracts from
the music. And that's apity because the
music represents some of the liveliest British
jazz on record for some time. The music is an
in-between music. It's not free music exactly,
neither is it exactly strict-time jazz, and the
funky bass guitar doesn't bring it into jazz-

funk. What makes the music exciting is its
It's an album which works on several levels
unpredictability. In Liam Genockey, Watts
and should easily fit into any of the musical
has found adrummer who can challenge
categories we have in this magazine,
him and support him at the same time.
although it might put the noses of musical
Genockey is able to come up with what's
snobs out of joint. Certainly it's the most
needed in any musical situation. Keith Rowe
completely satisfying album of any kind that
plays tangential subversive guitar most of
I've heard for along time, and if you're into
the time, going for lines or sounds which are
humanity, even in asmall way, you ought to
least expected. It's as if his role was
check it out. (
A/B:1] The distributor is
deliberately to set up musical problems or
Impetus, 587 Wandsworth Road, London
pose musical questions for the others. Even
SW8. Tel: 01 720 4460.
on tracks when it's down to just the three of
Although Iusually try to avoid reviewing
them the music maintains its power and
many discs which are being re- re- re- re- relistening compulsion. Watts and Genockey
released for the umpteenth time, some of the
are still developing music together, and if
albums on the Classic Jazz Masters series
things were different there would be wellare worth bringing to the attention of nonrecorded albums of their new music in every
historic- jazz buffs. For example The Clarence
jazz record rack. But until then you can feast
Williams Orchestra 1927-1928 (
Classic Jazz
on this boxed set of one of the punchiest
Masters 5502) is full of gems from aband
British small groups of the 1970s. [
C:1]
perhaps overshadowed oy others at the
Prisoner Of Love is a1963 album of James
time. One of the first things that strikes you
Brown's, never released here, and now you
about this ensemble is the smooth, easy
can get hold of it on Polydor imports along
loping rhythmic approach they adopt,
with seven other early Brown albums
helped along by Cyrus St- Clair whose tuba
originally on the King label. This album, and
playing characterises the laid-back poise that
Excitement are from the doo-wop era when
some string bass players were later to
alot of Brown's material had atriplet feel
emulate. Some of the stress in jazz has been
rather than atight, punchy soul bass. The
on individuals, while others hear the
Hammond organ is in there, and on some
collective sound as being more important.
tracks, astring orchestra. The strings are of
For me, in spite of people like Coleman
course the cream topping and with an artist
Hawkins and King Oliver on this album, the
like Brown it makes little difference, as the
Clarence Williams Orchestra exhibits the
man's personality transcends tastelessness.
strength of collective music- making, and
The kitsch of it all makes it even more
that's what makes these cuts so cheerfully
attractive, to me at least. The focus on
attractive [
H:2].
Prisoner Of Love is Brown's amazing voice.
Louis Armstrong In New York 1924-1925
He goes over the top at the slightest
(Classic Jazz Masters 5506) is altogether
opportunity but no one else can sing aballad
brighter and more energetic and is a
like him. If tenor saxophones are to be
collection of Armstrong dates with different
compared with the human voice, then Brown
line-ups and singers. The clarinet players —
whether it's Buster Bailey or Sidney Bechet — sounds like atenor with ahard reed and a
wide lay. This album gives you plenty of
put alot of colour into the music with their
ballads to get your ears into. Excitement is
wide vibratos, and Bechet's soprano
more varied, with embryonic forms of the
saxophone playing is instantly recognisable.
funk that was to come. At times there's a
The tracks are pretty variable, however, and
rough edge there, but there's no mistaking
for that reason it's not apriority
the energy and propulsion on these tracks.
recommendation. Fascinating stuff, all the
Absolutely gorgeous R&B, on Polydor
same. [
H:1/2]
813 491-1 and 2489 199 respectively; both
If there were more record labels like the
new Impetus label, maybe the latest
[6:1]
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TAPE DECKS

Marantz PM310 £69.95
Marantz PM350 £79.95
Maranta PM420
f99.95
Maranta PM230
f84.95
Marantz PM330 £94.95
NAD 3020A £ 109.00
NAD 3150
£209.00
NAD 2150
£ 159.00
NAD 1020
£82.00
Pioneer SA540 £59.95
Pioneer SA740 £89.95
Pioneer SA940
f129.95
£ 199.95
Pioneer A60
Pioneer A70
£249.95
Pioneer A80
£319.95
Sansui AUD101 £89.95
Sansui AUD22 £ 112.95
Sansui AUD33 £ 132.95
Sansui AUD55X £212.95
Sansui AUD77X £276.95
Sansui AUDI1 Mk2.. €359.95
Technics SUV303 £ 114.95
Technics SUV505 £ 153.95
Technics SUV707K £ 199.95
Technics SUV9
f346.95
Yamaha A05
£82.95
Yamaha A300 £82.95
Yamaha A400 £ 122.95
Yamaha A500 € 152.95
sí,rnahii A700
1757.95

Aiwa ADF220
L84.95
Aiwa ADF330
£112.95
Aiwa AD3500
£139.95
Aiwa ADWX110
£206.95
Aiwa ADF660
£199.95
Aiwa ADF770
f246.95
Aiwa ADF990
£289.95 Akai HX1
£79.95
Akai HX3
£94.95
Akai HXR5
£132.95
Akai GXR6
£158.95
Akai GX7
£209.95
Akai GX4000D
£219.95
Dual C806
f86.95
Dual C816
£119.95
Dual C826
£157.95
Marantz SD230
£84.95
Marantz SD320
£89.95
Maranta SD330
£104.95
Marantz SD420
£129.95
Marantz SD530
£166.95
Marantz SD630dbx
£183.95
NAD 6040A
£119.00
NAD 6050C
£149.00
NAD 6125
£139.00
NAD 6150C
£199.00
Nakamichi LX5
£499.95
Pioneer CT340
£79.95
Pioneer CT540
£89.95
Pioneer CT740
£119.95
Pioneer CT940
£149.95
Pioneer CT1040W
£229.95
Pioneer CT5OR
£199.95
Pioneer CT7OR
£239.95
Pioneer CT9OR
£299.95
Pioneer CT4
£79.95
Pioneer CT5
£99.95
Pioneer CT6R
£199.95
Sansui D55M
£69.95
Sansui D370
£166.95
Sansui 0570
f212.95
Sansui DW9
£219.95
Sansui D59ORB
£212.95
Sansui 0990
£149.95
Technics RSM216
£89.95
Technics RSM226
£99.95
Technics RMS229X.... £ 109.95
Technics RSM233X.... £ 126.95
Technics RSM235X.... £ 153.95
Technics RSM245X.... £ 182.95
Technics RSM253X. f279.95
Technics RSM222 £ 199.95
Technics RSM258R
1199.95
Yamaha K300 £ 129.95
Yamaha K500 £ 163.95
Yamaha K700B £229.95

TUNERS
JVC TX3... .£49.95
Hitachi FT4huu £89.95
Hitachi FT5500 £ 159.95
Marantz ST320L £79.95
Marantz ST521L £89.95
Marantz ST430L £94.95
Maranta ST530L £ 129.95
NAD 4020A £ 109.00
NAD 4150
£ 169.00
Pioneer TX520L
f49.95
Pioneer TX720L £79.95
Pioneer F5L
£79.95
Pioneer TX540L £59.95
Pioneer TX940L £99.95
Pioneer F7OL £ 129.95
Pioneer F90
£ 179.95
Sansui TUS33L
f92.95
Sansui TUS55X £ 146.95
Sansui TUS77XW £ 172.95
Technics STZ55L £99.95
Technics STS505L £ 126.95
Technics STS707K £ 163.95
Yamaha TOS
f82.95
Yamaha 1300 £82.95
Yamaha 1760 £99.95
Yamaha 1500 £ 109.95
Yamaha 17008 £ 153.95

TURNTABLES
AR Less Arm

£139.95

AR + Basik• £ 179.95
AR + AR Arm' £ 179.95
Ariston RDEIOAC £229.95
B&O Beog ram 1800
Dual CS514
Dual CS515
Marantz 11120
Marantz TT320CT
NAD 5120*
Pioneer PL340

P.O.A.
£59.95
£79.95
£ 59.95
£89.95
£99.50
£59.95

Pioneer PL640 £89.95
Pioneer PL740 £ 109.95
Pioneer PL505
Pioneer PL707

£ 159.95
£ 189.95

Sansui PD10
£59.95
Sansui PD20
£64.95
Technics SLB210 £59.95
Technics SLB21 £69.95
Technics SLE1200S £99.95
Technics SL3
f99.95
Technics SLGX200K £ 122.95
Technics SL5
£ 122.95
Technics SL6
£ 145.95
Technics SL7
£205.95
Technics SLDLI £ 164.95
Technics SLCIL1
£ 199.95
Technics 51.1200* £219.95
Thorens TD147 £239.95
Thorens TD160S £ 179.95
Thorens 10166 £ 129.95
Thorens TD160BC II € 139.95
Yamaha P200 £69.95
Yamaha P300 £89.95
All prices include cartridge
except those marked*

CD PLAYERS
Akai CDD1
f359.95
Dual CD120 £449.95
Hitachi DA1000 £299.95
Hitachi DA800 £419.95
Marantz CD63 £349.95
Marantz CD73 £379.95
NAD 5200
£399.00
Pioneer PD1
f599.95
Sansui PCV1000 £499.95
Technics SLP10 £549.95

Technics SLP7K € 369.95
Technics SLP8K £459.95
Yamaha CD1
£899.95

RECEIVERS
B&O Beomstr 6000
P.O.A.
NAD 7150
£329.00
NAD 7125
£ 179.95
Sony X07
£ 139.95
Technics SA110L £89.95
Technics SA210L £ 149.95
Technics SA310L £ 199.95
Yamaha R300 £ 129.95
Yamaha KR1000 £269.95

EQRS. & TIMERS
Maranta E020 £89.95
Marantz E0200 £ 119.95
Pioneer SG540 £83.95
Pioneer SG90 £ 199.95
Pioneer SG9
£ 149.95
Pioneer DT540
f49.95
Sansui AT202 £49.95
Sansui SE77
f99.95
Sansui RG707 £ 119.95
Sansui SE8X £ 149.95
Technics SH8015 £69.95
Technics SHE5 £99.95
Technics SH8045 £ 119.95
Technics SH8040 £ 119.95
Technics SH8055 £ 182.95
Technics SH8065
f299.95
Technics SH4020 £79.95
Technics SH4060 £99.95
Yamaha GE3
f89.95

LOUDSPEAKERS
FREE 10 METRES 79 STRAND
CABLE OR TARGET SPEAKER
STANDS WORTH £20 WITH
MODELS MARKED'
AR1MS
AR8LS
•
AR18LS'
AR28LS•
AR38LS•
AR48LS•
AR58LS•
AR78LS•
AR98LS•

£ 119.95
£79.95
f99.95
£ 129.95
£ 169.95
£ 199.95
£289.95
£389.95
f539.95

AR9LS'
£899.95
Akai SVVT55 £79.95
Akai SWT77
£99.95
Boston A40*
£99.95
Edwardus ME4 £ 119.95
KEF Chorale* £75.00
KEF Coda Ill*
£95.00
KEF Cantor Ill*
£ 116.95
KEF Carina II` £ 129.95
KEF Caprice
£ 143.95
KEF Carlton Ill* £ 199.95
KEF 101*
£ 182.95
KEF 103.2* £249.95
KEF 105.2 £799.95
M. Short MS20* £99.95
M. Short MS40* £ 159.95
Marantz LD3011 £99.95
Marantz LD50 £119.95
Marantz LD100 £ 139.95
NEC 317
£99.95
NEC 527
£ 139.95
NEC 637
£ 179.95
Mission 70I1*
£98.95
Mission 77*
£ 118.95
Mission 700S• £ 148.95
Mission 737* £228.95
NAD Model Three £79.95
Pioneer CS353 £39.95
Pioneer CS575 £49.95
Pioneer CS979 £99.95
Pioneer CS565 £79.95
Pioneer CS777 £79.95
Sony SSE30 £49.95
Technics SB3110 £39.95
Technics SBT10
f79.95
Wharfedale Dmnd• £64.95
Wharfedale L30* £49.95
Wharfedale L50*
f69.95
Wharfedale L90E1*
f89.95
Wharfedale L140* £ 119.95
Wharfedale W40* £ 149.95
Wharfedale E2O• £99.95
Wharfedale Machr... £ 159.95
Yamaha NS044
f49.95
Yamaha NS1000 £669.95
All prices are per pair.

SYSTEMS
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa
Aiwa

V300W
V300
V600
V700

£439.95
£379.95
£379.95
£469.95

Aiwa V1000

f659.95

B&O Beosytm 2200

P.O.A.

B&O Beosytm 2000

P.O.A.

B&O Beosytm 6000

P.O.A.

B&O Beosytm 5000

P.O.A.

Dual New Sytm 1' £319.95
Dual System 2*
Dual System r
Dual System 4*
Dual System 5*
Hitachi 153

£409.95
£459.95
f499.95
£649.95
£ 199.95

Hitachi MU10

£ 179.95

Hitachi S2SM

£399.95

Hitachi S4M
£679.95
Marantz MX250
f499.95
Marantz MX320
f569.95
Marantz MX500 £879.95
Marantz MS300 £379.95
Maranta MS350 £449.95
Marantz MS400 £479.95
Marantz MS550 £619.95
Marantz MS63OR £839.95
Pansonic SGV04 £ 169.95
Panasonic SGX10 £ 109.95
Pioneer SG152 £ 199.95
Pioneer XA3
£279.95
Pioneer XA5 SL £349.95
Pioneer XA5 TL £379.95
Pioneer XA7 SL £429.95
Pioneer XA7 TL £459.95
Pioneer XA9 SL £569.95
Pioneer XA9 TL £599.95
Pioneer S33
£379.95
Pioneer S55
£439.95
Pioneer S77
£649.95
Sansui DAT500 £279.95
Sansui IS555A
f309.95
Sansui IS777A £499.95
SansuilS999 £729.95
Technics Type 2
£399.95
Technics Type 10 £289.95
Technics Type 20
f369.95
Technics Type 30 £449.95
Technics Type 40 £549.95
Technics Z15
£319.95
Technics Z35
f369.95
Technics Z55K £459.95
Technics Z75K £549.95
All prices include speakers
except those marked'

SUPER SYSTEMS!
TECHNICS SLB210 fPIONEER SA540 + TECHNICS SB3110
£ 149.95
TECHNICS SLB210 + TECHNICS SA110L + TECHNICS SB3110
£ 189.95
YAMAHA P350 + YAMAHA A300 + YAMAHA NS044
£ 199.95
YAMAHA P200
YAMAHA A300 + CODA III OR AR18LS or MS20
£229.95
DUAL CS514 + YAMAHA A05 + WHARFEDALE DIAMOND
£ 199.95
DUAL CS514 + NAD3020A + CHORALE III or AR8LS or L9OB or MISSION 7011
£ 229.95
DUAL CS515 + NAD 3020A + AR8LS or CHORALE III or L9OB or MISSION 7011
£ 249.95
DUAL CS515 + NAD 3020A + CODA III or AR18LS or MS20
£ 269.95
NAD 5120 + NAD 3020A + AR8LS or CHORALE III or L9OB or MISSION 7011
£279.95
NAD 5120 + NAD 3020A + AR18LS or CODA III or MS20 or MISSION 77
£299.95
FREE Manufacturer's fitted cartridge + all interconnecting leads + 10 metres 79 strand cable worth £8.00!
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FREE DELIVERY
THROUGHOUT UK
MAINLAND

HOW TO ORDER BY POST - Srply send your cheque together with your name
and address and goods required to the Manor Park branch ( Dept. HN).
Alternatively phone through your Access or Visa number. Delivery then takes
about 7-14 days. All items sent free of charge and fully insured by us against loss
or damaged in transit.
All equipment is fully guaranteed by us for 12 months. 5-year guarantee available
at extra cost.

All goods are brand new!!
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OD ARGENT is this month's big
name. Any keyboard man who is
chosen by John Dankworth ( playing
clarinet) to be his partner in duets is clearly
more than just atalented musician, and in
another of this month's records he plays
keyboards in aquintet of star pop musicians,
several of the tracks being his own
compositions. Rod has now emerged as an
impressive figure, crowning his musical
skills with activities outside the studios — in a
cathedral at Christmas, indeed, judging new
carols. Pehaps Iought now to claim him as a
long- lost distant relative, having disclaimed
any relationship when reviewing Pastourelle
in 1982. On the sleeve of Metro (
Sepia RSR
2013) John Dankworth pays generous tribute
to Rod's part in ' arefreshing, worthwhile
musical experience' — and that can also serve
as my comment on these eight tracks, half by
John and half by Rod. Also present is a
rhythm section of Jon Hiseman ( drums),
Robin Jones ( other percussion) and John
Mole ( bass guitar), plus Paul Hart on violin
occasionally. Icould do without the
monotonous chant of ' Bad talk' which
passes for avocal on the track of that name,
but that is my only complaint. ' Sultry
Sundeck' is ready-made soundtrack for any
film of atropical cruise. This is the most
musicianly semi- pop record Ihave heard for
months, though coarser tastes may find it
too bland, too quiet — it's certainly not for the
'wall of sound' freaks. (
A:11
Rod Argent's Shadow Show (
TM Records
TM3) is rather more rock- styled. Jon
Hiseman produced it, as well as playing
drums; another from the Dankworth session
also present is John Mole. Others are Clem
Clempson, halving the bass guitar work with
Mole on three tracks and playing guitar on
others; Barbara Thompson on saxes and
flutes, plus David Sancious guesting on
synthesiser on ' Manhattan Midnite'. This
struck me as the best of the eleven tracks,
which are mostly written by Rod; it has good
evocative words about taking the Big Apple
bite. Words on six other tracks are too
miserable for my taste; Ifelt like echoing the
track from aJudy Garland record Ihad been
re- playing before this reviewing session —
'Come on, get happy!' ( That double album,
reviewed last month has awful sound, but it
triumphs nonetheless— try it.)
Shadow Show is another meaningless
album title; it is not even the title of atrack,
but the music is solid enough, and superbly
recorded. Sometimes the instruments
swamp the vocal — Rod is hardly your
hall- filling tenor— but there is such ingenuity
in the arrangements, and such clarity in the
sound that it rates astar for recording. 1A• : 1]
Star sounds again from Sky in Cadmium
(Ariola 205 885), with John Williams content
to play modestly as one of this leaderless
team. Tristan Fry, who on stage appears as
the group's only showman, also plays it
quiet, and his trumpet is hardly heard at all. If
any one player is the anchor, it is Steve Gray,
always there doing something interesting on
piano or keyboards. The tune Ilike best is
'Son of Hotta'; unlike the classics- with- abeat album Sky Four, criticised here in 1982,
this record has only arefurbished ' Troika'
from Prokofiev's Lieutenant Kijé suite. The
other nine are originals, and varied, ' Telex
from Peru' naturally having aLatin-American
flavour. After five years, Sky are so
established as middle-of-the-road guests on
varied TV and radio music shows that they
may seem in danger of being the victims of
their own success. Still, as well as touring
worldwide, they have other interests to stave
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Denis Argent
off tedium, and let's hope they will stay
together and keep proving that their type of
superior pop is music by real musicians, for
adults. Meanwhile, enjoy this sample of
skilful, balanced rhythmic instrumenta ,
music by world- class experts— and it's
expertly recorded. As broadcasts prove, this
is agroup which can be as good live as on a
record. This disc, made at Abbey Road
Studio 3, is surely not asynthesis concocted
at aconsole. Most readers will enjoy it, even
those who were pleased to buy JW's records
that had star ratings on our classical pages.
[A:1]
Equally popular is the long-established
group Hot Chocolate, but their act is not
exactly the kind where everyone performs
sitting down, as Sky do. Monotonous in
rhythm, theirs is described in the publicity as
'sexmusic'. About ten years ago, the BBC
rejected the Stones' Let's Spend the Night
Together' as too open an invitation. Now,
about half Hot Chocolate's lyr cs on Love
Shot (
Rak Records SRAK 1653831) have
much the same message, but although the
words as printed on the inner sleeve may
look like doggerel ( hot- doggerel?), the sound
as heard fits the rhythm perfectly, and Errol
Brown's style with the passionate words is
almost conversational. He is not one of your
frantic shouters, and he can make words like
'Come for the weekend and tell me you'll
stay' almost athrowaway line. It's quite a
well-mannered record really, but the credits
include one to the author of the computer
drum programme. And it sounds just so
mechanical; was it for this that drummers
like Shelley Manne liberated the rhythm
section from aset beat thirty years ago?
However, Iliked the record far more than I
thought Iwas going to, and although it isn't
star quality it rates well. [
13:1/2]
Familiar as agreat jazz guitarist, Barney
Kessel shows, on Solo (
Concord CJ221) that
he can manage without asupporting beat.
The tunes in tempo are varied: LatinAmerican for ' Brazil', jazzy for part of ' You
Are the Sunshine of my Life', hoppity for his
own ' Jellybeans' — but much cf the record is
out- of-tempo embroidery of pleasant
themes, such as ' Alfie'. The artistry is there,
but for me the excitement factor is low.

When his technique, outstanding in the jazz
world, is measured against an acoustic
master like Barbosa-Lima, Kessel has to take
aback seat. [ A/B:2]
If much of Kessel's record fits it for the
'Easy Listening' rack, that cannot be said of
Hampton Hawes (
Concord CJ222), alive
recording of the last concert the pianist gave,
ayear before his death in 1976, aged 48. It is
full of shocks: just when the audience is
getting used to some quiet rhapsodising,
Hawes bursts in with crashing chords or a
single comic treble note. A pioneer of the
post- bop piano style of the 1950s ( and a
casualty of that era's drug scene), he seems
on this record to be harking back farther than
that— to Art Tatum, no less. Some of the
record swings briskly with the help of Mario
Suraci, yet another of those phenomenal
modern bassists. The whole of one side is
taken up by ' Fly Me To the Moon' and a
14- minute ' Sunny'; the other side is a
Spanish- flavoured three- movement suite of
Hawes' own. Those who find Cecil Taylor
rather too disturbing will be happier with this
record — but surely apianist like Hawes, who
refused to admit to any ' influences', might
well have moved on into Taylor country
seven years on from this recording — or even
beyond. Not an easy record, and not very
remarkable for the piano tone as captured in
aSan Francisco theatre. f
B:21
A live recording of an utterly different kind
is An Hour in Concert with Petula Clark
(Music for Pleasure 5635), an Albert Hall
celebration of her 40 years in show business
— but one needs to point out that she started
at about the age of five, and she is still a
glamorous performer. The record includes a
neat survey of her earlier years; but, more
importantly, it shows how well she has kept
up with the times — for better or worse,
according to how much you rate pop vocal
mannerisms above melody. Even when she
is singing raucous pop, she has areal voice
and clear diction. She is in the top flight of
true professionals and will outlast most of
the hyped- up video stars. With superb
backing from the London Philharmonic,
stiffened by such star session men as Guy
Barker on trumpet and flugelhorn, she made
the most of this big occasion ayear ago —
and at MFP price, this is abargain bonanza.
[13:21
Just for acontrast, try Down Peacock
Alley, by the Palm Court Theatre Orchestra,
directed by Anthony Godwin ( Chandos
ABRD 1092). The word theatre is important;
this is abigger group than the traditional
Palm Court quartet of Grand Hotel days. It
sounds about twelve players strong, and
they play just the sort of music that one
might have heard at aSunday night concert
in some unspoiled little resort like Sidmouth
not so very long ago. Some are very familiar
tunes, the ' Jealousy' tango and Fibich's
'Poème', but there are also ' novelty
numbers', soprano and tenor songs and ( of
all unlikely songs) Cole Porter's ' Love for
Sale'. But what makes the record
outstanding in its way ( as well as fitting the
broad scope of this page) is the superb
digital recording. This is no multi-miked
mixing of avast orchestra; it just sounds
lifelike. All the instruments are there, each
clear before your very eyes — with alittle help
from your ears. Don't let the odd selection of
light music put you off; just try this out on
your state-of-the-art machinery. IA* : 2)
The turn of the year brought several more
outstanding records, including some from
brass bands and some fascinating jazz reissues, so watch this space.
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BATH CLASSICAL RECORDS
FROM CREEK CASTLE AND DUAL
TO LINN, MERIDIAN, REVOX AND QUAD

The largest stock of LP's and Tapes in the West Nea;
Second Hand and Deleted.

LISTEN IN OUR SUPERB
DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
AT

COMPACT DISC SPECIALISTS
Postal Service
6BROAD STREET: BATH, AVON
Tel -( 0225) 64766

NICK DAMN
(HI-FI SPECIALISTS) LTD.
45 Radford Rd. Nottingham.
Tel. 783862 ( 0602)
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FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
Stock carefully selected items iron,

HERTFORDSIURE

A&R. ADC, AKG, Akai, Alphason, Ariston, Audi,
Technica, B&W, Beyer, Calrec, Castle, Celestion
Creek, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (including the Rock
Glanz, Goldring, Harbeth, Heybrook, Hunt-EDA, KE
Kord, Lentek, Lowther, Meridian, MFSL, Mich,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaok.,
Nakamichi, Ortoton, Pink Triangle, Quad, Rev, ,,
Rogers, Royce, Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure, SME
Sonder, Spendor, Sugden, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Co, Walker, Wharfedale, Yamaha, Zenn.
Rya Ways Hi.Fidality Ltd . 12 Islington Row.
Edgbaston. Birmingham 015 ILD.
Telephone 021455 0667
Demonstrations by appointm•nt

9 30.-6 00 Tuesday-Saturday

RADLETT AUDIO
For all that's best in real Hi Fi
Rega,

Linn

Products,

Audio

Research,

Krell,

Creek Audio, Oracle, Koetsu, ProAc, Threshold,
A&R,

Heybrook,

Helius,

Musical

Fidelity,

Sumiko, Dual, Sony, Michell, Pink , Quad,

CHESHIRE

Syrinx,

Supex,

Talisman,

EMT ( VDH),

Oak,

Decca GPD, SD Acoustics, etc.

e'de

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street,
Radlett, Herts
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KENT

4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire

AAR AIWA. CAMBRIDGE ACOUSTICS. CELESTION
DENON. HEYBROOK HELIUS MERIDIAN.
MISSION. MONITOR AUDIO NAD. NAKAMICHL
PINK TRIANGLE. QUAD. REVOX. ROTEL, ROYCE.
TANNOY. TECHNICS. YAMAHA
IOatTI-61)M.CIOSBEI

audition hi fi studio
\6.1n

PHOTOCRAFT HI-FI

CORNWALL

ilernew
audio
NEWCIUAY
el:(063 73)6380
Demonstration
by appointment

Arc
Creek
Meridian
Quad
NVA

F
I
Corneae ItJ

3Plassey Crescent, Bournemouth. Dorset

ItO

IL., br...k.

S1 ,,,, 11,,n1

Shol..1'
cum,'

III
ll3)

Demonstrations and installations of:
A&R, ARC, Creek, Dual, Grace, Heybrook,
KEF, Linn, Monitor Audio, NVA, Naim,
Nakamichi, Nytech, Quad, Rega,
Systemdek Supex.
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40 High Street, Ashford, Kent

343607

MANCHESTER

'116..

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICING

JAPANESE AND SUPER PRESSINGS

Direct Cut - dIgItal - compact disc - hall speed and all super pressings
range in Stock - thousands more to order Send large SAE for hst or
phone us for deeds

Full

Linn Products, Meridian, Nairn Audio,
Nytech Audio, Rega Research, ARC,
Grace and Supex.
Contact John Chapman
By appointment please.
0202 570307

11 ),.

I
Manion
IIdellt‘ • \ I .1. \ VA,
Kg,
1.01,11, '
rindes.

Ashford ( 0233) 24441

DORSET

Ru44 Andrews

Wednesdays

LEICESTERSHIRE

(.1c.0 eat,.

Linn
Naim
Reqa
Pro Ac
A&R
Heybrook
Nytech

HI-FI

198 CHURCH ST BLACKPOOL lei 0253i .11/03
84 PENNY ST., LANCASTER Oct 105241 39657

Phone Radlett ( 09276) 6497
HI- Fl CONSULTANTS
Demonstrations anytime, by appointment
Telephone 0625 582704

PRACTICAL

AUDIO VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

ADO 0

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD LAB DIRECT CUT
Lincoln Mayorga — V013

£500
Brahms Chopin — Piano Music
f500
Larry McNeely — Bluegrass £ 600
LAB 10 fechael Newman — Classical Duda,
£ 100
LAB II
Harry James — Still Harry
f600
LAB 15 Amanda McBroorn — West of Oz
£6, 50
LAB 16 Michael Newman — Italian Pleasures £650
LAB 17
Tower of Power — Direct
£ 750
LAB 18
Strauss — Dvorak
£ 750
All normally £ 12.50
P&P £ 100 plus 25p each theteafter
Telephone Credit Cards welcome
LAB 1
LAB 4
LAB 9

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64A BECKENHAM ROAD
BECKENHAM, KENT
01-658 3464
Customers Who have recently purchased at previous PnUeS will.
id., •

Alr
WE CAN HANDLE YOUR FA! II
BREAKDOWNS. WE ARE PROFESSIONAI.I.Y
TRAINED ENGINEERS OF MANY YEARS
EXPERIENCE FOR AI.1, MAKES OF
FOREIGN EQUIPMENT
DOMESTIC
U'1,1
2SOUI

1\

061-834 2221
SI

1,1 5‘,..5 11 515 ,.. 111
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HIFI

WEST SUSSEX

SURREY

NEWS,

The most respected names
in hi fi are here

(BOWERS E

WILKINS)

WORTHING

your immediate
contact with the Hi Fi
World

e

Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

PHASE 3 HIFI

Ring 686-2599 for
details

HITACHI HI-FI MAIN DEALER
AIWA. TECHNICS.

MERSEYSIDE

WARWICKSHIRE

YAMAHA SONY
SANSul
WALKER. ARISTON
THORENS. QUANTUM
THRESHAM, SONDEX. CASTLE. KEF TANNOY
CELESTION. WHARFEDALE. SPENDOR
mORDAUNT-SHORT. OMAR, AUDIO-TECHNICA
—TOP TAPE DEALER—
‘,3 Breton Roaa Wo

equipment
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CinCis
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v
Expensive

401 Imithdoum Rond tiuemool t15 51J
Telephone 051- 755 6859

CIACIVIESTIER
11-111C1-1

fog excellence in sound
•

niakarnichi

deelius

logic
Dual

SCOTLAND

RING NICK ON 0788-79736

Marantz - Mission - Mordaunt- Short - Myst - Nagaoka Nakamichi - Ortolan - Pink - OED - Quantum - Rotel Sondes - Spendor - Syrinx - Systemdek - Thorens Walker - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations. Installations and Expert Advise
12a Regent Street, Rugby. Warks.
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The Old Nursey. Butleigh. Glastonbury,
Somerset. Telephone: Glastonbury 50370
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Leeds

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

AVALON 111-F1
‘,. _ STUDIO
&45› ,

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 789115.

SOMERSET

es

YORKSHIRE

AGENTS FOR

WEST MIDLANDS

2

40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

ADC -Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Dynavector Glanz - Grado - Goldring - Helius -Heybrook - Logic -

TAYSIDE AUDIO ( SCOTLAND) LIMITED.
UNIT 1. DUNSINANE AVENUE.
DUNDEE. DD2 30N.
TELEPHONE 0382-819997 TELEX 76137.

• ,c1:f df'

Appointed stockists of A&R (
Cambridge), Rega.
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Nairn Audio,
Tandberg, Dual, SME, Celestion, Goldring, Mor daunt- Short, ADC, Grace, Supex, Creek Audio,
Castle Acoustics.

0

We stock complete range
Audio Technica original
replacement styli. Very
competitive price.
Write or call:

4,5

Ti - 0903.206.920

MARCH 1904

fr
o, ALTERAATIVE AUDIO LTD.
*
*
*
*

Single speaker demonstration room
Full servicing facilities on the premises
Free presales alignment of cassette decks
Selected products from Aka:, A&R, Ausholab, Audio
Technwa, Anston, Bose, Clearwater, Denon, Dual, Gale,
Grado, Heybrook, KEF, Maranw, Mission, Monitor Aid:0,
Nagaoka, Ortolon, QED, Quad, Revolver, Row!.
Sennheiser, Thorens, Wharfedale, Yamaha. 95 Hobs Moat Road
* Tues-Sat 10.00 - 6.00
Sohhull
* Demonstrations by appointment
Wen Midland,
021 742 0254

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

0977-553066
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S.

Video Stockists

686-2599

CLASSIFIED 686-2599

1

Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.00 Box Nos. £2.50 extra.
Trade rates 32p per word, minimum £8.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in April issue must reach these offices by
19th March addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
Surrey, CR9 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be
accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to
apply.

FOR SALE - Private
AUDIOPHILE CARTRIDGES
OWN THE BEST
WE t,upp[.Y THEM
Includrng KOETSU. SUPEX. A- T. AUDIO NOTE. ACCUPHASE
All cartndges are new and carry the makers lull guarantee
example
Koetsu Black II
kgsu Red
B10,1 (
Per % Mt« 1101011., please
0604.17041.

Our pnce
£360
£ 475
1700
phone 0201

Normal road
£ 434
£ 575
1990

TWO Active/Passive systems using NYTECH
Electronics and ARC Speakers. Will sell as
complete active systems or as Individual
units.
SYSTEM A: NYTECH CP112 preamp £ 105,
EX102 crossover £65, two CA602 amps £ 165
each, pair ARC202 speakers £ 360, matching
stands £40. Complete system £799.
SYSTEM B: NYTECH CA252 amp £ 125,
CXA252 crossover- amp £ 110, pair ARC050
speakers £ 140, matching stands £30. Complete system £ 349.
Also NYTECH CTP102 tuner-preamp £ 185,
GRACE 707 arm on LINN armboard £ 65.
All equipment boxed and immaculate. Will
demonstrate and deliver. Tel: Fareham,
Hants ( 0329) 231773. C/S
BAILEY DESIGN TRANSMISSION line speakers. KEF units. Professionally built and
finished to a high standard. Size 900 X 460
400 cms weight 45 kgs. £ 250 pr. Tel: Reading
10734) 872315. ( C)
SYRINX PV2 with mass ring on Linn board
£125, Tel: Spalding ( 07751 4622. ( CI
THRESHOLD SL150 amplifier £850 o.n.o.
Audiophile MCT1 transformer matches Koetsus. £ 100 Plus Audionote high quality interconnects. All items perfect. Northwood
Middx 23112. ( C)
SPEAKERS — B&W 801(£1100) £ 675; Tannoy
monitor gold 12ins original £350; Yamaha
NS1000 + Audio Note silver cable mods
(£1,3001 £ 650; Audiostatic ES 240 ( beautiful,
not big) electrostatics (£ 1,000) £ 550. QLN 1
pyramids (£300) £200; Time Window minis
(£250) £90. WANTED: Keesonic Kubs —
Warninglid ( 044485) 444. ( CI
STILL WORLD'S BESTS? Trio KT 917
(month old!) £ 500; Koetsu rosewood ( 5
hours!) £350; Nakamichi 680 ( 1/
2speed) +
NR 200 £ 500; SME Ill £75, Also Headamps by
Beard, Linn ( Naim), Ortofon, Lentek, AT —
Warninglid 1044485) 444. ( C)
112

NAKAMICHI 582 Cassette £ 350, Pioneer 9191
Cassette £ 90, Pioneer 4040 Cassette £ 60,
Rogers Export Monitor Loudspeakers £ 200,
B & O M70 Loudspeakers £ 150, Quad Electrostatic Bronze £ 250, Marantz 2270 Receiver
£150, Thorens TD125, SME/2, Shure 97HE
£90, Heathkit IG-82U Sine/Square Generator
£30, All Excellent Condtion. New Boxed
Quad ESL- 63. 01 668 0066. ( CI
COMPLETE STOLLE ROTATOR, used
indoors only, £ 55. Speakers pairs — KEF
104AB £ 145, SEAS 503 £ 105, YAMAHA
NS1000 £ 365. Tel: ( 0908) 73969. ( C)
HAFLER DH110A pre amplifier, very little
used, excellent performance. £ 100. Telephone day- time 01 698 0191 ext 238 evenings 01 697 1127. ( C1
RADFORD STA25
SC22 valve amplifier
and FMT2 tuner. Revox A76 stereo tuner.
Revox A77 half-track recorder. All in excellent condition. Offers invited. Harlow 31552.
(Cl
LEAK VARISLOPE III valve pre- amp and
amplifier £65 ( mono) also LEAK FM Troughline 3 Tuner £45, both good condition and
working. West Lulworth ( 092-941) 328
(Dorset). ( C)
ORTOFON MC20 cartridge, also T30 step-up
transformer. Both new & unused. Will sell
separately or together £ 200 ono. Phone Alan
01-673 0760 evenings. ( C1
IMF. Domestic monitors TLS speakers No.
2320 excellent condition and sound. Teak.
£300 o.n.o. Tel: Tarporley 2667 ( Code:
08293). ( C)
BANG & OLUFSEN '
1500' tuner amplifier
and ' 2200' record deck. Pair Wharfdale XP2
Dovedale 100w speakers. All as new with
original packing. Tel: 0403 53552. ( Cl
1PAIR LEAK TL50s, recently rebuilt, offers; 1
pair TL12s — £ 50; Rappaport Pre 1A, recent
service, £ 175; Hadcock 228 Export arm —
£40; Decca International arm — £ 20; Decca
Mk1 arm with Mk1 ( mono) and Mk11 and Ill
(stereo) heads, offers; phone 031 337 7520.
(C)
QUAD ESL-63 little used £ 900 o.n.o. Linn
LP12, lttok LVII, Asak DC- 2100K little used
£550. Tel: Hartlepool ( 0429) 71577. ( C)
ARISTON RDII circa ' 73 with SMEN1511I/HE.
Inspect and audition using your favourite
pressing. £ 150 o.n.o. Tel: 01-451 3093. ( C)
TECHNICS SL7 record deck, fitted P205 CMK
3cartridge, plus original new P202 cartridge.
£110 o.n.o. Tel: ( 0606) 77087 ( Cheshire). ( C)

RCL the small loudspeakers, virtually new
£95. Popular Hi Fi mini monitors £75. Hi Fi for
Pleasure compact monitors ( same bass/mid
as rogers studio and LS3/61 £ 120. Pair 4 way
transmission line crossovers £ 20. Ortofon
SL15E £ 10. Unused SL20E £ 20. STA 72
transformer £ 10. Unused MCA1 pre- amp for
M/C cartridges £ 20. New Dynavector karat
ruby DV23R £ 105. Pair LS3 as BBC minis with
adjustable stands £ 120. All items Immaculate Condition. Box No. 0708. ( C)
SUGDEN A51, C51, perfect condition, beautiful sound, £ 175. Mission 200 speakers as
new £ 75. Aurex PCX88 black 3 head, servo,
cassette deck, Dolby, adres, little use: £ 150.
Blackpool ( 0253) 723757. ( C)
PAIR LOWTHER'S. 115 model. PM6 units.
Walnut/Black silk, unused still in boxes. £ 185.
Kingswinford ( 0384) 292483. ( CI
ACOUSTAT 2electrostatic speakers plus two
P.S. 2C power amplifiers ( 200 w.p.c.) £ 1200.
Sony P.C.M.—F1 £ 550 Heybrook HB2's ( latest)
£130 Quantum 102/402/207DA pre/power
amplifiers + supply ( 70 w.p.c.) £ 200. 0270
662475. ( C)
ROGERS LS5/8 BBC current monitor loudspeakers. Two Quad AM8/16 frequency splitting amplifiers. Immaculate. Stands. Boxed.
£1,350 (£2,600 new). Philips CD200 player.
£345. SME 3009/III tonearm. CA1 spare. £65.
Ortofon SME/30H cartridge £ 27. 01-3857224.
(CI

FOR SALE - Trade
GOLDRING. We specialise and stock all
Genuine cartridges & styli including 78s and
'oldies'. Replacement range available for
deleted Brands & models. Technical &
General, 35 Marlow Road, London, SE20
7XX 01 778 3737. ( C1
HIGH END EQUIPMENT, all kinds of American, Japanese and German Audiophile products like: Audio- Research, Audiostatic,
Acoustat, Conrad- Johnson, Dennesen,
Esoteric A.R. EMT, Infinity, Kiseki, Krell,
Koetsu, Linn, Magneplanar, Oracle, Plasmattronics, Quad, Revox, Stax, Snell, Threshold,
Thorens, Vernissage, ZETA, and many
others at lowest export prices. Ask for the
latest price list and details. We ship worldwide! Hi Fi Systems. Herzogsfreudenweg 16,
53 Bonn 1, West Germany. Tel. 01049-228251058 — Tlx. 886646 hfss d. ( E)
NUMEROUS CALREC CM652D used mics.
'The enthusiasts capacitor microphone'.
Also DIY PSU details, new Calrecs and other
used mics. Whitetower Records, 2 Roche
Gardens, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK3 6HR.
10908) 73969. ( C)
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FOR SALE - Trade
THORENS. We specialise. All available
Genuine spares and accessories from TD124
&TD150 to current range. Servicing, Repairs,
Refurbishing. Technical & General, 35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX 01 778 3737. ( C)

NOS

KT77 valves by M-0. Replace EL34 in most
applications. £20.95 pair inc. P&P. G.P.
Ormiston, 6 Farthing Grove, Netherfield,
Milton Keynes, Bucks. MK6 4HH. ( C)

WANTED

)
E.C.C.

OLIVER CROMBIE RECORDS & TAPES will
buy all your unwanted classical and Jazz LPs
and cassettes. Any quantity from one of
complete collections from anywhere. We
also buy selected 78's and 78 classical sets.
Bring your records to our shop for immediate cash payment. Or for further details
Tel: 01-455 0066/1078. OPEN 7 DAYS A
WEEK. 16 Golders Green Road, London
NW11. ( X)
QUAD CABINET FOR 33 & FM3 tuner wanted
urgent. Also plinth for Garrard 401. Ferguson
4, Deentdale CL. Bolton BL1 5XD. ( Tel: 45057)
(C)

THIS 48" WIDE
RECORD CABINET
IN WOOD WILL
HOLD 600 LPs.
CASSETTE DRAWERS
CAN BE PROVIDED.

COMPACT DISCS

FOR DETAILS OF OUR LARGE RANGE OF HANDMADE HI-FI

From your Armchair at No Extra
Cost • Large range • Prompt Post Free
service by 1st Class Mail.
V. rite for details and current lists to:

RO DIGITAL SUPPLIES

FURNITURE, SEND TWO 12 1
2 pSTAMPS QUOTING HFN
/
ECC, 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE,
N. YORKSHIRE HG1 2PZ
NOTE: Our wide range of melamine units already
available in white, teak, park teak, oak and rosewood
are now available in black also.

15 Mill Lane, Alwalton, Peterborough, Cambs.

UPGRADE YOUR QUAD 33 PREAMP.
Replace internal plug-in boards — no tools
required. High frequencies are more open
and the bass tighter. Our SB101 boards C)
bypass tone, filter and balance controls but
volume, input and stereo switches are
unaffected. Phase shift with frequency is
effectively zero. A must for BC1 style speaker
users. SB101 pair £24.50 with instructions.
Soundbox, 28 By Sunte, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex. ( B)
S.M.E. We specialise and stock all the range
including spares, accessories and manuals.
Direct from factory. Technical & General, 35
Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX 01 778
3737. ( C)
ORTOFON. Comprehensive range stocked,
including styli for older deleted models. New
OM range now in stock. Technical & General,
35 Marlow Road, London SE20 7XX 01 778
3737. ( C)

DISC CUTTING. Master and demos. Pressings Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346 0003. ( X)

WANTED

SERVICES

Talmo> full range speaker units: IS". 12" and 10" monitor
gold. red and silver •
Goodman* full range speaker unit: .Axiom 80 ( both old and
flits types(
SALE. pick up arm: models 3009 and :1012 old fashioned
Garrard turntable: model :101
Quad amplifier type 22 pre-amplifier and Quad 11 power
amplifier

spendor
For repaas to Spendor and other high quality loudspeakers.
Contact:
Bernard Electronics
Tel: 01 531 8705

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere. QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT
restored close to design wherever possible.
7days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

Please write toior ring with price
Silas T !manage IITS Japan, 96 George Street. London
Hill 5R1. Tel: 01487-5038

SOCIETIES
BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years
ago, this Society provides ameeting ground
for people who love the music of Hector
Berlioz and are interested in the highways
and byways of his life and work. Monthly
meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send
s.a.e. for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor
Flat, 115 Harley Street, London W1. ( X)

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
A-Z Distributors
About Sound Hi Fi
Alternative Audio
Aston Audio Ltd
Audio Excellence
Audio Projects
Audio Tel
Audition Hi Fi Studio
Aurak
Avalon Hi Fi Studio
B & W Loudspeakers
Bang & Olufsen Ltd
Barnard Electronics
Basically Sound
Bath Classical Records
Bauch Ltd, FWO
Beckenham Record Centre
Boothroyd Stuart
Bowers & Wilkins
Brady & Son, W. A.
Cam Audio
Celestion International
Central Recording Services
Chew & Osborne Ltd
Chichester Hi Fi
Croft Acoustics Ltd
Deskatlas
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Edwards Construction Co
Esoteric Marketing
Exchange & Mart
Five Ways High Fidelity
Goldring Products
H.T.S. Japan
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HERE'S A CERTAIN MYSTIQUE
surrounding female singer/
songwriters— after all they must have
something extra to have survived the rigours
of making it in the rock world. Think of Joni
Mitchell, Carly Simon, or even Kate Bush and
Toyah Wilcox— they have all managed to
maintain their own identity, and are selfcontained, not just glamorous puppets
fronting the band. Now obviously the great
record buying public is the ultimate arbiter of
success, but women in the rock business are
more often the victims of criticism and
commercial manipulation than their male
counterparts. This makes it all the more
important for them to establish their own
musical integrity, and to avoid being
branded, in aderogatory way, as ' women
singers'. Joan Armatrading has more than
succeeded in doing this, and still remains
something of an enigma. This has been
achieved partly by keeping her private life
out of the gossip pages, but largely by
developing her talent towards an
increasingly wide appeal. She also has a
following attracted by the personal/political
content of her lyrics which are characterised
by honesty, independence, and amore
progressive female angle on the time-worn
love and relationship themes.
Ifirst saw Armatrading live in 1977, just
after she had released her third album for
A&M, Show Some Emotion. Iremember
watching her, wide-eyed, and being struck
by her shyness in front of, even then, a
friendly and devoted audience. She
communicated through her music, and
forced every one of us to participate in a
soul- baring session of the greatest sincerity,
but in which she was doing all the talking.
Now, seven years later, and with 10 albums
behind her, she has blossomed into a
confident, chatty performer, apremier live
attraction, internationally acclaimed, and her
music has made aparallel development,
through collaboration with several
producers into the chart-topping product it is
today. As amark of respect and gratitude to
an artist of her stature, in November 1983,
A&M released Track Record (
JA 2001), asort
of ' best of' selection of her hit singles to date.
The album contains some obvious gems
plus acouple of new tracks which have not
appeared on any other albums, though sadly
through lack of groove space many wellloved numbers are absent. Nevertheless, as
asampling, albeit uneven, of her output
since 1976, Track Record provides us with an
illuminating insight into her development as
an artist.
Due to some quirk of organisation chez
A&M, the ordering of songs on Track Record
is somewhat bizarre. Side 1begins with
'Drop the Pilot', from her latest album, The
Key, and includes post- 1980 material. The
older tracks, with the exception of ' Heaven',
released as asingle in November'83, are all
on Side 2, and being asucker for
sentimentality Ialways put this one on first.
Here are the more lyrical, ballad-type songs,
which first made her name: very moving,
and extremely cathartic if you are feeling
emotionally under the weather!
Four tracks on Side 2are taken from the
albums Joan Armatrading and Show Some
Emotion, produced by Glyn Johns who went
on to produce the two subsequent albums,
To the Limit and Steppin' Out. All have
excellent sound quality and transparency,
and Johns seems to have been able to
extract the very best from his artist. It's as if
he had an intuitive understanding of
Armatrading's music, and that the alchemy
114

of singer/songwriter, first-class band and
producer has worked apotent magic. Joan
Armatrading, the album that really put her
on the map in Britain, and proved that her
talent was maturing in apromising direction,
was garlanded with superlatives; people
called her brilliantly unorthodox, and said
she must be alovely woman. It is acollection
of consistently beautiful songs: images of
love, longing, and heartache, but also
suggestions of irony and independence
(which were to become more obvious)
emerge from the rich tapestry of words and
music, and the two numbers represented on
Track Record reflect the album's essentially
introspective, lyrical mood.
'Down to Zero' tackles the subject of love's
insecurity, made all the more poignant by
the addition of weeping steel guitar to the
characteristic sound of acoustic guitar,
phased fretless bass, and fluid vocal line.
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Felicit Mul. an listens
to Joan Armatradin ' s
Track Record

'Love and Affection', perhaps still one of her
finest songs, is awistful, yet passionate
ballad, which has that ability to zoom in on
your central nervous system and remind you
of where it really hurts.
Show Some Emotion continued to
develop the mood of Joan Armatrading but
introduced anew angle, afunkier, more
carefree sound, epitomised on the title track,
which is to be found on Track Record. It's a
fast moving number, combining apunchy
rhythm with bright, provocative vocals:
'Show some emotion, put expression in your
eyes, light up if you're feeling happy but if
it's bad then let those tears roll down,' and,
like other tracks on the original album, has
almost ataste of fusion about it. 'Willow', the
second track from Show Some Emotion
deserves alengthy eulogy; but suffice it to
say that it's abeautiful, slow ballad, offering
strength and support to aloved one, in a
similarly contemplative mood to the tracks
discussed above.
To the Limit is not represented on Track
Record, which is adisappointment as it
contains many songs that have as much star
quality as their peers on the new LP, and is
another masterpiece of production. Instead,
the final track on side 2of Track Record is

'Rosie', which was only released as asingle,
in 1980. Essentially alight-hearted, rocky
number about atransvestite, it is obvious
single material, but deserves mention here
because it came out just before the album
Me Myself /which, through asubtle change
in style, was aimed at, and succeeded in
conquering, amore international market.
It is tempting, when looking at an artist's
work to speculate on the influences behind
their development. What, apart from
obvious progress in fashion, causes a
change in musical style, and why do these
changes follow certain directions? After all,
artistic development should be as natural as
growing up. But it looks as if, around the
time, of Me Myself Armatrading made a
decision not to be branded as ' just another
female singer who writes pretty love songs',
set her sights abit broader and aimed to
demonstrate her tougher side. It was amove
which has payed off in terms of international
recognition and success— with Me Myself!
she reached the charts in most of the world's
rock- loving nations— and with Walk Under
Ladders and The Key, both produced by
Steve Lillywhite, her music took another
leap: forwards to the sound of the ' 80s, and
sideways towards, in my opinion, amore
commercial, rock-oriented sound.
These two last albums saw the
introduction of more prominent synthesiser,
electric guitar, amore mechanical beat, and
fuller sound, while the old trademarks —
acoustic guitar, fretless bass, softer vocals
and avery open texture— took aback seat.
The lyrics, too, became less searching, more
brash, assured and ironic. From Me Myself I,
'Simon', 'All the way from America' and the
title track were all released as singles. Only
the first is found on Track Record: it's a
biting, sarcastic number— but is she
independent, selfish or hitting out at the
so-called me generation? — with aharsh
electric guitar intro which moves into a
raunchy riff. ' I'm Lucky' from Walk Under
Ladders is in similarly confident mood, but
with aheavy, almost Numanesque ( heaven
forbid!) synth backing, and thoroughly
modern monotony, relieved thankfully by
good melody and vocals. But the soulsearching Armatrading is the inspiration
behind 'The Weakness in Me', athoughtful
and honest song about the problem of split
loyalties, which returns to the sound of
fretless bass and provides asoft
counterbalance to the more incessant pacing
of its neighbours.
And what of the latest numbers? They all
have interesting details, such as the
syncopation in 'When Iget it right', or the
taunting, schoolboy- like chant in
'Frustration', and their bouncing beat and
buoyant or sarcastic lyrics are probably a
sign of the direction in which Armatrading
will keep heading.
And sound quality? Well, anybody who
has visited ahi-fi show at all recently need
read no further. Armatrading ranks with the
likes of D;re Straits and Michael Jackson in
the audio world, that is her records provide
excellent material at demonstrations, and
indirectly help sell equipment . . which
brings me back to commercialism.
Armatrading's music is more commercial,
it's become more modern, more mass
market; but she hasn't sold out because
she'll always adapt the rules to suit herself.
Which makes Track Record not only a
tempting audio proposition, but also an
interesting slice of history and introduction
(with hindsight) to auniquely talented
woman. -0HI- H NEWS 8; RECORD REVIEW
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Ortofon VMS20E II

Ortofon Ltd, Tavistock Ind Est.. Ruscombe. Twyford, Berks RGIO 9NJ
Tel (
3734) 343621

Cartridge type and mass
Induced Magnet VMS'. 5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz 28Cu( x10 -" cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1.5g
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.
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.
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ell experts recommend you use
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Buy Guide has honoured this cartridge with its ' Best Buy acco lade, despite all comoetitior from our rivals. [ Ortofon
For
Ltd., Denmark House, Tayistock Industrial Estate,
So we extended the range to include the VMS 30 Mk II, the VMS 10E Mk If and the VMS 5E Mk II. I
I
Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ. Tel: Twyfogd ( 0734' ' 43621
Providing aVariable Magnetic Shunt cartridge to suit
Name
every tone-arm and (with prices from about £12.50 to
£44.00) every pocket.
Address
And, lo and behold, the VMS 30 Mk II prorr ptly won
a ' Best Buy' rating as well.
Which just goes to prove that nothing succeeds
Tel No
—
accuracy in sound
like success.
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